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Abstract. 

Despite warnings to the contrary, sociological research 

projects in race relations have continued to develop a highly 

specific documentation of the ‘facts! of race relations in 

particular gettings. The Hibetaative Senesate operating at that 

level and the epistemological categories underlying their research 

techniques are generally assumed without question. The sub-field 

of ‘race relations' has thereby been detached from problems of 

mainstream sociological theory and methodology. 

This detachment has not been without its effects and one in 

particular has been to denegate the role of critique in 

substantive sociologies, in this case race relations. The project 

sets out to challengs the current status of critique operating 

here and to work towards an examination of the field of race 

relations in terms of a critical investigation of its conceptual 

underpinnings. Having introduced some of tha major forms of 

critique prevalent in the field, and the shortcomings attachsd 

to each, the thesis proceeds to identify three apparently distinct 

conceptual frameworks within which the race concept has been 

workec: thase of orthodox or classical race theory (where race 

is conceived as a physical object), sociological theory (race 

as a social object) and neo-flarxist theory. 

The identification of these three fields permits the 

systematic’ posing’ofa number of problems, hitherto overlooked, 

or at least seriously neglected in conventional sociological 

2 

racs relations resea.ch. The first introduces the question of



the relationship tetween the concepts of race in orthodox and 

sociological theory. This itself involves initially an 

examination of the nature cf the social ccientifie critique 

of orthodox race theory, which, it is claimed, in concerning 

itseif predominantly with epistemological issues, avoids a 

critique of more substantive relations that obtain between the 

race concept and those that apparentiy lend it support. 

Furthermore the critique is seriously weakened, it is arguau, 

to the extent that sociological race relaeticns ‘aperationaiises' 

tie concept on identical stistemological grounds, 

The sociolcgical concept of race is introduced via an 

cxaminaticn of Max Waber's sociolegy im general and his concept 

cf athnic oroup jn particular. In keeping with the overal? 

objective sf the project (in part to make explicit a number of 

presuppositions taken from mainstream sociological thsory and 

apoearing as the ‘facts' ef race relations) Weber is considered 

particularly appropriate for this task. All the more so since 

many of the problams identified in contemporary sociologicai 

theories of race may be dsrived from certein axeblees inherent in 

Weber's sociological project. Such problems have been made 

explicit through a systematic reconstruction of ssciological 

race theory cn the basic of three central concepts, those of 

Section", ‘structure’ and ‘culture’. The relationships 

_.a3tablished between these and the implications for the possibility 

of a unified, coherent cdéncept of race are raised in concluding 

this discussion. 

The relationship between Marxism and sociology is 

particularly prominent in the social sciences at the prasent
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time. The initial classification thus permits the reopening of 

this debate both in general terms and more particularly with 

reference to the pessibility of a Marxist thecry of race. What 

is suggssted here is that the predominance of the sociological 

concept precludes at the present time a distinct concentualisation 

of race within Marxist theory. 

The conclusion points tentatively towards the conceptualisation 

ef race and racism (the two concepts will be taken togather for 

these purposes) that avoids the shortcomings of both sociolegical 

and neoeMarxist theory. In particular, as regards the latter, 

it seeks to avoid the reduction of sociel wholes to the economy 

in general and racist ideology to the production process in 

particular. On the contrary, it seeks to establish races as 

the product of distinct ideological practices that only 

subsequently intervene at other levels (i.e. the economy and 

politics). It is the systematic structure of these ideological/ 

theoretical structures that this project seeks to elucidate.



1. 

INTRODUCTION 

Race Relatiscns: Theury and Research. 

The thesis is concerned with an examination of the concepts 

of race and racism in séctozdnice? and neo-fiarxist theery. Thesa 

concepts havs recently bear developed in what nas bean granted 4 

relatively autonomous svatus in sociology, a sub-diecinline within 

tne everarching :nother discsinline. This ‘sociology of' that we 

refer to here concerns the field of ‘race relations', ‘minority 

group relations', or particularly in the United States 'sthnic 

group relations’. Ae This somewhat privileged status has 

encauraged a certain parochi:alism and with tt a number of serious 

oroblems that, given the convantional parameters that defines 

this particular sup-cisciplins, are rarely posed as such. To 

grasp fully the nature of thase problems and their implications, 

it is necessary first to recognise that the snciclogical fisld 

of rece relations, as any other, containe a number of orcpositions 

or statements that vary in terms of their iewel of theoretical 

abstraction. It is also necessary to recogn*se that race 

reletions research, in the way it has traditionaliv been conceived, 

is a synthesis of twu distinct sets of propositions. On the one 

hand it introduces a seriss of substantive statements and, within 

these statements, concepts that are traditionally associated 

with the field of race relations. One such set of categories, 

take an illustration that we shall return to at various points 

throughout the thesis, is that of the integrative process, ~" that 

is to say, accommodation, acculturation, integration and



assimilation. The other set of propositions is sssentially 

concerned with ths apsrationalisation of these substantive 

categories: in other words they concern problems of method or 

technique in race relations research. The problem, for instance 

of measuring these indices of integration, is resolved around the 

relative merits and demerits of attitude surveys, community studies, 

comprising formal/informal interview schedules, and questionnaires 

etce 

In general terms tha race relations researcher, on the basis 

of the substantive and methodological equipment at his disposal, 

produces or contributes to the preduction of knowledge of ‘racs 

polntnorad via new combinations and permutations of the existing 

Ehoorutsenl propositions on the one hand and research techniques 

aveilable on the other. Generally speaking, any new research 

underteking in the field assumes the adequacy of both sets of 

itiek inn propositions. This, it will be suggested, is an effect 

of thse artificial divisions within sociology into various sub- 

disciplines on the one hand and seciclogical theory and methodology 

on the other. Effectively then, there exists a series of statements 

that remain presupposed in the substantive fields of investigation: 

in this case in socisclogical race relations. As it stands, the 

present division ef labour in the social sciences effectively 

confines consideration of these presuppositions to the werk of a 

minority. Their overriding acceptance, then, ramains the point of 

departures for the vast majority of sociologists engaged in orthodox 

research projects. This thssis is in part an attempt to overcome 

the problem of compartmentalisation and te eddress itself to 

questions at s levsl of gensrality (the field of sociological theory) 

unfamiliat to most race relations practitioners.



This is nat te suggest that sociolegical race relations is 

unaware of a range of theoretical problems and their implications 

for race relations research. Halsey, in a review of research in the 

field, refers to the 'modest' role of race theery in the 1960's and 

the daportares of what he terms ‘fundamental' research in the 

future. Others too, have recognised that the various conceptual 

levels of sociological analysis are by no nicans discrete fields of 

investigation. Van den Berghe for instance, refers to its ‘low 

4 

theo degree of theoretical integration with the rest of sociology', 

Perhaps it is not so much a lack of integration, but, on the 

contrary, a lack of recognition that such reletionshins do exist 

and are important. What eppeers to be the case in sociological 

race relattans, bad this may be true of other substantive fields of 

investigation, is that there exists a certain point, in terms of 

theoretical abstraction, beyond which no problems may be posed or 

questions legitimately entertained. Consequently ths field of race 

relations may be identified in the following way : 

Fig. (4) 

Concepts of variant forms of mainstream ’ Epistemological Concepts 
sociolegical and Marxist theory derived 
from distinct conceptual frameworks 

  

Sas ene ee ce Relations Reseatsh Techniques 

— 
ea 

r aie 

Race Relations 

Research 

“= ‘Appearance’ of concepts at level of ‘Race Relations' 
so0 Levels of theoretical abstraction,



The broken horizontal line marks the ‘appearance’ of concepts 

and xesearch techniques availabke for the race relations 

practitioner. Each set of propositions and concepts that constitute 

quite distinct realms as far as sociological theory is concerned, 

become less clearly delineated for various reasons at the level 

of the sub-discipline, The general theorstical confusion , 

sometimes referred to es eclecticism, is a consequence of this 

artificial distinction that has been made between the pute and 

applied aspects of govinlogy.”” Sociological race relations 

has traditionally been associated with certain ‘appliec' 

objectives and these have remained ascendant in what Krausz 

refers to as the enormous "gutput of literature and reports of 

research in the area of minorities, and particularly race 

relations e.- in recent years",°* Such studies have been 

encouraged under the auspices of educational trusts (e.g. the 

Runnymede Trust) and throughout the 1960's industry~backed 

bodies, stich a¢ the early Institute ef Race Relations, 

Government-backed bodies (the Community Relations Commission) 

and the indivicual councils (established under the 1968 Race 

Relations Act), each with its own publishing facilities. Under 

such circumstances, the race relations industry, as it has been 

termed, has acquired its ‘pragmatic gunictysy as Halssy refers 

to it; and its emphasis on practical policy recommendations, in 

the absence, it has been suggested, of any "satisfactory 

theoretical framework". tS The reluctance, however to tackle 

problems of a more general character has not been confined to 

not-acadenic publications. We have already suggested a hesitancy 

on the part of academic sociology to recognises the arbitrary 

divisions within sociology between its theoretical and substantive



components. Not only however is there the problem of transversing 

the horizontal division in Fig. i. but, relatedly, there is the 

question of classifying and delineating the field of race 

relations as it appears to practitioners. 

Where such attempts have been made, and these, it must be 

added, are few and far between, the results have been no more 

encouraging. Of Banton's project to found an applied social 

science in Race Relations, Pitt-Rivers writes, 

One wonders what is to be its basis ... To be applied a 

science must have achieved a certain coherence and 

rigour. The theoretical relation binding together 

the explanations given in one chapter or another is 

missing. 8. 

The question of the theoretical relationship binding together 

the explanations pertains closely to the theoretical confusion 

referred to above and hence to one of the central problems of 

this thesis. If we take a definition of theory from within 

the sociology of race, that is “theory, conceived as a set of 

logically interrelated propositions", as then clearly the task 

of any analytical investigation is to assess the degree to 

which propositioms pertaining to the concept of race and allied 

concepts are logically related. This, it will be argued, is 

notably absent in race theory, despite the fact that, defined 

in these terms, theory demands nothing short of this form of 

interrogation. 

One very serious implication of this impasse, and this 

again relates to the problems raised with respect to Fig. Lil's 

is the form or forms of critique developed in the field of 

seciological race relations. Given the constraints imposed 

by the divisions within sociology, there remains the question
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of the basis on which we can assess the adequacy or usefulness 

of the varicus propositions that appear at the level of race 

relations ressarche In this respect we inay distinguish four 

forms of critique currently in use in the field:- 

(i) the ‘ewpiricist' critique. Race theory is assessed in 

terms of the 'facts' of race relations situations and its 

usefulness in terms of the fit or discrepanry detween thems 

(ii) the ‘conflict! critique. Here one explanation cf order 

is rejected and countsred by another on the ground that the one 

is more plausible or simply better than the other; 

(fii) the ‘radical' critique. Here sociological race relations 

are reduced to the values of the individual soriclogist 

responsible for their production. With the denial of vaiue-~ 

Freecom, there emerges the necessity of stating ‘whose side we 

are on' and the rejection, on ideological grounds. of race 

relations prodtced by those whose values conflict with ovr 

own; and 

(iv) the ‘epistemological’ critique. Here adequacy i 

assesssd in terms of the procedures invoked py eociolcgists 

to produce a knowledge of the race concept. Strictly speaking 

we must distinguish inedequacy, on the one hand, at the level 

of specific methcdological or operational procedures and, on 

the other, at the level of the theory of the production of 

knowledge in general and race relations in particular that sometimes



preface work in the fisld. 

The first may be seen for instance in the various critiques 

of cyclical theories or typologies of race relations situations. 

Here race rslations are eanaetudd in terms of some sequential 

pattern of development that reproduces itself in each case Prom 

the period of the initial stages of contact. "In so far as they 

(cyclical theories) posit assimilation as an inevitable conclusion, 

events of recent years have cast further doubt upon their 

validity". °° (emphasis added.) The second and third forms of 

eritique referred to above are related in so far as what is often 

considered more ‘plausible’ or 'better' is judged to be soa 

according to the values of the individual sociologist. his 

is not always the case however and certain attempts to counter 

one explanation by a ‘better’ one are not even qualified to this 

eetane le shall Wieserete fully one form this critique 

has taken below when we come to examine that part of sociological 

race theory whose chject is the resolution of the ‘race problem' 

and the various attempts to overcome certain limitations 

apparently inherent in this approach. The ascendancy of the 

sociologist himself, in terms of his value credentials, to play 

an important role in any critique has been advanced by Katznelson. 

Assuming, he argues, that value-neutrality is a ‘chimerical 

posture', then certain consequences necessarily follow for Blacks 

in their relationships with Whites. In particular they should 

be encouraged, he argues, to ignore amy 'blanched' advice on 

questions concerning such issues as the merits or demerits of 

eulturel nationalism. "ft. de interesting to note Horton's 

distinction between normative and empirical thoory in this respect.



As a sociologist I am not really interested in raising 

the question of whether a conflict definition of the 

Tace question is mora correct than the more familiar 

order model. Each view is correct ... in so far es it 

conforms tn a viable political ana scsial experiencs. 13. 

The onus thus rests on the sociologist to select one wor thc 

other of these models according to mis own experiences (er 

values). Similarly Bridges, having rejected the possibility 

of a value-free sociology and hence a value-free criticue, 

claims "It becomes imperative on us to say fron the beginning 

: 14; 
whoes side we are on". 

The epistemological critique, whilst enjoying some degrees 

of favour elsewhere in sociology, has really yet tre make its 

impact felt at the level cf rane relations Piscusahis The 

ayneseots of race anv racism ili not however be disutsused at 

length in terms uf theiz apistemolegicsl presupnositions for 

two reasons. The first relates to the question 9f existing 

critiques admittedly rarely aimed snecificaily at race relations- 

but whose implications may be seen quite easily at this level. 

The oeneralised critique of methodological precedures in the 

social sciences by the Willers for instance cleariy hac implications 

for a substantive field, race Reais? operating with identical 

or almost identical methods of investigatisun. In point of fect 

on saveral occasions in their book illustrations ars taken 

directly from tha field of race relatiscns, an indication of 

the extent to which the field adequately reflects empiricism 

in the social sciences genarally.>>° Under these circumstances 

there is little point in reproducing their arguments, with 

artinubee reference to surveys, questionnaires etc. constructed 

in the context of race relations research. There is, however, 

a second reason for not relying solely on this form of critique



and this relates to a distinction that has been made between 

epistemological and non-spistemological concepts and their 

respective dicceurses. A certain amount of controversy has 

arisen cver this distinction that will not concern this thesia.*°° 

One very important consequence of this distinction, however, 1s 

that having rejected the epistenological assumptions of socislogical | 

race relations, it is etll possible to inwestigcte the non- 

epistemologisal field af scciological race theory and attend 

to some very crucial questions of internal classification. A 

gocs illustratica of these limitations of the epistemological 

critique taken on its own, appears fn the distinction between 

sociological and tarxist theory, one central to this investigation 

of the race concept. If Marxism and sociclogy can be considered 

equivalent in so far as they both empley a 'hysothetico- 

17 ot - ; . 2 
* is it sufficient to dismiss certain areas deductive method', 

of both as ‘emniricist' in so fat as they attempt to produce 

knoulodge on the besis of acauiring facts and making ‘empirical 

generalisations' ?, Clearly to do so leaves the question of the 

substantive concepts that distinguish the two fields unresoived 

(i.e. the difference between value-oriented action, etc. on the 

one hand and mode of production, labour process, etc. on the 

other.) The concepts cf race and racism are not in this seiise 

epistamological concepts and consequently they will not be dealt 

with in terms of an epistemological critique. Having said that, 

certain apistemelogical pruoositions do enter into the field of 

race baldtiohe and where they appear they will be dealt with by 

reference to the extremely succinct critiques that may be found 

elsewhere in sociology. Furthermore there is an area of
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sociological race relations which does itself entertain a form 

of critique operating at this level: namely the sociological 

rejection of the biological concept of race to be found in what 

may be distinguished as orthodox race theory. We shall encounter 

this in Part One of the. thesis. 

Fig. 1. attempted diagramatically to represent the arbitrary 

compartmentalisations of sociology into a number of discrete sub- 

disciplines and, consequently, the appearance, at the level of 

race relations and research of categories and concepts that are 

necessarily assumed and whose unproblematic nature is taken for ; 

granted. We have also suggested that the operationalisation of 

these concepts is an effect of certain methodological assumptions 

(on the right hand side of the diagram) that similarly remain 

taken for granted. Clearly the recent methodological critiques 

considerably assist in overcoming these divisions particularly 

once their implications for the operationalisation of sociological 

race theory is fully appreciated. If we conceive sociological 

rane relations then as an effect of both these sets of propositions, 

and that a realm of ‘Heeey beyond a certain level of 

conceptualisation remains out of reach of the individual 

practitioner, then it may also be possible to conceive the above 

forms of critique as effects of these internal impositions. We 

shall elaborate one form of critique in particular that has 

predominated sociological race relatioms recently. It is 

particularly pertinent to raise it here since it addresses itself 

in general terms to ths traditional conception of race relations 

as a problem-solving discipline and thus serves as a useful 

introduction to the field as a whole.



Le 

The Status of Critiques in Sociological Race Relations: an 

liustration. 
— 

  

We shall introduce this debate via a reproduction of what 

has come to be referred to as the ‘immigrant - host perspec*%ive!' 

in current race relations.-°° In turn ettention will be 

focussed on those who have sought to challenge this perspectivs 

and the grounds on which this cthallenge hes Geen made. Not 

only should this provide us with a vaiueble antroduccion in 

general terms to sociclegical race reluticns, but it should 

eahle us to assess clearly the particular form of critique 

adopted. 

The initial assumption of the 'immigrent - host' framework 

is, not surprisinaly, that colour is one complicating factor 

amongst many other cultural variables that cifferentiate one gtoup 

from another. Although Patterson fuliy expected to be concerned 

with a 'cclour - prnbiem' in her Brixton study, 

Preliminary findings soor caused it to develen into a 

study of. immigrant - Hust relations, with colour 43s one 

only of a number uf major factors involved in the variouve 

orocesses cf absorption. 19. 

The subordination of the factor of colour in this way may be found 

j 20. 
in Handlin's study of Boston immigrants amd in Eisenstadt's 

analysis of the absorption of various waves ef Jewish immigrants 

into Palestine and the State of Israel. “immigration” the latter 

argues "dees not breed any special types of such behaviour that do 

not exist otherwise"... so that “tensions ... do not differ from 

the types of dieintegrat ive: anomic behaviour found in any cine 

-West “Indians, then, to return to Patterson's study, pass through 

the same kind of dynamic processes of interaction with local
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populations as do all other working class migrants : 

the same processes, for example, as the East Kuscneah Jews 
and the Irish in London in the last century, the Italians 
in Canada, the Puerts Ricans in New York, or even the 
southern tural Negroes in the urban north of the United 
States. 22. 

The immigrant perspective then, that Pattersan finds suitaoie 

for Jest Indian immigrants in Brixton, leans heavily on studies 

concerned with previous waves of immiorants, Slack or White. 

Consequently, in a slightly different context, Santon hes argued 

that what is required to correct the tendency towards a ‘race 

rslations' approach is a historical perspective which examines 

the reception of all imnigrants, regardless ef origin, and their 

relationship to the indigenous culture. “Thre history Of the Borough 

of Stepney could be written very largely in terms of the successive 

inflow and assimilation of widely different groups of immigrants".°~° 

To find this broader historical perspertive it is necessary to 

extend beyond the Borough of Stepney and contrast the treatment 

of the Huguenots in France, ‘the offal of the sarth', with the 

treatment of the Irish in Ergland in the eighteenth century. The 

Gordon Riots of 1780 and the Spitalfields incident of 1836 occurred 

during a period when “the Irish in London were # police problem, 

a sanitary problem, a poor-law problem and an industrial problem"2”° 

By the end of the nineteenth century, however, the first wava of 

Irish migrants had Seen absorbed in the general urban poor. It 

was then the turn of some 120,000 East European Jews who fled 

to Britain to form 'non-assimilating communities’ based on an 

alien culture, language and religion. 25. Likewise for coloured 

immigrants, emancipation in the long term promoted assimilation. 

Ey the end of the nineteenth century in Stepney, for instance,
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coloured and White "were cn very good terms and there was little or 

no colour consciousnesa".-° “While Banton still finds evidence of 

‘colour consciousness’, “there are indications that the degree of 

social distance whites feel from coloured people has been 

; Zt hc . : 
declining in recent years". In the course ot initial contact of 9 1 } 

two grcups, colour does present a complicating variable, however - | 

The suggestion that in Britain the coloured nan ie regardec 

as the stranger par excellence may cast light on the 

sroblem of national differences in the reception eccorded 

to coloured people. 28. 

The ‘archetypal stranger'hypothesis assumes that society, comprising 

a complex network of ralations, is maintained by a sacies of common 

understsndings as to tights and obligations of persons who occupy 

positions in it. Britain, it is argues, is one of the countries 

where reliance is placed upon implicit norms, so that strangers 

eta defined as people who do ot or will not accept these norms 

and thus their behaviour eennot be predicted with any degres of 

certainty. It is this sense cf strangeness cue to normative 

Gielocation between two cultures that leads to corflict, particularly 

im the early pnases of contact. Compatition and conflict however 

inevitably give way to accommodaticn and assimilation~’ ‘and this 

is true of 3ll immigrant grounse ‘ 

Where thers are racial and cultural minorities, whether 

Jews, Negroes, Catholics or religious sects that do not 

iatermarry, the conflicts ordinarily described as racial 

but which are mainly cultural, do everywhere tend to arise. 30. 

Both Park and Eisenstadt sonceive the conflict in terms of a 

clash between the universalistic values of a host group and the 

particularistic values of an immigrant group. 

The process of absorption ... entails the learning of new 

roles, the transformation of primary group values, and 

the extension of participation beyond the primary group in 

the main spheres of the social system, 31.



and are comparable to the 

ineluctable conflicts between the "Little werid" of tha 

family in its struggle to preserve its sacred heritage 

sgainst the disintegrating consequences of contact with 

an impersonal "great world" of business and politics. 32. 

The categories of the '‘integrative' process are conceived in 

terms of this relationship. Accommodation delineates an early 

phase of relations denoting a "minimum modus vivendi between 

: nove f ves 
meawcomers and the receiving society where immigrants begin 

to establish themselves tolerably in contact situations. This 

ig more likaly, it is suggested, in more institutiocnalissed 

settings where there is less chance of unpredictability in 

" 

relations betwaen groups.” The accommedation phase then 

marks the start of a resoscialisation process, icee the 

reorientation of the particuleristic valuss of the immigrant 

group in terms of the universalistic values of the hast culture. 

integration refers to an intermediary phase which leads to ultimate 

assimilation, or may itself refer to a final phase when a 

society withholds complete acceptance or a minority group continuss 

Lo resist assimilation. In her more recent paper, Patterson 

refers to this as pluralistic integration or cultural pluralism 

in which a group adapts itself and is ancepted in certain 

universal spheres of association and at the same time retains 

certain primary group ties (religious, linguistis ete.). 

Aesimilation under such conditions is not always a "necessary 
e 

or even a necessarily desirable sequel to integration™,°°* 

Of her work, Patterson has suggested "{t has arisen rather 

out of an tintegration® (or tconsensus') than a tconflict' view of 
Lp ‘ 

SB rt ie, this assumption which Patterson harself 

attributes to her middle-class background,” that constitutas 

society",
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the point of departure for conflict theory's challenge to the 

‘immigrant - host' perspectives 

It is virtualiy impossible to escape from the suggestion 

that these phases form part of a progression towards a 

non-conflictual generally acceptable state cf inter- 

ethnic relations normatively oriented towards some system 

of common values. 38. y 

Furthermore, Patterson has discussed the categories or the 

‘integrative process' in terms of an "insular, conservative, 

homogenecus sooictye” and this too has been a source of 

some controversy in the debate that has ansued- In countering 

the first set of assumptizns concerning the ahbsorpticn process 

itself, Allen writes : 

There is no inevitable progression, and processes of 

absorption are, as srevious historicel instancas have 

shown,. reversiople. in fact, one can point to the 

situation in Britain in which long-established coloureds 

have during the past tuo decades become ‘immigrants’. 4C. 

Similarly Rex anc Meere argue in their Sparkbrook Study that 

the ‘inmigvant - host' persnective uncersstimetes the internal 

conflicts and complexities in the host culture. There is, they 

suqgest. mo unitary concept of host socisty that car, be taken 

as non-contradictory and static. 

The relationsnip of a newcomer to the host-socisty can 

vary along several axes other than those which refer to 

the extent to which ne has accepted tha culture patterns 

of his host ana gained acceptance as 4 ‘role player‘ in 

_the secial system of his host. 41. 7 

As far as the 'timmigrant - host' perspective is concerned, 

The frames of refsreance is a cultural one and culture 

is seen 2s an independent variable which may change 

regardless of a man's position in the structure or 

social action and relations and regardless of the 

degree to which he possesses property ana power. 42. 

For Rex and Moore then, culture is just one variable amongst 

others to be taken into consideration. Ianni, on the other
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hand, relegates cultural phenomena to expressions of an 

underlying structure. 

The dilemmas generated by the co-existence of these yroups 
within nations cannot be resolved on the level of their 

purely cultural, social, political or demographic 

manifestations. They can only be understood when they 

are analysed in the context of the socic-econcemic 

structure. 43. 

Similarly Allen has stressed the emphasis on attitudes, prejudice | 

and culture rather thar: tnose aspects of the social structure 

aoe For these and within which these factors: are located, 

other conflict theorists it is the structural context ef 

economic, political anu seciol institutions which becomes the 

key to social definitions of racial distincticns. 

In the reproduction of the ‘immigrant - host' perspective 

the cclour factor was found *v be one of a number of complicating 

variables. its inpact was assessed in quantitative rather than 

qualitative terms. It has already becn suggested that its a- 

theoretical cheracter has contributed to many of its deficiencies. 

Likewise, its inability te think historically has precluded the 

possibility of explaining tne significance, in particular ths 

permanent aspects of colour that derive in part, it is sugcested, 

from a nineteenth century legacy of imperialist expansion bound 

up with the growth of racist thought and acticn.*>* Allen too 

regards the subsumption cf race to ethnic differences as an over- 

simplification since it denies its potentially permanent 

Paatdras.*° 

The concepte developed in the centext of the ‘immigrant - 

host' perspective in turn, have certain necessary consequences 

for the sort of race relations research undertaken and its 

problem-solving orientation.
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The 'problem' in the symteEane - host perspective is one 

of ‘social control' and 'resocialisation'. Conflict is 

conceived in terms of temporary aberrations in the overall 

absorption process. Attention, according to their opponents, 

becomes focussed on those areas of contact wheres the process of 

adjustment may be assessed and problem areas idantified. for 

instance 3: 

In this study I have set out to describe and analyse 
the processes of accommodation (i.e. in terms of 
adantation and acceptance) .-. ese BCONOMic Life 

and housing ... (and) ... social life. 47. 

In adopting this approach, their opponsnts argue, they have 

stcered perspectives towards ad hoc interpretations of specific 

Situations without rslating these to the wider social structure 

"a task that in sociology can best be performed with the aid of 

theory". 2° Similarly Allen has suggested that once the 

assumptions of the ‘immigrant - host' framework are accepted 

Students of race relatiscns tand to deal with snecifiec 
situations using ad hos concepts and substantially 
neglect to relata these to propositions and theories 
about the iiacro-structures. 49. 

The process of absorption and the society in which this takes 

place are far from homogenous. What grants them this apparent 

hemogeneity is "their common definition as:a social problem ... 

(and) ... the nature of the sociai problem, in turn, has been 

icentifisd from 'liberal' and social-slfare perscectives”, so. 

Consequently the hallmarks of the conflict critique of 

_ orthodox race reiations research embodied hera in the ‘immigrant - 

host" perspective may be ‘said to entail :- 

(4) a rejection of the inevitability of the absorption process; 

(ii) a rejecticn of the assumption of a homogenous egalitarian



host society into which immigrants must necessarily adapt themselves 

and be accepted; 

(iii) a rejection of ths normative orientation of ‘immigrant - 

host' relations, in particular its emphasis on ths internalisation 

of a universally-held value system by an immigrant group; 

(iv) a rejection cf the ‘culturalist' bias of the ‘immigrant - 

host* framework,’ 

Race relations are consequently invariably conceived in 

terms of a process of accommodation, acculturation and 

assimilation where each refers to a particular relationship 

between two cultures. The ‘immigrant - host' framework hence 

enteils consequences for race relations research and these are 

seen as follows :- 

(v) Race relations research is usually carried out in the 

context of commurity studies, attitude tests, surveys or 

questionnaires. Often thease take the form of a detailed 

examination of certain areas cf contact, e.g. at work, school, 

or home. | 

(vi) In doing so it fails to accommodate a systematic historical 

approach with a necessary attempt to relate these community 

problems to wider structurgl and theoretical problems. 

if we summarise conflict theory's response tao these 

assumptions taking each in turn, we find :- 

(i) Allen has rejected the absorption process on the grounds 

that colour cffers a degree of permanence that confers an 

‘immigrant' status on British-born Blacks. Colour, then, it is 

suggested, becomes a factor militating against this process. 

(ii) The homogencus culture argument has been rejected by Rex 

and Moore who argue that the perspective undsrstates the internal
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conflicts and complexities of the host culture. 

(iii) Though the normative emphasis has not been dealt with 

specifically in the sociology of race, it has been dealt with 

at a general level slsewhere in conflict theory. ih The 

concepts of the absorption process, sauces alicatied acculturation, 

adaptation and acceptance are seen as obscurantist in so far as 

they mask not only the mature cf the legitimation process but 

also the nature of the roles into which immigrants adapt,., 

pasodtelige and internalise. 

(iv) Cultural forms are conceived by conflict theorists either 

as manifestations of some underlying structure (Ianni) or just 

one variable amongst many others (Rex and Moore). 

The consequences of adopting this alternative set of 

assumptions involve, it is suggested, in the first place, a 

movement away fron smail scale ad hoc empirical pieces of research 

and detailed studies of institutionalised contact. In doing so, 

its new macro~appreach readmits history and theory into race 

relations research. 

As a critique of orthodox race relations research, it is not 

too difficult to demonstrate the serious limitations of conflict 

theory. In some respects the critique reflects serious weaknesses 

generally in the conflict versus consensus theory debate but we 

will only deal specifically with conflict theory in so far as 

it wnanifests itself at the ievel of sociological race relations. 

The a-historical and a-theoretical charges are particularly 

interesting in this respect. Both would suggest that history 

wand theory ere doecivally precluded from orthodox race relations 

research. In the case of history this may or may not be so,
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but since no attempt 4s made beyond this assertion to demonstrate 

how historical analysis is beyond the scope of the ‘immigrant ~ 

host' perspective, it would be premature to reach a definitive 

conclusion either way at this point. What is clear, and what 

does cast serious doubt on the usefulness of a straightforward 

assertion in this respect, is the fact that historical evidence 

does enter (legitimately or ctherwise). into the ‘immigrant - 

host' perspective, Banton, as we saw above, introduces his 

examination of the coloured quarter in Stepney with a historical 

review of previous waves of immigrants into the Borough. Both 

he and Patterson rely on evidence gained from studies from a 

wide range of historical sources: the Huguenots in eighteenth 

century France, the Jews in nineteenth century Europe and the 

Puerto Ricans in twentieth century New York. it may not be 

the ‘history' of imperialism, or the legacy cf the slave trade 

in the Americas, but it is a history nonetheless and it does 

appear in orthodox race relations research. The charge that 

such research is ‘a-theoretical' is somewhat different. In the 

first place, it assumes a distinction between theory and the facts 

of race relations research that is widely regarded in sociology 

as untenable. (We shall return to this shortly). What is 

more surprising is to find such a challenge in the face of a set 

ef theoretical presuppositions which, in the case of Eisenstadt, 

are developed in terms of the pattern variables scheme constructed 

aes It seems theoretically in the work of Talcott Parsons. 

ironic, to say the least, to find that orthodox race relations 

research, criticised.as. being a-theoretical, rests an certain 

presuppositions from one who, elsewhere in conflict theory, has 

been charged with being unable to admit facts to his ‘grand theory 'v>"
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In terms of the methodological ‘consequences! of both 

orthodox positions and conflict rejoinders, there appears much 

common ground between them, at least as far as it is from 

Sparkbrook and Bradford to Brixton and Stepney. That is to say, 

despite Zubaida's admonitions, they both appear tied to small- 

scale studies relying on survey evidence or questionnaire responses 

for the substantive material for their studies 

In the absence of any internal critique of the ‘immigrant « 

host‘ perspective, in tarms of which it would be possible to 

demonstrate the logical inclusion of certain factors and the 

exclusion of others, the relative superiority of conflict 

positions becomes a matter of choice or personei preference, 

If one set of assertions is simply met by another set of 

counter assertions then clearly there ig] rationel basis for 

selecting one or another. Under such conditions, the third type 

of critique, the 'radical' critique, is a possible reeclution to 

this problem. Here the values of the individual sociologist 

determine the superiority of one type of explanation over another. 

According to Horton, for instance, the decision is between the 

‘conflict on the one hand, and 'normative' or ‘order? explanations 

on the other. Neither one nor the other is legically preferable 

since both conform to ‘viable experiences'. The main thing is that 

an individual selects the one that comes closest to his own. 

In the above review of the ‘immigrant - host' and ‘conflict! 

perspectives, it has been suggested that theory and history both 

appear in orthodox race relations, despite Zubaida's suggestion 

“that “sociological studies of race relations, with a few notable 

Se exceptions, have been a-thecretical and a-histerical".” Had
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they been so, however, that is, had they been devoid of history 

and theory, the problem still remains of establishing why they 

ought not to be. It is intezesting here to note Zubaida's own 

acknowledgment of the inadequacy of such critiques. 

The problem with most sociolcgical critiques is that they 

are so easily counterec. To show that sociolcgy is 

conservative, anti-humanist, a-historical and ideological 

constitutes criticism from the point of view of someone 

who is radical, humanist, historical, has an opposing 

ideology. But why shuutd sociolcoy be radical sny more 

than conservetive ? why sheuld it be of one ideology 

rather than another ? The problem with discourses of this 

nature is that the forcs of tha argument depends largely 

on shared ideological] positions rather tian any logical 

or theoretical necessity. 56. (Emphasis in original). 

~ 

Race Theory and the Concept of Race. 
—— 

I? the ‘confliet' critique is ill-eowipped to provide « 

setisfactory basis for investigation of the field of vace thuory 

then what of the other forns of critique distinguished above ? 

In the case of the ‘empiricist?’ critiqus, it has alreary been 

suggested that the distinction made between tiiseoretical 

propositions end factual statements is far from ascendant in 

sociology at the present timee Both anti-theorists end theorists 

alixe have joined battle in this respect. Im the case of the 

former, facts (e.g. crime statistics) may only be considered as 

indexicel expressions of certain background expectancies each 

participant brings to the situation in nusetions In the 

case of the latter, the integral role of theory has hbesn 

established, even at the mundane level of fast-finding operations 

-as those ‘involved “in measurement, thereby giving further 

Be 
credence to the abolitionist atqumente” In the course of this 

discussion for instance, it will be suggested, that the
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theoretical possibility for a sociology of race relations has 

been sstablished primarily, though not entirely, in the work of 

Max Weber. In view of this it is surprising to find an almost 

complete absence of theoretical advance (some may even suggest 

the reverse has beem the case) despite the numerous ‘race 

relations situations! that have appeared since his deathe 

Surprising, that is, only if the distinction between theoretical 

propositions and factual statements is maintained. If it is not, 

and a good case has been established elsewhere to abolish ths 

distinction, then clearly there exists no possibility whatever of 

confirming or disproving various theoretical propositions (e.g. 

the race relations cycle) in terms of certain factual statements 

since the latter cannot be cormsidered independently of the former. 

Any critigue that attempts this can only do so via a form of 

reasoning whereby the facts themselves, only identifiable in some 

theoretical (conceptual!) context, serve to vindicate the 

theoretical positions on which they themselves are contingent. 

The ‘conflict' and to some extent the ‘radical! critiques 

have already been discussed. The problem with the latter, as 

Horton admits, is that strictly it is no critique at all, Any 

position ‘conflict', ‘consensus! or whatever is possible so long 

as it conforms with our experience. One general consequence 

of this position, and one in particular for race relations, may 

he mentioned here. In the first place it should be noted that 

once ‘experience’ becomes the only means to defend, or attack 

fer that matter, a position in theory, then, as experiences 

undergo certain transformations,so too will the theories that 

correspond to them, All past theories are to this extent



irrefutable since they may or may not conform to an experience 

of which we, in the present, can have no Knowledges” As 

regards sociological race relations in particular it may be 

acceptable to some to permit both the ‘immigrant ~ host' and 

‘conflict! theories as possible alternative explanations of 

race relations. But what of biolagically-reated theories of 

race, of Jensen and Eysenek's work in particular ? Are these 

equaliy viable because they conform to the experience of the 

individual concernsd ? Do the numsrous critiques of thess 

positions, some of which we shall be discussing in Part Gne, 

serve no purpose whatever ? Would it be sufficient to counter 

these apparently sophisticated arguments solely on the grounds 

that they bear no relationship to anything we have experienced 

ort can experienca 7 Whatever the political consequences of 

this position are, and clearly in the case of Jensen and Eysanck 

they could be quite serious, as theoretical critiques thay have 

very little to offer. 

In the light of what has been said with respect to these 

forms of critique and to the fourth type of critique, aimed 

specificelly at the epistemological presuppositions of the 

discourse in question, it should be slear that the specific: 

objectives of this investigation are confined to race theory 

itself. Any assessment will be made in terms of its internal 

propositions and not by means of some external referant: the 

‘pacts' of race relations situations, other more 'plausible' 

theoretical positions, the inappropriateness of certain values 

held by particular individuals, the spirit of an age, or, even 

to some extent, the epistemological assumptions of those



responsible for the production of race theory itself. 

If we recall our original conception of theory, taken from 

Barth and Noel, to consist of an interrelated body of propositions, 

ther clearly an investigetion aimed at this level demands that 

attention be paid abnve all to the nature of the relationship 

between the oropositions founo there. likewise if we take 

Parson's denmeptian of theory as a logically artirutated conceptual 

scheme then any assessment first and foremost must sntail an 

examination of a particular conceptual field in terms of the 

dzores to which concepts there are indeed articulatec end their 

mode of articulation with each okhee ws Race thsory, the site 

of this particular investigetion, is by nc means a homogenous 

field. [ts constituent elements comprise. a number of widely 

civernent theoretical positions, whosa comnan feature is the 

presence of the concept of race in each. For the purposes of - 

this investiqation, at the broadest level of classification, we 

have distinguished three such positions, Each corresponds to a 

particular type of ‘axplanation' asseciated with the concept of 

race. The first may ve referred to as orthodcx race theory and 

those attsinpts te produce a racial classification of man, home 

eapiens, on the basis of a widr range of AAGBeiaoLGR. bioganetic 

and biochemical criteria. Such classifications in turn may or may 

not provide the basis for imputino certain differences at a 

behavioural level. The original biological ciassification 

provides a potential range of ability or mental capacity which 

is reflected in various ways ranging from the. well-publicised 

differences in intelligence test scores te various levels of 

social political and economic organisation associated with these 

groups. It is principally this type of explanation which is



generally associated with race theory. It will be referred to as 

orthodox race theory to distinguish it from subsequent attempts 

to construct a sst of propositions associated with race, ysat 

outside the parameters cf orthedex race theory. 

Here we make two further classifications in an attempt to 

distinguish sociological from neo-fiarxist race theory. Clearly 

the types of explanations will differ from those of orthcdox 

race theory. By and large they are mot even concerned to explain 

pehavioural differences in terms other than biology, though this 

has been known as we shall see in Part One. To take an 

illustration from these introductory remarks, the object of the 

‘immigrant - host' perspective is clearly not to provide an 

Espianeeici of behavioural differences in racial terms. Here 

racial classifications are rejected and, what differences there 

are, are due to cultural incompatibility. It is this incompatibility, 

as aa saw, that was at the root of what is referred to as the 

‘race problem! and it is the resolution of this problem that 

constitutes the object of this particular aspect of sociological 

race theory. 

The distinction within this second group of theoretical 

propositions (ostensibly non-biological) provides an opportunity 

to couch this investigation, in part, in terms of a particularly 

significant debates in the social sciences at the present time; 

the status of sociology vis a vis Marxism. 

Within this three-fold classification, there are clearly 

sub-classifications and these will be elaborated in the case of 

each general division. 

If we are to investigate theory as an interralated body of
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propositions, or an ‘articulated conceptual scheme', then one of 

the central objectives will be to locate the concapt of race in 

these respective fields, and to identify its properties through 

an examination of its relationship with various other forms of 

theoretical proposition in the conceptual context in which it is 

found. In terms of the forsgoing classification then, the 

concept of race will be examined in terms of its relationship 

to Darwin's theory of natural selection, a number of propositions 

from population genetics and more recently biochemical anthropology, 

on the one hand, and in terms of certain concepts of social action, 

culture, valuss etc. on the other. in distinguishing the two fields 

in this way and locating the concept of race with respect to 

each, it will be possible to demonstrate the theoretical 

conditions for a sociological concept of race, or to be precise, 

the transition from a biological concept of race to a socisloay 

of race relations. It will then be possible tc examine the status 

of sociological race relations vis a vis the concepts of race 

and racism in neo-Marxist theory. Thea latter in turn will be 

seen to rely on a somewhat different set of concepts than those 

developed in the sociological context. In keeping with racent 

attempts to designate constituent elements of the Marxist 

totality, ams the concept of race will be examined in terms of 

its articulatitn. with a certain conception of the economy, 

its relationship to a general theory of ideolooy (the concept 

of racism is crucial in this respect) and its role in the 

theoretical/idsological content of various forms of political 

“organisations. 

In sach case the concepts of race and subsequently racism
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will be examined in terms of their relationship to these concepts. 

Questions of dependency, e.g. the concept of racism in terms cf 

a concept of ideology, consistency and coherence will be crucial 

in this respect. During the course of the investigation it will 

be necessary to readdress ourselves to conventional forms of 

classification before any attempt is made to reorganise a 

particular part of the field in terms of what may be considered 

its dominant concepts. 

Clearly if these sorts of relationships are te be established, 

then it will be necessary to deliver race relations from the 

forms of compartmentalisation referred to diagrammetically in 

Fig.(4), It will certainly be necessary if van dan Serghe's and 

Zubeida's demands for a theoretically integrated disciplins are 

to bs achieved. To make the point more explicitly, we shall 

make particular reference to the work of ilax Weber. Not only 

does this provide ostensible evidence of our attempt here to 

address certain substantive questions in 'race relations! in 

terms of their theoretical presuppositions, it furthermore 

enables us to identify certain problems more readily in terms 

of the work of one of sociology's major theorists. 

In this sense this is not a piece of orthodox race relations 

resgarch in the way that it has come to be defined, at least 

in conventional terms. Gn the contrary, it is concerned to 

redress the imbalance between ‘race relations' on the one hand 

and race theory on the other. Attempts to examine race theory 

in the past have rarely moved beyond an invantory of race 

theories and very few of these have ever seriously coms to 

terms with neo-Marxist theory, even at this rudimentary level 
amc’ he
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vestigation. Their very scant documentation in this direction 

ae witnessed in some extremely glib dismissais of Marxist 
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x; in particular, probebly bears the least resemblance 

1 neo-IMarxist race theory to the work of Marx himself and 

int of fact, has a much greater affinity, as we shall see, 

pects of Weber's work, Not only then have theoretical 

eses in the past been little more than mechanical reproduc 

rious positions but a wholes cornus of work peneives little 

than cursory recognition. Ths foilowing remarks by Westie 

no doubt as to where our priorities should Lie ¢: 

n terms of volume of rasearch material, the fieid of race 

nd ethnic relations is one of the most develonsd in 

eciologys In terms of theoretical development, however, 
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If we accept that even the facts of racn relations situations 

elves are contingent on theoretical presupoositions then 

not simply a matter of developing the ‘theeretical' aspects 

ce relations; what is a prerequisite of such cevelopment 

Lt
 explicit statement on the theoretical presupposition 

nt in the field of contemporary races relations, In 

pting to poss the theoretical conditions for a sociology 

ce relations it is hoped to make some contribution to the 

al of the distinctions represented diagrammaticaliy in fig 

These refer to the courses in sociolscoy departments within 

which these concepts have been discussed. for an extended 

discussion of course content etc. in the United States see 

P.I. Rédsa, The Subject is Race, chs. 7 and &. See also 86. 
St. Clair Drake ‘Recent Trends in Research on the Negre in 

the United States' and for a general discussian of the 
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S- Patterson has referred to these as the ‘processes and 

phases of absorption'. Others have referred to them, as 

we shall see, in various ways. Se. Patterson, ‘Immigrants 

and iiiinority Groups in British Society' in The Prevention 

of Racial Discrimination ed. 5S. Abbott, p. 27. 

A.H. Halssy, ‘Race Relations: The Lines to Think On.' 

Having said this in Halsey's favour, it must be said, this 

goss little beyond a recognition. In point of fact, it 

could be argued his ‘fundamentalism' possesses that same 

pragmatic quality he argues has characterised sociological 

race theory in the past. Consider for instance the 

implications of the following: "Both theorists and policy 
makers are now forced to recognise that the assimilationist 

theory has gone with the end of the immigration or newcomer~ 

period". p. 473. 

P. van den Berahe, Race and Racism, p. 6. Elsewhere van den 

Berghe recognises the extent to which this might be 

attributed to its ‘apectalist' character. Hence "If the 

subject has established itself as one of the standard 

specializations in saciology, it is mainly because of its 

immense practical consequences all over the world, 

Consequentiy, the speciality has been generally cheracterized 

by a level. of theerstical sophistication, which is, if 

anything, lower than the altogether modest state of the 

disciplings as a whele".Picrrel. van den Berghe,Race and 

Ethnicity: Essays in Comparative Sociology, pe 9. 
Not only do sociologists recognise a deficiency in this 

respect but some feel that progress in this direction is 

in keeping with the orthodox cbjsctives of ressarch. “The 

attempt to conceptualize these phenomena on a broader and 
more general level is not incompatible with an interest 

in problem solving and action research". N.R. Yetman and 

C.H. Steele, Majority and Minority: The Dynamics of Racial 

and Ethnic Relations, pe xi. 

This distinction has bsen made with particular referroce 

to race relations by M. Banton in Race Relations, ch. l. 

E. Krausz, sons Ge in Britain, a Survey of Research, p.143, 

He cites figures from A. Sivananden, Coloured Immigrants in 

Britain: a § Select 2lect Bibliography. 

H. Rose, ‘Teaching Race Relations'. A report on the 

Institute of Race Relations Annual Conference September 

1969, p. 160. 

J. Pitt-Rivaers, ‘Race Relations as a Sciences A Review of 

Michael Banton'ts ‘Race Relations','pp. 337-338. 

E.A.Te Barth and O.L. Noel, ‘Conceptual frameworks for the 
Analyste of Rece Relations: An Evaluation', pe 354. 

Me Banton, ope Cite, pe 76.
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This has certainly been found to be the case outside the 
specific context of sociological race relations. See for 
instance, U¥.L. Alien, The sociology of Industrial Relations, 
pe di. " pesca 

I, Katznslson, White Social Science and the Black Man's 
World: The Case of Urban Ethnogsaphy' (sic), pp. 47-48. 

Je Horton, ‘Order and Conflict Theories of Social Problems 
as Competing Ideologies', po. 712~713. Related to this 
position is one which conceives the history of the concepts 
of race and racism in terms of the social and political 
conditions of the time. See for instance, L. Lieberman, 
‘The Debate. over Race: A Study in the Sociology of 
Knowledge', 

Le Bridges, 'Race Relations Research: from Colonialism to 
keo-Colonialism ? Some Random Thoughts', p. 333. 

Pseudo-Sciencs. See for instance their ebjections to tha 
survey mathod in seciolegy using an illustration from 
Stouffer's survey of attitudes to racial mixing in the 
army, Pe 73s 

D. and J. Willer, Systematic Empiricism: The Critique of a » 2 12U ook Se = Ss Ne oe Ot a 

For an extended discussion of the limitations of and 
problems that pertain to this form of critique sse 
Be Hindess, Philosophy and Methodology in the Social yf ae YN CUS NOC1La. hee Se eels a 

~ 

This term uss used in an unpublished paper given by D. 
Triesman at a conference on flarxism and Sociology. 

We have confined ourselves in general to British sociology 
in this respact. For a repreduction of a similar debate 
in the United States sea Paul fietzger,*American Sociclagy 
and Black Assimilation: Conflicting Perspectives', 

S. Patterson, Dark gtranners, p. 7e 

QO. Handlin, Boston's Immigrants, 1790+-1865, 

Se Eisenstadt, The Absorption of Immigrants, p. 20. 

Se Patterson, Dark Strangers, op. cit., p. 18. 

Me Banton, The Coloured Quarter, p. 18. 

DBD. George, cited by iM. Banton in The Coloured ‘ivarter, 
op. Gite, pe 21. See also S. Patterson in ‘Immigrants 
and Minority Groups in British Society', op. cit., pe. 44. 

5. Patterson, ibid, p. 45. 

Me Banton, The Coloured Quarter, op. Cite, De 27% 

Me Banton, White and Coloured, p. 87. 
Me Banton, ibid, p. 90. 

E. Hughes, Preface to Race and Culture, by R.E. Park. 

RE. Park, Race and Culture, op. cit., p. 115. Jes anton eben naenee ane Aue eae a 
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PART ONE. 

THE SOCIAL SCIENTIFIC CHALLENGE TO ORTHODOX RACE THEORY. 

Introduction. 

The primary concern here in Part One is to investigate the 

socislegical challenge to the concept of race as a non-social 

category, for it has been suggested that a refutation of ‘biological 

and related theories! constitutes the correct starting point for 

a sociology of vaca relationa.* Such a task, however, were it 

to include all possible areas where the concept may be found, 

would potentially embrace an enormously complex field of 

investigation and one thet would certainly transcend the 

parameters of strictly biological arguments. One erea in 

particular that doss attempt such a task has become known as 

the fisid of the ‘history of feps',* Here the concept of race 

is elabscrated in terms of its historical development. Subsequent 

classification is primarily made in terms of convenient 

historical ‘neriods'. The unity of each of these fields of 

investigation, Literature,” anthropology, politics, etc. is 

possible, in this particular instance, in se far as the ‘concept! 

of race is present in each. Taking one such period, early 

nineteenth century Britain for instance, Curtin writes ~ 

Hundreds of variant theories were to appeer in the mood 

of this new emphasis. Some would claim the rigor cf 

historical law, conceived in detail and projectsd into 

the future. Others were content ta use the fact of race 

agsea key to understanding the present condition of man. 

In either case, the basic theories were followec in turn 

by countless spacific applications, special formulations, 

calls to action, warnings of danger, and racio-political 

policies adopted by governments. 4.
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These theories, taken together at any one time, in 

conjunction with all past theories, are somehow united by the 

common appearance in each of the concept of race. Consequently 

the development of the race concept is seen in linear terms, 

from early biblical referances to Blacks through similar 

citings in Norse mythology end medieval poetry” to soma of the 

early attempts to classify homo sapiens on the basis of certain 

somatic criteria. The infiuence of Darwin's theory of natural 

selection, it has been suggested, marked an important stage in 

this development. Whilst it may, and has, been suggested that 

those attempts to extrapolate organic to supercroanic 

evolutionary principles are a patent misrepresentation of 

Darwin's work (this will be developed below), Social Darwinism 

is nonetheless considered a sequel to the work cf Darwin and 

consequently inevitably succeeds it in ths ciscussisn of the 

race concept. Such 'histories' proceed towerd the accumulation 

of evidence summarised in the UNESCO findings and the progressive 

attempts to redefine race, in some cases to appeal for its 

removal from anthropological literature. Oespite the 

disreputable status of the concept in certain, though by no 

means all, academic quarters, almost as a postscript to this 

universal history of tha concept there appears what has been 

referred to as the revival of the scisntific concept of race 

jin the field of psychometrics, in particular in the work of 

Jensen and Eysenck et sl. 

In this discussion of the concept of race in extra~ 

sociological fields of investigation, a global documentation 

of the concept in all its multifarious forms will not be attempted,
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for two reasons in particular. In so far as the thesis is primarily 

concerned with an investigation of the concepts of race and racism 

in sociological and neo-Marxist theory, the preliminary objective 

of this discussion will, of necessity, focus attention 

specifically on the sociological rejection of these rival 

concepts of race. bate oe atit try the discussion is constrained 

by the limitations, to some extent, of the sociologicel critique 

itself. These have confronted two fields in particular: those 

of physical anthropology and psychometrics. The second reason 

cencerns not so much constraints imposed by the thesis in terms 

of its overall objectives, as those limitations imposed by the 

field of the history of ideas itself. Above all the history of 

the idea of race can only strictly examine those fields where 

the concept of race may be found, i.e. all that is pertinent to 

a historical account of the idea of race are documents containing 

references to races.” * Two consequences follow from this. In the 

first place, ideas are conceived of as autonomous and strictly 

no relationship may obtain batween discourse and the non- 

discursive. ’° In the second place by constraining histories in 

this way (i.e. to only those areas ‘apparently' pertaining to 

the race concept) discursive fields that may be found to posses 

considerable effectivity” *in terms of the traditional areas of 

race theory are eoneiddrad non-pertinent. Ths history of ths 

race concept not only then reduces time to an a priori continuism” 

but in so doing denies the specificity of the various fields 

where the race concept may bs found. In each, it may be said, 

the concent may appear but in conceptual terms, i.e. in terms of 

its location in the discourse, it may perform a role that



requires a distinct form of analysis in each case. For example 

in the above illustration taken from Curtin the race concept 

may ‘appear' in both nineteenth century anthrepolooy and 

political theory. te role in both, however, must be considered 

in terms of the fields of anthropology and political theory. 

They cannot, as they have in the history of ideas, be reduced 

to a unitary discourse whose essential unity is vouchsefed by 

the appearance of the race concept in each. It is this form of 

reductionism that the thesis seeks to avoid. 

The present discussion, it has been suggested, will focus 

attention on two fields in particular where the concept of race 

has been developed in terms of non-sociclogical categories: the 

fields of phygaket anthropology and psychometrics. These twa 

areas im particular have come to be represented in sociological 

literature, et least, as the chief exponents of a biological 

concept of rate, As stich they constitute the basis of the 

supposed truths upon which, according to sociclogy, the fallacy 

of race rests. In so far as the biological concepts have besn 

developed in accordance with the supposed epistemological 

protocols of the natural sciences, they have bean considered 

as precursors of a ‘scientific' concept of race; this has 

subsequently been held responsible for a whole range of mis- 

conceptions conssrning the relationship of hereditary to 

behavioural characteristics, These find expression in a 

multiplicity of ideslogical contexts, from the relatively 

sophisticated statements elaborated in political theory down 

to the banal utterances assumed and delivered withcut question 

in literature and soetry and, in a less lyrical context, in
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everyday conversation, If these misnomers rely for their 

support on developments in anthropology and subsequentiy in 

psychometrics, then sociology has as its first duty, according 

to Rex, the refutation of the concept develeped in these fields. 

The object of this discussion then is not to investigate ths 

‘origins’ oc ‘genesis' of the race paneent and trace its 

cevelopment through successive periods, but primarily to examine 

sociological attempts to refute these rival concepte and to 

thereby ensure a smooth entrance for the coneept of ‘social 

Consequently Section I will examine in general terms the 

status of the race convept in anthropology. This will entail 

tirstly a reconsideration of attempts to provide an exnaustiva 

ciessification of homo sapiens on the basis of sumatic 

differentiation in physical eniurdpoleoy. in particular, it 

wil] faded on Barzun's distinction between ‘descriptive' and 

‘scientific' anthropology, In the second part of Sesticn I 

we shall reproduce and elaborate recent anthrepological 

objections to these attempts, some of which have been used as 

evidence in the case for a sociological concept of race. It 

wilt be sungested subsequently that there are two levels of 

critique operating here. The first concerns a direct Hat icese 

to the epistemological assumptions of the anthrepological field 

of investigation. In other words if the ecientificity of 

scientific race were a function of the methodological principles 

Pedic: to construct this concept, the critique is aimed at 

the canons of scientific anthropology. What tends to become 

relegated in this potentially quite devastating attack on one
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form in particular of positivist Bpistemology, ig a substantive 

attack on the concept of race itself which ie now possible, 

given recent developments in population genetics and the 

essistance of certain principles taken from the Parwinian 

theory of natural selection. These will be developed in the 

latter part of Section II. 

In Section If we shall examine the contribution of psiycho- 

metrics te race theory and subsequently the rejection of this 

so-called revival of '‘scientific' race in contemporary social 

scisnce. In the first instanes this will involve a reproducticn 

of the work of two of péychometrics! renowned exovonents; the 

reletively sophisticated work of Jensen in the United States 

and the populerised version in Great Britain prominent in 

Eysenck's contribution to the field. Here we ghall attempt to 

locate the concept of race in their work and examine its 

function in  psychometrics vis a vis its status in physical 

anthropology. In general terms this will enable us te establish 

the relationship between two fields that have been conventantly 

subsumed under some notion of ‘scientific’ or ‘biological! 

race. The reproduction of these arguments should then enable 

us to reconsider fully the social or socio-psychclogical rejection 

of biological race and its implications for the production of a 

social concept of race in its place. As we shall see, the race 

concept in psychometrics, as in the case of anthropology, is 

somehow considered scientific at the outset, but, for reasons 

that should become clear, rendered unscientific in the course 

of both anthropological and socio=psychological objections te 

the'biclogical' concept.
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In elaborating the social challenge to the concepts of 

race developed in these arguments, the discussion will of 

necessity repredice (in an extended form) a critique aimed at 

the 'scientificity' of scientific or biological race, To ramain 

however at this ievel of analysis entails certain consequences 

for the possibility of a sociolsgical concept of race. In 

particular it will be argued, that at this level the very undoing 

no? a ‘scientific concep’ of race is accompanied by an acceptance 

of precisely those assumotions or procecols at the outeat of 

socioiogical processes o7 raciation.- =" In other words the set of 

methocologicul ca Ra that constitutes the uascieatific 

basis of scientific race at the same time constitutes much of 

the snciological field cf race relations. In reply then to the 

question how de we establish a knowledoe of this concept race, 

the response in both cases is essentiaily the sane. The 

positivisn invoked by physical anthropology is decried on the 

very basis of its positivistic assumptions, yet at the same 

time re-established within a sub-field of sociology that, in part 

at least, invokes precisely the same principles to gttarantee its 

own scientificity. That part of sociological race theor, that 

apparently remains distinct in this respect is embodied in a form 

of critique developed by Rex aimed in particular at the 

‘desersitising consequencss of psychometrics': this will be 

elaborated in tne concluding section. It provides the sole basis 

for a sociological concept of race which will be developed in the 

context of a discussion in Weber's sociology and his concept of 

ethnic group. 

One final consequence of the form of critique developed by
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sociology (with the assistance of anthropology) is seriously to 

neglect a refutation of the biological concept of race (in both 

physical anthropology end psychometrics) that develops its attack 

at the substantive conceptuslisation of the race concept itself in 

the Light of recent develepmants in population genetics. At this level 

of analysis, the field of psychometrics comes under pressure not 

through evidence supplied by the nurture side of the nature-nurture 

debate, nor for the 'desensitising effects of statistics’ but’ through 

its retention of a concept of race that has basen found elsewhere ta 

be utterly incompatible with the body of scientific knowledge it 

appeals to for support, 

Notese 

ne ae artes athena same 

Strictly speakina we “shall be reconstructing the "Social 

Scientifict Challenge to orthodox race theory as the 

Section heading suggests, It will ineluds arguments then 

from outside sociology (from psychology and anthropology 

in particular). For convenience however it will generally 

be referred to as the 'Sociclogical' Challenges. 

1. J. Rex, Rave Relations in Sociological Theory, pe Ge 

2e An extended discussion of these positions from within a 

history of ideas problematic will be attempted in a 

subsequent discussion of the concept of raciem in neo- 

Marxist theory in Part Three. 

Se For a discussion of race in literature see for example, 

D.G. MacRae, Ideology and Society: Papers in Sociology 

and Politics, pp. 106 ff; P. Mason, Prospero's Magics 

Some thoughts on Ciass and Race and ii. Ba nton, Race 

Relations, ope cite, ch. two. 

4. P, Curtin, The Image of Africa, p. 364. 

Se See for example C.T. Jonassen, ‘Some Historical and 

Theoretical Bases of Racism in North Western Europe’, 

pe 157. 

6. Or prior to the ‘idea of race', reference t9 skin colour, 

blackness etc. Sse for example W. Jordan, White Over 

Black, Part One. 

Te The distinctions between the realm of ideas end all that 

exists outside this realm i.e. the material world or 

the world of nature. Of ceurse its logical preclusion 

from such histories has not prevented historians of race 

theory from including aspects of the extra~discursive in
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their accounts. MM. Banton's work is a case in point in 

this respecte. 

If discourss is considered in terms of a hierarchy of levels 

of conceptualisation, than it may be possible to demonstrate 

that certain concspts eof a higher order sf generality may 

be responsible for the theorstical content of those at 

other levels. This certainly has been found to be the case 

in relatively systematic social theory. Sse for sxample 

B. Hindess and S. Savage, ‘Parsons and the Three Systems of 

Action’. It will also be suaqgested in cur subsequent 

discussion of conceptual classifications in sociolcgical 

and neo-Marxist race theory. The history of idess, 

confined as it is to ‘appearances’, precludas this form of 

vertical analysis of discourse. 

That is to say, the continuity of tiwe ts considered without 

argumente An a priori demonstration is one that by its very 

assertion is assumed to exist. 

This question of the specificity of discourse is a point 

raised in particular in the context of a polemics against 

the History of Ideas by M. Foucault, The Archaeology of 
Knowledge, pe 171. The shertcomings of ths archaealoay 

itself have subsequently been devolopad by K. Williams. 

‘In particular there remains, it is suggested, the problem 

of delineating the specificity of each discourse which 

appears according to Williams to be an essentially arbitrary 

operation in Foucault's work. K. Williams 'Unproblematic 

Archaeology', pe 64.6 

Raciaticn is a term borrowsd from Montagu and used to 

refer to the precess (genetic ar environmental/cultural 

etc.) under which group differences are produced, A. 

Montagu, ‘The Concept of Raca' in The Concept sf Reece, 

ed. A. Montagu, pe 13.



Io Physical Anthropology and the Race Concept. 

If Part One is concerned in general terms with exploring the 

sociological challenge to ‘biological race', section I will be 

devoted to a reconstruction of the anthropological concept of race 

in so far as it provides the possibility, in ths latter part of the 

section, of reviewing eriticelly thea anthro-ganetic objections to 

this concept. Only then will an attempt be made to develop a form 

of critique implicit in reeent anthropology and population genetics, 

but which remains suberdinate to the ganeral arguments presented 

there. Consequently attsntion will be drawn at the outset to that 

foutmoded adthddetcgieds approach” "invoked; it has besn suggested, 

to provide an anthropological basis for race differences. 

le The Concept of Race in Descrintive and Scientific 

Anthropology. 

To aveid the rather simplistic reduction of all none 

sociologicai cencepts of race to 'biclogical' categorias, it may 

be useful to apecify thess disciplines in particular that have 

concerned themselves with an examination of race from a 

biological viswpoint. Montagu has distinguished zoology, 

genetics and anthropology in this respect.- This too obscures, 

to some extent, certain differences, not simply in terms of 

specialisms, but in terms of fundamental assumptions in the 

field of anthropology. Although race has been considered by 

Se some to be anthropolooy's main sybject, there ara areas, i.e. 

secial and cultural anthropology, which, though potentially 

interested in rece theory, enly marginally concern themselves
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with specifirally physiological processes of raciation. 

Consequently hume somatic differeniation has become the object 

of physical anthropology, and, to some extent, more rercentiy 

or population genetics and biosnemical anthropology. This will 

subssquently be examined in terns of the concept of race found 

in psychometrics, and ths work of Gensen and Eysenck. Hence - 

What is common physically to ali human beings hes been 

the concern cf human kislogy as a specialized branch cf 

general biology, while the traditional task of physical 

anthrepolcay has been the deseription and explanation cf 

human physical variation. 5S. 

In general terms, then, we shall be concerned initially with 

that area whith 'investiaates' the laws regulating the c 

Ole 

oistribution of mankind. Specifically it will attempt to 

reconstruct this field in so far as it pertains to subsaquens 

aitempts to challenge the race concept in recent anthropolosoy’ 

‘and genetics. It is not tu be seen as part of an attempt to 

exnlore the origins of ethnology and anthropcloay in terms of 

tne influence of Hippocrates and the ancient Greeks, o1 tc 

speculate the en of mcethenatical physics in the seventesnth 

eentury and the rise of the biological sciences in the latter 

half of the eighteenth cantury om the groving interest in man 

and the nature of numan differences. ”* Gn the contrary, what 

concerns us here, is tie location of the concept race in 

physical anthropology. with particular reference to the 

epistemological assumptions of a so-called ‘science’ concerned 

_ with the laws of human variation. 

According to Barzun, the year 1859 saw the decline of 

'descriptive' and the rise of ‘scientific' enthnensiaoye’” If 

recent work has been primarily concerned with the scientificity 

of scientific anthropology, it would be pertinent at this stage
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to reconsider the relationship between the two. The space 

sGparating them, it will be suggested, is not quite the 

epistemological rupture the distinction implies.” On the 

contrary it will be suggested, while ths techniques of the 

former entailed observation and description of phenomena, the 

letter in addition to these involved counting, measurement and 

experimentation. Both, however, in terms of their methodological 

assumptions, remained tuo variant forms of positivist philossaphy 

e 

of eienies 

a) Racial classifications in carly anthropology. 

In terms of their theoretical assumptions cascriptive 

anthropologists ware divided in particular on the question of 

the origins of the human species. Thsre wers these monogenists 

on the one hand whose arguments appeared compatible with theological 

assumptions and who assumed man to be the product of a single 

stock (e.g. Adam and Eve). Subsequent differentiation then was 

explained in terms of variable ecological conditions. Polygenists, 

on the contrary, stressed the distinctivensss of human stocks 

at least in terms of their conception. Both polygeanist and 

monogenist assumptions could then subssquently be developed in 

conjunction with the notion of either mutable or fixed and 

26 
unchanging biological types. 

To some extent, the problem of how ‘man't came to be divided 

i.e. whether he hed always been or came to be so through 

ecological changes in the environment, appeared superfiuous to 

those questions specifically concesrned with racial classification. 

The concept of race was introduced as a taxonomic principle for 

the division of man along somatic linss by Bernier in 1684.
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Races or species (the two were indistinguishable here) were 

developed according to a set of observable physical features, 

notably skin colour, hair and physiognomy, i.e. Pacial or bodily 

features. Consequently four or five races or species were 

distinguished which, it was suggested, provided the foundation 

for a new division of the eabth,""* All these referred ta 

above in connection with the monogenist - polygenist debate, 

shared a fundamental aeeen with classification and division 

according to a number of sets of physiological criteria. 

Linnseus for example (1758) distinguished four varieties of 

mankinds Europeseus Albus, Asiaticus Luridicus, Americanus 

Rufus and Af€r Nicus. Such classifications as these require 

no further explanation. Slumenbach (1781) elaborated Linnaeus? 

system by adding a fifth: these five human racas (now 

considered sub-divisions of a single species) included tha 

Malayan (Brewn) in addition to the Caucasian (White), Mongolian 

(Yellow), Ethiepien(Black) and American (Red). Cuvier reduced 

this five-fold classification to thres: Caucasian, Mongoloid 

and Negro.e 

Blumenbach, in addition to his colour based classification, 

made an extensive classification of skulis, a contribution under- 

estimated by Barzun.” Development in skull anthropology and 

phrenology (the latter was concerned with the relationship of 

man's faculties to certain areas of the brain and the size of 

these areas, and consequently to the shape of the outer skull) 

subsequently became a significant feature of nineteenth century 

anthropological theory, in particular that area which suppesedly 

transcended descriptive anthropology with experimentation,
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measurement and counting. 

The specific problems pertaining to thesa classifications 

will be elaborated below. In particular they will concern at 

one level the methodological assumptions invoked to produce 

these various taxonomies. At a more substantive level they will 

concern the possibility of transposing the concept of race for 

that of species, and subsequently of inferring supsr-organic 

principles of evolution from Darwin's theory of natural selection. 

b) dames Hunt and the 'new science! of anthropology, 

In contradistinction to the apparently ‘descriptive’ nature 

of these early classifications, there appeared a ‘scientific’ 

anthrepology whose claim to such status is principally what 

concerns us now. To do this we shall examine a paper written 

by J. Hunt presented to the Anthropological Society which draus 

particular attention to the scientific claims of the new 

antheonolooy.°" Here he discloses the scope ana object of the 

new science and lays down the protocols for its establishment. 

There can never be a science of Mian, that is an anthropology, 

"until we take the trouble to use a scientific method of 

investigation™.-"” (This is of particular significance since, 

as we have suggested, it is the character of this ‘scientific 

method' that interests us here. As we shall see it is this 

pretension which has been challenged by recent anthropologists 

and geneticists (section I below) and later the sociologicai 

response (section II) to the concept of race in psychomstrics. 

fhe onus then would seem to fall on sociology, if it is to 

remain at this level of critique, to provide e genuinely radical 

epistemology thersby transcending the Limitations of an ‘unscientific
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concept’ and reconstituting it ona truly scientific basis.) Hunt 

was convinced it seems, that hitherto "as a science, it hardly 

yet has any existence”. "(Emphasis in original). What is it 

that constitutes the basis of this transformation ? The primacy 

of ‘'facts' it appears is crucial to Hunt's new science: 

"The great problem of Anthropology can only be settled by facts, 

and not by abstract logic ... We should, therefore, take a 

lesson from the geaclogist, and found a science on facts". !?* 

(Emphasis in original). And theory ? "We must always be ready 

to change our theories to suit our facts ... (For) True science 

cares nothing for theories, unless they accord with the facts."7"° 

Hunt later modifies this argument, for there are, he claims, 

dangers invoked by considering facts independently of pre- 

suppositions: travellers only report according to certain 

preconceived notions. In point of fact, in concluding the lecture, 

factual content appears subordinate to theoretical presuppositions, 

for as he concludes "facts, too, we have in abundance, but they 

are not of the right sort".?)* (Emphasis added). Certain 

inferences may be drawn from these remarks with particular 

reference to the distinction made between this and earlier 

anthropology. The scientific method here proceeds by way of 

inductive and deductive reasoning to the formulation of general 

principles concerning the dbenchena in questions ~" Testability 

(against a neutral observation language) is crucial tin this 

respect, a principle refined by the application of statistical 

“ methoda’ and the use of advanced measuring devices for 

 vdiserniminating somatic differences not outwardly observable. 

Interesting in this respect is Broca'a craniometer for measuring
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the skull and cephalic index which was ohtaimed by dividing 

the crosswise by lengthwise diameter cf the skull and 

multiplying the result by 100. In deing so, 

The race anthropologist must divide his scale intc grouns 
that he calls tacial types. Tile most familiar ate the 
dclicho (lono-headed) with a emall index, and the brachy 
(round-headed) with a larger innex. 24. 

Measurement was by no meane restricted to the skull and others 

included measurements of limbs, organs and classificetions on 

the basis of blood groups in addition to those already menticned. 

In summarising scientific anthropology or anthropometry as this 

particuler field of investigation became known, Oeniker writes, 

A science cannot remain content with a pure and simple 

description of uncennected facts, phenomena, and objects. 
It requires at least a classification, explanations, and, 
arterwards, the deduction ef general laws. In the same 
way, it would be puerile to build up speculative systems 

without laying a solid foundation drawn frow the study 

of facts. 25's 

What distinguishes this new science in particular then, and 

presumably a scientific from a descriptive concept of race, is 

its application of a particular method. This nethed, to summarise 

the foregoing discussion, is characterised by an a priori 

distinction between the facts of anthropolcgqy on the one hand, 

and elaborate systems of racial classifications on the other. 

In each case the former are accorded a degree of oetaaily to the 

extent that racial categories are contingent on the piesence of 

these ‘facts* that lend them crucial support. The clessificatians, 

it is admitted, are relative: "In all sciences, classifications 

change in proportion ae the facts or objects to be classed become 

4266 
better known, Thevobjects to be known, in this particular 

case races, are furthermore contingent on the development of
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instrumentation enabling accurate measurement of internal and 

external bodily dimensions. Such instruments, the craniometer 

for instance, subsequently provide the data for statistical 

programming. 

What apparently distinguishes scientific from descriptive 

anthropology is et best a transformation of methade>** Both 

develop, however crudely, classification systems on the basis of 

the facts of physiology and physiegnomy. The facts may have 

become more technical through the use of relatively sophisticated 

instruments and their programming more elaborate, but their 

assumptions cqncanning the possibility of an exhaustive system, 

and the means by which this was to be established, remained in 

principle the same. Cansequently the problems at this level 

remain common to both. In particular there remains for both the 

question of selecting one set of classifications in logical 

preference to another, given "The great problem of anthropology 

can only be settled by facts, and not by abstract Logie. 2 °° 

(Emphasis in original). Consequently there remains a problem 

that will be developed below of differentiating rigorously the 

concept of species from that of subsperies and consequently 

differences within species when, according to Barnicot the 

question of = 

Whether two populations are sufficiently distinct to 

warrant recoonition as a subspecies, a race, or some 

other conventional infraspecific category is an 

arbitrary matter to be settled by reference to some 

agreed rule. 29. 

If sub-classifications such as theses ere made by differences 

of degres, whether by the establishment of statistical aagregates or 

crude taxonomic devices, the question of the pertinence of one set of -
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criteria and the resultant classification system over another 

remains unresolved. Ooth descriptive and scientific anthropology 

consider race a physical category known through cbservation and 

classification of somatic differences between individuals. What 

constitutes, by definition, the essence of descriptive 

anthropology, ise. its 'factual' basis, remains central-it 

ssems to scientific anthrapolooy. The old colour based 

classifications are merely extended and refined by means of 

@laborate and sophisticated measurement and experimentation. 

Indeed as Hunt's observation at the outset suggests, a cclour 

based classification remains very much at the heart of his new 

science ¢- 

Whatever may be the conclusion to which our scientific 
inguiries may lead us, we should always remember, that by 
whatever means the Negro, for instance, acquired his 
present physical, mental, and moral character, whether 
he has risen from an aps or descended from a perfect 
man (!), we still know that the Races of Europe have now 
much in their mental and moral nature which the races 
of Africa have not got. 30. 

Scientific practice then cannot remove those obvious differences 

in the Negro's morel and mental character that ere known to sexist 

presumably without the assistance of Science ! Science may only 

substantiate those differences that are known prior to its 

existence, yst at the same time constitute the object of the 

scientific enterprise itself. If this is the case then, 

scientific anthropology was no more successful in its attenpts 

to establish an exhaustive classification than earlier anthropology. 

Races numbered anything from four (St. Hilaire 1860), five (and 

fourteen secondary) (T. Huxley 1870), sixteen (Topinard 1878) and 

thirteen (Deniker i900). 

in considering Anthropology's attempt to preduce an 

exhaustive system of racial classification, this sectiasn has



been concerned to reconstruct in particular those arguments 

that shall subsequently pertain to an examination of the anthro-~ 

genetic and sociological challenos to thesse attempts. In this 

respect it was thought productive to dwell on Barzun's 

distinction between descriptive and scientific anthropology. 

Not only then did this provide the basis of a review of several 

of these attempts, but it was also felt that the implicit non- 

science/science distinction conceals a fundamental similarity 

precisely at this (epistemological) level and that this will 

eieanieeaiy weaken the challenge taken up in particular by 

sociology to the sciantificity of scientific race. In other 

words, though this discussion will ultimately develop a critique 

more directed toward the substantive implications of a concept 

race itself and limitations with respect to the level of 

critique entertained in recent anthrogenetics and mors 

particularly in sociology, it will net hesitate to elaborate 

the epistemological arguments to their fullest extent. 

2 Anthro-genetics and the concept of race. 

Accordingly, this examination of the anthro-genetic 

challenge will fall into two parts. In the first place we shall 

be concerned to reconstruct and at times develop those arguments 

that have primarily sought to problematise the epistemological 

assumptions of physical anthropology. (The distinction between 

‘descriptive' and 'scientific' anthropology will be shewn to be 

of no significance in this respect). This will also take into 

account those attempts to redefine race in the light of recent 

'' developments ‘in population genetics. The second part will take 

these more recent attempts to incorporate race in the fields of
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population genetics and biochemical anthropology, not so much in 

terms of these deubts concerning the epistemological status of 

physical anthropology, but more in terms of the current status 

of the concept race asta vis tiie concepts of natural selection 

and subsequently those of population genetics. it becomes 

possible tiirough these substantive questions to confront directly 

that other branch of orthodox race theory concerned not so much 

with straightforward physisclogical classification, as with 

inferring supsrorganic principles of evolution from certain 

principles of biological evolutionary theory. 

a) The apistemological status of physical anthrepology. 

The paramount concern of physical anthropologists was it 

mas veen suggested in tha reconstruction of heir arjumeants, ta 

peovide an exhaustive system of classification along racial lines. 

What appears most questionable, at this levei, is the possibility 

of damonstrating the rational superiority of one taxsnomic 

system over another. If such a possibility is precluded the whole 

process of ‘racial' classification becomes a purely arbitrary 

exercise cn tha part of the investigator, both witii respect to 

the criteria selected and to the classification itself. 

This remains the implicit suagestion of fany recent mis- 

givings concerning the race concept in anthropology and the 

methods inveked to produce this concept. Hsre, it has been 

suggested, "Nebodcy had tried to answer ths questions why certain 

‘ measurements were taken, (or) why they were considered 

significant ues 

The selection then of one of an infinitude of possible 

physiological criteria on which each of the racial taxonomies
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was based, became, as a result, a somewhat speculative process. 

Consequently the introduction of phrenological, and a multitude 

of other external and internal bodily dimensions were made, 

not through necessity, but through an almost icndsm selection 

process on the part of the investigator. The extremes to which 

Sach operations might go have been suggested by Barzun: "Scientific 

anthropology wight as well class tovuether ali humen beings born 

with the ting finger longer than the littie Finger and call then 

a race",°*° The essentiel arbitrariness is not enly scorfined to 

the selection of those physioleoical criteria concidered pertinent, 

but also to the question of what constitutes a ‘suitable’ degree 

of differentiation to warrant a semantic distinction at the 

various levels of sub-classification of the human species, and 

indeed of what these groups and sub-groups should be called, 

This, in point of fact, has been recognised by those who 

themselves have undertaken such attempts: "It is left to the 

personal taste of each investigator what name ea given to 

these".°°' Both these problems, i.e. the problem of establishing 

what constitutes tha basis for a hierarchical division within 

Kemo sapiens and what constitutes sufficient grounds for 

distinguishing nominally these groups (and what tc call them), 

apply no less to anthronometrics assisted by relatively. 

sophisticated measuring devices than it does to those erude 

taxonomies that preceded them. In terms of ‘scientific! 

anthropology then, the problem of what constitutes a eignitisant 

statistical aggreoate remains: 

There.are differences »ofwa: statistical kind between the 
peoples of different regions but the geographical pattern 
of variation seems as a rule to be such that regional 

  
 



groups can only be arbitrarily defined and no one in fact 
has yet suggested precise definitions. 34. 

It is surprising in view of this that Barnicot suggests such 

precise definitions could emerge. Indeed it is hard to 

conceive of any classification, however precise, able to 

circumvent these problems. Consequently there are few grounds 

for supporting the relatively sophisticated taxonomy of 

Ehrlich and Holm based on multiple ~ character comparisons: 

Numerical taxonomy consists of the quantifying of 
large numbers of characteristics (usually seventy-five 
or more) which vary in the group of organisms to be 
studied. 35. 

This leads, they claim, to the production of some kind of co- 

efficient of similarity among the units studied and the 

possibility of clusters comprising the most similar entities, 

The problems of selection however still remain, both with 

respect to the criteria for multivariate analysis and to which 

statistical aggregates merit semantic differentiation. Se 

The widely differing opinion has invoked racial classifica- 

tions from three (@uvier) to over one hundred as revealed at 

: Ts =a’ a number of anthropological congresses.” This is a necessary 
pact 1 above 

. effect of the procedures’ outlined in 

rs—paper. If such is the case, there is no basis for 

the supremacy of Cuvier's three-fold, Linnseus's four-fold, 

Blumenbach and Hixley's five-fold classification (both founded 

on independent sets of criteria) or Deniker's thirteen-fold 

classification.” What is more, by their own admission there is 

no possibility of resolving the problem: "The number (of races) 

increases as the physical characters of the populations of the 

earth become better known, " ae
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In attempts to redefine the various concepts of race, 

principles of Mendelian Genetics have played a significant oart.40° 

- Generally differentiation is now eeteblished on the basis of the 

degree to which ‘populations’ possess certain genes in common. 

The sroblem however of redafinition along these lines ramains 

as before one of, selestion, in tris case of pertinent and non- 

pertinent genes. "Since all human populations most likely differ 

in the eudapeney of some gene, iaae nositiom implies that each 

noculation would be a separate race", > "and gimilarly Dobzhansky 

has commented: “If races have to be discrete units, then there 

aoe. tits applies equally to attempts from within are no races". 

bicchemistry, bicchemical anthropology to be precise, to establish 

a division within mankins on the basis of hinchemical cciteria. 

he question of whether to select, for example, cholessersl or 

‘hemoglobin levels, or the concentration of varicus enzymes 

(e.g. amylose), remains as problematic for the biecchemical 

anthropologist as for the early taxonomists: Consequently it 

has been suggested, 

In the faces ef such obvious discordance as, for instance, 

human skin pigmentation with blood type factors, or hair 
form with cephalic index ... the wildly varying opinions 

of anthropological schools on the racial classification 

of our species show up as irrelevent and unnecessery. 44. 

If the classification schemes themselves appear as 

speculative and arbitrary, sach attempt to develop certain 

orinciples for the purposes of investigating physiclegital 

- prowessas of raciation is subject, in addition, to a necessary 

circularity with respect to the initial typologies suggested 

and those ultimately sstablished. An illustration of this 

tendency common to all epistemological arguments, may ve seen
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in Hunt's inaugural lecture to the Anthropelogical Society. 

Here the seience of anthropology, according to Hunt, is established 

on the essumption that races already exist and that colour 

provides the means of classification. Without this initial 

assumption there would be no basis for considering which of the 

multitude of physinlogical criteria subsequently invoked are to 

be considered pertinent cr nonm-pertinent. The whole ‘scientific' 

enterprise thus exists on the premise that homo sapiens, 

apparently a fixed entity itself, is divisible and that skin 

colour constitutes the basis of such a division. The object of 

physical anthropelegy (raciel classification) is thus assumed, 

without foundation, at the outset; this alone grants legitimacy 

to further classificatory schemes, however advanced technically 

they may become. 

b) Darwin, population genetics and the concept of race. 

In so far as these arguments have aimed in particular at 

the epistemological status of physical anthropology (i.e. whether 

or not a knowledge of the concept race can be achieved via the 

procedural injunctions specified at the outset) they have to 

some extent ignored certain substantive problems with respect 

to the race concept that exist independently of epistemoloay 

and epistemological eancepte. > There are several possibilities 

in this respect but, in the context of an examination of the 

~ 

concepts of race in sociological and neo-fiarxist theory, to 

axhaust these substantive issues is out cf the question. Far 

these purposes, two areas have been taken to illustrate certain 

of these problems. The concepts of Darwin's theory of natural 

selection and those more recently of population genetics are
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often assumed to accommodate a raca concept without much difficulty. 

It may ba possible to go as far as to say, particularly in the case 

of natural selection, that they demonstrate the necessity of some 

form of trace concent. The status of the rate consept in these 

fields then is of considerable significance for those who seek 

to retain and develop the concept and those who seek to defile 

it. 

In this examination of what has been referred to as orthodox 

race theory, the race concept has only been investigated from 

within the field ef physical anthropology. In so far as this 

has been the cass, it has remained an object of physiological 

classification and no moree To move from physical anthropology 

tq race theory proper, it is necessary to makes two further 

assumptions. Once physiologically based graups have been 

identified, tha task of physical anthropology, these may then 

be assumed to coincide with certain mental capacities. It is 

these biomental aggregates that may then be held responsible for 

various levels of political, econemic as well as cultural 

advance (or, as some have referred to it, deqree of civilisation). 

It is this shift from racial classification to racial determinism 

that marks a period in thought referred to as the tendency to 

"biologize" history. °° Not only then was it assumsd that an 

exhaustive system of somatic types was possible, but furthermore, 

"that the phenomena of social life could oniy be understocd 

in terms of heredity and selection”. aes 

Orthodox race theory, in this senses, provided a biological basis 

for a whole ranges of theories of social, moral, economic and 

political behaviour. Change at this superorgenic level could
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be conceived as a function of ths organic state of these racially 

based pnpiieticnss it was possible to suggest under these 

circumstances that 'race' was everything; “literature, science, 

re : . 49 
art - in a word, civilisation depends on it". ~* 

The presence of concepts of selection and adaptation, for 

instance, in nineteenth century social theory oe. suggests a 

certain affinity with the concepts of Darwin's theory of natural 

' selection She ond this has led Harris and others ts comment on the 

infiuence of Darwin on Knott and other race theorists of this 

period. Consequentiy thoss problems introduced here concern 

orthodox race theory (i.@. the theories of racial determinism) 

as well as those concerned with the concept cf race as ea 

physiological cateoory (i.e. physical anthropology). With 

respect to the former what will be suggested is that, contrary 

to the assumptions of social Darwinism, the concept of race is 

pre-empted by the theory of natural selection and the concepts 

contained thersin. With regard to the assumptions of physical 

anthropology, Darwin himself, it will be shown, acknowledged 

the essential arbitrariness of intra-special classification. 

Darwin's theory of natural selection conserns the 

relationship between an organism and its ecological environment 

and the delineation of the mechanism through which individual 

Variation takas place, The mechanism referred to, natural 

selection, refers to the "preservation of favourable variations 

Ze 
‘and the rejection of injurious variations",> Though Darwin 

.believed hereditary factcrs to be significant, hs was for obvious 

reasons unable to elaborate these here, Such ‘favourable’



veriations as ware encouraged cannot however be considered 

independently cf the snvironment (organic and inorganic 

conditions) to which they are constantly adapting. Trans- 

formations at this (ecological) level will through natural 

selection effect further changes in the organiem thereby 

encouraging those best suited to the changes to survive and 

others ta die out. He writes: "Can we doubt ... that individuals 

naving any advantage, however Slight, over others, would have the 

z 

beet chaneca of surviving and of preersating their kind ?" oo 

One very erucial implication of thie theory is that there 

exists na necsssaty tendency toward the improvement cf the species, 

for such ‘improvemant' or "fitness is obviously contingent on a 

given séplogivad environment which is itself subject to-chanas, 

i.e. has its own determinate conditions of existence. Though 

many have read certain tsleological assumptions ints Darwin, that 

is they have suggested his bivological theory implies same 

toward 
nacessary tendency “xf higher levels of organisation amongst 

organic beings, in point of fact, the concepts of mutation, 

adaptation and variation in relation to an ecological environment 

in fact reject such a possibility. In other words, these concepts 

can never be considered independently of determinate organic 

and inorganic conditions which, through changes at this level, 

enceurage by proereation certain types of variation and 

discourage others. Consequently there is nothing in Darwin's 

basic concepts that stiqgests either some form of struggle as a 

necessary part of a progress toward higher forms, (e.g. the 

survival of the Fittest racial stock) nor is there anything in 

this biological theory of evolution to suggest that superorganic



relations (e@eqg. political or economic) are somehow a function of 

some necessary stage in the evolutionary process of organic 

beings. The concepts of adaptation may only be considered in 

relation to organic and inorganic conditions, Natural selection 

thus pre-empts any notion of necessary advance either at an 

organic or superorganic lsvel. On the.contrary, according to 

Darwin, 

Natural selection, or the survival of the fittest, does 

not necessarily include progressive development = it 

only takes advantage of such variations as arise and 

are beneficial to sach creature under its complex 

relations of life. 54. 

If there is no necessary progress at this level (i.e. in 

terms of organic complexity), there is no reason to suppose 

that forms of superorganic organisation will move in a similar 

direction, particularly, es is the case with race theory, when 

social and political development are held to be contingent on the 

necessary development of organic forms of organisation. 

Consequently the following remarks by Keith and numerous others 

like them will need to look elsewhere for support, for Darwin's 

work can offer them no means of defence whatever, 

Tha human heart is an essential part of the great 
scheme of human evolution - the scheme whereby Nature, 

throughout the eons of the past, Kas sought to bring 

ints ths world ever better and higher races cf mankind. 55. 

The problems developed here with respect ta the assumptions 

of race theory of course can only be posed as such if the 

existence of an exhaustive system of racial classification is 

cenceded in the first place. Darwin himself admits the problems 

(in this case within “botany) of distinguishing varieties, on 

the one hand, from what another botanist may refer to as species.” 

The essentially arbitrary character of such specifications,



however, has no effect whatever on the theory of natural 

selection, which may be seen, on the contrary, as part of a 

general attempt to specify the conditions under which intra- 

special variations are affected. The concept of race, on the 

other hand, attempts to delimit such processes to support an 

exhaustive classification of intra~special types. While Darwin's 

theory of natural selection is a theory of intra-special variation, 

physical anthropology, on the contrary, seoks to identify certain 

Clusters of characteristics and correlate these with a pre- 

defined concept of rece. 

In so far as this may be said of Darwin's concepts, it is 

also true in the ease of population genetics which deveiops 

certain Darwinian concepts in the light of recent developments 

in genetics. The object of population genetics may be conceiverc 

in terms of a general thoory capable of explaining all gens 

frequencies in terms of a number of variant characteristics, 

the exact magnitudes of which are not known in advance: mutaticn, 

natural selection, genetic drift and gene flow. The implications 

of such a theory of intra-special variation of forms destroys 

the traditional concept of species as ‘fixed types'. If ‘'man' 

is not fixed, then attempts to sub-divide it on the basis of 

further typological varieties or sub-species becomes absurd. 

What population genetics attempts to establish then is a set of 

categories that specify the conditions of variation of gene 

Prequencies which in turn produce genotypical variations. The 

concept of race has no place in this analysis." Its ebject 

is to provide a classification within 'man'. On the contrary, 

the theory of natural selection with the assistance of recent
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developments in population genetics provides the possibility 

of theorising conditions of variation. Quite clearly race 

theory as outlined above and natural selection are working in 

opposite directions and their objects as such are quite distinct. 

Any attempt then to accommodate the concept of rece in 

population genetics could only prove obstructive to further 

advance in the field. 

Summary. 

In conclusion then, this section has attempted to distinguish 

within orthodox races theory those attempts to provide an 

exhaustive classification of homo sapiens (physical anthropology), 

a Classification which could then provide the basis of racially 

determined theories of social, political and economic organisation, 

such as aces which predominated late nineteenth century social 

science. The concept of race in physical anthropology and 

subsequent attempts to construct social theories on the basis 

of this concept have been challenged, both in terms of the 

epistemologicel assumptions invoked to evevide the possibility 

of such a Glassification and, in substantive terms, in relation 

to Darwin's theory of natural selection and more recently 

population genetics. As regards the substantive issues, those 

conceptual fields which have apparently accommodated and indeed 

sanctioned the concept of race have, on the contrary, been shown 

to pre-empt it in so far as it remains logically outside the 

Scope of their basic concepts, 

During the course of this investigation of the concept of 

race in physical anthropology and subsequently its place in theories
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of social, as well as biological, svolution it has been necessary 

to reproduce and at times develop two levels of critique 

advanced in the fields of anthropology, eneeios and (tc some 

extent as we shall see latar) sociology. On the one Handi the 

concept of race has been attacked on the basis of its scientific 

pretensions, in particular aimed at the nositivistic assumptions 

of its protagonists. In so far as thease were engagcd in a 

successful confrontation at this levei, certain substantive 

nroblems have been neglects. In particular, what has beer 

overlooked is an examination of the relations that obtain 

hetween the eancepe oF race and those concepts (in the theories 

of matural selection ond population genetics} that apparently 

lend it support, and indeed, aravided it at times with a much 

needed degree of scientific respectability, On the other hand, 

it has been ot eedary to demonstrate the concept's esetuaeve: 

character with respect to the theory of natural selection and 

subsequently the concepts of population genetics. Where the 

concent appears in such fields, it remains conceptually 

detached from the concepts developed there. In biochemistry, 

for instance, cholesterol levels, wetseelie activity end 

anzyme functions assume conditions of variation according to 

determinate external and internal chemicai functions and 

reactions. The concept of race serves enly to group in en 

arbitrary fashion (according to numerous claesifications of 

physical or chemical properties) those variations considered 

“pertinent by the investigator, so that, "despite all the 

permutations and combinations of these two elements, (skin and 

bone i.e. the object of early taxonomies) over 75% of the body 

158. 
mass was left out of the calculations. In the light of



his attempts to make some contribution to racial classifications 

on the basis of biochemical criteria, Kuttner himself admits 

"The preliminary data in this speciality already indicate that 

biochemical criteria will cut across the lines of classical 

races" ao se 

If the concept of race has been found to be deficient with 

respect to both the epistemolegical assumptions of scientific 

anthropology (which differ only in degree from their descriptive 

counterpart) and in terms of the logical relations that obtain 

between it and those concepts that apparently lend it support, 

then its recent reappearance in psychometrics, in particular in 

the work of Jensen and Eysenck, can only be met with some degree 

of scepticism. In the section that follows, its reappearance 

in this field will be reviewed and, following this, a 

reconstruction of sociological attempts to refute it once ageine 

It is worth reiterating once more that it is crucial to examine 

those arguments that seek to refute this concept of race and 

theories of racial determinism, since sociology, it must be 

remembered, produces its own race concept and ane that must 

ultimately bea distinguished from the non-scientific, 'scientific' 

concept examined here in PartOne. if the object of this 

investigation, in general terms, is an analysis of tha concepts 

of race and racism in sociological and neo-Marxist theory, this 

should in no way detract from the groundlessness of those 

attempts to persist with exercises in racial taxonomy and of 

those who assume that such blological differences constitutes 

the basis of differences at a behavioural evel.
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only the methods are modified. For an elaboration of this 
distinction see D. and J. Willer, Systematic Empiricism, 
OP 6 Clb er9:. Pie LS. f Fic 

Dis Hunt, Ope Sita, Pe 66
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in connexion with national, linguistic and religicus 

differences, and by its deliberate abuse by racialists, we 

tried to find a new word to express the same meaning of a 

biologically differentiated groupe On this we did not 
succeed, but agreed to reserve race as the word to be used 

for anthropolooical classification of groups showing 

definite combinations of physical (including physiological) 

traits in characteristic proportions", ibid pp. 37-358.
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be the “survival of the fittest", cited by R. Hofstadter, 
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iI. Psychometrics and the Socio-Psychological Rejection 

of the 'Revived’ Concept of Race. 

In this section we shall examine the recent so-called revival 

of the 'scientific' concapt of race, in particular as it appears in 

the work of Jenssen and Eysenck and related positionast* In view of 

the inexhaustible supply of rejoinders and counter-rejoinders, such 

a task may seem superfluous to some extent. Its inclusion however 

Will ultimately enable us to establish two things. In the first 

place it will be possible to assess its relationship both with 

raspect to the concept of race in physical anthropelsey and in the 

field cf race theory proper (as distinguishsd in the previcus 

2. section). Though certain developments in rece theory have 

taken place since nineteenth century social Darwinist theory 

which, if this were a ‘history! of the concept, would constitute 

@ gap in the discussion, the so-called ‘revival! of scientific 

race generally refers to a revival of the nineteenth century concept 

of physical anthropology and the ‘application’ of seientific 

oacwigieh principles to the theory of races. In thse second place 

the examination will enable us in the latter part of this section 

to examine end develop (if it is found to be necessary) the social~ 

sCientific critique cf thes race concept as it has come to be found, 

and possibly modified, in the fiald of psychometrics., This will 

take us ultimately to the sociological concept of race itself? and 

the foundation of such a concept in the abolition of a biclogicél 

category in its various ‘sclentifict forms. 

1. Jensen, Fysenck and the Concent of Rece.     

Im the first instance we shall consider the epistemological



status of Jensen and Eysenck's work, in other words the means 

by which they hope to establish a knowledge of this concept 

race. We shall then reconsider specifically the concepts 

of intelligence and race and their attempts to infer 

differences in intelligence betwean races on the basis of 

hereditary differences between these groups (in turn inferred 

From heritability within different racial groups). Ir 

conjunction with these arguments we shall establish the 

relationship here between the concept of race and those produced 

in the previous section. 

a) Epistemologicesi categories in the work of Jensen and 

Eysenck. 

Unlike some of their predecessors in physical anthropology, 

Jensen and Eysenck are not concerned with establishing 

universalistic relations between the phenomena in question.” 

The relationship, for instance, between intra and intergroup 

heritability is, according to Jensen, 

one of probability or likelihood, that is, the higher the 
heritability of a trait within each of two groups, the 
greater is the Likelihood that a mean difference between 
the groups has a genetic component and the- smaller is the 
likelihood that the group difference is attributable 
solely to environmental variation. 4. (Emphasis in original). 

Similarly for Eysenck, 

theories are never proved; if many different deductions 
are verified, the theory is provisionally accepted 
as useful, «.. until ..«. a new theory is proposed, the 
old is the best we have. 5. 

Forms of proof then are crucial if it is to be established 

rigorously at what point such theories do outlive their 

usefulness. According to Jensen, 

I suggest instead that scientific knowledge is gained 
most efficiently through ... ‘strong inference’,
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which means pitting against one another alternative 
hypotheses that lead to different predictions and then 
putting these predictions to empirical tests. 6. 

Interesting in this respect is the Similarity at this level 

with Galton and Pearson, referred to above in the context of 

their contribution to race theory, who were both active in the 

appropriation of statistical methods which they developed in 

pursuit of their objectives. Relations here were considered 

probabilistic: "No phenomena are causal; all phenomena are 

contingent, and the problem before us is to measure the degree 

of this contingency, which we have seen lies between the zero of 

independence and the unity of causation", 

It is somewhere between the tuo that strong inferences can 

be made on the basis of an analysis of variance (we shall return 

ie this below). The possibility of establishing universalistic 

relations of causality is thus replaced by the more ‘modest! 

claim that only relationships of correlation and contingency 

can be established." 

The problem then for Jensen and Eysenck becomes one of 

attempting to establish whether the appearance of tuo phenomena 

is the result of accident or chance, or whether some form of 

relationship does exist between them. for example, the initial 

problem may be to establish whether or not the appearance of a 

black skin and I.Q. test scores are related and if so to what 

extent, or whether the 1.9. test result and a black skin appear 

together by chance, the latter having no effect whatsoever on 

the former. If the concepts of race and intelligence arse to 

be considered related (probabistically or otherwise) then there 

are a number of preliminary relations that, once established,



provide the possibility of establishing this final relationship 

via inferential reasoning. -Im the first instance they argue 

that educability in general is a product of both environmental 

and genetic factors. In his distinction between genotype and 

phenotype for example, Eysenck argues "different genotypes may 

give risa to the same phenotype (in different environments) and 

different phenotypes may be shawn by the same genotypea”. -° 

While the significance of environmental factors is acknowledged 

by both Jensen and Eysenck, they do not deny the possibility of 

isolating the relative significance of each for individual 

educability.e 

b) Heritability and 1.Q. differences. 

If the ultimate problem is to establish some form of 

connection between race and intelligence and rece is conceived 

in terms of the relative frequency of gene distribution amongst 

different populations (we shall return to this later), then it 

is clear that this problem is posed initially to establish how 

far educability is due to ganetic influence. To do this it is 

considered necessary to assume the null hypothesis, that is, 

that individual differences are the result solely of 

environmental factors. Consequently a sample survey is taken 

of persons whese genetic constitution is identical (i.e. 

Monezygotic twins) and who have been reared apart (i.e. reared 

under different sets of environmental conditions). The 

relative significance of each may now be established by 

contrasting the results of I.Q. tests administered to these 

twins (i .Q. test esse measurement of educability will be 

discussed shortly) with those test results of Monmozygotic twins
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reared together (that is with an identical genetic makeup and 

environment). As Jensen writes : 

The conceptually simplest estimate cf heritability is, 

of course, the correlation between identical twins 

reared apart, since, if their environments are 

uncorrelated, all they have in common are their gones. 10. 

To iliustrate tha outcome of a significance test designed to 

estimate this, Jensen writes “the correlation between 535 pairs 

on the Stanford - Binet was 1.86 (0.91 corrected) in a study 

by Burt (1966)*.27° 

The heritability factor (H2), i.e. the “proportion of 

phenotypic variance dua to variance in genatypes",~-*accounts 

for eighty percent of differences in I.Q. test perfearmance. 

although the concept of intelligence presupooses a general 

Heritability factor, it requires seme degrea of elaboration 

itself if we are tc astablish precisely what it is that is 

being genotypically determined. According to Jensen : 

the most important fact about intelligemre is that we 

cam measure it eee There is no point in ergquing the 

question «.. of what intelligence really is. The best 

we can do is to obtain measurements of cartain kins of 

behaviour and look at their relationships to other 

phenomena and see if these relationsnips make any kind 

of sense and erder. It is from these orderly relationships 

that we can gain some understanding of the phnonomera. 13. 

(Emphasis in original). 

Intelligence then is defined by whai it measures, in the same 

way, according to Eysenck, as “gravitation, or heat. oF any 

4 

other physical concept"? * *may be defined. Consevuently, 

"intelligence, like electricity, is easier to measure than 

Loe c : : 
to define".~ what it is precisely that intelligence measures, 

esas 

important intellectual qualities in children and adults;...
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these yualities are very important both in education and 
in professions and jobs requiring abilities for abstract 
thinking and problem solving". 16. 

It refers to a general brightness and adaptability which 

apparently remains independent af education and experience. 

in this way Jensen distinguished fluid from erystallisead 

intelligence. The latter is not sc much a functiun of abstract 

thinking or problem soiving, but rather"a precipitate out of 

experience, concisting of acquired knowledge and devaloped 

intellectual skilie".>'* 

¢) Race end 1.8. differences. 

Having establisiied however crudely what intelligence is 

and to what eetane herecitary and environmental factors 

contribute to its measurement (however dubisusly this has bern 

achieved), it is now possibls to aevaney a variety of significans 

tests amongst semple populations e.q. ‘sociai classes’ or ‘xacee', 

If genetic differences are known already to exist between 

collectivities of individuals, it is then possible to correlate these 

with the I.9. test results. One such cellest sity is race; "ths 

existance of ».. (which) ... there can be little dowbt; they ars 

populations that differ genetically and may be distinguishable 

phenotypically (i.e. by appeargneaya"* The racial classification 

however is not made on the basis of composite emusters of 

specified gene groupings cach shared by different vacial groups, 

but rather on the old skin colour classification which becomes 

the sole criterion for selecting and differentiating for 

' intelligence testing suraosese 

' A comparison of Negro and White I.Q. scores is thus a 

consequence of this position, the results of which "are well 

known; on the average, Negroes test about 1 standard deviation
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(15 1.9. points) below the averages of the White population in 

TQ."re” These results are taken from evidence produced hy 

Shuey whose survey of Negro intelligence testing covered more 

than fifty years, included 382 studies in which eightyone tests 

were administered and included the resuits of ysung sHedarale 

high school children, coilege students, members of the armed 

forces, veterans and other civilians, gifted, mentally retards, | 

delinquents ,criminals and ‘racial' pyenides*.* Dn this evidence 

they make their final proposition: that between-group differences 

may be infcrred on the tasis of intra-group differences. As we 

suggested above, this relationship is one of probability, as 

indeed are all the relationships established in their segumente.” 

In summary then, the arrival at their final probabilistic 

falaviadshios ieee, that 1.9, differences botween (in this 

case) racial groups are the result of hereditary facters (in 

the ratio 4:1), is a censequence of the following propoesitions:- 

4) that a cuncept of I.Q. is an operational concept "commonly 

interpreted as indicative of a more general kind of intellectual 

ability than is reflected by the acquisition of specific 

scholastic knowledge and skills"; ane . 

ii) that such differences within a aroup are a cunsequence of 

an interaction between hereditary and environmental factors whers 

the former accounts for four-fifths of the differences; 

iii) race is a useful taxonomic concept. Jensen argues ;: 

Races are satis to be "breeding populations’, which is to 

say that matings within the group have a much higher 

probability than matings outside the group, Races are 

more technically viewed by geneticists as populations 

having different distributions of gene frequencies. 24.
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iv) differences between the races in I.Q. performance average 

one standard devietion or Fifteen points; es and finally, 

v) on the basis of this evidence I.Q. differences between 

racial groups can be attributed to genetic differences. 

These propositions and the eonclusions reached have certain 

consequences at a mere practical level for education policy, 

in particular, the pertinence or none-pertinence of compensatory 

schemes of aduestinin’”* 

Before we considar the sociological challenge to Jensen 

and Eysenck we shall conclude this section by examining the 

relationship between their revived concapt of race and earlisr 

anthropologicat concepts of race. In terms of the epistemological 

status of thease arguments, we have already suggested that relations 

of uniformity and universality have been replaced by those of 

probability and contingency. The application of quantitative 

statistical techniques developed by Galton and Fishor have 

introduced the possibility of relationships between phenomena 

that are neither totally independent nor wholly causally 

connected but lie somewhere between zero and 100. Nevertheless 

certain fundamentel similarities remain and we shall develop 

these fully in part 2. In particular the relationship 

between theory and fects (probabilistic or otherwise) remains 

unchallenged. The testability of the former solely in terms 

of the latter also remains unchallenged. In its gsneral 

principles the 'scientific' method remains unchallenged. It is 

only with respect to its possibilities that differences exist. 

As the probability theorists become more sceptical, they replace 

their universalism for a conventionalism with respect to the
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acceptance or non-aceeptance of theoretical prapesitions, 

As regards the concept of race in both its orthodox and 

revived forms, we must examine more closely the precise 

function each concept performs in their respective fields. 

What emerges in an examination of the cencept of race in 

Jensen's work is ostensibly a revamping of the geneticist's 

definition (or redefinition) of the concept, that is, a 

differentiation of certain populations according to differences 

in gene frequencies. Precisely which genes are taken into 

account in their ingbiet categorisation is fer from clear, but 

what is clear is that the race concept is taken initially as 

given (es it was by Hunt) so that both assumes them to exist prior 

to any establishment of their existence. However, the specific 

function of each of these concepts is peculiar to gach field. 

In section I we established that infinite sets of criteria 

were possible for the classification cf 'man' along 'racial' 

lines. Hence the number of races varied according to the 

criteria invoked by the investigator who selected freely from 

the infinitude of human physical characteristics. There was 

never any rational basis for classification, hence it was never 

possible to confer supremacy on any one set of criteria or to 

have only one taxonomic division. In this sense, what we have 

been examining in Jensen and Eysenck's work is not e straight- 

forward resurrection of ‘scientific racism' as Seyd amangst 

others suggeetai'* The concept of race plays a somewhst 

different role in the field of psychometrics Prom the role it 

was assigned in physical anthropology. The establishment of 

a concept of race in the latter was the objective of the field
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itself and criteria wera énvakals to demonstrate the necessity 

of such Classification. ‘'Race' in psychometrics plays a 

subordinate role, subordinate to the concepts cof intelligence 

and the notion of heritability. Black - White differences, it 

is argued, contribute to differences in intelligence but the 

objective is to establish all possible sources of variation 

which lie outside the differences assigned to race (8.9. 

_ social class), Paciel differences then are assumed prior to 

the discourse in both cases, but whilst the object of physical 

anthropology was to cenfirm this presupposition, the objective 

of psychomatrics has been to confirm that differences in 1.Q. 

are the result of hereditary differences, amongst which racial 

aspeicannae. defined as such, are particularly significant. 

Their results in this direction add weight to their fundamental 

objective that differencss are due, for the most part, to 

haraditary Pactors. The notion cf race in this respsct becomes 

a convenient device in their argument. Where racial differences 

are the object of specific arguments, psychometrics clearly 

transcends the initial assumption of physical anthropology. 

In so far as it attempts to impute behavioural differences from 

physiological variation it may be said to constitute the realm 

of race theory proper as elaborated in the previous section. 

Ze Social Science and ‘Biological Race'. 

It is now necessary to turn our attention specifically to 

the sociological challenge to the arguments reproduced above. 

It is interesting to note at the outset the relative 

absence of attention paid to the concept of race in these 

counter-arguments, despite the fact that the concept
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remains an integral component of this particular field 

of psychomstrics. Ths seriological axs, on the Arena hand, 

has fallen heavily on tne methodolooical proceduras invoked to 

establish the racs/inteiligence relationship. There is, 

however; one furtner sat of arguments which need to be 

distinguished and these concern the racist charactsez of Jenson | 

and Evsenck's work and the production of racist idsology. 

These arguments wili b6 dealt with more fully in Part Three. 

What is necessary here is to distinguish theses levels of 

critique. Again it will be suggested here that while the 

mathodological prohliems are significant in themselves, thsy 

never really come to terms with the race concept itself. 

Consequently while the former are acknowledged and daveloped 

where possible, it remains necessary to examine at a more 

substantive level the concept of rate and its role in the 

argument. of Jensen and Eysenck. This is particularly 

significant in view of the sociological reliance, to some extent, 

on precisely those procedures attacked here. This latter point 

will be developed De lene ieepht nat enek fokteene: the 

ideological arouments, on tne other hand, will be shown to 

be inadequate as critiques of the biological concept of race. 

An examination of their elaborated attempts to theorise the 

procuction of racist ideoclosy will be reserved until dates, 

Despite Nash's cali to "Wed into one conceptual system the 

propositions on race and the interpretations of race differences", °° 

for the most part sociologists have in fact, in confronting 

29. 
biolcgical race, assumed them married already. in Pact, it
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is necessary to make precisely this distinction, for there 

are quite clearly two separate theoretical operations extant 

in their critique. On the one hand, we have suggested there 

is an spistemological challenge concerned with the scientificity 

of scientific race and relatad concepts and the scientificity 

of ‘che means of, producing them. Gn the other inand, there 

is an attempt om the besis of its acclaimed unscientific status 

to sebabilen the means by which ideviogies are produced with 

reference to extra-theoretical forms, (e.g. politireal and/or 

economic intarests). A likely outcome of blurring suci e 

distinction without a fully developed critiqua (both 

methodological and substentive) on the one hand and a theory 

of ideological forms on the other, is te assume that ths 

‘pseudo scientist’ serves up his ideological fodder on a 

platter ts the politician. Consequently it is presumed that 

a teflexive relation existe between the two, hence "The 

ecientific evidence or the 'facts' of race only serve as 

amaunition ini ideological warfere".30. Science thus is rcaduced 

to an ideological battlefield where tha protagonists of sash 

scheol fight it ott. Hence there is na possibiiity of 

rational consideration of theoreticai work, for the “ideolosy 

31. 
of race is always normative" and “Like all ideologies, 

the ideology of race implies a call to action; it umbodies 

8 political and social program" .> Preferencs thus 

becomes not simply a matter of political taste, but more 

significantly a choice that rests on a normative 

aceeptance of values which becomes the basis for a 

vindication or rejection of one theory over another. We
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shall return to this shortly and throughout the thesis, for 

it is one of our central concerns to examine the status of 

2 

critique in the sociological field of race. 

a) The epistemological status cf psychometrics. 

In common with the counterparts from anthro-~genetics 

then, sociologists have been predominantly concerned with the 

status of the ‘scientific’ method invoked to establish, in 

this case, the race/I.Q. relationshipe In particular they 

have been concerned with the essential arbitrariness and 

circularity in the emnstruction, standardisation and 

validation of the I1.Q. test. Some sociologists have drawn 

parallels with Galton's study of ‘Heredity Genius' to 

demonstrate their affinity, in principle, at least, with the 

: 3 ° : 
Eugenics movements. In this respect according to 

Rose ete alo : 

Galton studied the relations of a vatiety of eminent 

men (one in 4000 of the populetion of Victorian 

England, he estimated, fail into this category) and 

showed conclusively that judges, statesmen, divines, 

literary men, scientists, tended to have amonast their 

relatives, often stretching back through several 

generations, other judges, statesmen, etc. Here, 

Galton concluded, was incontrovertible proof that 

genius was inherited. 35.6 

What is more he attempted to construct a test and correlate 

it with teminent' persons in society. Though the tests 

failed he was not deterred: “He simply went on trying to 

make up a test which would show the rich on top and the 

oBs In the same way Binet constructed poor on the bottom". 

his test $ 

The criteria used by Binet ts judge whether a test item
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should be included on his test, therefore, was not only 

whether the average child at a certain age level could 

pass it, but whether the score achieved on such a tast 

correlatsd with other measures of "success", like class 

background end school performance. 37. 

Furthermore the test results themselves are by no means fixed ~ 

but rather "maniplated daliberately in order to provide a 

38. Hence the test may 6s particular distribution of scores”. 

"standardized on a population by adjusting the scores 30 as 

to make it come out with a mean of 106 and a standara deviation 

of 15",°?*with two-thirds (68%) of the sample between eighty- 

tive and 115. To illustrate the essential arbitrary nature of 

the standardisation procedure the P.L.P. cite the example of 

women wiich is worth quoting in full : 

On the original Stanfurd - Binet test published by Terman 

im 1916, women wore noi treater} as a separate population 

and standarcized for, and their scores were about 10 

points lower than men's until 1937. Then, for the new 

version of the test, the means of m3n and women were 

compired, and the test was standardized for sexe Questions 

were added on which women did better than men and some of 

the ones un which men did better than women were aropped. 

In this way the means for men and women were equalized. 40. 

The implication here of ccurse is that by a similarly avhitrary 

decision, Black - White differences may be standarcised anc that 

the fifteen point difference that now exists could be wiped out 

by selection and rejoction of ‘appropriate’ test questions. 

It is interesting to ncte that the construction and validation 

of I.Q. tests have been challenged at one and the same time, 

underlining for its critics the circularity, and hence absurdity, 

of the whole test procedure. The construction and validation 

procedures rely on precisely the same information. The test is 

constructed according to school performance and validated in 

terms of school performance, previous I.Q. tests (validated 

themselves on school success) and factor analysis} hardly an
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independent validating procedure by tteeit.* The conclusion 

is that "tests can be designed to reflect anything the 

designer wate" 

The ‘nature - nurture’ controversy, as it hae become known, 

is not one confined te the race/intelligence debate though 

this is central to Jensen and Eysenck and the general response 

from education, eociology, and anthropology. We shall refer 

only to those arguments that have a direct bearing on this 

debate. As we have seen, ths arguments presented above rest 

on the a priori probability that each will follow from the 

previous one. if physiological anatomy reveals genetic differences, 

then why net mental differences too ? If mental differences 

are hereditary (I1.Q. tests on identical twins}, than is it 

not likely that differences between populations confirmed to 

differ in the distribution of certain genes will be reflected 

in mental differences too ? To quete Eysenck, “Nearly evary 

anatomical, physislogical, and biochemical system investigated 

shows racial differences. Why should ths brain be an exoentianae® 

Results show in consequence a fifteen point differance in 1.0, 

test scores between Negross and Whites. If heredity plays a 

predominant role within oach group in accounting for intelligence, 

and there is a difference between two groups, is it not 

raesonable to suggest, they argue, that differences are genetic 

in origin 7 

The notion of heredity then is crucial, and thea concepts 

of race and intelligence in these arguments necessitate it. 

Sociologists have generally concerned themselves, in tne first 

instance, with the existence of I.Q. genes. These, they arque,



are quite distinct from general propositions of Mendelian 

genetics. If wa summarise the latter here, a better under- 

standing of the distinction will result. The combination 

of genetic material from both parents consists of several 

thousands of genes and some egg nutrisnt, each of which carry 

the information to enable the cell to produce a particular 

protein. flutation causes several different kinds of gene or 

alleles, and each individual will vary in his/her particular 

genetic constitution. As the egq cell divides into other cells 

whose growth is influenced by the environment and type of 

nutriment available to them, the problem of isolating 

environmental from genetic factors becomes even more apparent 

in attempts to distinguish varying contributions of each to 

behaviour differences. 

What is the relationship between such a gene and a 
"character" at the level of the organism % Sometines 
it is relatively simple; eya or hair colour or blood 
group are determined by one or a few proteins. But how 
about behavioural characters like temperament or 
intelligence ? «es The dichotomous approach of contrasting 
genetic and environmental causes is biologically naive 
because it fails to take into account the obvious reality 
that we have, at any point in time, an organism reacting 
with its environment - not just a gene. 44. 

Likewise Seyd, citing Rose, writes "To attempt to parcel out 

hereditary and environmental influences during such developmental 

45. 
sequences is meaningless". (We shall return to the concept 

of race and its relation to Mendelian genetics shortly), 

It is clear that considerable attention is paid in sociology 

to those attempts to isolate environmental from genetic | 

characteristics. The twin studies, referred to above, and 

constituting the most favourable setting yet discovered for 

isolating these components, has been challenged on ths question
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of the relative eigteniee of the envircnment of identical twins 

reared apart. In other words, if the environments are closer 

than they might have been, as sociolcegy has suggested, then 

there is no reason to suppose that it was not this fector; 

rather than genetic influence, that prompted a similar I.%. 

test score. Various problsms with these stucies have then been 

identified by sociologists. Age and sex differences have not 

been standardised, it is claimed, which often give the 

impression that similar 1.9. test scores are a conscquence of 

genetic factors and not the effect of sex and aos similarity. 

Both Jensen and Cyserck have leaned heavily on statistical 

evidence provided by Burt. This, it has besn suggested, is 

less than reliabis in this wepuenh. ce Simiiar problems have 

been identified in those studies that have besn made not of 

identica? twins but of other forms of parent - sibiing 

relationship. For instance, those studies involving two 

children brought up in the same home, only one of whom lives 

with its natural parents, ignore the cbvious environmental 

differences that will result from the two types of parent - 

child relationship involved here. (The object of these studies 

would be te show, in contradistinction te tne identical twin 
z 

‘ 

studies, significant I.Q. test differences despite an identical 

enviroumente. These cauld tnen be attributed te the absence 

of any necessary genetic similarity between the children). 

Similarly foster parent - child relations and natural parent - 

child comparisons fail to account for the unique circumstances 

of fostering and adopting children. When account is taken of 

the environmental differences that exist between the groups,
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then results have supported the environmentalist position. 

Related to the nature - nurture problem is the question 

of the possibility of inferring genetic differences between 

groups from those apparently responsible for differences within 

each groupe Gf course this assumes that each preceding stage in 

the psychometric argument is acceptable, which, from the 

previous arguments, it clearly is not. Nevertheless to 

illustrate the specific problems involved in this final piece 

of inferential reasoning we shall use a paper by Tizard where 

he reproduces Jensen's araument as follows ¢; 

The higher the within-group heritability, the greater 
is the plausibility, or the a priori probability, that 
genetic differences exist between the groups. Plausibility 
is a-subjective judgment of Likelihood. (Emphasis in 
original). 48. 

Qn the contrary, he argues, the heritability component is 

applicable only to the population from which the tested samples 

ant drawn, sincs one ef the factors that enters permanently is 

the variability of the environment encountered in a particular 

population. "It is meaningless to apply estimates of 

hereditability gained from a study of White American twins 

to a comparison between Whites and Negroes in the usan?s 

since “the genetic basis of the difference between two populations 

bears no logical or empirical relation to the heritability 

within populations and cannot be inferred from en 00+ To 

illustrate the absurdity of even a probablistic inference, 

Tizard takes an example of three sets of height differences 

taken in 1909, 1938 and 1959 and spanning an age range of 73 - 

124 years. Both the mean height for the group and the standard 

deviation were recorded. The mean difference for the three
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samples was 126.4, 133 and 136.6 respectively. The great 

difference Tizard arques between the heights can be seriously 

only taken to support the environmentalist argument (better 

food and living conditions were the factors cited as 

responsible for increases in hsight over the years). However, 

he argues, had the London sample not spanned several 

generations and not been confined to one city, but rather 

represented the heights of the Watusi (for the 1959 height) 

and the Pygmies (for the 1909 height) the argument would anpear 

to support a genetic explanation for the differences. 

Of course everyone believes, rightly or wrongly ,on 

purely commonsensical grounds, that a genetic theory 

is needed to explain why Watusi are taller than Pygmies, 

just as everyone believes that an environmental hypothssis 

is needed to explain why Londen children were so much 

taller in 1959 than in 1909, 51. 

By substituting Jensen's own categories for the London sample, 

the environmental hypothesis is naw, through commonsense 

interpretation of inter-group variation, under pressure. The 

implication of this substitution is that Jensen's probabilistic 

inference is not supported and, if it were, would lead to false 

conclusions. What is more, Tizard argues that the illustration 

serves to demonstrate the questionable reasoning behind 

Jensen's argument. In this instance the heritability of height 

"may be assumed to be 0.95" and “evan if «1. (it) «se is less 

than 0.90, it is nonetheless almost certainly greater than the 

heritability coefficient of mqy.°2° The inferential reasoning 

in Jensen's argument (i.e. the higher the heritability within 

the group, the higher it is between) can in point of fact be 

reversed in the illustration offered by Tizard, in spite of 

the fact that height offers a higher heritability coefficient
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than 1,Q. and consequently one where a higher heritability 

between groups is evem more of a probability. 

The development and culmination of Jensen's argument rests 

on a logical sequence of significance tests. The object of 

these is to establish probabilistic relations between phenomena 

that appear together. In the Final instance, the relationship 

to be established is between differences in 1.Q,. test 

performances and Black - White genetic differences. Such a 

ralationship has besn established on the basis of inferential 

Teasoning from a number of other probability relations, 6.9. 

that intelligence test performance is a result of genstic 

endowment (at least in the ratio 4 ; 1 with the environment). 

In. all cases provabilistic relations are established on the 

basis of tests administered to ‘samplet populations. How can 

we be sure cur toopulation! is representative, given the 

impossibility of ‘randomising the eniteommanki2eo? The colour 

factor (for this, as we have ssen, is the basis of Jenssn!s 

racial distinction) is just one factor amongst an infinitude 

of others, both environmental and hereditary, that may bs 

associated with differences in intelligencs. Any one of those 

factors could disprove the original hypothesis. A teanpild 

popuiation' of Negroes and Whites and a fifteen point difference 

in I.Q. test performance between them can in no way establish 

a relationship between thes two. No logical relations between 

them can be inferred on the basis of observation alone. The 

“rejection of the null hypothesis, that is that differences 

between the two groups are randomly distributed, cannot 

establish any relationship other than non-random distribution 

of test scorsse The more imaginative tha sociologist, the more
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likely he is to come across new variables for the pyschometrician 

to control. Conceequently there exists an infinite number of 

possible experiments before the race/I.Q. relationship can be 

affirmed with confidence. Jensen's and Eysenck's position here 

leaus to a complete agnosticism with reepect to a knowledges of 

[.Q. differsnces (leaving the concept itself aside) which cannot 

be ettributed to any nhenomenon whatsoever purely by experiencing 

them together. 

b) The rece concept in paychometrics. 

The rejection of the revived concept of antentitue race 

in cetunieaees ts has besn concerned less with the concept 

itself, than with certain general issues that would arise 

regardless of the appearance or aeAceoneaTanes of the race 

concept. In particular, sociology has veen concerned principally 

with problems of constructina and validating intelligence 

tests, with those of isolating hersditary from environmental 

components of benaviour and, finally, thoss associated with 

extrapolating differences within a particular group to 

differences between groups. White there is no reason to contest 

the issues raised, it is possible to show the precise form of 

this critique which has imposed certain limitations on a 

strictly '‘sociclogical' oxplanation of racial difference. what 

is clear here, however, is that the challenge in general terms, 

could and would remain essentially the same cn these three 

issues regardless of the precise nature of group differences 

(2. 9...racial) under Pansdupeatipns In point of fact, as we 

shall see in a moment, the concept of racial inferiority 

remains so unproblematic in sociology that it has almost become
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the moral responsibility of sociologists to acknowledge this 

inferiority and account for it in environmental terms. 

The entire race/intelligence edifice has been built to 

some extent on ground that has rsmainec relatively undisturbed 

in the course of the socialogical challenge. The race concept 

here is of the utmost significance to psychometrics. Without 

it, attempts to explain these behavioural differences in terms 

oR ae doomed from the start. Tt is interesting to note 

not only sociology's lack of concern in this respect, but rather 

more surprising to find how little attention is paid to it 

from within psychometrics itself. According to both Jensen and 

eysenck every anotomical, physiological investigation shows 

racial differences. Although those investications presenting 

some form of exhaustive classification are not identified, 

what is s'ygested, nowever, is that eae knowledoe of raciai 

differentiation is now possible through recent evidence from 

Mendelian genetics. If the concept of race is not elaborsted 

in either Jansen's or tysenci's work, then it is necessary, 

given its fairly crucial import, to reecnstruct the concept 

that appears to be operative here. 

It was suggested above that the race soncept in 

psychametrics has been specified in terms of the frequency 

of gene distribution on different populations. In doing so, 

psyehometrics is apparently vouchsafed, through 4 reliance 

on work accorded a scientific status that extends beyond its 

presence in tho race/intslligence controversy. What appears 

however, to confer some degree of immunity on psychometrics in



point of fact does no such tides To demonstrates this it is 

necessary to distinguish two principles quite clearly. Tie 

first concerns that of Mendelian genetics, whose object, as 

we have suggested, concerns the process whereby an orgaiism's 

egg cell divides into other cells, and the complex relationship 

that obtains between each cell and the type of nutriment 

evailable to them. The object of the race concept or the general 

principle of racs theory, an the other hand, eims at delineating 

populations. om the basis af the numbers of genes they pnssess 

tn common. While genetics attempts to specify conditions ivider 

which physiological, biochemical variation takes place, race 

elassification on the contrary is concerned, in the first place, 

at spent these genes im an arbitrary fashion as they appoar 

within populations, and only then tc assume, and this is 

_eritical, the racial component or gena cluster itself may explain 

difrapencas that exist. In other words, the gene concept, whien 

itself remains a determinate product of complex biochsmicai 

reactions and functions in the mucleus of an organism's cell 

structurs, has been substituted by a category which not only 

attempts to group these gencs in a classification with no 

apparent basis whetever, but then assumes, again without 

foundation, that the emergent properties of this category can 

themselves elucidate patterns of behavioural difference. What 

appears then, at the outset, to vindicate the subsequent 

| propositions of psychometrics, i.e. the principles of Mendelian 

genetics, in point of fact remains not only independent but 

exclusive of the concept of race in the raceYI.Q. question. In 

this sense the problem of isolating ths genetic component of
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certain behavioural differences, or the problem of operationalising 

I.Q. testing, really is not the issue here. What psychometrics 

cannot do is to attribute whos behavioural differences to a 

concept that, in every biolsgical sense, has been shown to be 

vacuous. 

Jo Environmental explanations of racial differences. 

It has been suggested above that one of the mest contentious 

areas in the social sciences concerns the issue of ‘biniogical 

determinism' and the role of hereditary factors in explanations 

of various behavioural forms. The substance ef these 

arguments above has been to suggest there is no possibility of 

    

isolating nature from nurture, in this particular context 

isolating that part of ‘intelligence acquired innately from 

socially cultivated brainpower. "Estimates of the hereditary 

component within any given population are beset with great 

unoettaineiest.0° (Emphasis added). It comes as somewhat af 

a surprise therefore to note that sucn assertions as Seyd's 

and Rose's have been made in conjunction with Sioameahe which 

give credence to the environmentalist position alone, as if 

now, despite all doubts concerning these attempts, it were 

possible to isolate single environmental variables, while 

holding others, including genetic factors, constant. We 

must remember that the implication, in the above example of 

the foster and adoptive parent - child relations, was the 

very impossibility of randemising environmental variables in 

order to measure them. Without regard for their own critique 

of psychometrics in this respect, sociologists have made 

great efforts to establish the causal primacy af environmental
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factors over hereditary considerations. Consequently numerous 

studies hava appeared which attempt to distinguish not only 

environmental from genetic but, according to similar 

' methodological princinles found wanting in psychometrics, 

specify those aspects of the environment which are esnsidered 

pertinent in this. respect. Consider for example, the 

environmental factor of stress which, it has been suggested, 

is responsible for the relatively low scores of Blacks on 

the intelligence test. Similarly Mesonrisolates three more 

envtironmental variables, not, it should be added, on the basis 

of statistical aed but his own experience, and concludes 

“where incentive, numerical proportions and backoround are 

reversed (for Blacks) so are tne (1.9. test) sagurte, >>" 

uther variables including socio-<:economic status, motivation, 

and « range of cultucally specific fectors make crose-cultural 

(and therefore inter-racial presumably) comparison of I.Q. 

tests (which are themselves culturally specitic) a worthless 

exercise. Mead and Clinsberyg have elaborated the prcebiems 

of what have come to be referred to as culture-bound tests. 

The illustration taken above from the work of Katz anc Mason 

suggest that sociologists havs shifted from a complete 

scigekiciem with respect to the abaslbseity of eeeconieind 

the environment, to a position where it becomes possitle to 

assert, with some degree of certainty, not only “hat 

environmental factors are primarily responsible for I.Q,. 

differences, but to specify those in particular that are 

significant invthis respect. In doing so, furthermore, they 

accept the implicit assumption of psychometrics that 1.Q.
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test differences are significant between different racial 

groups, but attribute these differences to environmental 

variation. Hence the basis of their rejection of Jensen and 

Eysenck's position has moved quite clearly from an attack at 

one level on the methodological protocols of psychomstrics, 

the circularity of the whole process, where “constructing and 

validating tests reinforces the concepts built in at the 

outset" 'te a counter-assertion that an infinitude of cultural- 

class varaebles are now said to cause differences between vacial 

groups. Racial differences then, do exist, ba they all a 

result of manipulative 'pseudo-scientific' techniques of 

demenstration. This position is taken to its extreme by Rex 

who argues ° 

the empirical etudy which holds constant. size of income, 

type of neighbourhood and length of schosling in ‘%he 

United States of the present day, therefore, should in 

theory be supplemented for an experiment in whith the 

peoples of Africa conquer, capture, enslave soma millions 

af European and American whites under conditions in 

which a very Large proportion of the whites pupulation 

-dies and in which the white culture is systematiceily 

destroyed, §7, and in which finally a group of emancipated 

whites living in 'good neighbourhoods' are then compared 

to their Negro masters. 58. 

Amd likewise similar arguments have been put forward : 

instead of examining the problems of Africa in the 

light of pas’. and continuing imperialist exploitation 

of these countries, racialists laok at the individual 

and postulate a mysterious ‘'superiority' for the 

whites. 59. 

The implication here then is that real differences do exist, 

Whites are indeed superior to Blacks on intelligence test 

scores, and that the past cultural experience of Blacks is 

responsible for their relative inferiority. It is interesting 

to consider what mechanism is being suggested here to account
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for these contemporary differences that may be explained in 

terms of the nineteenth century historical experience of Black - 

White relations. Perhass the inter-generational link is 

provided by some genatic component of alienation. The problem 

clearly remains one to be resolved in these arquments, this 

component not withstanding. 

Summary. 

This signe oration af the sociological challenge to 

psychometrics and the work of Jensen and Eysenck has attempted 

to elaborate and develop once more the full implications of 

this critigue. The three issues tackled here concerned the 

operationalisation of the intelligence test construct, the 

isolation of the genetic component of 1.Q. differences given, 

according to Simon, the impossibility of 'randomising' the 

environment, and finally the question of inferring genstic 

differences between groups from differences within each group. 

This last problem of course is closely related to those 

environmental differences once more encountered by the groups 

in question. This eritieus reconsideration of the operational 

aspects of the race/intelligence arguments has been in 

keeping with the objectives here, being elaborated in terms 

of certain problems considered common to all statistical 

variances tests, including those developed in psychometrics. 

The endersement and the elaboration of these arguments 

has not, however, concealed certain limitations of this 

form of critigue and has involved, as far as sociology is 

concerned, inevitable problems in its own attempts to explain 

those I.Q. test results as thay appear differently between
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racial groups. Consequently it seemed necessary to transcend 

this form of operational critique and examine in particular 

the race concept in psychometrics, since here, as much as at 

the level of methodological protocols, there appears some 

curious affinity in this case witi) the scientific principles 

of Mendelian genetics. The problems encountered in any | 

ways Teproduced those attempts, considered above, to redefine | 

race according to the passession amongst poptilations of 

common gene clusters. 

It may be said in conclusion, than, that while the 

concapt of race appears to slay a subordinate role in the field 

of psychometrics (i.e, suberdinate to notions of heritability 

and intelligence) in so fer as the group may or may not be 

racial (2t could be sex or class-based, for instance), tha 

specific questicn of thse Black or Whites I.%. test differentials 

presupposes in a very crucial way an elaborate concept of race; 

one that quite cinarly it fails to deliver. Perhaps most 

misleading of all has been its ability to cloak itself in 

various ‘scientific* guises and thereby shrug off spponents 

with contemptuous dismissal. °0* At the level of operational 

tactics it has employed a superficially complex analysis based 

on certain methodological protocols which fail wautcbeday in 

their attempts to establish a race/inteiligence relationship, 

and in so Guing incur problems which have been shown elsewhere 

to confront all attempts to establish any form of relationship 

between observed phenomena in this way.°t* Clearly what is 

_ et.-question here then, sis.the status of that realm of epistemology 

which apparently vouchsafes the empiricist knowledge process. 

At a substantive level, om the contrary, it is not the legitimacy



of the concepts of Mendelian genetics that are in question, 

but rather ths incompatibility of these concepts with the 

concept of race which appears projected or superimposed on to 

a conceptual framework with which it bears no relation whatever. 

If this section has expressed a degree of consternation 

over the sociological role played here, it has done so, not 

so much over the question of the critique it developed, but 

with the specifically sociological explanation of race 

differences which follows. If the form of critique aims, as 

we have suggested, at the operational level of Jensen and 

Eysenck*s work, then clearly there ssems little point in 

reproducing similar methodological assumptions {perhaps on a 

less refined scale) to guarantee the environmentalist position. 

In concluding Part One we shall develop this argument as well 

as reviewing others that have appeared here. In doing so, 

we shall point to one alternative form of critique, aimed not 

s0 much at establishing environmental explanations of recial 

differences, but on the contrary with questioning the worth of 

establishing any form of causal relationship without regard to 

their adequacy at the level of meaning; for this, it will be 

argued, constitutes the basis for a genuinely sociological 

concept of race that will be examined below in Part Two. 

Notes, 

le We shall attempt this despite both Eysenck and Jensen's 
warning that only experts, that is those specialising 
in the fields of behavisural genetics, psychometrics and 
I.Q. testing, are qualified to comment on their work. 
Hede Eysenck, Race, Intelligence and Education, p. 12. 

2e For example, the growth of the Eugenics movement (see T. 
‘Gossett, Race: The History of an Idea in America, )and 
for a more general review of these positions see Fe Hertz, 
Race and Civilization, ch. &} elsewhere the embodiment of
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the race concept in national socialist theory, see for 
examole, G. Kren 'Race and Ideology', and for background, 
H. Arendt ‘Race-thinking before racism'. We shall discuss 
the question of Black racist ideology (e.g. negritude, 
cultural nationalism) in Part Three in our discussion 
of the race concept in neo-Marxist thsory. 

It is interesting to note here that Cuvier was greatly 
admired by noms other than A. Comte, in particular for 
ths former's attempe to establish lasting classifications 
on the basis of universal relations between chserved 

phenomena. The csgree to which anthropoluay and sociolcay 

_ are compatible at this level clearly poses problems for 
a scciclonical concept of race distinct from its biological 
counterpart. If the biological concept of race is rejected 
on the basis of its pusitivistic assumptions then clearly 

it becomes extremely Jifficult to justify a socialogical 
concept established sn identical epistemological grounds. © 
We shall. return to this later. 

AeR. Jensen, Genetics and Education, pe 29. 

Hele Eysenck, Ope Sites Pppe 30-31, 

A.R. Jensen. oo. cit., pe 36. 

Ke Pearson cited by 0. and J. tiller, Systematic f&mpiricism, 
Ope Cite, pp. 47-48. 

In this recpect the space separating Blumenbach and Cuvier 
from Jensen paralleis 3.5. Mills' relationship to Pearson. 
In both cases the possibiiity of universal relations is 
replaced by relations of probability and centingency. 

HeJe Eysenck, op. cite, pe 73. Genotypic traits refer to 
those innately derived. The phenotype is conneived as 
tne nroduct of both innately and environmentally derived 
characteristics. 

AR. J@nsen, ope cite, pe. 127. 

Ibid. Jenssen in fact ses other parent and sibling 
relationships (e.g. foster/natural parents, Byzygotic 
twins, etc.). We shall examine these more fully below. 

Ibid, p. 114. S 

ibid, po. 72-73. 

HeJ. Eysenck, op. cit., p. 5l. 

AR. Jensen, sp. cit., pe 72. 

HeJ. Eysenck, op. cit., pe. 61. 

AR. Jensen, op. cit., p. Sl. 

HeJe Eysenck, op. Cit., p. 36. 

This is surprising in view of the fact that the concept 

of race was borrowed from Dabzhansky's attempt to re- 
define it. It appears here however that only colour is
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significant in this respect and this is sufficient, it 
is suggested, in conjunction with genetic material 
carrying 1.W. potential, to merit racial distinction, 

ARs Jensen, op. sit., p. 16l. 

Ae Shuey, The Testing of Negro Intellionence, p. 491. 

The precise relationship expressed here is 3: 
2 

h r 42 (1 - t) or 
B w (l =r) t 

where he: = heritability between group means 

he = average heritability within groups 

% = intraclass correlation among phenotypes 

within groups. 
r = intraclass correlation among genotypes 

within groupse 
AR. Jensen, op. Cite, pe 30. (Emphasis in original) 
(Supra p.72 ) 

Ibid, p. 7l. 

Ibid, pe 159. 

Ae Shuey, ope cit. Though differences vary for the 
different groups studied, one standard deviation was 
considered the average approximation of these 
Variations. 

For further discussion of Jensen's view on compensatory 
education see 'Genetics and Education: a Second Look', 

Te Seyd, ‘Scientific Racism Again'. 

NM. Nash, 'Race and the Ideology of Race', in Race and 
social Difference,eds. P, Baxter and B. Sanson, p. 112. 

See for example, 3. Daniels and V. Houghton, ‘Jensen, 
Eysenck and the Eclipse of the Galton Paradigm',in 
Race, Culture and Intelligence,;eds. Ke Richardson and 
D. Spears; and S. Rose, J. Hambley and J. Haywood, 
‘Science, Racism and Ideology’. 

Msi Nast, ope Cit., pe 113. 

Tbid, P.-Lizks 

foid, ps Lis. 

It is important to reiterate here the possibility of 
establishing the essential arbitrariness at an eperational 
level without offering an extra-theoretical (e.g. politico - 
ideological) explanation of the emergence of, in this case, 
‘scientific’ race. The former involves a critique at the 
level of the discourse itself. The latter on the other 

»hand seeks. to.estahlish the 'direction', in this case, 
in which 1.4. tests are manipulated i.e. in class interests. 
An analysis of the production of specific ideological forms 
entails a distinct theoretical operation. It cannot be
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offered as a ‘critique’ however of the race concept in a 
theoretical context. That is, the usefulness of a 
particular concept cannot be established on the basis of 
the particular class credentials of the individual 
responsibie for its production. 

For an examination of the relationship betwsen Jsrsen, 
cysenck, Shockley and Herrnstein and the older fugenics 
scnool, e¢ege Tarman, Yerkes, Brigham etc., see the 
Progressive Labour Party (henceforward P.L.P.) pamphlet 
Racism, 2,9. anc the Class Society, Introduction. | 

S. Rose, et. ale, Gps Cites Po 2376 

P.L.P.;, op. cits, pe 14. 

Ibid, pe i6. 

S. Rose ats al., up. Cit.s, po 250. 

PelePes Ose Cites Po 17s” 

Ibid, pe 17. 
A similar argument is advaneed by Seyd, "Validation of 
the tests has no scientific basis, since it is impossible 
to assess it by any objective criterion. ‘Some tests are 
not velidated at all, the test constructor relying on 
factor analysis. Other constructors correlate their 
tests with previous well-established ones, while the 
majority validate them against educational success 
(school er other academic performance”,;) oD. Cite, De Ge 

P.L.P., pe 18, 

H.J. Eysenck, op. cite, pe 20. Adaptec from A.R. Jensan, 
Genetics and Education, op. cits, pp. 159-169. What both 
fail to recognise is that each system taken on its oun 
produces different racial classifications. This may or 
not coincide with their own, which is colour-based, 

Se Rose-et. ale, op. cit., pe 245. 

S. Rose cited by T. Seyd, sp. cit., pe SG. 

The following illustration taken from Burt's work is cited 
by the P.L.P. ac evidence of ths suspicious character of 
his findings. Notice in particular the low size of the 
sample (when it is given) and at’: the same time the range 
of difference for each of the two greups, which appears 
almost toc good to be true. 

MZ twins Reared apart Reared together 

1555 | tna (n rea) 

Fears aa eee 30") (n ey 

St fe aon (n a 

ick isos (n 95) 
m = number in sample. 
Cited by PisLePes Pe 41.
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Ibid, pe 45, 

J. Tizard, 'Race and 18: the Limits of Probability', p. 7. 

Ce Auerbach and G.H. Beale cited by T. Seyd, op. cit., 
De Ge 

S» Rose et al., op. cit., pe 248. 

J. Tizard, op. cit., pe 8. 

Tbid, p. 6. 

B Simon, Intelligence, Psychology and Education: a flarxist 
Critique, Pe 248. 

C. Auerbach and G.H. Beale cited by T. Seyd, op. cit., Pe Ge 

A ee nner ee one ae 

Be Simon, op. cit., p. 255. 

For a fuller account on this point see F. Fanon, Toward 
the African Revolution, pp. 41-54. 

J. Rex,'Nature versus Nurture: The Significance of the 
Revised Debate' in Race, Culture and Intelligence,eds. 
Ke Richardson and 0. Spears, pp. 170-171. 

‘The Politics of Intelligence', Partisan, No.l, pe 12. 

in particular here is the joint warning given by both 
Jensen and Eysenck to discourage those not competsnt in 
psychometrics etc. to comment on their work (supra note i,p.99) 
By restricting ‘serious' criticism in this way, they 
effectively encourage criticism only from within 
psychometrics and in general will only be concerned with 
‘technical' problems and not the assumptions of the whole 
exercise which are likely to be taken for granted by those 
trained and engaged in testing itself. 

De and J. Willer, op. cit., especially chs. 3 and 4.
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Concluding Remarks. 

In Part One we have sought to examine the concept of races 

in physical anthropology end sayohpimtnine. and the 

anthrepological and sociological objections to these concests,. 

In physical anthropology the concept of race was predominantly 

a descriptive tone designed to generalise individual 

physiological variations. 

The inrumerable groups of iwankind, massed togetcevr or 

scattered, ... are fur From presenting a homogeneous 

picture. Every country has its own variaty of physiccl 

type, language, menners, and customs. ihus, in crder co 

exhibit a systensitc. Niew of all the peoples of the earih, 

it is is necessary to observe a certain order in the study 

of these Varictiss, and to define car efully what is meant 

by such and such a descriptive term, having reference 

either to the physical type or to the social life of 

men. (Emphasis added). l. 

In contrast, tne concept of rece in what has been 

distinguished as ‘race thesry' proper nas been invoked as part 

of a more general attempt to explain and account for differences 

at a behavioural inmvel. Hence, "the significant socio-cuitural 

differences and sinilarities among human porulations are the 

dependent variables of group-restricted hereditary drives and 

- 

attitudes", 
» 

In this respect psychometrics may be seen tu transcend the 

Limited assumptions of phvsical anthropology and assume certeair 

behavioural differences, in this case intalligence test 

performance, to be the outcome of certain physiologically 

differentiated populations 1.8. sdcaee In cthar words it may 

be’ considered one variant form of erodes race theory as defined 

by Harris above.
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This is not to suggest that orthodox race theory has been 

confined more zecently to the contributions of Jensen and 

Eysenck,. In the more gencrai field of anthropology, for 

instance, it has been suggested. “History demonstrates that | 

the social commingling of members of advanced and retarded 

races results in illicit moral celations, with retrogressive 

effects on tne higher naekr es Particularly disturbing in 

this respect is the fact that ‘Mulattos are very susceptible 

to Communist Safilenne™. fonsequently it is thought, 

Hopefulness ... for the Negro is scarcely justifiable 

over the distant future and with it intelligent 

patticipation in a democratic electorate, if 

irresponsibility is to be avoided. 5. 

In a more recent contribution, whilst it is sucgested that 

advanced and primitive ~aces do exist, they camnot os 

considered in any hierarchial relationship, for there are 

imbeciles even amcngst those nations that have 4 store of 

intellectual wealth ! 6. 

Here in Part One no attempt has been made at a-universal 

history of the race concept in orthodox race theory, nor to 

trace its development in each of the various fields referred 

to above. On the contrary, we have confined this Eieeeeian 

of non-scciological concepts of race to the fields of physical 

anthropulogy and psychometrics. In the course of elaborating 

those problems pertaining to the construction of a theoretical 

concept of race, however, it is clear that each of these fields 

~ will face similar problems regardless of the nominal delineations 

that apparently distinguish one from another. 

In the reappraisal of subsequent attempts to challenge 

these fields we have sought to distinguish and elaborate two
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forms of critique present here. These have been reproduced with 

a View to endorsing and, at the same time, extending and 

elaborating the conceptual fallibility of the race concept. 

At one level the critiques have been aimed at the 

epistemological assumptions and operational procedures of those 

engaged in race theary. In physical anthropoloay, for instance, 

the object was that of an ordered system of racial classification. 

The 'science' then moved towards an exhaustive aut of racial . 

categories. Such universalistic relations were assumed to be 

present between all types of phenomena. Scientists, regardless 

of their specific activity, were concerned with discovering 

these relations. The method smployed in each case was 

Hentaeeeeeay the sane. Anthropology, in particular, set 

itself the task of elucidating the infinity of intra-special 

somatic variation. Yoward this end it adopted cartain 

eseue Mone fron the then contemporary positivist shilodway 

of science. It is interesting to nots their relianes here on 

A. Comte, whose Positive Philosophy provided not only a 

rationale for physical anthropology, but also an apparently 

scientific basis for the explanations of social phenomena. 

If science, as positivism asserts, is to be defined in 

Lerne-oF its methods of operation, then the anthro~geneticists'! 

objections to these attempts to provide an exhaustive 

‘classificatiom were directed towards the ‘scientificity' of 

both ‘descriptive’ and ‘scientific' anthropology. In 

particular they sought to dispute the credibility of 

amthrapoioay's attempts to establish rational relations between 

phenomena purely in terms of observation end arbitrary selection
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Prom an infinitude of somatic differences. Ssience here had 

been reduced te the experience of the seientist who selected 

at random those categories considered pertinent for his 

classification. The complete absence of any logical connection 

whatever betueen these categories prevented any one set of 

criteria rationally asserting itself over others and 

consequently enabled taxonomists to reduce somatic diversity 

to literally any number of categories or 'races' from one to 

infinitude. The implications were clear to the Pouca ses 

themselvese As Deniker suggested, the greater the knowledge 

of diversity the more races became possible. 

This form of critique was developed here in Seetion I 

with particular reference to a paper given by J. Hunt to the 

First meeting of the Anthropological Society. The production 

of these racial classifications, it was argued, necessarily 

involved a circular reasoning whereby races were known te 

exist prior to establishing their existence (i.e. through 

the selection of criteria necessary to make the crucial initial 

distinction). If colour classification became the basis for 

this a priori assumption, then the existence of races, 

anthropology's objective, was not simply assumed at the outsat 

but the very basis of the classification was known in advance. 

Further evidence confirmed or refuted the initial hypothesis. 

Those that appeared discordant in this respect could then be 

considered as non-pertinent for racial classification and 

consequently discarded. 

Attempts to redefine race on the basis of recent genetic
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evidence face similar problems. The gene simoly provides the 

possibility of knowing the mechanism qee hae which hereditary 

characteristics are transmitted. It cannot, contrary to 

popular belief, assist the anthropologist in his selection of 

these genss pertinent for racial differentiation, nor is it 

any more possible to sstablish any necessary relationship 

between genes than between minutiee of dudubie differences, 

If the selection of pertinent genes is once more a matter of 

personal discretion, then it is not surprising that there appears 

to be as many problems over the precise distinctions between 

micro-geographical or lecal race, and breeding copulation, 

as between the manifold schemes of Cuvier, Blumenbach, Deniker, 

etc. Strictly speaking if we are to generalise on tha basis 

of identical gene constitution, only monozygotic twins could 

accommodate an independent category. As one who hes 

attempted to redefine race has admitted "if races have to be 

discrete units, then there are no races". 

While this may be seen as an attempt to reproduce and 

develop where possible these arguments, the opportunity was 

seen and taken in section I to examine certain substantive 

problems in physical anthropology and in orthodox race theory. 

In particular the status of Darwin's theory of natural 

selection was considered in terms of its relationship to 

orthodox race theory. Oespite numerous appeals to Darwin's 

thesry of natural selection, the latter can offer no assistance 

whatever to those fields that seek its supnort. Here we 

examined both attempts ‘to infer csrtain superorganic 

evolutionary principles from Darwin's theory, and attempts



to classify intra=special types which May or may not be 

referred to as races. 

With respect to the former, it has been suggested that 

Darwin's concepts of mutation, adaptation end variation nay 

oniy be considered in relation to a given ecological environment. 

Consequently there can be no necessary tendency toward the 

‘improvement! of the species either at an organic level or, as 

some social Darwinists have suggested, in terms of the ever-~ 

increasing complexity of social forms of organisation. As 

regards the latter, Darwin's theory of natural selection was 

in no way affected by the problems Darwin himself admitted in 

the arbitrary classification of intra-special types. The 

theory of natural selection and the concept of race, far from 

complementing each other, work in opposite directions. While 

the one attempts to specify the conditions under which intra 

special variations are effected, the other seeks to delimit 

such veriations through the organisation of certain combinatiens 

of characteristics and by correlating these with a predefined 

concept of race, 

In contradistinetion to the race concept in physical 

anthropology, which appears as the object of those investigations 

discussed above, the concept of race in psychometrics appears 

to play a secondary role both with respact to a general concept 

of heritability and one of intelligence. Since these arguments 

have been reproduced in the context of other ‘group! | 

characteristics, (sex, social class),°° the general response 

from social science has been directed towards the question of 

intelligence tasting and the operational problens involved here,



and the problem of distinguishing ascribed from achieved (both 
pense 2 5 - 

positive and negative) characteristics. These were developed 

im Section II following a reproduction of ths case presented 

by Jensen and Eysenck. 

Once again these problems encountered by social scientists 

have been endorsed and developed where possible. In particular 

this involved at a methodological level a general examinaticn 

of statistical variance testing, and the problems of astablishing 

relationships between two sets of phenomena (in this case ‘race’ 

and a low intelligence test score) experienced together. It 

was suggested fave that no rational relationships may be 

established on the basis of observation alone, sines there 

exists an infinitude of variables which have to be controlled,bsfore 

in this case, the colour factor can be considered significant. 

What the relationship between race and I.Q. presupposes and 

what is notably absent in psychometrics, and to some extent 

this is true also of those seeking ta discredit these arguments, 

is an elaborated concept of race. Though it appears subordinate 

to other considerations, the whole race/1I.Q. controversy pre- 

supposes it. What appeared more disarming was not so much the 

relative absence of attention paid te it by psychometrics, but 

the apparent ease with which it successfully appealed to the 

principles of fiendelian genetics to substantiate its claims. 

in so far as it did so, it incurred these problems, identified 

in previous attempts to provide a scientific gloss to their 

arguments, through a reliance on Darwin's theory of natural 

selection and recent developments in population genstics. 

The race concept was once more found to be entirely without
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support in this respect. If the concepts of genetics aim 

specifically at the conditions under which biochemical 

variation take place, the concept of race on the other hand 

seeks to provide a broader basis of classification by grouping 

these genes in an arbitrary fashion. Of much greater 

significance, however, is the fact that these broader racial 

categories are then themselves assumed tc bs responsible for 

behavioural differences that appear to exist. 

In both psychometrics and, to some extent, in the social 

sciences that have reacted to these arguments, a ‘racial! 

category appears assumed. Consequently we examined in the 

latter part of Section IT those attempts to account for real 

differences between Blacks and Whites in terms of environmental 

factors (motivation, stress, socio-economic status). The 

biological determinism is thus replaced by a form of cultural 

determinism which results in significant differences between 

groups (in this case defined according to colour). 

The problems. for environmentalists in this respect are in 

part a consequence of the objections raised over the question of 

isolating genetic from environmentally induced differences, To 

do so, it was argued, involves the problem of randomising or 

controlling environmental influences considered essential if 

any kind of relationship is to be established. However the 

problem works both ways and attempts to provide environmentalist 

explanations of behavioural differences are subject to precisely 

these charges in principle levelled at psychometrics. What was 

ence assumed an impossible task according to Simon, i.e. that 

of controlling environmental variables, has now become a very
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real possibility. Consequently the factors of stress and 

motivation used by Katz and Mason respectively seek to explain 

behavioural differences, in this case. intelligence test 

performance, between groups defined according to coloure The 

Jensen/Eysenck position, which did in point of Fact admit a 

degree of interactionism, has now been rejected on operational 

grounds, only to be replaced by similar (perhaps less refined) 

operational procedures to establish an alternative social 

explanation of behavicural differences. What appeared then 

at cne level te be an sxtremoly effective case against 

psychometrics and, by inference, the methodological assumptions 

of physical HLH Rae GEV appears in part to have been replaced 

by a series of research findings which seem to reproduce in 

2 principle an equally dubious set of empiricist assumptions. 

There is, however,a form of anti-empiricism that does not 

simply attempt to substitute cultural for physiological 

variables. Consequently there is a sociological concept of 

race that is not confined to an environmental explanation 

of group differences. On the contrary, and, it might be said, 

in conjunction with the vast body of contemporary sociological 

theory, there appears an attack on orthodox race theory in 

its various forms which does not reproduce, at least in 

principle, the naturalist assumptions of positivist philosophy 

of science and it is here that ue find the real clue to a 

sociological concept of race. This attack will be illustrated 

in two wayse The first concerns those attempts in orthodox 

race theory to “infer superercen tc Porms of organisation from 

principles of natural evolution, and ths second concerns the
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use of statistical data in psychometrics, 

Social Darwinism, it has been suggested, involved the 

assumption t at Darwin's principles of naturai selection may 

be appropriate for an analysis of social life. In a paper 

on this question, Stark identities twe social Sarwinists in 

particuler, Ammen and Lapotrge, who were considered representative 

of both progressive and regrassive evolutionist positions.” 

Ammon consequently found, of the three sub-classificetions of 

the Caucasian race, the Nordic rece to be the most weil-endowed 

geneticaliy and hence the most likely strain ta survive. Any 

attempt toward equality must be consideresc unnatural since, 

through the overcation of the principles of netural selaction 

in the social sphere, only the 'Pittest' will suruives* if 

Ammon's brand -cof social Derwinism was ultimately optimistic 

(im as much as he considered the fittest would naturally survive 

and the weakest go to the wall), Lapeuge was, on the contrary, 

more sceptical. = Social selection was not the mechanism 

throuyh wiich those most adapted to their (social) environment 

eurvived. Each of the aspects of social seiection (Lapouge 

identified eioht in this respect) tended to “weed out tis geod 

and make room for the Bade so>* ; 

4 

The zelationship between race theory (‘social Darwinism' 

here) and Darwints theory of naturai selection, it has already 

been suggested, rests on a misreading of Darwin's basic concepts 

which can offer no support whatever to theories of progressive 

or regressive evolution. In eogeraat to these more substantive 

distinctions, it is interesting to examine Stark's objections
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to gocial Darwinism as represented here by Ammon and Lapouges 

The reasons for its (ieee social Darwinism) failure are 

not far to seek. True, the human race is an animal 

species, and in so far as, or rather so Long as, it is 

an animal species it must obsy the same matural laws as 

all the iower creation. S8ut man is not only an animale 

There is, as Kant liked to express it, net only phenomenal 

man, man as science studies him, but also noumenal man, 

man as @ moral agente In other words, there is not only 

man in the 9rip of necessity, but also man with the 

privilege of freedom, 13. 

This form of attack on naturalism, ieee the view that the 

social world is subject to the same laus of determination as 

the world of natural objects, repreduces in general terms the 

oe oy s - soGitivist 0 sociological objections to various forms of 

epistemology. "The laws of nature serve only to delimit an 

area of freedom, which we know as culture, and within which 

. : “ . 14 
selection occurs on the basis of values," ‘ 

pe In particular, in this respect it is reproduced in Rex's 

concern over the use of statisticel data in estabiishing 

relations between phenomenas 

It is a requirement of sensitive social science that the 

sociel scientist should be aware of the fundsimental 

epistemological problem of the human studies, namely that, 

while natural science is an ectivity in which scientists 

have concepts: about things, in the human Pa eee the 

scientist has concepts about things which themselves have 

concepts. 15. 

In this respect. quentification, according to Rex, has proved 

t . 

itself to be insensitive and "psychometrics ee«.+ perhaps the 

least. sensitive and the brashest of the empirical human 

rr 

; j ; 
studies," * Consequently he attacks what he regards as the 

phenomenalism of psychomet trics where the environment is 

g 
ar} 

reduced to "an index based upon the few quantitive variables", 

What tals 33 explenations lack is adequacy at the level of meaning 

the essence in’ other words behind the phenomena. In view a7



these prerequisites for an adequate sociological concept of 

race, it is necessary now to turn to Weberte crencept of ethnic 

group and the various attempts to subsume the race concept to a 

number ef sociologically defined categories. 

The ereblems encountered here nowever should not detract 

from the general Funes of the arguments which at both an 

operational and substentive level have established the dubious 

status of the race concept in what in general terms may be 

; 1S. 
referred to as orthodox rece theory. Its scientific 

pretensions in both these respects have been found seriously 

wantinge 

VYhe inherent weaknesses of its methodological assumpticns 

have been elaborated where possible and extended to include a 

more substantive attack on the race concept, in particular where 

it nas sought refuge in the conceptual strongholds of the fields 

of Darwin's theary of natural selection and population genetics, 

and even hiochemistry. The eritical investigation of the 

sociclogical and nec-Marxist concepts of race and racism shoulda 

in no way be taken to imply a return to the oiological cetegory. 

In point of fact where the concepts are found to be weakest in 

what follows, it will often be through a misplacad reliance on 

some reat physiological distinction. 

Notes. 

l. 3. Oeniker, The Races of Man, op. cit., pe. le 

2e M. Harris, The Rise of Anthropologicel Theory, p. 8l. 

_ ae &. Kephart, Races of Mankind, p. 89. 

4. Ibid. 

5. Ibid, p. 90.
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3.R. Baker, Race, pe 534. For a useful review of Baker's 

overriding attempt to damonstrate the superiority of 

Europids, see M. Dummatt ‘Prejudice Reinforced’, The 

Guardian. 

T. Dobzhansky cited by J. Hiernaux, ‘The Concept of Race 

and the Taxonomy of Mankind', ope cite, po 39» 

For a discussion of Herrnstein's arguments and their 

relationship to Eysenck's work, see 'Dces intelligence 

really matter?', in the Sunday Times. 

Aes ay 

and the Study of Society, ed. M. Banton. 

Stark adds "We see here looming up behind Amnon, not 

only Herr Ginther who provided the Nazi philosophy, not 

only Herr Himmler who put it into practice, but even 

the gas chambers of Buchenwald and Auschwitz which were 

meant, in the spirit of this whole philosophy, to help 

nature to do her ‘wholesome' work", Ibid, p. 52. 

See also Gobineesu in Selected Political Writings, ed. 

M.D. Biddis, ppe 37-183, for a similarity pessimistic view 

of the decline of the aristocracy. 

We. Stark, Ope CUGps Pe 54.6 

Ibid, pe 566 
i. Banton, 'The Autonomy of Post-Daruwinian Ssceiology', y 

op. cit., p. 168. “ 

3. Rex, ‘Nature versus Nurture’, ope cit. 

Ibid, pe 167. 

Ibid, pe 168. 

Ibid, pe 170. 

This is not to suggest that their work has mot besn 

particularly effective at other levels. The political 

implications of these positions (e.g. segregated 

educational programmes) are an obvious case in point.
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PART Twa. 

MAX WEBER AND THE CONCEPT. OF RACE IN CONTEMPORARY SUCIOLOGICAL 

THEORY. 

Introduction. 

In keeping with the concluding remarks of Part Une, we 

shall now turn away from what has been referred to as orthodox 

race theory to an examinetion of the race concept as a social 

category. This is not to suggest at this staga that sociology 

has settled accounts with its biological conscience. Gn the 

contrary, of particular interest here in Fart Two will be the 

precise status of the biological category in sociological race 

theory. Principally, however, if seciology rejects the concept 

of face elaborated in Part One, then what ‘appears! to be racial 

differentiation must be explained in terms of other sociological 

categories. Sociology has by no means presentsd a homogeneous 

case in this respect. Consequently a secend principal objective 

of this investigation will be to review critically conventional 

conceptual differences in sociological race theory, in particula 

those attempts to subsume or incorporate the race concept to 

general and, at times, apparently exclusive sociological 

cetegoriese These differences, however, will be shown to belie 

certain tendencies present throughout sociological race theory 

and a presentation of these will be the third principal 

obdectivevdin Part Tuas 

To these ends, it is considered crucial net merely to 

©
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subject contemporary race theory to careful serutiny, but more 

fundamentally to locats the saciological concept of race in 

terms of categoriss generally examined in the context of 

mainstream sociological theory. In particular we will 

contribute in this direction via an examination of Weber's 

contribution to race theory, both with respect to certain of 

his general theoretical formulations and those that directly 

pertain to the concept of race and athnic group. 

Weber's work is paveloulerly useful, illustratively, for 

two reasons. In the first place many of ths very real problems 

confronting a seciclogical concept of race are particularly 

evident here. This will be shown to be the case particularly 

in Section T1I where sonventional demarcations in race theory 

will be reorganised around the concepts of action, culture and 

structure. In the second place, it provides an invaluable 

ppokeuntey for identifying certain problems in the context of 

what ‘appears' as a substantive area of sociological research, 

race relations, and does so in terms of what appears tu many as 

an autonomous region of sociological investigation: mainstream 

sociological thsory and the work in this particular instances 

of one of its Pounding fathers, fiax Weber. 

Consequently to meet thesa objectives, there will be three 

sections devoted to an investigation of the properties of the 

sociological concept of race. Section I will be concerned 

with a general examination of those theoretical formulations 

developed by ileber, considered relevant te a subsequent 

examination of contemporary sociological race theory. This 

reproduction of certain selected arguments wiil rely solely



on Weber's texts themselves and not address itself generally 

to any one of several commentaries on his work. This is not 

borne of any aversion in erincipie to these secondary texts, 

bux rather an attempt to redress a tendency common in 

specialist sociologies (of race for instance) to avoid primary 

texts when commentaries are available. In point of fact 

their shortcomings in this respect have often produced 

discrepancies not only in their coun work in relation to their 

professed mentor, but at times, and this will be developed 

particularly with reference to nso-ilarxist race theory in 

Part Thres, a failure to identify correctly thse mentor himself. 

Specifically then, we shall introduce this examination with 

the concept of ‘social action’ in sociolegy and causality in 

sociological investigation. This will be followed by a 

discussion of the role of ‘values' both with respect to the 

sociologist himself and the subject-matter of his invastiogatian, 

social action. Finally here we shall elaborate briefly Weber's 

principles of stratification with particular attention being 

paid to the role of the status category, for this is central 

to that of ethnic group, which may in fact be said to presuppose 

it. 

Part 2 of this opening section will be concerned 

specifically with the concepts of race and ethnicity in Weber's 

sociology and their location in terms of his generel formulations 

outlined in Part 1. In the first instance we shall examine the 

distinction made between the biological and secialogical concepts 

oof rece. Theeoncept of social action will be shown to provide 

the theoretical basis for this distinction. This will be
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followed by a discussion of the concept of ethnic group which 

may be seen as an attempt to wed the biological and social 

aspects of race under a more inclusive category. Finally we 

shall examins the concepts of caste and nation in so far as 

they pertain to the concept of ethnic group. The status 

category outlined in Part 1.4 will be shown once more to be 

crucial in tie eeescee In the form of an appendix here we 

shall refér to Weber's own prescriptions for future work in 

sociological race theory on the basis of his professed 

rudimentary examination of the concept and those that directly 

relate to ite 

Section IJ will be concerned exclusively with contemporary 

sociological race theory, a field which has been relativaly 

undeveloped in American sociology but which has flourished 

there when compared to the Sritish contribution to the Pield 

despite the recent profusion of race relations research projects. 

Attention will be paid here to:.conventional demarcations, 

initially developed by Rex, on the basis of various sociological 

categories invoked to explicate the concept of race as a 

social object. Part 1 will be devoted to those attempts to 

subsume race directly to orthodox stratification hacen in 

particular the concepts cf ethnicity and caste will be confronted 

in this respect. The concept of class and those attempts to 

reduce ‘race relations' to class relations will subsequently 

be examined in Part Three. 

In part 2 we shall be concerned with those attempts to 

incorporate race within a more inclusive category; one that 

presupposes an extension or modification of stratification theory,
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apparently designed to accommodate the specific characteristics 

and complexities of the race concept. In this respect minority 

group and plural society theory will be discussed in turn. 

In conclusion the must racent developments in race theory 

wiil be revisvued, in particular those attempts, across the 

pelitical spectrum, to elevets the concept of race to that of 

nation and race relaticns to international relations. In 

many ways this may be sean as a respunse to 'radical' race 

relations which, under several guises, has recently considered 

the concept of Meta to be cruciai to an umderstanding of the 

race concept, in particular those variants of BYack nationalist 

and mational libsration politics in the Third World, in 

addition to a number of recont seademic contributions in this 

area, Tnese radical developments again will oe discussed 

subsequently in Part Three, in particular in an examination 

of the race conceot in the content of national liberation and 

socialist programmes. 

Section ITI will depart from conventional demarcationc 

to reclassify the race concept in sociclogy on the basis of 

its relationship to three more general socin'ogical categories: 

the concept of ‘action’, a particular conception of lecouctace® 

and rindlily a very locsely defined realm of ‘culture'. The 

cuncept of race, it will be suggested, has been conceived 

throughout sociological race theory, i.e. rignt across 

conventional demarcations, in terms of each of these categories. 

As a result, it inay be suggested, there are three problematics 

of sociological race theory and to this axtent three concepts 

of race. The reorganisation of sociological race theory:in this
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way will serve to draw akeantidt to certain sources of confusion 

that may find expression at a more substantive level of 

investigation, i.e. orthodox sociological race relations research. 

Furthermore it will be possible for us ta identify certain 

problems common to both contemporary sociological thanry and 

Weber's concept of ethnic group in terms of his general 

sociological categories. Despite certain resemblances at this 

level, Sot aneiet it vill be shown in conclusion that, paradoxically, 

the most recent contributions in the field, have not, in pount 

of fact, complied with Weber's rudimentary cutiines for fucure 

research. but-rather, if anything, moved in the reverse direction. 

The investigation as a whole should subsequently enable us to 

4 

astublish the relationship of the race concept in sociology t 

that deveioped in neo-Marxist theory. 

a
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Te Weber's Sociology and the Concept of Ethnic Group. 

le Theoretical Presuppositions of the Race Concept in Sociology. 

a) Sociology and the Concept of Social Action. 

The object of sociology for Weber is, "the interpretive 

understanding of social action in arder thereby to arrive at a 

e causal explanation of its course and effects". Understanding 

or ‘veratehen' includes both observation and interpretation of 

the ‘subjective states of mind' of actors or of the logical end 

symbolic systems that are referable to these states of mind of 

the actor.<° Action is taken to include "all human behaviour when 

and in so far as the acting individual attaches a subjective 

iy 
meaning to it", Emphasis added) and social action is all 

action in so far as it "takes account of the behaviour of others 

anc is thereby oriented in its course". Consequently a 

social relationship refers to "the behaviour of a plurality of 

actors in so far as, in its meaningful content, the action of each 

takes account of that of the others and is oriented in theses 

terms"”* (Emphasis added). 

In terms of these gencral propositions concerning the status 

of scocislogy and its object, social action, it is particularly 

crucial for our purposes to siaborate the distinction Weber 

Makes between subjective meanings and objectively Valid or 

correct courses of action. In the case of the former, Weber 

distinguishes actually existing meaning attributable to an actor 

in a particular situation, and an average or approximate meaning 

attributable to a hypothetical actor or actors.® In neither 

instance, however, does it refer to an objectively ‘correct!
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meaning. In the sciences of aution, 

processes or conditions, whether they are animate or 
inanimate, humen or non-human, are in thse present 
sense dsvoid of meaning in so far as they cannot be 
related to an intsnded purpose. 7. 

Sociology then, in confining itsslf to purposeful, action, is 

teleologically defined. The euieibione of action thus are 

strictly non-pertinent in sociology unless they can be related 

to meaningful, i.e, purposeful action. A knowledge of theses 

conditions, produced independently of the ssiences of action, 

is thus treated as given data which may or may not be causally 

effective but in no way affects sociolooy's objectives: the 

interpretation of action in terms of its subjective meaning. 

Put another way, the sociclogist is only concerned with the 

conditions of action in so far as they relate to the means-end 

action schema, i.s. with freely chosen ends and appropriate 

meanse Weber's typology of social action reflects variations 

on this means-end axis. Consequently, action is classified 

according to its mode of orientation. In the first place, oo 

  

zweckrational action refers te the expectation that external 

objects will perform in certain ways, and to the organisation 

of means on the basis of these for the achievement of an 

individual actor's freely chosen ends. tWertrational action 

refers to an orientation to an absolute value, regardless of 

whether or not it is ultimately realised. Affectual action 

refers to en orientation toward an object on the basis of the 

emotions of an individual actor. Finally traditional action 

designates an orientation toward an object on the basis of 

custom, habit etc.
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'Underetanding' or Gretekehen’ is conceived in terms of 

either dizect obervational understanding of the subjective 

meaning of a given act or explanatory understanding. The 

former refers to an act that requires ne mure than its | 

otservaticn to grasp its meaning. For instance the act of 

shutting a door is grasped soleiy by observing the actor's 

movements towa rds the door, twisting the knob, closing it anc 

releasing ‘the knat.”* Explanatory understanding refers to an 

actor's mutivation for acting in « particular way at a given 

timee Im the abuve illustration, then, this level of under- 

standing would seek to know why the door is shut at this 

narticular moment; sutsiae noise, to exclude a draught etc. 

For Weber this involves "placing the act in an intelligible 

and mors inclusive context of wadningett The establishment 

of such motivational sequences cannot, Webss writes, "claim to 

be the causally valid interpretation. On this levcl it must 

remain only a peculiarly plausible Sveothesis®. Weber thus 

distinguishes causally adequate interpretaticns “in so far as, 

according to establishec genstralizations from experience, there 

is a probability that it wiil always actually occur in the same 

waynt? > and adequacy at the level cf meaning which refers to the Eye ee 

"subjective state of mind of the actor or actors". ~"‘+ Causal 

interpretation thus includes reference to both overt (objective) 

action and subjective meaning structures. Nevertheless, 

If adequacy in respect to meaning is lacking, then no 

matter how high the degree of uniformity and how 

precisely its probability can be numerically determined, 

it is still an eet statisticel probability.14. 

(Emphasis .addad).. 

And later, 

Statistical uniformities constitute understandable types



of action in the sense of this discussion, and thus 

constitute ‘sociological gensralizations', only when 

they can be regarded as manifestations of the understandable 

subjective meaning of a course of social action. 15. 

Thus the sciences of action provide the possibility of transcending 

the demonstration of uniformities (such is the Limited scops of 

the natural sciences) and orasping what is eseentially beyond the 

realms of natural scientific knowledge: namely the subjective 

component of its object, acticn. 

In summarising this section we shall refer back to the above 

illustration. In the act of clesing a doory” soticlogy is 

concerned only in so far as meaning is attached to the act by 

the person shutting it. fFurthermors, meaning ig present in so far 

as the ect can be related to an intended purpose on the part of 

the person shutting the doore The Be ee of shutting it mey bs 

to exclude a noisa or draught (zweckrational action) or as part 

of an attempt to maintain orderliness and ayuimetry in tha room 

(wertrational action) or it may be slammed in anger on entering 

the room (affectual action) or finally it may also ba closed simply 

out of habit (traditional action). Through repsated observation of 

both the overt act of shutting the door and the purpose 

underlying the act, the observer arrives at some ferm of 

generalisation which enables him to state that in all probability 

when the wind is blowing X will shut the door, or that Y, as 

part of an orderly ritual, will invariably cless the door behind 

him. In this sense, sociology is not concerned in the case of 

zweckrational action wheather or not the acter has correctly 

identifiedethe cause of the draught but only that he thinks he 

has and acts in order that he might exclude it. Hence sociology 

is restricted in two very crucial ways in this example. It cannot
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seek to uncover what causes the draught, beyond what the subject 

actor thinks to be the correct causee Secondly it cannot know 

why the person thinks that by shutting the door he will exclude 

the draught, even if he is wrong. Both arse logically outside 

the scope of sociclcegy in so far as both are devoid of purpose, 

hence subjective meaning. We shall return to this shortly. 

b) The Role of Values: the Sociolegist and his Sociology. 

Implicit in Weber's concept of social action is some 

reference to values, for these, it has been suggested, provide 

the ends towards which action is directed (or toriented'). In 

other words, individual actors attribute differential cultural 

significance (meaning) to the multiplicity of possible meanings 

that comprise the social totality on the basis of their 

relatedness to certain values: 

It is rather (i.e. rather than science) the task of the 
acting, willing person: he weighs and chooses from among 

the values involved according to his own conscience and 

his personal view of the world, (Emphasis added). 17. 

What is more this applies as much to the sociologist as the 

acting individual, hence the selection of problems for scientific 

investigetion is itself a function of values. 

The very recognition of the existence of a scientific 

problem coincides, personally, with the possession of 

specifically oriented motives and values. 18. 

The cultural sciences in particular are unique in this respect 

for, unlike the natural sciences, their objects (i.e. sccial 

actors) are constantly acting themselves according to values. 

In the social sciences we are concerned with psychological 
and intellectual (osistig) phenomena the empathic under- 

standing of “which is* naturally a problem of a specifically 

different type from those which the schemes of the exact 

natural sciences in general can or seek to solve. 19.
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Such understanding is possible because both subject 

(sociologist) and object (social actor) are individuals who 

purposely orient action toward some freely slected ends or 

values i.e, both are encowed with a conscivuusness. Values 

thus constituts the basis of what is end what is not considered 

pertinent. "Perception of its (a cultural phenonmenon's) 

meaningfulnesc to us is the presupposition ef its becoming an 

object of investigation”. (Emphasis ini original). 20. However 

the sociologist and the social actor are separated in weberian 

sociology in the distinction made between Werthung (value- 

judgement) and Werthezichuns(value-reference). The sociologist's 

action, it is admitted, is directed om the basis of certain 

normative predispnsitions : 

The significance of a configuration of cultural phenomena 
and the besis of this sionificanes cannot however be ; 

derived and rendered intelligible by a system of analytical 

laws (Gesetzesbegriffen), however perfect it may be, since 

the significance of cultural events presupposes a value- 

oriantation towards these events. (Emphasis in original) 21. 

Henee sociology is culturally pound since "empirical realty 

becomes "culture" to us because and insofar as we relate it to 

value ideastotce 

However this does not require sociology itself to, pass 

judgement on the results of its interpretation of cultural 

events. The distinction can be illustrated with reference to 

Weber's concept of rational social action. This, if we 

recall, refers to the expectation that external objects will 

perform in certain ways, and to the organisation of means on the 

ieee of these for the achievement of an individual actor's 

fresly chosen ends. The socislogist is able to refer to
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relations between varicus means for achieving certain ends 

without necessarily selecting the ends himself. Given the ends 

themselves, it is possible for him simply to examine to what 

extent the means ave enpropriate. In addition there may be 

two sontradictory end values, in which case the price of sne is 

the cost of the other. The socislogist is then able to refer 

to this contradiction witheut himself selecting one or the other. 

Action then is fecesserily value-orientad and selection 

from a multiplicity of phenomena is mace on the basis ef an 

orzisntation to certain values, freely chosen by the individual. 

It is the essentialiy free choice of values that detetmines 

the character of tna cvert action (or means) invoked to attain 

these ands. Thovgh the sociologist necessarily refers to the 

means-snd action schema (this, after all, bsing the basis of his 

investigation) and hence to velues, value~-judgements are themselves 

precluded from sociological investigation. Hence it is possible 

to iventify the most appropriate means or Tules for the achievement 

of specific ends/values and what is more it is possible fer 

sociology to identify contradictory eind values without itself 

making the selection of ends. 

Hence, though the cultural sciences are unique in the sanse 
of 

that the subjects and objects of investigation are similarly 

endowed with consciousness (which makes all this value-oriented 

activity possible) they are nevertheless not aitogether devoid 

of a Limited objectivity tnrough the Werthung/Wertbeziehung 

distinction. Two implications result from this discussion of the 

Lieontral role of values in Weber's sociology that will subsequently 

be elaborated here in Part Two. The first concerns the
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problematic mature of the eceet totality, constructed on the 

basis of the sum total of all social action, which we ‘have 

suggested constitutes the object of sociological investigation 

for Websr. If overt action is contingent on the subjective 

meanings attached to certain phenomena, which in turn are 

selected on the basis of an orientation toward certain values, 

what are the detexminuns elemants of the social world 7? This 

_ problem will become particularly apparent in our subsequent 

attempts to reorganise contemporary sociological race theory 

around the concepts of action, culture and a notion of structures. 

The second concerns the relationship between these values 

referred to abova that are freely chesen by the individual and 

those cultural expressions (for instance, traditional values) 

whith are imposed on a colijective group and are not reducible 

to individual values. 

This preliminary excursion through some of Weber's 

fundamental propositions, in particular the central role of 

values in the means-end action schema, will enable us, not only 

to locate the point at which sociology has sought to cut the 

umbilical cord and free itself from the biclogical concept of 

race, but will aleo ultimately facilitate the distinction 

between the sociclogical problematic and that of neo-Mearxist 

theory that will follow in Part Three. 23, 

c) Stratification Categories in Weber's Sociology. 

in terms of the overall objectives here in Part Two, Weber's 

fotnuLations on stratification provide a particularly crucial 

level of conesptualisation, presupposing as they do, on the one 

hand those general propositions with respect to the object of



sociology and the role of values elaborated briefly above, and, 

at the same time, having effects themselves at the level of the 

concept of ethnic group, where, it will be sugassted shortly, 

Weber has attempted to locats the sociological concept of races 

Furthermore, and this will be elaborated in Sections II and IIT, 

they provide, at least nominally, the rudimentary outlines for a 

Wide range of ‘race relaticns' frameworks that have been 

developed in sociology. In particular, thay may bs seen to 

contribute those 'structural' aspects of a race relations 

situation; or put another way, they constitute the 'structurai' 

basis for differentiation in a given society. It is in terms 

of these general forms of differentiation that wa shall seek 

to locate the race concept. Consequently they will bs 

elaborated in the spscific context of sociological race theory 

below but will be reviewed in general terms at this point in 

our discussione 

"'Classes', ‘status groups', and ‘parties'" Weber writes, 

"are phenomena of the distribution of power within a community"*** 

where power (Macht) is conceived as "the probability that one 

actor within a social relationship will be in a position to carry 

N
 ; _ : P 3 aoe 

out his own will despite resistance", ~° if these three groups 

ars phenomena of the distribution of power, them clearly the 

various aspects of power and their relationshin te these three 

groups need to be specified. The concept of class, acccrding 

to Weber, designates a group constituted on the basis of :- 

(i) common life chances 
(ii) "“in particular those concerned with the pessession 

ef goods and income opportunities 

(iii) under conditions of the commodity and labour 

markets. 2G.
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Consequently ‘class situations' are “primarily determined by 

markets" (Emphasis in driginal)-’* or. put in stronger terms, 

os 8. 
“"class situation' is, ... ultimately ‘market situation’".- 

Power in the market however is not the sols source of pewsr aiid 

this distinction constitutes roi only Weber's piuralistic 

assumptions concerning the separation cf power but, relatediy, 7 

differentiation on the besis of class, status, and party 

affiliations.” The last two are by no means dependent 

variables for, according to Weber, 

'Zconomically conditionen' power is not, of course, identical 

with *power' as suche On the contrary, the emergence of 

economic nower may be the consecguence of power existing 

on other arounds. 3C. 

The other grounds refer to powsr derived from sccial honour and 

Prom within the political order. These respond respectively 

to the categories cr strtus and party in Webser‘s typology of 

social stratification. Censequently, 

Ws uncerstand by 'status' situation the probability of 

certain social groups' receiving nositive or negetive 

social honor. The chances of attaining secsial honor 

are primarily cetermined by cifferences in the styles 

of life of theses groups, nence chiefiv by differances of 
education. (Emphasis in original). 31, 

Consequentiy the economic and social orders refer te the 

organisation for the distribution and use of yoods and services 
4s 

on the one hand and the distribution of social honour in a 

community ow the other. The social order as we have suggested 

is by no means the dependent variable in this relationship. 

“Indeed, social honor, or prestige, may even be the basis of 

or : 3 
political or economic power". In other words, "a ‘status 

‘situation! can be ths cause as well as the result of a ‘class 

situation', but it need be neither®.*! Although status
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distinctions are related in various ways to class (fer instance 

the acknowledgment of property as a status attribute) it is 

specifically the 'style of life’ that defines a status groupe 

It is this life-style, prescribed for each member and carried 

out through conventional modes of orientation, that provides 

the possibility of closure. It is the traditional aspects of 

life style that make status grouns (in contrast to classes) 

te 7a a ‘ae : ; 
communitiese In summarising the crucial features of status 

groups, ileber writes, 

The primary prectical manifestations of status with 

respect to social stratification are conubium, 

commensality, and often monopolistic appropriation of 

privileged economie opportunities and also prohibition 

of certain modes of acquisition. 55. 

Closure may take various forms according to the cultivated life- 

style of the particular status group in question. "These 

restrictions may confine normal marriages to within the status 

; x 466 
circle and may lead te complete endogamous closure". 

In terms of the effects of such conditions of status group 

closure cutlined above, 

only one consequence can be stated, but it is a very 

important one: the hindrance of the free development 
ef the market occurs first for those goods which status 
groups directly withheld from free exchange by 

monosolizatione 37e (Emphasis added). 

It is not altogether surprising then to find that class and 

status categories do not always caincide. On the contrary, 

if class is a function of zweckrational action (sse above) 

while status is a function of non-rational, i.e. affectual or 

traditional modes of orientation, then the two groups may well 

be ‘oriented towards incompatible, if not contradictory, sets of 

586 
values.



It is important to recognise the presence in Weber's work 

oF a relatively well articulated (at least by sociological 

standards) conceptual scheme. Its relatively systematic character 

has been slings stad here in particular with reference to Weber's 

attempts to conceive his classification of stratification 

categories on the basis of a more generalised action typology. 

if the group categories of class, status and party are considered 

products of variations on Weber's means-end action schema, then 

clearly the role of values must be seen as central once more. 

Indeed, this was found to be the case in attempts ta distinguish 

the economic from the social order and the groups that correspond 

to these orders, class and status respectively. 

In his classification of forms of differentiation, Weber 

distinguishes three relatively discrete orders, the economic, 

social and political within which power is distributed according 

to class, status and party. Each is conditioned by the other 

two, but no one on its own may be considered an independent 

variable, The class/status distinction has been addressed in 

particular here since it provides a clear indication of Weber's 

attempts to distinguish the economic and social orders and the 

distribution of a particular type of power within each. Both, 

it has been suggested, presuppose a specific mode of orientation: 

class groups in particular, contingent on the realisation of 

tational action, with status groups operating through affectual 

or traditional action. 

These distinctions and the discussions in general should 

“in ‘the first place enable us to identify the concept of ethnic 

group in terms of these categories and subsequently to identify
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their presence in recent sociological attempts to construct 

a social 'structural', as opposed to a biogenetic, basis for 

the race concept. 

2e The Concepts of Race and Ethnic Group. 

      

At this point we shall turn specifically to the concepts 

of race and ethnic group in Weber's sociology. In particular we 

shall be concerned to locate these concepts in terms of his general 

formulations reviewed in Part 1. To this extent we shall not 

reproduce filanasse's paper on this issue, which confines itself 

specifically to those "manifold utterances on specific race 

33. - : 2 y 

issues."" that have in turn been examined on the basis of a 

: 4 AQ. ‘ : 
biographical sketch of Weber. We shall attempt here to avoid 

a form of analysis that seeks to reduce saciological theory to 

the life-style of the individual sociologist, through an 

examination of the race concept in terms of the ogensral 

theoretical fields in which the cancept and that of ethnic group 

are worked. 

Throughout this discussion of the race concept in 

sociological, and in point of fact neo-Marxist theory, it is 

crucial to take account of the following problems. In particular 

we must seek to uncover what precisely it is that the concept 

of race seeks to identify. Ooes its content for instance belie 

an attempt to specify the conditiens of certain forms eof social 

action ? Ur does it rather less ambitiously refer us to a 

seemingly significant form of social relationship, without 

attampting ta-.specify its conditions of existence ? In other 

words it is imperative constantly to readdress ourselves to the
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specific content of the sociological concept of race; to 

uncover precisely what it claims to designate and thereby to 

determine those probiems in particular that it seeks to 

elucidate. [This is particularly important when we coms to 

examine its formal relationship with sociological categories 

("caste', 'ethnicity' and ‘plural society’ for instance) that 

have attempted to find a place for it. 

a) Anthropological Types and the Sociology of Kace Relations. 

In his examination of etinic groups, Weber cleariy 

inentifies his task as part of a broader project: the sorrcas 

of social action, and in this particular case, antipathetical 

behaviour between groups on the basis of racial identity. It 

is the role of thess 'racial' factors that csuncerns use here, 

for the elaboration sf these and their role in inter-group 

behaviour constitutss the basis for distinguishing ths biological 

and sociological concepts of race. 

Racial factors per se are defined strictly in tiolcgisal 

terms by Webar. Race identity then is referred to as "common 

inherited and inheritable traits that actually derive from 

common descent®."** The probiem at one level, consequently, is 

one of elaborating the conditions under which antipathy between 
3 tt 

two racial groups takes place. In cenfronting this prohlem 

Weber distinguishes two types of condition. The first conceives 

antipathy to be the direct result of racial (ieee biological) 

factors themselves: "There is not the slightest doubt that racial 

factors, that means, common descent, influence the incidence of 

42. If sexual relations and of marriage, sometimes decisively”, 

racial factors themselves prompt some form of natural antipathy, 

there is, in addition , a set of social factors that are also
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considered responsible themselves for ‘racial’ segregation (i.e. 

segregation of biological categories of individuals). Such 

Factors include, for example, endogamous kinship relations which 

often result in, rather than from, the presence of pure 

anthropological types. Antipathy between these groups then is 

a consequence of a “tendency toward the monapolization of social 

power and honor, a tendency which in this case happens to be 

43~ rinkeuieolsace®. 

In effect what Weber is suggesting here is that clearly 

there are anthropological or biological types and that relations 

between these types are generally antipathetic. On the one 

hand these antagonistic relations are the result of the 

existence of some form of ‘natural antipathy’ borne of racial 

distinctions, and on the other, that these real racial 
Saeco 

distinctions are themselves a secondary consequence of social (e.9. 

kinship) relations that are responsible for interorcup 

4 . 

nat Loeehye 

We shall return to these questions shortly. In the meantime 

it has already been suggested here that this is only one level 

of analysis in Weber's elaboration of the race concept. Here 

and group antipathy as part of a more general project: the 

sources of social action. Real biological differences are 

conceded at this level of analysis sither as a ‘natural! 

condition of intergroup hostility or as a consequence of social 

relations (e.g. kinship). There is, however, another level 

of analysis operative “here in Weber's work and this may be 

sean to be contingent on certain general propositions that have



already been reviawed above on Part l. There it was suggested 

that Weber's sociological project involved action, "in so far as 

the acting individual attaches a subjective meaning to in 

In this sense those external conditions of action referred to 

above are outside the scope of the sciences of action in so far 

as they are devoid of purpose, ise. subjective meaning. Such 

conditions can only be introduced as given data. 

Thus, for example, differences in hereditary biological 

constitution, as of 'races', would have to be treated by 

sociology as given data in the same way as the physiological 

facts of the need of nutrition or the effect of senescence 

on actione This would be the case if, and in so far as, we 

had statistically conclusive proof of their influence on 

sociologically relevant behaviour. The recogniticn of 

the causal significance of such factors would naturally 

not in the least alter the specific task of sociological 

analysis or of that of the other sciences of action, which 

is the interpretation of action in terms of its subjective 

meaning. The effect would be only to introduce certain 

non-understandable data ... into the complex of subjectively 

understandable motivation at certain points. 46. 

If we recall Rex's misgivings concerning the efficacy of 

psychometrics in the explication of social relations elaborated 

in the concluding paragraphs of Part One, there is clearly a 

very strong resemblance to the formal rejection (that is to say, 

rejection in terms of relevance) of the biclogical cateoory 

developed by tiIeber here. There Rex rejected the use of 

statistical (i.e. 'non-understandable') data in the elaboration 

of a sensitive (i.e. ‘subjectively understandable') social 

sciencee At this level of analysis, it is not so much the 

types themselves as the meaning we attach to these differences 

that constitutes the basis of Weber's, and subsequently Rex's, 

praject for a sociology of race relations. In both cases, they 

presuppose Weber's concept of social action and the sociological 

project in general outlined in Part 1. At one level, then, the
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existence cr non-existence of anthropological types is considered 

incidental to the sociolszgical project. This comstitutes not 

only a central assumption of Weber's pasition but, it will he 

suggested, remains a consistent faature of contemporary 

sociciogiral theoriss of race. 

We can sonciude then that similarity and contrast of 

physical type and custom, regardless of whether they 

are biolegically inherited or culturally transmitted, 

are subject to the same conditions of group life, in 

origin as well as ef*ectiveness, and identical in their 

notential for group formation. 47. 

So leng as the object of sociology is to confine itself to 

meaningfully cetoreen action, then the degree to which racial 

(in Weber's Case, biclogical) factors contribute to group 

formation is immeterial. In the above illustration, initially 

taken frum Weber, of a man ehutting a door, sociology is only 

concerned in so far as weaning (i.e. intention) is sttached to 

the act. In this cass if the door was shut to excluce 2 draught, 

soctolcoy cannot inow the causes of the draught beyond what the 

individual thinks to be tia correct cause, nov can it know why» 

the individual chose to shut the door for thac purpuse, even 

if he was wrong to do so. it may have been caused, for sxample, 

by a broken window, but sociclagy cannot legislate in this 

or in both areas in general since both are devoid of purpose, 

hence subjective meaninoOs 

To return to the race concept in sociolony, and the task 

of a sociclogy of racs relations, physical differences are only 

relevant in so far as actors attach eéerann to them. The 

external conditions known or unbeknown to the individual that 

prompt him to orient his action in this direction are what 

Weber refers to as given data, outside the scope of sociology
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constituted in the first place as a science of action. 

The more or less easy emergence of social circles in the 

broadest sense of the word (soziale Verkehrsgemsinschaft)) 
may be linked to the most superficial features of 

historically accidental habits just es much as to inherited 

Tacial charactsristics. 4&8. . 

Group fermation may or may not be on the basis of racial 

typologies but this is s? no concern to socielouy. Cleariy 

-at this level the distinction between biological and other 

sources of group formation is irrelevant for Weber; it is 

precisely the 'belief in group affinity', the meaningful 

element im group action, that renders any furtner attempts to 

provide an objective basis for such action superfluous. 

If at one level Weber correctly adheres to those genera’. 

formulations elaborated in Part Le, at another he clearly 

contravenes his own legislative protoco’.s and attempts to 

aneeery the conditions of arcup formation. This, it has bak 

suggested, is part of a more general project to identify the 

suurces of secial action. At this level it bacomes necessary 

to acknowledge the problems entailed in the isclation of 

*racial' tactors in group formation. In contrast to the above 

passage from Weber cn the role of biological factors, 

elsewhere he writes, as if now they were pertinent, , 

It is understancably difficult to determine in general - 
and even in a concrete individual case - what influence 
specifir ethnic factors (i.e., the belief in a blood 

relationship, ... or differences, of a person's «.. ctyle 

of life) have on the formation of a group. 4°, 

The ethnic group concept which will be discussed below is 

an oattempt..to.overcome the problems inherent in accounting for 

group formation in 'racial' terms. What it cannot resolve is 

the tension surrounding the two levels of analysis encountered
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here in Weber's work and, as we shall see, not only in Rex's 

but the bulk of sociological race theory. At this stage it is 

only necessary to reaffirm the contingency of the sociological 

concept of race elaborated here by Weber (and by Rex) on the 

general concept of action reviewed above, 

b) The concept of ethnic group. 

Weber's ambivalence over the question of the influence of 

physical factors in group formation is apparently resolved, it 

has been suggested, in the concept of ethnic group. Hsre the 

racial factor is located in terms of a range of cultural 

variables without specifying the extent to which each of these 

factors is responsible for its formation. 

We shall call “ethnic groups" those human grouns that 
entertain a subjective belief in their common descent 
because of similarities of physical type or of customs 
or both, ee. this belief must be important for the 
propagation of group formation; conversely, it does nat 
matter whether or not an objective blood relationship 
exists. 50. 

Attached to this belief which effectively delimits sosial circiss 

to those possessing it, is a sense of ‘ethnic honour', that is, 

the conviction of the excellence of one's own customs and/or 

inherited traits. Such customs, or cultural factors considered 

pertinent, include not only language and religion, but a 

multitude of differences providing possible indices of 

differentiation; "differences in clothes, in the style of 

housing, food and eating habits, the division of labor between 

the sexes and between the free and the unfree". 7." It is theses, 

in conjunction with biologically determined characteristics, 

“that provide the possibility of sthnic group formation. A 

sense of ethnic honour or ethnocentrism assumes an integral
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feature of these groups, in particular in terms of their 

relations with other similarly constituted groups. The 

possibilities as regarcs these factors are infinite: 

Almost any kind of similarity or contrast of physical 

type and of habits can induce the belief that affinity 

or disatfinity exists between grouns that attract or 

repel each other. 52. 

The biological bencent of race then is not abandoned 

outright in lieber's typology of social groups, At most itis 

concidered superfluous, so that ethnic group identity is 

suectained "by what are perceived to be common customs (irrespective 

of actual differences)">>* (Emphasis added). Rather than 

replacing it by a configuration of cultural variabies, the race 

concept as a biological category simply assumes the role of one 

nore possible index of differentiation. Hence there exists an 

infinite numbar of pesrible criteria for ethnic group formation, 

biclogisal and/or cultural, and as yet no specification of the 

conditinns under which some are invoked and not others. Race 

relations, if they are subsumed at all, are raduced to ethnic 

relations, but only on ths condition that the lattcr mey be 

said to accommodate both cultural and somatic variatiuns. The 

transformation of the biolcgical concept of race to the 

sociological concent of ethnic (and, within this, race) 

relaticnship is possible on the basis cf Weber's gensral concept 

or social celationship. Consequently ethnic relationships may 

be seen as social relationsnips in which action takes into 

account the meaningful content of another (in this case in terms 

ofnactuel or dimputeady, 1.e. domatievouleeral: differences) and 

is oriented in theses terms. An awareness of these differences
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or similarities is sufficient to provide the possibility of 

group formation, of monopolisation and closure, and consequently 

of ‘ethnic honour' for those within its ranks. This, in 

embryonic form, constitutes the transition from a biological 

concept of race elaborated in Part One to a sociology of race 

relations, here in Part Two. 

The sense of ethnic honor is a specific honor of the 

masses (Massenehre), for it is accessible to anybody 

who belongs to the subjectively believed community of 

descent. The “poor white trash", i.@., the propertyless 

and, in the absence of job opportunities, very often 

destitute white inhabitants of the southern states of 

the United States of America in the period of slavery, 

were the actual bearers of racial antipathy, which was 

quite foreign to the planters. This was so because the 

social honor of the "poor whites" was dependent upon 

the social declassement of the Negroes”. 54. 

Closure thus provides the possibility of honour and the 

monopolisation of power, precisely the same conditions at a 

more general level that hold true for the existence of status 

groups. In point of fact, as regards both ethnic and endogamous 

connubial groups, "Their similarity rests on the belief in a 

specific “honor" of their members, not shared by outsiders, that 

is, the sense of “ethnic honor" (a phenomenon clossly related ta 

status honore..)". And again, 

The conviction of the excellence of one's own customs 

and the inferiority of alien ones, a conviction which 

sustains the sense of ethnic honor, is actualiy quite 

analogous to the sense of henor of distinctive status 

groups. 55, 

The precise nature of the relationship between the two groups 

is here, and remains, ambiguous for Weber. It is possible to 

argue that Weber is concerned primarily with an examination of 

the conditions and characteristics of ‘communities' and the 

concept of status provides the possibility of a general category
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to designate, as we have suggested, “every typical component of 

the life fate of men that is determined by a specific, positive 

or negative, social estimation of honor". °°" (Emphasis in original). 

Honour, a condition of status, presupposes the monepolisation of 

those characteristics 'deemed significant! (i.e. attributed with 

meaning) by the groupe Hence some form of 'closure' (e.g. 

endogamy) is a crucial feature of status development. In this 

sense ethnic groups may be ssen as those status groups 

specifically concerned with a subjective belief in ethnic origins, 

and with a desire to preserve and monopolise their characteristics 

(hence endogamous closure), thus maintaining their particular 

brand of social (i.e. ethnic) honour. 

Ethnicity thus appears im this context as one amongst a 

hives of possible sets of conditions for the appearsncoe of 

status groups. If this is the case, then, the class/status 

group relationship reviewed in Part 1.holds equally true for 

the concept of ethnic group. Consequently the lask of any 

apparent coincidence between the class and status categories 

above is likely to be reproduced with respect to sthnic groups. 

Their conditions of existence, as we have suggested, rest on 

two fundamentally different types of social action: class, in 

terms of market situation, is contingent on zueckratianal 

action, and ethnic groups, as besrers of a multitude of customs 

and habits (and/or an allegiance to real or alleged physical 

differences) are contingent on non-retional action, sometimes 

affectually but predominantly traditionally oriented. 

ce) ‘National' and ‘Caste’ differences 

By way of a preview to various attempts within sociological
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and nea-fiarxist trace theory to associate ‘race relations' with 

‘caste’ or ‘national’ differentiation, we shall briefly review 

these motions as they appear in Weber's work. In this respect, 

it is necessary once more to distinguish these perticular group 

categories from ethnic group and consequently in turn from the 

more inclusive category of status group. 

(i) Nation. 

In the sense of those using the term at a given time, 
the concept (nation) undoubtedly means, above all, that 
one may exact from certain groups of men a specifics 
sentiment of solidarity in the face of other groups. 
Thus, the concept belongs in the sphere of values. 57. 

If the term is contained in this sphere, then the immediate 

preblem becomes one of distinguishing in particular the focus 

of ‘national' solidarity, since it has already been suggested 

both the generel status group and the spscific ethnic group 

categories presuppose a consciousness of kind or a subjective 

belief in identity. In general terms, there seems little basis 

fer group differentiation since : 

The significance of the ‘nation! is usually anchored in 
the superiority, or at least the irreplaceability, of 
the culture values that are to be preserved and developed 
only through the cultivation of the peculiarity of the 
group. 58. (Emphasis added). 

If the group term is not identical with a linguistically 

autonomous community (though it is recognised in the formation 

: oe 7} ; \59 of national sentiment "a common language takes first place") 

perhaps it is in that sphere of cultural values set aside for 

a subjective belief in a community of descent, i.e. racial 

idantity, where specifically national differences may be found. 

"Althougha specific ‘common anthropological type is not irrelevent 

t is neither sufficient nor a prerequisite to be
 ta nationality, 

oy
 

found a nation”.
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National differences then ave to be associated with a 

subjective helief in identity, one that may or may Bak 

incorporate a whole ranye of cultural variables, linguistic, 

religious, racial etc. Attached to these again there exists a 

sense uf honour (e.9. national pride, chauvinism) thet ie 

maintained threugh closure of its ranke, endogamy etc. If this 

is the case, then without further specification of that 

particular province of meening toward which national solidarity 

is oriented, the distinction between this and the ethric 9reup 

- concept seems somewhat unrealistic. However, "in so far as 

there is at all a common object lying behind the obvicusly 

ambiguous term 'nation'", Weber writes, "it S apparently 

: 61 . locatec in the field of politics". “°(Emphasis added). 

Consequently, 

If ons believes that it is at all expedient to distinguish 
national sentiment as something homogeneous and 
specitseaily set apart, one can aco so only by referring 
to a tendency toward an autonomous state. 62. 

In view of Weber's previous warning that 'nation' is first of 

; J oy zs : ] 63. all not identical with a people of a state, i.e. a given polity, 

a distinction, implicit in Weber's work, may be drewn between a 

nation state on the one hand and the ‘idea of a nation! cn the 
  

other.” The one refers to the ‘autonomous polity’, the other 

to the subjective belief in national differences which may or 

may mot coincide with a whole range of variables amongst which 

would bs its ee et me with an autonomous nation state. 

A parallel distinction has already been suggssted with respect 

to racial identity, i.e. between objective anthropological typas 

onthe one "hand “and a‘subjective belief in common descent (an 

‘idea of race’) on the other. Both, furthermore, are contingent
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on non-rational, traditional modes of orientation in terms of 

Weber's action typology. If these attempts by Weber may he 

described as an attempt (albeit half-hearted) to distinguish the 

two types of sehtimenkgoue shall subsequently return in our 

examination of contemporary sociological and neo-Marxist theory 

to thio attempts in particular to neueite these group concepts: 

if some of the most Tecent sociological contributions to the 

field on the one hand, and in the various forms cf Black 

nationalist theory and politics on the other. 

(1i) Caste. 

'Castc' is, and remains essentially, social rank, and 

the central pesitison ar the Brahmans in Hinduism rests 

more upon the fact tnat social rank is determined with 

reference tc wunem than upon anything else. 65. 

if caste primarily refers to a category of renk, then what must 

be considered in terms of the objectives of this examination 

is its relutionship to other concepts designating an inequitable 

allocation of ressurces, prestige, honour, etc. In narticular 

in this respect, we will be concerned with its standing vis 2 vis 

the status group concept. Once more it is interesting to note 

how Weber approaches it at a aeuavan level, in much the same 

way as he handles status, and subsequently, national differences. 

Indeed Weber writes, 
= we 

a caste is doubtlessly a closcd status groun. por all 

the obligations and barriers that membership in a status 
group entails also exist in a casts, in which they are 
intensified to the utmost degree. 66.- 

Generally the social closure is specifically voncerned with 

‘ peligious attachments with magic or taboo etc., to the extent 

that "therceste.order:is, oriented religiously and ritually, to 

a degree not even approximately attained eveeunare*s’ if its
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religious orientation distinguishes it from status, what of its 

relations to the ethnic group concept ? The latter have, after 

all, to be referred to as closed status greups. In some respects 

Webex too draws on this analogy, 

In fimerica these (status) barriers imply that marriage 

(between Whites and Blacks) is absolutely and legally 

inacmiesible, quite apart from the fact that such inter- 

Marriage would result in socia’ boycotie 68. 

Despite tne analogy at this level, (i.e. both rereried to in 

terms of a 'ciosed' status groun) there are crucial differences, 

it is argued, in terms of the nature of the ranking system 

specific to each. 

A ‘status' segregation grown into a 'caste' differs in 

its structure from a mere ‘tethnic' segregation: tne caste 

structure transforms the horizontal and unconnectea 

coexistenctes nf ethnically segregated ygrouns into 2 

vertical social system of super - anc suborauination. 

Correctly formulated: a comprehensive societalization 

integrates tha ethnically civided communities into specific 

political and communa: action. In their consequences they 

differ precisely in this way: ethic coexistences condition 

a mutual repulsion and disdain but allow aach ethnic 

community to consider its own honer as the highest one; 

the caste’ structure brings aocut a social subordination 

and an acknowledgment of ‘more honor' in favor af the 

privileged caste and status qroups. 69. 

The relationship between caste and the group concepts based 

on ethnic and status differences is by.no means straigitforwardly 

resolvad in Weber's work. As regards its relaticnship to status, 
“ff 

both are contingent on non-raticnal forms of action (primarily 

oriented towards traditional or ritualisticcliy held values), 

both involve closure to a greater or lesser degree, and with it 

marriage rights, endogamy etc. Consequently Hinduist dietary 

rules for instance “belong in one and the same category of a far 

broader set of norms, all of which are ‘status! characteristics 

of ritual caste rank." 9° However not only are caste dif*serences
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conceived as exaggerated status arf avetded, they also may be 

distinguished in terms of the crucial rule of the pulse Sous 

element in caste, in much the same way, it tay be added, as the 

political factur marks the distinguishing feature of ‘national! 

identity. Furthermore, from the extract on ethnie group/caste- 

differences, it séeans clear that both status and ethnicity 

involve prestias and honour that encourages closure and 

monopolisatiecn. For caste, on the other hand, such honour 

and prestige is only cnnferred on the higher orders, and not 

only by their own members but those from lower orders as well. 

As cegards the ethnic yroup/caste relationship, both at one 

level share extreme furms of closure and the rules required to 

bring this about. If the frcus on religious facters characterises 

caste. then pexhaps it may be said the concern with physical 

differences, real or assumed, is what distinguishes the ethnic 

group categorye As with status, ethnic groups each possess 

their own honour which, with refsrence to caste, is reserved 

only for the higher orders, 

Sumiiary. 

A review of these group categories based on ethnic. 

national and caste differentiation has revealed above all 

their integral relationship to the concept of status. This in 

turn, we ii@ve suggested, may be seen to bs derived from the 

more genetal cuncepts of Weber's sociology reconstructed in 

Part 1 and in particular his four-fold action typology. ’*° Fach 

of these group differences designates the communalisation of 

social "groupings on-thevbasis of a common sitechmant to what are 

believed culturally significant phenomena, and an orientation
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towards these ends/values. Such phenomena are preserved through 

the monopolistic closure of their ranks, and the restriction of 

marriage within the boundaries of the group. The differences, 

it may be sGhteated, that distinguish these groups are by no 

means clearly specified by Weber. At most they may each be 

claimed to designate a particular aspect of cultural reality. 

Caste orders then may be said to represent a specific group 

in so far #s their bearers select trom tine diversity of ea Peace. 

reality and confer meaning cn certain religisus phenomena. 

Bearers ef ‘national! identity lLikewice confer meaning on 

certain political’ phenomena (i.e. ‘ideas of nationhood'). 

Accordingly ethnic group too may be conceived on the basis of an 

orientation towards cultucal/racial (at least ideas about reces, 

correctly held or mot) phenomena, where 'differences' ere 

preserved on the basis of encogamous relationships and duscoiatue 

with ‘ethnic honour' and the corresponding prestige and rignts 

tnat gc with it. 

The reconstruction cf Weber's seciology of race has proved 

productive for two reasons. In the first place it has enabled 

us to preface our ecensideration of contemporary socioisgical 

‘race relations’ with an examination of one of the discipline's 

most sionificant theoretical contributions. In this way it will 

be possible to considez the extent to which substantive ‘race 

relations’ research is an effect of some of these more general 

theoretical presuppositions. Secondly and related to this, it 

has venabled.us. to-.draw Ectantion to the logical construction of 

these group catenosies, in particular caste and ethnic group, 

in terms of a more fundamental concept of stratification, i.e.
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status, and the dependence of each on his social action typology. 

The relatively systematic nature of Weber's overall 

sociological project should not divert attention from certain 

problems with respect to the construction of these group concepts. 

The tensions prevalent in the overall conceptualisation of race 

in sociology, the subject matter of Section ILI, will be seen 

to be analogous “3 a more general set of problems in Weber's 

sociological project as a whole. Websr himself was not unaware 

of the effects of these problems, but it does appear that he 

  

envisages them tno be resolved indapendently of a more general 

level of analysis. 

All in all, the notion of “ethnically” determined social 

action. subsumes phenomena that a rigorous sociclogical 

analysis ~ as we do not attempt it here ~ would have to 

distinguish carefully: the actual subjective effect of. 
those customs conditioned by heredity and those determined 

by traditions; ths differential impact of the varying 

content of custom; the influence of common language, religion 

and political action, past and present, upon the formation of 

customs; the extent to which such factors creates attraction 

and repulsion, and especially the belief in affinity or 
disaffinity Go? blood; the consequences of this belief for 

social action in general, and specifically for action on 

the basis of shared custom sr blood relationship, fcr diverse 

sexual relations, ete. - all of this would have to be studied 

in detail. It is certain that in this process the collective 
term “ethnic” would be abandoned, for it is unsuitable for 
a really rigorous analysis. 72. 

In the light of our subsequent examination of contemporary race 

theory in sociolagy, it will be interesting to note any advance 

made in this dirsstion in terms of Weber's rudimentary guidelines 

for future research, Moreover it will be necassry to assess how 

far such possibilities are realisable either for Weber or 

contemporary sociology, given the existence of cartain problems 

at a more general Level of analysis in Weber's work.
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A_ Stitch in Time. 

E.fl. Manasse, ‘Max Weber 

For instance, 
in 1904, see, 
Subject is Race, p. 53. 
albeit schematically, to 

work on the sociological 
more general theoretical 

Max Weber, Economy and Society, Vol. I, p. 38 

Ibid, pp. 385-386. 

Ibid, pe 386. 

on Race’, p. 191. 

in terms of his trip to the United States 
ibid, p. 198 ff. See aiso P. Rose, The 

Rose at least does attempt, 

assess the influenca of r 

study of trace in terms of his 

position, 

oy
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Tha extent to which kinship has been the cansern of 
contemporary sociology of rece is 

work of Talcott Parsons certainly 
systematic attempt to elaborate a 
group along these lines. 
one possible way of organising kinship units 

The kinship system itself is introduced clusterings. 

strictly limited. The 
offers the most 

concept of ethnic 
The latter here is considered 

into larger 

as one aspect of the analysis of social structure 

elaborated in terms of its patterns of valus~orientation. 
Kinship here illustrates the ascendence of ascriptive, 
over achievement, classifications: The ethnic group 
concept then, 
of the pattern variables, 
Parsons! action frame of 

Via the kinship system and the elaboration 
is ultimately derived from 

referencee ¥. Parsons, The Social 
System, espe p. 167 ff. and for the most explicit account 

of the location of the patterm variables in the action 

frame of reference,Toward a General Theory of Action, 
Part 2, ch. l. 

of Eisenstadt, 

specifically along these 

developesc in contsmporary race ralations research. 

scomion in this respect is the elaboration of a 

sconomic action and 

* is "more 

concept of ‘rational' 

systems of race relations. 

  

With the possible exception of the work 
the value-orientation dilemma developed 

lines has not been fully 

hat 

‘irrational’ 

Hance the value-dilenma
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remains, but bears a closer resemblance to Wieber's 

action typology than Parsons! action frames of references 

and the pattern variables. 

Ni. Weber, The Theory of Social and Economic Organization, 

Op. Cit., p. ds. 

Ibid, p. 94. 

M. Weber, Economy and Society, Vol. I, op. cit., p. 388. 
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ibid, p. 392. 
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M. Weber, From Max Weber, op. cits, pe 187. 
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Ibid, p. 176. 

Ibid, pe 172, and pp. L77-178. 

Ibid, p. 173. 
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See in particular, M. Weber, Economy and Society, op. cit. 
pe 395. 

fl. Weber, From Max Weber, op. cit., pe 397. 

Ibid, pe 405, 

ibid, p. 409. 

Ibid, pp. 405-406. 

Ibid, p. 189. It is interesting to note the use made of 

these arguments by contemporary sociologists, and for 

that matter Marxists, in their objections to the race/ 

caste analogy. We shall return to this below. 

Ibid, p. 408. 

ay en OR a RE 

Ds LS, ff. The systematic character of Weber's work 

can moreover bs seen in his attempts to establish a 

Classification of types of authority and imperative 

co-ordination on the basis of his action typolouy. Tnis 

should not be taken in any ssnse as an sndorsement cf 

Weber's theoretical position. Un the contrary there 

are some very serious problems at this lavel that, for
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ESTs 

our purpose, will be shown to have substantive 

implications fer sociological ‘race relations'. In 

terms of contemporary cociological theories of race, 

however, Weber's work is, to all intents and purposes, 

refreshinaly systematic. Related to the above : 

illustration for instance of Weber's typoloay of 

authority, there has been a recent tendency to 

charecterise race relations es dominant-suborcinate 

relationships. As regards the latter, however, no attempt 

is made to’ elaborate this concept of domination, nor to 

establish its specific conditions of existence in terms 

of a general typology of social action. This is one of 

the particularly disturbing features of recent ‘advances' 

since Weber's initial contrioution ta the field. 

M. Weber, Economy and Society, ap. cit., po. 394-395.



Il. Conventisnal Conceptuai Classifications in Contemporary 

Sociological Theories of Race. 

In the previscus section the transition from a biological 

concept of race to a sociology of race relations was made. It 

was achieved on the assumption that real biological categories 

may be distinguished from ‘tideas' about biological differences 

between individuals. The sociological concept of race then is 

very firmly rooted for Weber in the realm of culture. Race 

‘peletions assume a significance only when individuals orient 

their action towards that sphere of ‘cultural reality' or those 

‘cultural values! that embody ideas, symbols, beliefs etc., 

concerned with physiological differences between men. Such 

ideas about race are independent of objective differences (if 

there are any) between Paces « Evidence, sccording to Weber, 

is superfluous in terms of the object of sociology in general 

and sociological race relations in particular. 

It is now necessary to turn specifically to an investigation 

of those attempts in contemporary sociology to develop and/or 

modify the general conceptual characteristics of the field 

established in Weber's work. In doing so we shall distinguish 

three types of explanation, which, it will be seen, effectively 

exhaust both sociological and neo~Marxist theoretical accounts 

of the concepts of race and racism. 

(i) The first, encountered in Part One, assumed that 

behavioural differences between races do exist, but attempted 

to account for “then, not -in-biological terms, but in torms of 

environmental variation. The work of Mason, Katznelson etc. 

L158.



illustrates this type of sxplanation. 

If the concept of race in biology may be distinguished from 

the idea of race in sociology, then the latter will have to 

provide an independent account of the ‘idea't of race, independent, 

that is to say, of any objective biological difference. 

Sociology has approached this problem in the following way. 

If it is prepared at the outset to accept recent attempts to 

abolish the race concept as a biological construct, then the onus 

falls on sociology to account for what appears to be differences 

of a biological nature but which from recent evidence clearly 

are not. There have been two types of response to this from 

within both sociclogy and neo-Marxism. Together thess constitute 

the second and third explanations. 

(ii) The first assumes that what pass for 'race' relations 

(or what appears as 'racial' differentiation) are in reality 

not race relations at all but some form of sociologically 

dsfined relationship. Consequently there tists: 2 range of 

specifically oroup concepts within which the concept of race 

is to be located. In Weber for instance it was subsumed under 

the breader category of ‘ethnic group’, which in turn bore a 

rather ambiguous relationship to the oroup concepts of caste 

and nation. This is also true of a geod part of contemporary 

sociological theory which, in addition to these concepts, 

finds room for the race concept in terms of segmented (found 

in plural society theory) and minority groups, In neo-Marxist 

stheory:.we shall«ses these group concepts are extended to include 

class or fractions of classes, (conceived as specifically economic



categories and their corresponding political forms of 

representation), ‘nationalities' on an intra and international 

scale, and finally, again on a global scale, relations between 

metropolitan and colonial structures. Race relations here then 

are not race relations at all but relations between 

sociologically differentiated groups. 

(iii) The second type of response to the fact of the non- 

existence of biologically conceived races, which constitutes 

the third type af explanation, attempts to develop a theory 

whose cbhject is specifically the production of these falsely 

held beliefs about races. If the latter do mot exist as 

biological categories, then these theories attempt to resolve 

the problem of why we think they do. Here we are antering 

the field of the sociology of knowledge on the one hand, and 

the theoretical account of the production of ideology (racism 

in this case) on the other. In so far as the latter has been 

predominantly the concern of neo-fMarxist theory, it will not 

‘be dealt with here; nor indeed will those group concepts 

associated with Marxist theory (class etc.). These will be 

discussed in Part Three. This section in particular will be 

devoted to those attempts to articulate in some fashion a 

limited range of sociological group concepts with the concept 

of race. In other words, here we shall be dealing with those 

claims from within sociology which suggest that what pass for 

race relations are in effect relations between minorities, 

ethnic groups, etc. It is along these lines that sociological 

theories have, at least implicitly, been distinguished, 

fareover, it is on the question of the specific sociological
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group considered suitable for this task that differences have 

appeared within the field. Each group concept, in other words, 

is attempting to provide a sociological sojourn for the 

biological category and each, for various reasons that will 

be elaborated bslow, considers itself particularly suited to 

this task. 

In reproducing cenventional demarcations in this way three 

types of group concept will be Gietingdishede 

(i) Tha first attempts to reduce race relations to categories 

taken from orthodox stratification theory. Here no specialist 

field be van relations is required. Races are simply ethnic 

groups, caste orders etc, Consequently we shall be concerned 

with the reduction of racial to nah and ethnic stratification. 

(ii) The second sat of group concepts, on the contrary, suggest 

that stratification theory cannot readily accommodate the race 

concept. Consequently ‘races' may or may not fall into patterns 

that follow prescribed divisions distinguished in social 

stratification. Races, on the contrary, it is argued, may well 

cut across these divisions. Here we shall examine the concepts 

of minority group and segmented group (developed in plural 

society theory). 

(iii) The final group concept that will be reproduced here is 

the revived concept of ethnic group. If stratification theory 

attempts to provice a set of categories specific to a given 

social structure, the new ethnic group concept differentiates 

between social structures and locates the concept of race in 

terms of a olobal concept cf ethnicity. This concept not only 

designates relations specific to a particular nation but also
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refers to international relations. In view of this, the most 

recent contribution to race relations, it will be interesting 

to note the degree to which sociological race theory has 

developed along the rudimentary guidelines suggested by 

Weber above. 

le Race and Social stratification. 

a) Ethnic. 

An ethnic group, according to Shibutani and Kwan, 

consists of pecple who conceive of themselves as being 
of a kind. They are united by emotional bonds and 
concerned with the preservation of their type. With 
very few exceptions thsy speak the sama language, or 
their speech is at least intelligibie to each other, 
and they share a common cultural heritage. Since those 
who form such units are usually endngamous, they tend 
to look alike. Far more important, however, is their 
belief that they are of common descent, a belisf 
usually supported by myths or a partly fictitious 
history. (Emphasis in original). 2. 

The group that results from these specific cultural conditions 

form one possible component of a complex stratification system. 

If the fullest spectrum of societies is considered, 
many criteria must be included. Usually, however, the 
most common criteria are such biologically grounded 
factors as: age, sex, race, and kinship; class 
characteristics such as occupation, wealth and power; 
and any number of idiosyncratic charactsristics such 
as talent and personality. 3. 

In this, Reissman's general review of the scape of 

stratification theory, the concept of race is intreduced as 

one of a multiplicity of criteria that constitute possible 

indices of differentiation. Such criteria include an infinite 

range of dimensions including personality, cultural, and 

material (i.es tconomit) interests. a sociological 

theory, at least at the cutset, locates the race factor, in
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common with Weber, im the cultural sphere. Consequently it 

is not racial differences themselves, but an evaluation on 

the basis of assumed differences that constitute the crucial 

factor for Shibutani et al. 

ia weudving the color line we are coneerned with the 
manner in which human beings ara classified and 
evaluated in a community; in short, we must focus 
upon the study of identification and social status. 

eo en tenant ee ae ae 

The study of the color line requires an investination 
of various forms of social stratification, the ranking 
of people within a community. (Emphasis in original). 4. 

Social stratification in turn will focus attention on 

ie the "unequal access to goods, services and pleasures", 

Cnee significance or meaning is attached to cclour differences 

and a colour line is drawn, there emerges, on the basis of 

this differential evaluation, a pattern of rights and 

obligations where certain individuals are accorded differential 

treatment. These patterns are subsequently reinforced by 

institutional arrangements; the extent to which these are to 

the advantage of one of the parties on either side of the 

colour line relationship will depend on the relative power of 

each of the groups, “a relationship in which one party is able 

. 
to enforce its demands on the other", Power that is 

institutionalised through legitimate means becomes authority. 

Hence ethnic differentiation provides the possibility of 

ranking on the basis of unequal access te goods, services, etc. 

via a set of conventional symbolic representations used to 

divide people into categories. Such symbols include colour, 

religion etc. Ethnic relations may be said to develop in the 

first place on the basis of a differential evaluation of 

individusls/parties in a relationship, that is, on the basis
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of conceptions they form of one another. Such differentiation 

enables power relationships to coincide with athnic divisions, 

assuming that ons party in a relationship has comparatively 

greater access to resources and is able to enforce its deiands 

on the other. To this extent relations between those groups 

whe “conceive of themselves as being alike by virtue of their 

6 
a” a 7 fe BS ok 

sonmon ancestry, real or fictitious", ‘(Emphasis in original) 

may be characterised as essentially relations between those 

wha exercise authority and those who are subject to it i.e. 

dominant - subordinate relationships. 

There are two problems that will be mentioned here but 

that will be elabcrated in tha section that follows. The first 

concerns the relationship between ethnic differentiation as 

one possible dimension of sociai structure and the infinite 

ps
 

number ef other possible indices of stratification. This is 

particulariy crucial in view of those attempts raproduced 

above, to establish ethnic stratification in terms of another 

sat of criteria, namely those ‘class' characteristics referred 

to above by Reissman, ‘such as occupation, weaith, and power', 

é 

If each is one possible dimension amongst an infinitude of 

others, then how is it that ethnic categories apparently 

coincide. with the differential access to scarce resources, 

(wealth, power etc.) ? This issue poses particular problems 

for those who, with Weber, assume that ethnic classification 

rests on a traditionally Uluewbetented action (i.e. in terms 

of conventions, mores etc.), while class rests on rationally~ 

oriented action, i.e. in terms of specific goals/values and 

the eppropriate means for attaining them.
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A second problem relates to the distinction made at the 

outset between real physical differences on the one hand 

and iis shea of physical differences on the sther. It is 

these ‘ideas' of physical differences that assume potentially 

the same significance as ‘ideas' about dress, language, dietary 

habits and a whole range of cultural or symbolic variables. 

The question that arises from the initial distinction with 

respect to racial differences is as follows: if these are to 

be accorded the same status as those other factors, should 

a similar distinction be made between the tidea of linguistic 

differences, eating habits etc.' and actual differences in 

language, food, etc. ? What will be suggested here and 

subsequently is that equal status is only granted to these 

cultural/physical variables, not by retaining this distinction, 

but by reintroducing a notion of physical differences that 

can be assumed to have an objective existence. Runciman, for 

instance, using Cross's fivefold classification of stratification 

dimensions, distinguishes ethnic and racial differentiation. * 

Although this is qualified by the suggestion that physical 

differences usually only assume a significance in conjunction 

with cultural differences, the former nevertheless can be seen 

here to play e quasi-independent role in social differentiation. 

Likewise for Shibutani et al, the factor of objective 

differences is retained in the 'color line' which appears 

not so much a slice of cultural as material reality, albeit 

in a somewhat less sophisticated form here.?° Consequently 

racial groups, like casts groups, are distinguished from 

Classes, deference groups (defined in terms of prestige)
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and political groups (defined according to the distribution of 

power) in terms of their "zero, or near zero, rate of 

10. 
permeability". (Emphasis added). 

Both the role of ethnic vis a vis other dimensions of 

stratification and ths role of an objective set of physical 

differences will be developed below. For the present, it is 

only necessary to identify in conventional terms the specific 

category, in this case ethnic group, where the race concept may 

be found and elaborats it briefly in terms of a very laosely 

formulated set of theoretical presuppositions ‘borrowed’, 

though not always consistently, from Weberian stratification 

theorye 

b) Caste. 

It has been suggested that ethnicity is one possible 

criterion for differential ranking in a community. Another 

such index of differentiation is that of caste ranking, and 

this constitutes the basis for one further attempt to locate 

the race concept in terms of a sociologically-based group 

concept. In common with the ethnic group concept, caste 

differentiation has been articulated, after a fashion, with 

the race concept on the basis of a certain conception of the 

social structure, Hence for Berreman ; 

By definition, stratification is a common feature of 

systems of shared social inequality - of ranked social 

categories = whether birth-ascribed or not. Where 

membership in these categories is birth~ascribed, the 
ranking is based on traditional definitions of innate 

social equivalence and difference linked to a concept 

of differential intrinsic worth, rationalized by a 

myth of the origin, effect, and legitimacy of the 

‘system', perpetuated by differential power wielded 

by the high and the low, expressed in differential 

behaviour required and differential



rewards accorded them, and experieneed by them as 

differential access to goods, services, livelihcud, 

respect, self-determination, peace of mind, pisasure 

and other valued things including nourishment, shelter, 

health, independence, justice, security, anc jong 

life. ll. 

if this designates in very generel terms, according to 

Bezrreman, the ‘conditions' of a stratified social syetamy 

then what is it specifically that constitutes a caste onder 7 

A caste system in particular may be referred to as 

one in which a sociely is made up of birth-ascribed 

groups which ars hierarchinally ordered, interdeperdent, 

and culturally distinct, and wherein the hierarchy 

entails differential evaluation, rewards, and 

association. 12. 

In so far as several of these conditions anpesr somparah 

to those discussed above with respect te the ethic group 

concept (with the additional factor in the case of caste or 

impermeability), there have appeared a number of attempts 

from within sociology and antnropsiogy to identiry the race 

concept and hence racial straiification with that or caste cr 

waste stratification. 

One such attempt, Warner's 'color-caste hypothesis’ 

(developed in the context of his Yankee City Studies), 

produces a concept of stratification contingenc, on the one 

hand, on objective status criteria, income etc., and on the 

other, on subjective evaluation. In the course of immigrant- 

host relations, the objective and subjective status 

characteristics increasingly become matched. With Clacks 

however, though advance may have been made in terms of 

objective conditions, subjectively they have been denied 

esteem, honour etc. Hence, in subjective terms, they have 

7 
i £8
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remained qualitatively inferior to Whites. On the basis of 

these suggestions Warner produced his model of cnlour caste 

relations where the stratification system, though nominally 

an open class - based system, nevertheless alsa produced 

tendencies toward vertical distinctions away from the 

horizontally stratified model. 

Fig. (1) 

Class 1. 4 
Seer ones open mobility 
Class 2. t 

is replaced by ¢: 

Fig. (ii) 

{-—--——— closed mobility--—-—-—— 

T | ? 
White Class l. Black Class i. | 

open mobility 
ee open mobility 

: White Class Ke Black Class 2. | 

7 

In effect what Warner is suggesting is not so much that 

race relations really are caste relations, but, less 

ambitiously, that they are simply analogous phenomena. The 

specific symbols clearly differ in each case (bic-cultural as 

opposed to religio-cultural) but in terms of the overall 

structural conditions where each may bs found and in terms of 

their effects on those structures, they may be said to be 

. 1 ; 
equivalent. Likewise, as Berreman suggests : 

the further ons probes into the nature and dynamics of 

race and caste, and into the experience of those who Live 

them, the nore it becomes apparent that they are 

similar, comparable, phenomena. 14, 

Ne serious attempt then is made to subsume race relations
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to caste orders, or to assume that if race relations are not 

relations betweem races, than what they really are are relations 

between caste orders. All that is suggested here and elsewhere 

is that the two appear sufficiently similar for comparison to 

be eee Far from abolishing the race conrceapt in this 

instance, sociology and anthropology have simply sought to 

liken it to that of caste. Consequently differences of 

‘opinion' here shay really seek to dispute the similarity/ 

compatibility of the two concepts and, it might be added 

here, not always in a perticularly 'radical' way. The first 

of two general complaints surrounds the possibility of 

transposing what is a peculiarly Indian phenomenon to race 

relationships in the United States. Both Leach and Dumont 

have addressed themselves to this seouiener The second 

complaint suggests that an essential differance between the 

two systems rests on the degree to which both caste orders 

and (racial) 'minorities' accept by and large the 

stratification system as the natural order. In so far as 

caste orders do generally accept the present state of things 

while 'minorities' do not, the former, it has been suggested, 

are consensus-based, while ‘race’ relations are generally 

Lis 
characterised by conflict. 

2e The Irreducibility of the Race Concept to Stratification 
one erwe 

      

Theory. 

  

The concept of race for those whose position we have 

just reviewed may be identified in terms of a eresuel concept 

of ethnic group on the one hand and likened to a caste order 

on the other. What characterises both ethnic group and caste, 

and consequently the race concept itself, is their own



definition in terms of an order comprising various groups 

and ranked in terms of their access, very loosely, to ‘scarce 

resources', The ethnic group or caste concepts then presuppose 

a stratification system in which these resources are distributed 

according to membership of a specific ethnic group or caste 

order. Races as a strategic symbolic component of ethnicity 

in this sense come to defins the stratification system. 

Fig. (iii ge ) 

   closed closed 
mobility mobility 

vv 

In Fig. (iii), each layer, either distinguished by caste or 

race, constitutes: a specific ranking in the overall 

stratification system. Race here is not so much subsumed 

to caste as likened to it. In both stratification systems 

caste and racial differentiation mark impermeable divisions 

in the overall structure. 

  

      

   

Fig. (ivy 

closed ethnic/racial 

mobility ethnic/racial 2 
ethnic/racial 3 ‘ 

In Fig. (iv) again ethnic differentiation constitutes the basis 

  

cf the overall stratification system. Here however the race 

concept is not so much analegous to, but incorporated in, the 

broader ethnic group concept. Here at a ‘symbolic level’ it 

constitutes ons possible component of the breader term.



In contradistinction to these positions there has emerged 

in very general terms a position which challenges the view 

that ‘races’, regardless cf their relation to other group 

concepts, necessarily coincide with the stratification system. 

Racial differentiation, in other words, does not have to 

entail cifferential access to scarce resources. Here, the 

etratificatinn system remains to some sxtent independent of 

differentiation on the basis of real or assumed physical 

ciffersnces. Two illustrations of this general position may 

: . . Se 
be found in minority group Gheory,” and the theory or 

theories of. plural socievy. 

ay Minority group theory. 

The treatment of ‘races! as minorities and raca relations 

as part cf a more general theory of minority group relations 

rests on a number of preoositions developed by Wirth three - 

decades aco. 

We may define 3 minority as a group of people who, 

because of their physical or cultural characteristics, 

are singled out from ot srs in the society in which 

they live for differential end unequal treatment anc, 

who therefore regard themselves as objects of collective 
discrimination. 19, 

The nature of the physical/culitural characteristics provides 

the clue to differing types of minority groups, anu the 

racial minority in particular. 

Minority groups are distinguished from other depressed 
groups within a socisty by the presence of special 
traits which are associated with low status, such as 

differences in physical appsarance, religion, language, 

and custome. 20. 

Race then, along with other cultural criteria, is considered 

one possible eriterion for symbolic differentiation, the basis 

of minority group distinctions. More precisely the latter
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are said to possess the Pulianaiio charactaristics :- 

(i) as subordinate segments of complex social and cultural 

units, minorities suffer from prejudice, segregation and 

persecution. 

(ii) These discriminatory practices are related to special 

characteristics which the minority shares, These include 

language, religion and, amongst a variety of other cultural 

traits, physical appearance, 

(iii) Minorities are ‘self-conscious! units which develop on 

the basis cf an 'in-group feelings’, 

(iv) Membership of a minority is ascriptive and governed by 

a descent rule, 

(v) Closure is further secured by endogamy, that is to say, 

marriage takes place within the minority group itself and 

correspondingly within the majority group. 21. 

The historical conditions for the emergence of majority = 

minority relationships ere said to lie in the growth of the 

modern nation-state and the dominance over separate states. 

Subsequent majority-minority relations are contingent on 

the policies developed by the dominant group. Such policies 

as may be Pollowed include : 

(i) A oO similation, both forced (e.g.'Russification') and 

permittad, 

(ii) Pluralism, (e.9. Switzerland, where a strong political 

and economic unity overrides cultural differences between 

German, italian, and French Swiss.) 

(iii) Legal Pluralism, where cultural diversity is legally
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sanctioned, sometimes referred to as ‘official pluralism’, 

(iv) Population Transfer (e.g. the Greek Cypriots in Cyprus, 

following the Turkish invasion.) 

(v) Continued Subjugation of the minority where the Latter 

and their low status are required. (We shall return to this 

in the section which follows). 

(vi) Extermination, (e.g. the Indians in the Americas and 

the Hottentots in South Africa.) 22. 

On the basis then, of what are considered policy options 

open to the majority group, Simpson and Yinger make the 

following contribution to social policy. 

There is enough accumulated experience throughout the 

world to make it clear that heterogeneous pupulations 

do not have to be faced with the problems of prejudice 

and intergroup discrimination. Their effective 

development, however, requires the elimination of the 

concept of the national state, with its monocultural 

ideal. The majority must give up its ciaim to cultural 

dominance and superiority; the minorities must give up 

their hope of political and economic separation and 

"Preedom™ . 23% 

The concept of race then, or rather the sociological field 

of race relations, may be seen as one of a number of minority~ 

majority situations, i.ee. "groups that think of themselves as 

different ... (in terms of) «e. culture, nationality, Seltaapnt.?* 

In minority group theory race must be seen as one symbol 

amongst many that may be used to set people apart for 

differential treatment. It should be added here that while 

'self-consciousness' of these differences is am essential 

prerequisite of minority situations, any differences that do 

exist can, it has been suggested, assist in their ueeauiun. 

In this brief reconstruction of the parameters of minority
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group theory we have also sketched the various historical 

conditions associated with the development of ‘minority! 

situations (the rise of the nation state etc.) and the 

policies pursued by the majority once these differences are 

recegnised by both parties to the relationship. 

b) The Theory of Plural Society. 

Against the thesis that no special sociolagical 
categories are necessary to explain the structure 
and dynamics of race relations, ons very important 
critique has emerged: that which centres on the concept 
of ‘plural society'. 26. 

This critique, according to Lockwood, has been aimed at 

two levels. In the first place plural society theory has 

sought to challenge those attempts reviewed in part 1. 

above, to conceive the concept of ethnic group, and hence 

race, in terms of a general concept of stratification system. 

Each segment has its own stratified order with its own 

differential access to, and allocation of, 'scarce resources’. 

Taken individually these segments cannot be considered as one 

level of a general stratification system encompassing all 

segmentally differentiated groups in a given society, 

consequently Fig. (v) is replaced by Fig. (vi) 

Fig. (v) 
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Ethnic group/race on 
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Fig. (vi) 

Segment 1. Segment 2. Seoqment 3. 

Closed mobility Closed mobility 
between segments. between segments. 
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In the second place, plural society theory, in so far as it 

presupposes a pluvality of value systems (one per segment to be 

precise) challenges the view, prevalent in orthodox sociology 

that peas to a common value system. It replaces a 

notion of value - conflict then, for one of value - consensus. 

In its inception, the concept of plural society was 

confined to tropical societies under colonial rule. Furnivall's 

objective in his eeewination of Burmese society was to examine, 

with reference to Dutch India, those "features of colonial rule ... 

7. that might suitably be adopted in Burma". - The latter was 

characterised as a medley of peoples who mix but do not 

combing. 

Each group holds by its own religion, its own culture 
and language, its own ideas and ways. As individuals 
they meet, but cnly in the market-place, in buying and 
selling. There is a plural society, with different 
sections of the community living side by side, but 
separately, within the same political unit. 20s 

‘The distinguishing feature here of a plural society is the 

absence of -e.cemmon cultural tradition. Where a socisty
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has such a tradition, it may possess pluralistic features 

(the United States for examplo), but it need not constitute 

a plural society. We shall return to this distinction shortly. 

Only shared material interests and a tants market situation 

provide an integrative basis for plural societies, hence the 

system can only be maintained by domination, regulation and 

force. In the absence of what Furnivall terms an "organic 

29 . : F ; : 9 
social will .«.. embodied in the social structure",”°* (a 

feature of Western democracies) the only idea common to ali 

members of all sections is that of 'gain'. In point of 

fact it is suggested, there exists in the colonial 

structure a 3 

materialism, rationalism, individualism, and a 
concentration on economic ends far more complete 
and absolute than in homogeneous western Lands; 
a total absorption in the exchange sand market; a 
capitalist structure .«.. far more typical of 
capitalism than one can imagine in the so-called 
"capitalist" countries. 30. 

Conssquently Furnivall makes the distinction between what 

he considers to be pluralistic elements in an otherwise. 

homogeneous society capable of effecting social demand through 

an ‘organic social will', and a plural society where there 

is an absence of ‘common citizenship' and the disintegration 

of will and social demand. Effective colonial policy, 

Furnivall writes, is only possible once these differences 

are acknowledged. Such policy then must aim at the reintegration 

of diverse and conflicting elements organised around a ‘common 

social wilt ots The distinction here has been maintained in 

recent contributions to plural society theory. Kuper, for 

instance, makes it in terms of his 'fquilibrium' and ‘Conflict!
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¢ fe 22 . models of society. In the case of the former, adjustment 

is maintained by cross-cutting loyaities and multiple 

affiliations where in Kuper's words: "a system of 

constitutional checks and balances is designed to affect a 

scparation of nowers among the lecsislature, the executive, 

pe ‘ ' Aa career n O06 the administrative sector, and the judiciary". The 

‘conflict' model, on the contrary, associates domination 

thrceugh coercion and economic institutions with a despotic 

minority. The former may be seen to resemble the notion of 

* ; 7 3 . Fase i 34.6 piuvalism developed in con temporary political theory. The 

latter, in the absence of an underlying consensus (or ‘organic 

social will'), may be scen to be Furnivall's concept of 

plural society. 

M.S. Smith, too, conccives plural societies as ones 

characterise? by, on the ons hand, ‘economic symbiosis', 

and on the other, cultural diversity and social cleavage, 

Having said that nowever, Smith has sought to avercome certain 

limitations in Furnivall'ts analysis and give the concept 

"a suitable theoreticel form",> In particular, with regard 

to Furnivall's contribution, it is charged with being overly 

specific both spatially and temporally, i.e. both in terms of 

being restricted to the modern colonial situation, hence to 

tropical latitudes, and to the period of Eurupesn expansion. 

In addition it suffers from its confinement to ‘multi-racial’ 

communities: a suggestion which would seem to imply that 

Smith's elaborated concept of plural socisty may accommodate 

the race concept, but cannot ve considered identical to it. 

Far from constituting a precondition of plural society, as
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Furnivall suggests, economic activity may be considered one 

of a number of precipitating factors. The basis of plural 

society, or segmented. group formation, at least initially 

for Smith, is a ‘cultura cliash' where one cuitural minority 

ae ' 36. sominatec one or more otiier groupse 

Siven the fundamental differences of belief, vaiue, 
and organization that connote cluratism, the 
moncpoly cf power by cne cultural section is the 
essential precondition for the maintenance of the 
total society in its current form. 37, 

The political control ty e culturally differentiated group is 

.an essential prerequisite of a plural soviaty. 

In the: Golires cf elaborating the concept, Smith distinguishes 

eultural from social pluralism, which, in terms of the above 

quotation, may te said te isolate geeGarances in belief ana 

value from those of urganisation. Cultural pluralism, oii she 

one hand, refers to the co-existence in a given anciety of 

several ethnic groups. It constitutes then, institutional 

  

diversity, i.e. linguistic, religious differentiation, and a 

range of traditions, custonis generally associated with 

ethnicity that are not necessarily accompanied by ‘structures 

of collective segregation’. °° social pluralism existe, on 

the other hand, in the words of wan den Berghe, who has 

also adapted the distinction, 

to the extent that a society is structurally 
compartmentalized into analogous and duplicatory but 
culturally alike sats of institutions and into corporate 
groups which are differentiated on a basis other than 
culture. 39. 

De facto, segregation in housing, education, work etc. provide: 

-the possibility of segmentation on the basis of distinctive



communities and systems of action. On the relationship between 

the two, that is to say, between cultural and social pluralism, 

there is, as Kuper writes : 

The practice of different forms of compulsory institutions, 

such as kinship, education, religion, and economy, these 

different forms being incompatible in the sense that roles 

are not interchangesble. Since institutions combine social 
and cultural aspects, the culturally differentiated sections 
will also differ in their internal social organization. 

There is therefore a social pluralism corresponding to ths 
cultural pluralism, but the boundaries of the culturally 
differentiated units and the structurally differentiated 

units may not fully coincide, since there may be a marginal 
association between adherents of different cultural 
traditions, and conversely there may be social division 
between adherents of the same cultural tradition. 40, 

In addition to social and cultural pluralism, Smith distinguishes 

a third 'level' or ‘mode': structural, which “consists in the 

differential incorporation of collectivities segregated as social 

sections and characterized by institutional diveroeneies". =" This, 

it has been suggested, implies a shift in emphasis away from culturel 

towards structural pluralism, perhaps a movement from Fig. (vii) to 

Fig. (viii) and hence a return, to some extent, to a position where 

ethnic boundaries and the stratification system coincide once more 

as they did in Shibutani and Kwan's model above. 
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The concepts of race and racism clearly play secondary roles 

in the analysis of plural or composite societies. The ‘race? 

concept may be seen to constitute one possible ‘basis' of 

pluralism (others may include religion, culture, language 

426 
ete dk It cannot be considered, however, independent of 

culture for "racial differences derive social significance 

from cultural diversity". °° "Race relations' consequently 

become less significant as cultural uniformity increases, 

In some respects it would be hard to treat the race concept 

indspendently of culture, since it is clearly the meaning 

attributed to differences and not the actual differences 

themselves that is important here: 

Indeed, "racial" coefficients of institutional and 
political division are often invoked as stereotypas 
despite their objective absence or their marginal 
biological significance. The social Validity of 
these racialist classifications and interpretations 
of social cleavage is obviously unaffected by their 
scientific status. there institutionalized, such 
racial categories are generally local developments of 
modes of thought that formed part of the traditional 
culture of the dominant ethnic QrOoupe 44.6 

The concept of race assumes the role of one possible 

‘aspect' of cultural differentiation which is itself a 

precondition of plural society. It is interesting to note, 

in view of this, the role assigned to the concept of racism 

which, it is argued, serves to rationalise or legitimate a
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composite social order. For plural society theorists, then, 

the concept of race on the one hand server aca ‘basis! or one 

possible basis for plural society, while racism on the other 

hand arises out of the need to justify it. According to ™.C. 

Smith for instance, "As the Caribbean slave iiterature shows 

most clsariy, the function of racism is merely te justify and 

; : 45 
perpetuate a pluralist’s social order", ~“ The reason for 

this, it may be sugcgested, is the tendency throughout 

sociological race tnevury to sonfer at one level a degree of 

chjectivity or reality en the race concept itself in 

association with other group conecpts, white the concept 

of racism is strictly confined to utterly false anc spurious 

_ beliefs ahout the existence of races and the cupadienety 

cf some over others. (We shall return to this later). 

If plural society theory has sought to challence 

consensus theory an the one hand and, to some extent, Marxism 

AON og on the other, is from these two areas that most criticism 

of the concept has emanated. Consequently fiorris writes : 

In Uganda, for exampls, the imposition of colonial rule 
did not destroy the African kingdems, not (sic) did the 
Indian immigrant traders live isolated commercial lives 
without well-integrater institutions. All sections of 
the society, toc, shared ideas of correst and desirable 
behaviour more widely than always appeared. In addition 
to being included in a common imposed political and legal 
system, everybudy also participated in a common economic 
system, and therefore shared manv of the wants and values 

embodied in it. Agreement went further than that needed 
only for economic cu-oneration. WNobocy seriously 
quastiuned the value of Western education and everybody 

who acquired it alse took over a wide range of beliefs 
which were expressed in political, leqal, commercial, 
educational and other social practices. 47. 

The particular debate here concerns the presence or



relative absence of values that ere universally held and 

extend beyond the market place. The emphasis on 'values', 

agreed or atherwise, is being increasingly replaced by an 

emphasis on 'structural' elements. It is the relative absence 

of any elaborated examination of this aspect that constitutes 

the second set of criticisms from within neo-flarxism. Here 

the institutional level, including the polity, are considerad 

phenomenal expressions of some underlying structure. An 

understanding of race relations here does not ‘presuppose 

an analysis based on pluralism’ (Smith) but, on the contrary, 

both the race concept and the theory of plural society 

presuppose an analysis cf the underlying content of which they 

are merely the expression. Consequently in Guyana, 

Political conflicts fave indeed lined up with racial 
differences and activated a sense of group identity in 
the major races, but that is not the cause and origin 
of political conflict. That must be sought in the 
social and economic structure and in the external 
political environment of these poor, small, and weak 
ex-colonial territories. 48, 

Te assume that differences in race relations are what is at 

stake, is to assume that ; 

Its explanation Lay at the institutional level at which 
it was actually expressed, rether than this being 
secondary to some underlying common structure operating 
for specific reasons in different ways at the overt 
level. 495, 

The problems entailed in these arguments will be addressed in 

Part Threee As fer as plural society theory is concerned, 

if no summarising statement can do it justice, it has only 

0. i 3 
itself to biame.” In the section which follows, an attempt 

wudll be mace.te rise above same of the more technical 

contradictions and, in attempting to reechart the sociological
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field of race relations, draw attention to similarities at a 

certain level with some of the other sociological theories 

of race reviewed here. 

ois The 'Internationalisation of Race! and the revived 

concept of Ethnicity. 

In concluding this review of conventional classifications 

in sociological theories of race we shall be concerned with 

one side of a convergence of apparently divergent theoretical 

positions around the concept of 'nation'. The identification 

of the race concept with nationality amongst numerous Black 

militant theoreticians and activists, and attempts to develop 

race relations iin terms of a broader schema of metropolitan/ 

colonial relations, will constitute in part the object of our 

investigation in Part Three. To the Right (politically). of 

these arguments there has emerged a recent revival of the 

concept of ethnicity related, in geneeka terms, to what has 

been referred to as the internationalisation of the race 

ecneeete In some senses the debate at this level (ie 

between the radical nationalists and ethnicity theorists) may 

be considered analogous to the problem-solving/radical race 

relations debate reviewed in the Introduction. 

In its 'revamped' form, ethnicity refers to the condition 

under which : 

people in many countries and in many circumstances ae. 

insist on the significance of their group distinctiveness 
and identity and on new rights that derive from this 

group character. 53. 

If a consciousness of group distinctiveness alone is the 

precondition for ‘ethnicity', then the term ‘ethnic group!



is sufficiently broad, it is said, “cto refer not only to 

subgroups, to minorities, but to all the groups of a society 

characterized by a distinct sense of difference owing to 

a . 

culture and dascent", The recent shift in this directinn 

is the consequence, it is argued, of a number of factors :- 

(i) the relative decline of the colonial powers and the 

rise of the Third World in tha international system; 

(ii) the growth of international organisations as mechanisms 

for concerted pressure; 

(iii) the increasing alarm at the prospect of international 

race conflict aad the search for remedies; and 

(iv) the grewth in nationalism, race and ethnicity as 

. S. an
 

significant forces in self doaterminetion. 

The new word, it is claimed, is ethnicity, and normative 

fifferentiation rather than class differentiation constitutes 

the source of potential conflict. In terms of ortncdax 

Marxism ethnicity is now considered true, and class false, 
: 

censciousness. 

In any event, Communist nations (despite the faci that 
‘Marxists thought they would disappear’) have shawn a 
concern with ethnic matters far more sronounced than 
most others, possibly because sthnic reality is so at 

odds with Marxist-Leninist theery. .54. 

In attempting to distinguish ethnicity, "religion, langquaga, 

co 
Jlhe 

and national origin all have something in common" with it. 

To be more specific : 

It may oe either a residual category, designating some 

common group tie not identified distinetively by 
languags, color, or religion but rather by common 

history and coherence through common symbols, for 

example, the WASPs as ethnics; or it may be a generic 

term which allows one to identify loosely any minority 

group within a dominant pattern, even though the 

particular unit of identification may be national



origin ..«- , linguistic, racial, or religious. 58. 
(Emphasis in original). 

Of all these factors the most important category of group 

mambership is communal, i.@. individuals who feel some 

‘consciousness of engi” The concept of sthnicity transcends 

in its revived context, it is suggested, the more restricted 

group categoriss with which race has been associated; 

minority group, class, corporate group, etc., to include 

‘nmational' differentiation. Ethmicity theory, then, provides 

the possibility of addressing inter as well as intranational 

conflicts. 

In an examination of the basis of ethnic group identity, 

Isaacs assesses the relative significance of several factors, 

of which the "most decisive are the political conditions in 

which the group identity is held, the measure of power or 

powerlessness that is attached ta gen, 2e> Group identity, 

however, is not only contingent on position vis a vis the 

dominant-subordinate structure, since "the degree of mobility 

between groups in most societies depends heavily on the 

degree of physical difference between them™.°>" The problem 

of the coincidence of these conditions of group formation, 

i.e. political and physical, will be discussed below. (It 

should be added that Isaacs, furthermore, considers group 

identity functionally imperative at the level of the 

personality structure since, he argues, groups satisfy not 

only the need for a 'sense of belongingness' but also the 

‘quality of self-esteem'.). 

Hence the concept of race, which is conceived here to 

play an integral role in group formation, has thus taken on a
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'national/political' character through its extension to 

include international conflict on a global scale in addition 

to community conflict on a small scale. The politicisation 

of the race concept at an international level has not however 

discouraged a ‘problem-solving orientation' that radical 

arguments suggested might result from a macro-analysis. Such 

factors in the alleviation of international or interacial 

tension include, 

the ability to avoid stereotyping by noting distinctions 
among people in an outgroup, to discern connections 
between historico-cultural experience and group 
behaviour, e+. to imagine the functional value of 
cultural diversity, to foresee the disfunctional 
consequences of unchecked and exacerbated conflict. 62. 

We shall return to these and other of the more practical 

policy proposals in the section which follows, since these 

can only seriously be evaluated in the Light of a critical | 

reorganisation of certain of the theoretical propositions 

developed here. 

Summary. 

- 

The first two sections in Part Two have been concerned 

with reproducing, at a certain level of discussion, the 

sociological field of 'race relations' as distinct from its 

conceptual counterpart in orthodox race theory. To fully 

grasp the principles entailed in this transition, it was 

felt necessary to preface this investigation with an examination 

of Weber's general sociological categories, in so far as they 

relate to his specific contribution to the field of race 

relations. These categories, it has been suggested, provide 

the theoretical basis of Weber's concept of ethnic group where



the race concept may be found. More significantly, however, 

much contemporary work in the field presupposes these general 

Formulations. We have refrained in this section from any 

serious critique either of individual sociological ‘'explanations 

of race' or of Rex's general classification within which each 

explanation has been located. Where criticism from within 

sociology has been levelled at particular cases (e@.g- in the 

case of Plural Society theory) then every effort has been 

made to document it. What this section seeks to do*,c2n 

general, is to provide a material basis for a critical 

reconstruction of sociological race theory in the section 

that follows. The task there will be not only to challenge 

conventional demarcations in sociological theories of race, 

but also to identify certain problems with respect to the 

construction of a rigorous seciological concept of race that 

may be Bese to be attributable to a number of presuppositions 

each of them shares. These presuppositions, it may be added, 

are in certain crucial ways dependent on the constituent 

elements of Weber's sociological problematic, 
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extent. Glazer and Moynihan's conviction however that 
ethnicity theory is at odds with Marxist-Leninist theory, 
in conjunction with what may be described as their 
liberal/appeasement approach to international politics, 
would seem to support this distinction, at least with 
respect to their counterparts in the various nationalist/ 
liberation movements which we shall consider in Part 
Three. 
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III. Action, Culture and Social Structure in Sociological 

Race Theory. 

In Patt One, we were concerned in particular to reproduce 

the essential principles of orthodox race theory and the 

sociological arguments that sought to reject these principles, 

To illustrate the former, we referred, on the one hand, to 

attempts to produce a concept of race in terms of a classifcation 

“scheme on the basis of somatic differentiation (physical 

anthropology), and, on the other, to account for behavioural 

differences in terms of these anthropological types 

(psychometrics). The critical reaction to these arguments 

in turn, it was suggested, focus specifically on the 

methodological assumptions of 'scientific' race theory. we 

also noted in passing that such critiques aimed at this level 

entailed certain problems for those attempting to establish 

environmental explanations of behavioural differences. 

In concluding Part One, it was suggested, there appears one 

other form of critique that rejects the 'biologism' or 

behaviourism of orthodox race theory on the basis of its 

naturalistic assumptions. While this particular form of 

critique was mentioned briefly with reference to papers by 

Stark and Rex in Part One, its ramifications could best be 

considered, it was felt, in the Tighter a detailed 

examination of Weber's sociological categories in general 

and those specifically concerned with the race concept. 

This critique marks the introduction, at one level, of 

a central concept in sociological race relations: that of



action. The purpose of Section ITI as a whole is to reconstruct 

sociological ‘race relations! around two other such concepts 

in addition te that of action: those of 'culturs' and ‘structure’. 

The race concept, it will become clear, has been developed 

in conjunction with each of these three concepts. The 

relationship established between each of these three general 

concepts and the implications such relations have for a 

unified concept of race will be raised in concluding the 

section. 

l. The social meaning of race differences; the action concept ae a ee PS 

in race theory. eee eieeeet es 

The coincidence of Weber's sociological concept of race 

and contemporary sociological classifications, may be 

conceived in the first place as an effect of Weber's concept 

of social action, the object of the sociological enterprise. 

To demonstrate this, it is necessary to refer back to the 

distinction Weber makes between subjective meanings and 

objectively valid or correct courses of action. Sociology, 

if we recall, is concerned with action only in so far as 

actors attach subjective nuanine to it. Anything external 

to this realm of action is only pertinent to sociology to the 

extent that individuals "choose from among the values involved 

according to his own conscience and his personal view of the 

world", This position has one necessary consequence as far 

as a sociological concept of race is concerned. Anthropological 

types as such may only be considered pertinent for sociology 

in so far as they are immediately reduced to the sphere of 

values. Their objective existence cannot concern socioloay
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which must treat such evidence as "given data’. Sociological 

trace relations then concerms itself for Weber with the action - 

of individuals in so far as they orient their behaviour towards 

others on the basis of an attachment to an "idea' about racial 

differences, irrespective of whether these differences may 

be found to exist. 

If this marks the transition for Weber from a biological 

concept of race to a sociological category, then it may also 

be seen to designate the contemporary sociological field of 

race relations. A predominant feature throughout the latter, 

one that transcends those conventional boundaries drawn up 

in the previous section, is a reliance on a concept of social 

action as distinguished in Section I. Schermerhorn for 

instance refers to an ethnic group "as a collectivity within a 

larger society having real or putative common ancestry",-° 

(Emphasis added). Berreman, in his review of the analogous 

Features of race and caste and other ‘invidious! distinctions, 

isolates the race coneept in terms of ‘ascribed (real an 

alleged) physical differences'.°*(Emphasis added). Finally 

From the most recent contributions to the Field,Glazer and 

Moynihan distinguish the concept of ethnicity on the basis 

of differences "or at least (those that) ars seen as such", ** 

Physical differences may or may not have any objective basis. 

They may be putative, alleged or imputed, as well as actually 

being present. Sociological race relations concerns itself 

with relations between individuals who are conscious of some 

race identity, whether or not this is the ease. In other words 

such differences are only subject to sociolugical interrogation
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to the extent that individuals direct their behaviour (directed 

behaviour equals action) on the basis of a significance or 

meaning attached to these differences. Consequently, if his 

attemot to incorporate race relations within a gsneral theory 

of plural society, van den Berghe writes, "Race must be clearly 

recognized as a subjective and social reality ...(it) has no 

objective reality independent of its social darinkticn’s 2 

(Emphasis in original). The concept of race in so far as it 

is considered in terms of a concept of action is thoroughly s 

subjectivised and what objective content there is, is entirely 

superfluous. The sociology of race relations, then, 

restricted in this way, must necessarily focus attention on 

these possibly false designations and their consequencese 

Race, conceived in this way, is just one of a multiplicity 

of cultural phenomena from which an individual, according to - 

Weber, chooses to attach significance. Race thus becomes 

reduced to the sphere of cultural values, and it is on the 

basis of an attachment to this particular value that the ‘idea’ 

of race becomes a feasible object of sociological investigation. 

The 'ideat of race is not altogether independent of cultural 

phenomena even here at the outset, however, since it presupposes 

a concrete tndiaauelt with which the 'idea' of race may be 

associated. Sociological race relations entail, then, not 

only the reduction of the biological concept of race to the 

realm of cultural values; they furthermore entail the 

association of this ‘idea of race' with the existence of 

concrete individuals between whom meaningful relationships may 

be established on this basis. Subsequent 'relations' proceed 

rand develop en the basis of real or supposed physical
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differences that are thought to exist between two ‘acting' 

individuals. Ws can illustrate the nature and forms of this 

relationship more fully with reference to Shibutani and Xwan's 

attempts to locate a strictly seciological concept of race in 12)
 

terms of a general theory of ethnic stratification. "Attentiun 

will be centred", thev write, "upon the kinds of distinctions 

mon make on the basis of traits believed to be inherited". - 

In denen Meese "now a person is treated dces not depend so 

much upon what he is as upon the manner in which he is defined." 

(Emphasis in originai). S8ehaviour then will seat on each 

individual's ‘version of reality' since : 

So lang as psaople continue to belisve that categories 

of human beings who occupy different positions in 
their status system are genetically different, however, 
they will continue to act as if this were ths case, 8. 

In some resparts, in keeping with Weber, ethnic 

stratification is conceived prinarily in terms of status 

differences, which, if we recall Weber; belongs to a discercte 

social order whsre power is distributed acearding to honour, 

eae ‘ ; . be 
asteem etc. Ethnic honowr 11 particular is established on 

the basis of a conception that develops amongst individuals 

or themselves ‘as being of a kind' end a.'belief that they are 

: , LO. aa sart . of common descent’. Individual and group action thus 

emerges as a direct result of individual conceptions of 

themselves and others and vice versa. Group classifications 

are possible on the basis of symbolic representations. Such 

symbols may be linguistic or religious, as well as physical. 

Li. . 
Thesé become significant ‘in and through interaction. It is 

differences at this, the symbolic level, and not necessarily



actual differences, which constitute the basis of race relations. 

Consequently it is suggested ;: 

What is decisive about "race relations" is not that 

people are genetically different but that they approach 
one another with dissimilar perspectives. The basic 

differences between ethnic groups, if there are any at 

all, are in mentality. 12. 

Symbolic distinctions, considered initially an emergent product 

of contact between individuals, may become routinised in 

customs and institutionalised in various forms. The concept 

of ethnic group thus appears, as it does in Weber's work, to 

presuppose a general status category, and in so far as it 

does so, remains attached to a specific type of social action, 

in particular, action oriented on the basis of traditionally 

held values. 

If race relations rest on a mutual conception of self and 

other, then transformations at this level rely on changes in 

‘perspective’. 

Im the last analysis, then, the most important change is 

psychological - the manner in which people define their 

situation and their roles in it. Systems of ethnic 

stratification rest upon popular acceptance of 

classifications of people and of the assignment of rights 

and duties to each category. When a system is changing, 

the most significant transformation occurs in the self- 

conceptions of an increasing proportion of individuals 

in the minority group. 13. (Emphasis in original). 

Both categories of change and integration, referred to by 

Shibutani as disjunctive and sustaining processes, are contingent 

on the initial presuppositions concerning the status of the race 

concept, which in turn is clearly reliant here on a concept of 

value-oriented action. "The course of events in each situation 

takes shape in the social interaction of the participants with 

14 
",""* (Emphasis in original). Sustaining processes ot cD

 

likewise are conceived in terms of the task of transforming
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the perspectives of self and other. The categories of the 

i{ntegrative process', as they will be referred to Rese bear 

this out. 

'Assimilation' refers to the srnaisisidd of the 'perspectives' 

of the ruling ethnic croup by the subordinate group when the 

principle of assimilation is accepted by the former. 

‘Intvcoration', it is suggested, refers to the acceptance by 

only one party in a relationship. 

SAcculturation' refers to the "process of acquiring the 

culture ec? another ethnic group". - . 

‘Cuitural Pluralism! refers finally to saceeaue but equal 

development of cultural orops. ite 

These categories then are a cousequence of interethnic contact 

“and contingent on en interaction process in which ego either 

accspts alter and vice versa (assimilation), where ego rejects 

the values ef alter but is himself. accepted by alter 

(integration), where ego sesks to accommodate his perspective 

to suit alter (asculturetion) and finally the recognition of 

‘altar's perspective which is considered on equal terms with 

egets (cultural pluralism). 

The justification for selecting Shibutani and Kwan's work 

in this respect lies in the consistency with which they rely 

“on the concept of action at the level of individually held 

values. This is not to suggest however that the concept of 

action is absent eleswhere in the field. In point of fact, to 

the extent that it is assumed that race can have no objective 

validity independent of “its subjective definition, then it must 

necessarily remain an assumption common to all sociological



race theory. Each of the group categories then, developed in 

Sections I end II presuppose some form of tconsciousness of 

kind' or, as Weber referred to it, ‘sentiment of solidarity’. 

If action is conseived in this way, i.e. in terms of be will 

and consciousness of the individual, then the categories of 

tintegration' and ‘change’ may be conceived in terms of the 

acceptance or rejection of alter's values. Consequently 

Harris’ distinction between caste und minority is made on the 

basis solely of the former's acceptance and the latter's 

rejection of its minority status. Buth then are a consequence 

ef a conscious denial cr acceptance of another's evaluations 

of them. In taking this position, it should be added, both 

Harris and Cox reproduce Weber's argument on the distinguishing 

” 
fas 

features of the caste and ethnic oroup categories. Likewise 

Glazer and Moynihan's elevation of the ethnic 9roup category 

to the societal level to include net venals as well as ninenie tae 

and sub-groups is only possible an the basis of their generic 

similarity in this respect, i.e. all may be defined in teriis 

of their ‘distinct sense ef difference'. Each censtitutes 

a diffusely defined collectivity BON asl cto the preperty of 

solidarity and identity amongst its members. It is precisely 

this sense of belonging or conscious identification of self 

with group that provides the possibility, not only of a 

sociological concept of race, but also the numerous other 

group categories that have, it has been suggested, pertained to 

pit. Once the ebacants of race, caste and ethnic group etc. 

are defined on the basis of a ‘consciousness of kind', race 

pelations becomes a subject for exploring the mental processes 

which sustain or reduce such diffarences.e
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At the centre of this process is the individual, for it is 

the sum total of individually held values that constitute the 

basis for those group categories identified above. Interethnic 

action is only possible on the basis of this sentiment of 

solidarity which is itself contingent on a consciousness of 

self or self-conception. If we remain entirely consistent with 

the assumption made at the outset, one that constituted an 

integral part of socislogy's rejection of a biological concept, 

then ‘these group categories, said to be associated in some way 

with the race concept, can only result from a positive 

orientation on the part of individuals towards the specific 

value in question. 

The categories subsequently invoked to 'explain' integrative 

and disjunctive processes, or what Schermerhorn refers to as 

centripetal and centrifugal tentenciess. = are no more than 

alternative courses of action open to each group member and 

contingent on a conscious orientation towards certain ends/ 

walues. Hence the categories of assimilation, cultural 

pluralism, etc. become ends towards which individuals may or 

may not orient their sotinh (there is of course no necessity 

for them to choose any). Categories of integration and 

change become ‘open' policy alternatives. Consequently 

Kuper's objective is the transformation of plural society 

into pluralistic society where the latter is conceived as an 

ideal towards which, its advocates hope, race relations might 

1 
MOVE. 

This raises the question of the possibility, given these 

assumptions, of producing rational policy alternatives or for
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that matter Ey feos of explanation of 'race relations’. If 

a heatiey is conferred on the concept race in terms of its 

subjective meaning, then strictly speaking at no subsequent 

point in the discussion is it possible to introduce objectively 

valid categories cutside of consciousness to ‘account for' its 

existence. If we recall the illustration taken from Weber of 

the man closing the door, it will be rsmembered that sociolcoy's 

concern only extended as far as meaning was atteched to the acte 

The cause of the draught, beyond what the individual attributed 

it to be, was logically beyond the scope of scciolosy, in so 

‘far as it was devoid of purpose. Such evidence can only be 

treated as given data which may or may not become the object 

cr an individual's attention (or ‘arientation'). Gace it does 

$0, regardless of its objective validity, iv is reduced te the 

level of ‘cuitural' phenomena or the reaim of values, In other 

words the subjectivisation of the race concept prevants any 

rational explanations of its existence independent or the reaii 

cf conscicusness, and in that sphere one 'esxplanation' is as 

Zz 
good as anothere 

In. view of these remarks, it is not altogether surprising 

to find the group categories developed in Sections], on the 

basis of Weber's distinctions, and TI on the basis of Rex's 

mapping of the socirlisgical field of race theory, show an 

extraordinary degree of 'flexibility' and appear interchangeabie 

on an entirely arbitrary baeteen Under these conditions it 

is ea ae nis to notice the ease with which Furnivall exchanges 

piuralism for caste, Katznelson, ethnicity and colony for plural 

society and why Schermerhorn introduces his discussion of ethnic



relations with Wirth's definition of a minority oroup. This 

has been taken to its extreme in the revamped concept of 

‘ethnicity which refers to minority groups (e.9. religious, 

racial, linguistic) and to nations themselves. This 

exchangeability is a function not only of their generic 

similarity (i.e. groups formed on the basis of a consciousness 

of 'kind' or ‘sentiment of solidarity'), but, relatedly, the 

thoroughgoing subjectivism of these concepts which prevents 

the rational inclusion of one of these categories in preference 

to an infinitude of others we may choose from. 

Ze Non=-purposive 'explanations' of race relations; a notion 

of structure, 

The concept of race has so far been defined in terms of 

its relationship to a concept of action and individually held 

values. The action concept which, it has been suggested, is 

Weber's point of departure for his sociological project, 

attributes freedom to the individual who selects from the 

infinite range of cultural reality on the basis of those values 

to which he attaches significance or meaning, in this case the 

‘idea of physical differences'. In so far as it remains an 

effect of} the action concept, as it is throughout sociological 

race theory, the race concept can have no ‘objective reality 

independent of its subjective definition'. What is surprising — 

then, is to find certain ‘objective' factors are introduced 

including, in point of fact, actual (not imputed or alleged) 

physical differences as one of several 'natural', as opposed 

to 'tideal', conditions under which 'races' do appsar. In other 

words there exists at a distinct level of analysis a range of
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concepts that do not relate to the purposeful action of 

individuals. To this extent there appears a shift from a 

concept of race conceived as a process, a product of individual 

consciousness, to a Soreenivetnee tied in terms of a realm of 

natural conditions, to 'structures' external to and possibly 

independent of the consciousness of the individual actor. 

Accordingly, we shall distinguish two types of ‘structure’, / 

in particular, that have been elaborated consistently in 

sociological race relations. These constitute an attempt, it 

will be suggested, to establish a set of factors external to 

the individual that predispose him to act in a specific way 

regardless of his intentions. The first concerns the question 

of a stratification system where differentiation to a greater 

or lesser extent is conceived in terms of some necessary 

ranking system, the nature of which we shall examine below. 

The second, in common with the action concept, remains at the 

level of individual, but not at the level of individually held, 

walues. Here the race concept is conceived in terms of a 

personality (or 'socio#psychological') structure that again 

predisposes the individual to entertain certain prejudices and 

to engage in certaim forms of discriminatory Rehevrades Despite 

sociology's outward hostility to 'psychologistic' interpretations 

of race prejudice, it is interesting to note the extent to 

which such explanations remain, even within the context of a 

specifically sociological discussion. To conclude,we shall 

riefly mention a third,physiological strueture which, it will 

be suggested, reaffirms the role of ‘real physical differences’
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as a primary condition of ‘race relations’. 

Social stratification theory and the categories developed 

therein fiave come to play an increasingly important role in 

sociological theories of race, regardless of their initial 

attempts to distinguish or accummedave the tuo sete of 

propositions associated with eache As far as Weber was 

concsrned, the two quite definitely coincided. Ethnicity 

appeared there as one amongst several conditions of status 

group formation. In particular it: constituted that status 

group ‘with a subjective belief in ethnic origins, a desire 

to preserve and monopolise tneir characteristics' with a view 

to maintaining their particular brend of sociai (i-e. ethnic) 

‘fonour®. 'Life style' that cheracterises status and 

consequently ethnic gioups is prescribed yor each member and 

-_
 acted upon on the basis of conventional modes of orientation, 

(i.e. traditional action). In so far as the social order 

comprising status groups is contingent on traditional action, 

it remains rslatively distinct from the other two orders, 

comprising classes and political parties. 

While recent sociological theory has Pera, though 

hardly maintained consistently, this association of ethnic 

grcup and status indlentifications-~* it differs fron Weber 

principally in terms of the latter's attempt to retain 

their relative independence vis a vis the other ‘phenomena 

of the distribution of power' (i.e. classes and parties). 

In this sense sociological tneories of race depart from Weber's 

relatively systematic attempt to derive these concepts, and 

subsequently the ethnic group concept, from his four-fold
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action typology. 

Nevertheless a particular conception of the stratification 

system remains a consistent feature of the more recent work in 

the field. Shibutani and Kwan, for instance, refer to 

stratification in terms of "unequal access to goods, services, 

and pleasures" ‘and, given the scarcity of such commodities, 

it is natural selection and competition that produce the 

relative inequalities between individuals and groups. (We 

shall return to the question of ‘natural selection’ shortly).°> 

Similarly Berreman attempts to unite the concepts of 

colonialism, caste, race, ethnic group and plural society 

on the basis of a stratification system with its three 

dimensions: class, status and power. Even in the case of 

minority group and plural society theory where there is at 

least a nominal attempt to differentiate internally, according 

to principles of stratification, each minority, or, more 

particularly,segmented group, there is an increasing tendency 

to align these groups in terms of an overall concept of | 

stratification. There is evidence of this for instance in 

Smith and Kuper's concern with structural pluralism and 

relatedly the notion of ‘differential incorporation'. In his 

sympathetic review of plural society theory, Katznelson refers 

to the weaknesses of approaching the concept of race via 

prejudice and, to the extent that it has been guilty of this, 

"it has diverted attention from differential ethnic and racial 

distributions of wealth, status, and political power", *0* 

Similarly in his development of the concept of minority 

group, Yinger distinguishes groups with the same functions and



status (2 peer group) from those characterised by differentiation, 

both unrenksd (an athletic team) and ranked. The latter in 

turn may be either temporary «teacher-student relaticnships; or 

permanent and here Yinger distinguishes caste, class and minority 

group situations. Ranking is contingent on the "unequal 

. : ; wl 2 2 
distribution of things that are prized and scarce". Ynecual 

access ta scarce resources, power, prestige ana wealth provides 

the possibility of domination by those to whom such resources 

are relatively accessible over those to whom they are not. The 

concept of relative distribution of power is crucial in this 

respect. 

I? groups in contact differ in their capacity to impose 

changes on tne other group, then we may expect tc 

find one group "superordinate" and the other popujetion 

"subordinate" in maintaining or dev.eloning a suitable 

environment. 24. 

Likewise Wilson writes: 

Differentici power is a marked feature of rasial-group 

interaction in complex societies: the greater the power 

diserepancy is between subordinate and sominant racial 

groups, the greater are une extent and scope of racial 

domination. 23. 

If a concept of ‘power’ in general aposers an integral 

part of the definition of racial/ethnic stratification, then 

it seems necessary here to specify and elaborate its own 

conditions of existence. Given its significance, we shall 

Look briefly at Wilson's attempt to provide a satisfactory 

analysis of the concept. Focussing attention on intergroup 

behaviour, he digkinguishes ‘power-ability' from ‘active 

power’, While the latter refers to the actual exercise of 

power, the former refers to the “ability of Group A to control 

or influence the behaviour of Group 8 regardless of whether
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A has actually influenced B's behaviour", "0° Under what 

conditions is such ‘control' possible ? 

Broadly defined, power resources have to do with the 
properties that determine the scope and degree of the 
group's ability to influence behaviour. These 
properties could include high social status, reputation 
Por power, capability to bear arms, control of political 
office, control of mass media, wealth, and land 
ownership, to mention a few. 31. 

Power resources that serve to induce or persuade groups to 

perform in particular ways are termed competitive resources, 

and accessibility to these provides the possibility of 

domination in general and racial domination in particular. 

With respect to the form of racial domination, conditions of 

control vary. In slave plantations for instance control is 

reinforced by "marked differences in culture and history". --° 

that create problems for Blacks adapting to the new situation. 

Control is less likely in ‘colonial' situations, though it 

is effective in the early phases and situations of voluntary 

migration where at least the migrant has the chance of 

returning home or, if he works under a contract system, of 

renewing his contract.” 

In Wilson's account there is no attempt to distinguish 

what he refers to as power resources on the basis of thres 

relatively autonomous orders, as there is in Weber, and 

certainly no attempt to elaborate them in terms of specific 

Porms of social action. On the contrary, they appear almost 

as an inventory of properties, cultural, economic and political, 

that constitute the basis, not of one type of power, (e.g. social 

honour or ‘prestige’ im the social order) but 'power' in 

general. The confounding of these properties in this way
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precludes the possibility of establishing specific conditions 

for the distribution of one of theses properties, for instance, 

wealth or Land ownership, in this case in economic terms. 

Unable to pose the probiem in this way, i.e. in terms of 

determinate conditions of specific 'property' forms, there 

remains the quéstion of the conditions of ‘domination' in 

general. . In the case of Wilson's account, domination appears 

a functien of the inevitible pursual of ‘interests' on the 

Gy a JA, 
part of tre individual or group concerned. After a 

‘similar fashion, Kuper cites Gumplowicz's eccount of the 

inexorability of struggls on the part of interest-seeking 

35. nas 4 ly gf, A 
groups. Consequently it is power differentiation, according 

to the ralative distribution of scarce resources borne cf the 

universality of competitive struggle, that provides the 

possibility of ‘racial' domination and racial control. 

Wilson's account in this respect is fairly representative 

of positions elsewhere in sociology; Shibutani for instance, 

refers to 'notural selectior' and competition as the basis 

of ethnic stratification. Consequently, as far es the 

categories of inteyration and change are concerned, acceptance 

or rejection of alter is generally conceived on the basis of 

relative access to scarce resources, i.e. in terns of position 

in denimedtendbosdinate relationship. It is this latter 

relationship whicn constitutes, at a further level, the basis 

of cyclical theories of race relations contacts, a 

pradominant feature ‘of ‘the field. g 

Here we have moved within the same set of categories (those 

of ‘integration' and 'change') from a position that conceived
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the outcome in terms of individually held values, to one where 

race relations are a function of differential access to power 

resources and the necessary outcome of competitive struggles 

engaged in by interest-seeking parties. In contrast, there 

does appear some semblance of a structure, external to the a 

individual who acts, not so much in the way he perceives the 

situation, but rather in terms of the conditions of the 

situation in question. Consequently there appears a reference, 

in the context of a general discussion of what seems to be 

policy options open to the dominant group, to the "continued “ 

subjugation of a minority where the latter and their low 

status are senuited*s- “(eaphesis edded) 

Some indication of the extent to which sociological 

theories of race have come to terms with a specific account 

of these 'requirements' or conditions appears in a paper by 

Blalock. Using mathematical models” predictably to depict 

(not to explain or account for) the relationship between. 

mobilisation of resources and the percentage of Blacks under 

power equilibrium, he concludes : 

The basic tasks that lie ahead ... are, first, to 
identify and measure the various factors that can be 
linked with either resources or degree of mobilization, 
and second, to develop theoretical notions as to how 
these variables are interrelated. It is perhaps premature 
and somewhat pretentious to make use of actual mathematical 
models, as has been done illustratively in the present 
paper. 39. 

One can only endorse BSlalock's judgement of his work and his 

recognition of the problems in general that confront race 

theory in this respect. The general concept of domination 

clearly does not assist attempts to pose the problem in terms
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of the specific conditions under: which the various power 

eesources are distributed, As it is, domination in thse broad 

sense in which it is used here is explained by the universal 

struogle of competing interest groups. The race concept, 

which was, in the Pirst instance, conreived in terms of a 

concept of action, rests now on the necessary appearance of 

power differentials and dominant/subordinate relations; 

necessary in so far as they themselves rely on the inevitability 

of interest-seeking group strugglic. Consequently there appears 

an 3xplicitiy hehaviourist explanation of intergroup relations 

in contrast to one in taziia.of an action concept which, given 

its objectives, danies suc factors, or at iteast considers them 

superfluous. 

Despite the failure tu pose conditions of specific forms 

of ‘power reiations' (e.9. property relations) and consequently 

the absence of eny attempt to pose the conciitions of racial 

domination in particular (in contrast to class or caste 

relations etc.), there nevertheless is evidence to suggest 

that factors external to the individual (and consequently 

independent of individually heid values) ars acknowledged in 

sociological race tneory. Race relations co appear as 

determinate social relations, however noctly elahorated their 

conditions of existence. 

If the concepts of nev-Weberian stratification theory have 

provided one set of conditions, a further set is provided by 

several attempts to produce 2 theory of race in terms of the 

requirements of the personality system. Prejudice for instances 

is considered in one such theory as the necessary outcome of a



frustrated individual seeking an outlet for his aggression, 

Another locates it in terms of the specific characteristics 

associated with an ‘authoritarian napsonaiity*, °? Similarly 

in an area marginal to psychology oh sopievoay, there are 

those from within nec-Marxist theory who seek to explain the 

presence of a sub-proletariat in terms of secio-psychologicai 

apeseuvest Clearly while these 'sxplanations' appear 

subnrdinate to the general discussion, they do offer an 

explanation of race relations other than in terms of individually 

esiected values. The concepts of prejudice and, to some extent, 

discrimination, pee particularly pertinent in this respect, 

Here, at the level cf the personality structure, certain 

predispositions on the part of the individual favour certain 

types of reaction in certain situations. Such reactions are 

considezed necessary in terms of the maintenance end adaptation 

of individual personalities. 

Tne abandonment of a biological concept of race provided, 

as we have suggested, the possibility of a sociclogicai 

concept of race devoid of determinism in so far ae it could 

only be conceived in terms of the purposeful behavious of 

individual actors (i.e. in terms of meanina®ul social action). 

Once an attempt is made to elaborate the conditions of action, 

tha reintroduction of real physical differences as one such 

condition again becomes a possibility. It bscomes a particularly 

strong possibility moreover when attempts are made to move 

from domination in general to racial domination in particular, 

or from a generally prejudiced personality to a racially 

prejudiced individual. In these cases real physical differences,
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not imputed or alleged, could play a crucial part in interoroup 

relations. Shibutani refers to ethnic groups in terms of common 

ancestry and distinguishes them on the basis of certain 

selected hereditary traits. *° Similarly Gordon argues ethnicity 

constitutes a complex configuratiom of racial, religious, 

or national origin which provide the possibility of tgentifieetene: 

According to Isaacs, even where all other conditions are or can 

be made equal, the physical characteristics themselves remain 

the barrier to status and belonging.” The 'reappearance' of 

a biological category is not confined to contemporary sociology. 

The problem beset Weber, if we recall, in the form of an 

ambiguous notion cf anthropological types in his concept of 

ethnic group." They arise both for Weber and contemporary 

sociological race theory, it must be said, as a result of 

attempting to elaborate the conditions of action in terms of 

a theory of action that considers them, at most, given data 

and certainly not a part of the sociological project. 

Sis Race and Culture. 

We have already suggested the distinction between race 

differences and the ‘idea of race differences! underlies the 

biological/sociological conceptual distinction. In terms of 

the action concept, ‘race relations' exist in so far as 

individuals choose to orient their behaviour toward specific 

values, in this particular case on the basis of an attachment 

or meaning to race differences. This poses an immediate problen 

for attempts to move from a significance attached to differences 

at the level of the individual, to collectively held ‘ideas 

about race'. We shall return to the coincidence of individually
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and consciously selected values and collectively held beliefs 

shortly. For the monent we shall dwell specifically on those 

collective representations, for these constitute the realm of 

culture, a category of enormous significance throughout 

sociological theories of race and with very broad ramifications 

in terms of the concepts operative in substantive race relations 

research. 

One sustaining feature of sociological race theory, that 

again transcends conventional demarcations, is some conception 

of ‘cultural ditferentiationt. °° The categories of the 

‘integration process' are apparently conceived at one level 

in terms of individually held values (i.e. individual 

acceptance or rejection) and, at another level, take the form 

of indices of group differentiation. The 'operationalisation' 

of these categories, in the context of specific methodological 

procedures, (surveys, questionnaires, attitude tests etc.) 

have constituted a formidable contribution to race relations 

research. Studies in this respect have ranged from the : 

highly specific (an examination of dietary habits amongst 

West Indians in London) ae to a more general assessment 

of such variation in an institutional context e.g. work, °° 

and finally to a wide range of life style differences in a 

community context e.g. in Brixton, a Stepney, =0% 

Bristol. aes Very broadly, these attempt to assess the 

relationship between two cultures, with a view to measuring, 

via the indices of accommodation, acculturation, pluralism, 

assimilation, etc., their degree of compatibility. As such, 

they constitute the basis of the various cyclical models of
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race relations, from the period of initial 'culture' contact, 

through phases of conflict accommodation, etc. and in some 

cases to aesimilationsn Without exception, each of the 

group categories referred to in the previous section, castes, 

ethnic, :seqgments etc., are all distinguished in terms of 

a range of cultural criteria. tagley and Harris, for instance, 

distinguish minorities in terms of certain characteristics 

(linguistic, religious etc.) which the minority is said to 

possess in comionencs Similarly in an examination of possible 

bases of corporate group differentiation, Smith distinguishes 

° 

a similar range of variables.” Each of these contemporary 

distinctions reproduces in part the range of cultural variables 

distinguished in Weber's concept of ethnic group where 

differences in ‘clothes, style of life, housing, food and 

eating habits' as well as ‘language, religion and political 

action' provided possible indices of variation. 

The race concept, both with respect to Weber's concept of 

ethnic group and throughout the more recent classifications, 

appears as one additional basis of differentiation. It no 

longer appears however, in the sense used by orthodox race 

theorists. In its new context it constitutes a ‘symbolic’ 

component of group differences. The ‘idea of racial differences' 

is not so much a concept as a representational category. With 

or without a whole range of other cultural symbols referred to 

above, it constitutes the basis of cultural formations 

referred to as ethnic groups, castes, minorities, nations etc. 

In so far as distinctions have been made at this level, they 

have generally associated each of the groups with specific
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symbolic forms. Castes then are associated with certain religious 

‘meanings' and nations with a sense of political unity. Otherwise 

the symbolic category of race is associated in a very loose 

sense with any one of the other formations: ethnic group, minority, 

segment. In other words, each of these are delineated in terms of 

a very similar, if not identical, range of symbolic criteria amongst 

which the ‘idea of racea' invariably figures. 

If certain collective representations exert a seemingly uniform 

impact on the individual, they too may be investigated from the point 

of view of their structural components. To this extent, the 'culture/ 

‘structure’ distinctions for sociological race theory must appear a 

somewhat dubious morphological device. This is particularly true of 

plural society theory where the distinction is maintained in 

conjunction with an analysis of cultural forms in terms of their 

structural features. "The institutional system that forms the cultural 

core defines the social structure and value system of any given 

° 

population.*> Plural society theory, for the most part then, rests 

on an Sslaboration and classification of institutional forms : 

     
Fig. (i) 

Value-orientation Universalism Particularism 

Societal type Equilibrium (Kuper) Conflict (Kuper) 
     
  Homogeneous (van den Pluralistic (van den 
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Levels of pluralism Cultural Social Structural 
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This illustrates briefly the form this classification has 

taken. It is important to note that the levels of pluralism, 

and relatedly the mode of incorporation and subsequently the 

type of structure, all presuppose a specific value orientation.” 

Clearly there do exist differences within plural society 

theory itself and these appear in the diagram. (The distinction 

between plural society and pluralistic society is not maintained 

by van den Berghe for instance). Furthermore the levels of 

pluralism and modes of incorporation are by now clearly 

specified in terms of seach other or in terms of the other 

dimensions, including the specific value-orientation attached 

to each.” ° Nevertheless the crucial point here is the 

elaboration of the societal types, structures and forms, in 

terms of institutional differentiation and hence in terms of 

specific value orientations. If the social structure is 

defined in these terms, as Figure (i) indicates, then there 

is no possibility whatever, as Smith suggests, of determining 

the ‘'internal/external connections' of each inet itutipneltesd 

system of social relations as ‘sectors of a wider social 

system', since clearly the system is as wide as the institutional 

framework. To this extent, the apparent distinction between 

"social stratification' and the composition of segmented or 

corporate groups (particularly prominent in Smith's earlier 

contributions) should not be taken to imply any quantitative 

difference between the two. Rather the alleged 'structural' 

aspect of stratification should be understood for what it is : 

a quasi-independent value-system, according to which honour 

and power (political power in particular in Smith's case) rest 

on different criteria, e.g. values placed on educational



achievement, income etc. In both cases the structures is 

defined in terms of a specific value orientation. The only 

distinction then which remains is the specific cbject of 

orientation which may differ from one 'cultural' system to 

another. 

The concept of culture at a general level is by no means 

confined to Smith's early work or even to plural society theory. 

Shibutani and Kwan's contribution, in this respect, rests less 

at the institutional level than at the level of conventional 

understandings concerning, for example, thse status of ege and 

alter. "These are established through the use of symbols which 

categorise groups on the basis of a multiplicity of cultural 

eriteria. Amongst these are physical, linguistic and religious 

symbols that elicit common sense typifications of social 

groupings including for instance, the ethnic stereotype. "There 

is a constant reaffirmation of the world view of the group 

through trite expressions, shibboleths, clichés". °° In. 

point of fact, access to these cultural resources constitute 

the prime determinant of the outcome of competitive interethnic 

relations; "the group whose culture is best suited for the 

exploitation of the resources of a given environment tends to 

become dominant". OT panied s in original). Clearly there 

are variations in the terms in which the specific cultural 

forms have been elaborated. Nevertheless both presuppose an 

orientation towards traditionally held values, in very much 

the same way as Weber's concept of ethnic group pertained to 

status differences on this basis. '‘'Race' here appears as one 

tacit understanding, or common sense typification amongst many,
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Testing on traditionally held values and evoking certain 

forms of action (endogomy, closure, etc.). 
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Concluding Remarks. 

In Part Two we have sought to investigate the properties 

of a seciological conccpt of race, via an examination of Yeber's 

sociology in general and his handling of the race concent in 

particular. Glearly there are several levels of 'resemblancsa' 

at work as regards the content of Sectiens.land II and not al. 

these have been dealt with. Certain of the more substantive 

arguments ‘borrowed’ from Weber have been noted in Peeing; 

but the object here has not been to dwell on these sorts 

: 

of similarities. One of the most interesting in this respect 

which is worth noting, has been Weber's prognostications on the 

future role of the ethnic group concept in sociolcgical race 

relations. Tn drawing up certain rudimentory guidelines for 

Purther research, llober notes that “in tiiis process the 

collective term "ethnic group" would be abandoned, fcr it is 

unsuitable for a really rigorous analysio™. = In view of this 

general disapproval of the ethnic group concept and in view of 

the similarities that have been seen to exist between Weber's 

sociology and contemporary race relations, it is interesting 

to note resent developments in the field, in terms of Weber's 

admonitions. It may appear paradoxical, in consequence, to 

find the most pebent of contemporary develepments in 

sociolocical race theory, not so much burying the ethnic 

group concept, as resurrecting, and indees, expanding and 

elaborating it. 

The reason for this impasse, it may be suggssted, is to 

be found in the presuppositions of certain basic concepts
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that are common ‘to both Weber and contemporary theories of 

race, and it is here that the relationship between the two has 

been explored. The investigation has raised a series of issues 

concerning the race concept. 

(i) The first concerns the rejection of a biological concept 

on the grounds that the latter is devoid of ‘meaning’. This, 

it has been suggested, is a common point of departure for all 

c
r
 

sociological theuvries of zace. It sonstitutes ths basis of a 

redefinition of race, not according to bislogy, bue according 

to values. The concent of race became ‘tne 1dea uf race' and 

developed on the basis of its symbolic representation. 

(it): If the Tace concspt is not a biological category, then 

clearly the onus rscts on sociology to elaborate the conditiuns 

of existence and properties of aes in its reconstituved form. 

To this end sociology has sought to identify 'race' with a 

séries of group categories. The fori this association has 

taken has varicd from a straightforward analoay in the case 

of caste, to attempts to subsume race relations, or what 

people think are race relations, to minority group relations, 

nationalities, sarporate oroups, etc, The incorooration, 

subsumption, or whatever form this association takes of race 

to various group-based classifiraticns, constitutes the basis 

of orthodox divisions within sociology, and certainly of Rex's 

reproduction of them in Race Relations in Sociological Theory. 

They have not, however, consistently remainsd the basis for 

internal divisions. This is particularly true of those 

enntributors to the field who have repeatedly Flouted Rex's 

group-based classifications by conflating and interchanging
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the group categories in their discussions of race relations. 

(iii) Their ability to do sc, it may Le suggested, is a 

consequence of three distinct levels of senceptualisation 

operative throughout sociological theories uf race, i.e. that 

. - a 2 
transcend conventional demerce2tions. ° In th i

 S$ sense three 

: 
> ; 

such levels are distinguished.™‘The concept uf race at one 

level is conceived in terms of a general concept of sctian, 

that is meaningfully criernted behaviour on the patt of the 

individual. Sivlogical race is reconstituted here as 

sociological reco relations in so far as indivinuals 

  

consciously select to orient their behaviour towards others 

on the basis of meaning attached to physical differences, 

i.e. ideas about race. “At another level it has been conesived 

in terms of a greater or lesser elaborated notion of structure. 

In the original illustration taken from Weber of a man shutting 

a door, the sociologist is not concerned with whether the actor 

has correctly identified the cause of the draught but only that 

he thinks he hae and acts in order that he might exclude it. 

Socislosy, in so far as its coject is social action, cannot 

by itself know the causes of the draught beyond what the social 

actor thinks to be the correct cause, and secondly cannct know 

why the person thinks that by shutting the door he will exclude 

the draught, even if he has wrongly identifiad the cause. S8nth 

are ouvsice the scope of sociology in su far as they are devoid 

of purpose and hence subjective meening. What is being 

suggested here is that these conditions of action are explored 

in sociology end their presence, given its designation in terms 

of a sciencs of action, is quite illegitimate. The conditions,
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admittedly very loosely elaborated in sociology, teflect the 

needs of a personality system (e.g. prejudice conceived as an 

outlet for frustration-aggression), a social system which as we 

saw is reducible to a 'natural' propensity to promote group 

interests via competitive struggle, and finally a real physical 

component which ‘if present' will certainly strengthen 

intergroup antipathy . The last of these,real physical 

differences, it should be added, remains distinct from any 

‘ideas about them'. On the contrary, real objective 

differences are now said to account in part for ‘ideas about 

them'. In the case of the 'personality' and ‘social systems', 

each have functional exigencies as systems which must be 

Fulfilled if they are to survive. The concept of race in each 

case (or ‘race prejudice', 'race struggle') is introduced 

to fulfil precisely such a role in the maintenance of each 

system. 

At a third level race is again conceived in terms of a 

supra - individually imposed set of categories but these are 

less concerned with the material as with ideal conditions, 

i.e. the realm of culture. Race here then remains a function 

of ‘cultural differentiation', i.e. collective values, beliefs 

that are not reducible to the level of individually and 

consciously selected values. On the contrary, collective 

beliefs, embodied in traditional forms of representation, impose 

themselves from without on the individual in such a way that 

there exists a relatively coherent, consistent and uniform set 

of ideas about race. As one index amongst a multitude of others, 

these may or may not constitute the basis of institutional
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differentiation, and levels of group segmentation. 

These three levels of conceptualisation may be identified 

not only in terms ot a distinct set cf concepts associated 

with each. Qn the cortrary, several concents, including the 

race concept itself, possess properties from each. The 

cateyories of the ‘integrative process' (assimilation, 

acculturation, etc.) are a case in point. In terms of 

individually held values, they refer to alternatives open to 

tne individual, who is fres to accept or reject altcr through 

the association oF a specific idea about race sant ane’ on a 

particular individual devealnped in the context of a meaningful 

interpersonal relationship. Assimiiation then tefers to 

‘mutual acceptance. Conflict, at the other end of the scale, 

refars to mutual rejection. (It is important to note that 

‘conflict! here and throughout race theory refers to 

conflicting sultiral systems, i.e. conflifting values 

individually or collectively conceived). in terms of some 

notion of structurs they refer to functional exigencies of 

the system, independent of human will, which is releoated 

here to a subordinate roie. Hence in Yinger's typology of 

minority group situations, the minority's subordinate status 

is not chosen by the dominant group but somehow required 

(admittedly the requirements are nevos fully exnlored here). 

Finally in terms of 9 generalised concept of culture they 

refer to indices of institutional differentiation, a function 

of, the imposition of certain values and their mediation 

through action.
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At a more erect level certain policy proposals 

necessarily follow from this. Furnivail'ts call for the 

restitution of an ‘organic social wil}' and Kuper's 

'depluralisatisn' siogan, are symptomatic of those ‘culturalist'! 

assumptions. Similarly the categories of the inteorative 

process become in these terms, for the most part, policy options 

open to the dominant group 2s we suggested was the case in 

minority group theory. nso far as sociological vace relations 

has been defined in this way, the nunerous policy recommendations 

which have remained a consistent feature of the enterprise have 

invariably Pollawed the somewhat speculative and Utcpian.. 

demands of Furniveli and Kuper. 

In terms of these tnree levels of conceeptualisation, there 

ramains the preblem of recenciling individually held values 

with respect to ideas about racial difference, with the 

existence of ‘races' in the realm of nature subject ta the 

restraints of the particular system in question. Hsre We are 

referring to the tension present between the race cunespt 

conceived in terms of the concept of action, and its 

construction in terms of some notion of structure, There is 

also the problem of reconciling the conception of race as a 

fepmeaentascen imposed on the individual (through tradition, 

custom, ctc.), and its Eacddt ion in terms af an emergent 

product of meaningful relationships on the part of individuals 

who choose to orient their action on the basis of ideas about 

races. 

Finally there remains the problem of reconciling some 

motion of race as a collective symbolic representation with its
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role im the reproduction of various systems. At present the 

concept of race designates an object in the sphere of 

consciousness independent of the world of nature, and at the 

same time a functional prerequisite in several seemingly 

autonomous systems (social, cultural and personality) independent 

of whether the individuel is conscious of them or not. The 

question arises, then, of how the race concept succeeds in 

emerging from these three seemingly autonomous levels of 

conceptualisation. Its coincidental appearance in each can 

only seriously be challenged by an a priori assumption that all 

systems are necessarily harmonious from the outset. This 

netecevuneaa explanation, however, can only hope to rescue 

the realms of culture and nature. Race relations, conceived 

in terms of individually selected values, are always unknowable 

and consequently may or may not coincide with the other realms. 

Ironically,in terms of the form the discipline has taken, 

race relations, conceived in terms of consciously chosen values 

on the part of an individual, leave no room whatever to 

rational policy recommendations. 

Tris final point takes us to our last consideration of 

the race concept, that of conceiving it in terms of each of 

those levels taken separately: in other words the possibility 

of thres independent concepts of race. If the three levels 

themselves are /irreconcilible and, consequently, pose 

insurmountable tensions as regards the internal properties of 

the race concept, perhaps each on its own provides an adequate 

knowledge of the concept. The action concept, taken on its 

own, precludes any subsequent theorisation of the race concept,



in so far as the latter is conceived as an emergent product of 

interaction between essentially free individuals. The concept 

of culture and subsequently cultural differentiation (within 

which race relations assumes significance) taken alone, rests 

on an idealist conception of the social totality and with it a 

circularity with respect to the arguments developed at this 

level. At the mast general level this has been expressed by 

Smith in attempts, on the one hand to elaborate some conception 

of institutional differentiation to define the social structure, 

while the latter is said to be exhausted by its cultural/ 

institutional forms. Kuper too faces a similar problem in his 

attempts to explain the structure of plural society in terms 

of cultural pluralism which is said to be its chief 

determinant <-* And finally, the race concept, conceived as 

a necessary outcome of certain structural impositions, remains 

inconclusive, in so far as the nature of these are never 

really elaborated beyond a reference to unequal access to 

scarce resources, made necessary through the eiguevats ty of 

group domination. "Racial' domination is one form this may 

take. Nowhers however, are the conditions specified under 

which scaree resources are distributed. Similarly the concepts 

of unequal power and domination, beyond some reference to 

cultural superiority, remain largely unmaccounted for. We are 

left to speculate the conditions under which certain forms of 

‘domination' are possible and relatedly how this pertains to 

unequal access to scarce resources. Its inability to do so 

of course rests on their elaboration in the context of a 

sociological project that denies their significance. The



conciticns of action, biological, economic or whatever are 

"given data' whose givenness is where curiosity, as far as 

sociology is concerned, begins and ends. 

If the concept of race in neo-Marxist theory has anything 

to offer, it is hopefully to pose the race concept in terms 

other than those of values individually or collectively 

conceived and thereby explore its conditions of existence. t 

The problem is, however, given the rejection of a biological 

concept in terms of values, whether this is feasible, or whether, 

despite its superimposition in terms of a new set of concepts: 

(mode of production, surplus population, ideology etc.), it 

still retains its logical allegiance to the sociological concepts 

of action, values and culture developed here in Part Two. 

Notes. 

le Supra mate 72, pe 151. 

2e This is not to suggest that differences between and within 
these various classifications do not exist. Clearly 
there are several levels of similarity and difference 
between them. Here we have sought to reconstruct race 
theory at a certain level of generality that to some 
extent transcends these differences but by no means 
negates them. 

Sle L. Kuper,in, Pluralism in Africa, op. cit., p. 12. More 
often than not the concept of culture, in the form it has 
been elaborated in sociological race theory, designates 
a configuration of elements (institutional/non- 
institutional) that rarely move beyond an inventory of 
indices of differentiation. No attempt is made to examine 
particular institutional forms in terms of their specific 
conditions of existence; nor is any attempt made to 
specify the mechanism by which these various customs, 
symbolic representations etc. come to canstitute the 
basis of an array of common understandings that underly 
interethnic contact.



PART THREE. 

1 
THE CONCEPTS GF RACE AND IN NEQ-MARKISY THEGRY. a)
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The current investigation of the eoncepbe ar Tace and i1ocism, 

in opposition to the forms of criticue elaborated at the outset, 

has proceeded on the basis uf an analysis of the cuncepts 

themselves and their proverties, specified in terms of their 

relation to other soncepts in the fields ir which they are 

found. The general attempt to classify race eieury on this 

assumption hes entailed a distinction in the first instances 

between biological categories of ah and the race concept in 

the social seisness, The immediate proolem for the sociulogical 

concept of race, if it is to establish its own field of ‘race 

relations', is tc locate its object, not in bislsgy but elsewhore. 

im Part Two, in our examination of the theoretical conditions 

for a sociology of race relations, the object was establisned, 

at least initialiy, in the realm of culturs or sulturally- 

expressed values. Race then becomes significant only to the 

extent that meaning is attached to it, and/or to related 

categories, by collectivities. If races then are cultural 

formations, what is subsequently required, given the teims of 

this designation, is an examination and specification of ths 

conditions under which such formations exist, or rather 'appear' 

to exist. Sociology in peneeel terms. has deflected attention 

from this issue to pose a somewhat different problem, one 

moreover, that by itself still begs the question. If races
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are not bioisgical categories, the sociological argument 

continues, then the onus falls on the social sciences to 

establish precisely what they are. The several answers to 

tnis question are tu he found ie a series of group concents 

which subsume, incorporate, or accommodate the concent of 

race in terms of their own properties. The race concept thus 

acquired a significance oniy in the context of an analysis of 

ethnic groups, religivys/cuitural groups (castes), o¢ segmental Ly 

differentiated (plural! societies, In genera! then, tie 

seesdinaiual praject may he considered in terms of an attempt 

to reduce false biclogical categories to real sociological - 

distinctions, 

Those probiems identified with reenect to the race concept 

developed there were concerned, not so much with the specific 

group concept seiectel, as with certain nresupnositions commen 

to each of the sociological theories of race. In view of the 

interchangeability of the various group concepts found 

consistently throughout sociological race theory, there seemed 

little point in dwelling on the distinctions at thie levei. 

On the contrary, the ability to confound these concepts, to 

this extent, may be seen as a Function of these shared 

py etugtosdiions that were identified and elaborated in the 

final section of Peart Two. As a result of this reorganisation 

of sociological race theory, the race concept wes seen to 

exist ss a determinate product of three mutually exclusive 

(at least, by no means necessarily coincidental) systems of 

concepts. 

The race concept thus 2zppeared on three distinct occasions,
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a function of a concept of action, one of culturally-expressed 

values and variant conceptions of system or structure. The 

presence of all three entailed certain consequences for the 

sociological concept of race, including, amongst others, the 

reintroduction of biological aspects of the race concept 

elaborated in Part One. 

Within sociological analysis then, race more often than 

not retains a biological character (real, not alleged) that 

constitutes, in conjunction with a series of specifically 

cultural criteria, one of an infinite number of possible forms 

of group differentiation. PartTwo thus sought to establish 

the theoretical conditions for the appearance of these distinct 

conceptualisations of race. In doing so, it established 

their contingency on more general concepts that may be shown 

to possess mutually exclusive properties, thereby posing, in 

consequence, a fundamental problem of coherence for the field 

as a whole. Our examination of sociological race theory-and 

the identification of these problems, all the more explicit 

through a reproduction of certain crucial aspects of Weber's 

sociology, does not however, exhaust the possibilities for a 

rigorous theory of race and racism. In this respect the 

overall project has sought to distinguish sociological from 

Marxist theory, the source of a particularly contentious debate 

in the social sciences at the present time. Whatever the 

implications of this debate, and we shall elaborate these 

with specific reference to the possibility of a neo-Marxist 

theory of race (as distinct from a 'Marxist sociology of race 

relations') below, there appear, at least initially, two ways
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that neo-Marxism may be distinguished from sociolcgical theory in 

this respect.\ In the first place it may be seen to attempt to 

construct a race concept on the basis of its association with 

real economic categories. In some respects this parallels 

sociological attempts to reduce the race concept to real 

socially-based group concepts. If races do not exist as 

biological categories or variant forms of cultural collectivities, 

then they may be said to correspond to real economic categories: 

classes or fractions of classes. In doing so it attempts to 

develop, beyond the somewhat gestural formulations found in 

sociological race theory, a particular conception of structure 

and its constituent elements.. In the second place, neo-Marxist 

theory attempts to pose the problem of race in terms of the 

conditions umder which falsely-held beliefs about biological 

categories are produced. In other words it confronts that 

problem referred to above whose resolution is demanded, given 

the non-biological assumptions of the race concept in its new 

setting, but which remain notably absent in sociologteals 

theory. This it does through the construction of a concept 

of racism, which it attempts by and large in the context of a 

historical examination of the ‘origins! of racist thought: its 

preconditions in certain economic modes of production and 

exclusion in pEHEE Sa Despite the presence of the economy 

in sach of these two developments in neo-Marxist theory, they 

must at the outset, at least, be distinguished. In other words 

there are two quite separate theoretical exercises here: the 

reduction of races to real economic categories, and the 

analysis of the production of falsely-held beliefs about races,
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If flarxism in general operates at the level of = concept 

of social formation, comprising a number of levels; ideolcay, 

™" se . ' J s x 

politics and mods of production, it is over the precise 

nature of the relationship established betwesn these levels 

that differences appear, at least superficially, most evident. 

In concurring with the identification of these levels 

2s 
1 regardless, for the moment, of their particular forms of 

correspondence, Part Three will be developed on the basis of 

the conceptualisation of race theory with respect to each of 

these levels. 

Section I, then, will examine the concept of race as an 

economic category. In terms of the available material, it 

will be devoted to those attempts to construct a concept of 

race in terms of an analysis of contemporary capitalism. The 

theoretical hasis of these arguments at the outset rests on 

Marx's concept of capital accumulation and the necessary 

production of a ‘surplus population', it is this conceptual 

context that provides the basis for the analysis of Blacks 

in the United States' economy and migrant labour in Western 

Europese To some axeniitl: certain analyses of the role of the 

reserves or Bantustans in South Africa may be seen to reproduce 

these arguments. The concepts of 'sub-proletariat' or 

'tunderclass' and their association with the race concept will 

be seen to be derived from those more general positions 

platarsted siyshauott sat 

To some extent, the resolution of this first set of arguments 

Tests on economic theory alone. They also, as we shall sce, 

necessarily presuppose a certain formal relationship present
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between, on the one hand, certain economic exigencies, and 

certain ideological and political forms on the other. Section 

II will be concerned specifically with those attempts to 

develop a concept of racism as the ideological component of 

neo-Marxist theory. Whilst the arguments in Section I are 

presented in general using contemporary illustrations, the 

concept of racism on the other hand may be seen to be part of 

a more general consideration of the historical bases of the 

doctrine of somatic and biogenetic differentiation. In 

common with sociological theories: of race, often implicit im 

this historical dimension is the assumption that contemporary 

race relations may be understood more readily in terms of an 

analysis of their origins. The 'racism/slavery' debate (or, 

more precisely, slavery within capitation’: has been the subject 

of a good deal of controversy in the field and one that from 

within neo-lerxist theory itself has prompted disagreement. 

Dissension has in general terms focussed on the degree of 

autonomy present at the level of the ideological form, ih 

this case, racism. Variant formulations in this respect may 

be said to constitute the theoretical conditions for the 

appearance of the race concept in the programmes of certain 

nationalist political movements. In particular these will 

be examined in Section III with reference to various 

organisations in the United States and South Africa, and, 

in a slightly different context, in two of the more overtly 

political journals, whose object amongst others is the analysis 

of Blacks/immigrants in the British class structure. In each. 

case it will be possible to show hcw the programmes of these
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groups have in part reproduced in essential terms variant 

positions in what has become known as the 'race/class debate’. 

In so far as they have reproduced the debate at this level 

they may be seen to coincide with certain forms of political 

practice that will be elaborated below. 

In concluding Part Three, we shall return to the possibility 

of a Marxist theory of race in general and its relationship to 

sociological race relations. Given the initial social 

designation, the crucial problem remains of establishing a non- 

biological theory of race independent of those concepts 

elaborated in Part Two. If such a (non-biological) theory 

cannot be established, then the question of the relationship 

of Marxist theory to Marxist sociologies of race (we shali 

return to this distinction below) must be considered 

problematic. Furthermore, given those recent attempts to 

distinguish Marxist theory and sociology, the question remains 

whether we are not guilty once more of confounding two sets 

of mutually exclusive propositions. In concluding Part Three, 

we shall tentatively suggest a possible form of conceiving 

race that avoids both the particularism of a sociology of 

race relations and the variant forms of reductionism found 

in neoflarxist theories of race. In general they may be seen 

as an attempt to reaffirm the concept of complex totality 

comprising a number of relatively autonomous levels. From 

the standpoint of the arguments presented here in Part Three 

this autonomy, though conceded formally, has effectively been 

denied. In contrast to these arguments, the concepts of race 

and racism will ultimately be conceived as the products of
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determinate ideologies and ideological practices. Only then 

: 
is it possible to astablish their modes of intervention in 

politics and the economy. As far as the economy is concerned 

in particular, they may be conditioned by it, but are not in 

the first instance, contingent on it. 

Notes. 

1. The term ‘'neo-Marxist' hos been adupted for two reasons. 
Firstly there is an ahsence of any attempt to develop a 
theory of race in ciassical Marxism. Cunsequently anv 
‘Narxist' theory of rece can only co so on the basis 3? 
an Slaberation, sather than reproduction, of the caicents 

of iflarxist theory. Secondly, given the sonsiderable 
degree of contrevorsy surrounding the status of Marxism 

and its status vis a vis sociology, the term neo-Marxism 
seemc best suited to refer to variant forms of Marxist 
theory and Marxist sociology ete. as 'neo-Marxist' and 
leave a consiveraticon of the possibility of a ‘Marxist 
theory of Race Relations’ until later. 

2. It is interesting tno note the extent te which non-Marxists 
rely on the neo-Marxian elaboration of the concept of _ 
racism in their own sociolonies of race reiations. See 
for instance, N.Banton, “What do we mean by"Racism"?! 
and alsn M™.G. Smith whose accommodation of the concept 
we reviewed in Part Two. 

3. For an elaberation of these levels see L. Althusser, 
For Marx, esp, Part Three. 

4. Clearly it is not possinie to provide, an exhaustive acrount 
of the illustrative material available in this fisld. 
Certain areas, 6.9. the Caribbean, have been overlooked 
altogether. Furthermore within each area, and tnis is 
particularly crue of Section I1I, there is by no means a 
full account as far as the areas selected themselves are 
concerned. There is clearly a case for these omissions, 
if they are considered in terms of their role in this 
investigation, as illustrations at 2 mors substantive 
level of analysis of certain theoretical positions. 
It is really this attempt to Incate a limited number of- 
dominant theoretical positions (identified in terms 
of certain basic coneents) that lies at the heart of this 
investigation. Case study material is crucial here sinca 
it serves to illustrate the more substantive implications 
of these.pocitiions.Ta reproduce sxhaustively these Latter 
pesitions would mot only prove physically out of the 

question, it would also serve to obscure the recognition 

of a quite distinct set of objectives.
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I. Race and the Economy. 
_
 

° TheTheurstical Sasis of the Concent of Race as an Economic 

Catejory: Marx's General Law of Capitalist Accumulation and 
  

the Tendency toward the Prodiiction of a Relative Surpius 

Population or Industrial Reserve Army. 

In the elaboration of the conditions sof extenced ree 

3 
ue 

production i.e. the sonversion of surplus value into capital, 

Marx distinguishes tuo constituent elements in the latter's 

camposition hoes internai relationships are transformed as a 

result of capital accumulation. The value or tecnnical 

comaosition of capital comprising the value ot the means of 

production ‘constant capital) and the value of labour power 

(variable papeteny “end the material or srqanic composition 

comprising the means of production and living labour power, 

Tt is. to be precise, the relation between the mass of means 

of production empioyed and the mass of lebcur nececsary for 

their employment that determines the organic composition of 

capital. In the chapter on capitalist accumulation, Marx 

elaborates two distinct prcases of this ions? The first 

presuppose a constant peieetdn present in the elements in 

the technical composition of capital. In this case the demand 

for labour, as ea result of the transformation of surplus 

Value into capital, will increase in proportion to the capital. 

If the proportion of capital and consesuently the demand for 

Labour -dnoereess wthexsupmly ,-then deceaurii rise. The 

latter, that is, an increase in the labour price, will either
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prompt the creation of more capital (a great stock with 

small profits will increase faster than a small stock with 

great profits) or it will reduce accumulation, thereby 

restoring equilibrium through a fall in wages. 

The second phase involves an elaboration of the effects 

of a change in the technical composition of capitel.’° The 

capitalist mode of production presupposes, in the first 

instance, accumulation by a handful of individual producers. 

Only then is co-operation on a large scale possible, as is 

the division and combination of labour, and economies of the 

means of production (instruments of labour e.g. machinery). 

The growing extent of the means of production is an expression 

of the growing productiveness'of labour. Such, according to 

flarx, is the precondition of the diminution of the mass of 

labour in proportion to the mass of means of production moved 

by ce Hence a relative increase in constant capital in 

relation to its variable constituent increases the amount of 

capital required to effect an increase in the demand for 

labour. 

So far, only the general effects af capital accumulation 

on the technical composition of capital have been discussed. 

The competition betweem individual capitals induces a tendency 

toward their centralisation...” The cheapness of capital, that 

is to say how much may be extracted from the M - € = M process 

of the circulation of cemaodit wae will depend on the scale 

of production which in turn will affect the productivity of 

labour. Under conditions of competition, big capitals beat 

smaller capitals, the latter consequently tending to concentrate



in areas where ‘Modern Industry! has not developed. This 

process of centralisation effected through competition between 

capitals and the credit system (the mechanism for the movement 

of capital), accentuates and develops the effects of 

accumulation and concentration. 

The absolute reduction in the demand for labour which 

necessarily follows from this is obviously so much greater 
the higher the degree in which the capitals undergoing 
this process of renewal are already massed together by 
virtue of the centralisation movement. 8. 

The production of a surplus population is thus a condition 
| 

of existence of the capitalist mode of produstions”* 

It is capitalistic accumulation itself that constantly 

produces, and produces in the direct ratio of its own 

energy and extent, a relatively redundant population of 
labourers, i.e., a population of greater extent than 

suffices for the average needs of the self-expansion of 

capital, and therefore a surplus-population. 10. 

Not only is the production of such a surplus a direct 

consequence of capital accumulation, but furthermore a 

relatively mobile population is required as some spheres 

maintain their technical composition of capital while others 

increase their constant in relation to their variable 

constituents. 

There must be the possibility of throwing great masses 

of men suddenly on the decisive points without injury 
to the scale of production in other spheres ... the 

course characteristic of modern incustry, viz. a 

decennial cycle, (interrupted by smaller oscillations), 

of periods of average activity, production at high 

pressure, crisis and stagnation, depends on the constant 

formation, the greater or less absorption, and the re- 

formatiom of the industrial reserve army or surplus- 

population. ll. 

For each sphere of production the level of wages then 

242.
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will be contingent on the technical composition of capital, 

affected by mevemants in capital accumulation, "Taking them as 

a whole", however, “the aoeneral movements of wages are 

exclusively regulated by the expansion and contracticn of the 

J | 12 
industrial reserve army". ‘ 

Such transformations at the level of the technical 

composition of capita) then are responsible nat only for the 

production of a surplus population, but in addition, for the 

; : ed : Be Bese sia 
"badly paid strata of the British industrial class" and 

14. 
the "hest-naid, the aristocracy, of the working class", 

hence for divisions within the proletariat. 

In summarisiny Marx's theoretical account of the 

9 jo
o production of an industrial reserve army and for diffarentiation 

within the esmopicyed sector of labour, we may say ¢ 

i) The capitalist mode ef production presupposes some form 

of primitive accumulation. Only then is an organised 

divisicn of labnur and economies of the means of production 

possible. 

ii) Under conditions of extended reproduction transformations 

take place with respect to the internal constituent elements 

-of the technical composition cf capital, i.c. the value of 

the means of productisn and the values of labor power, and 

the organic composition, comprising the means of production 

and living labour power. 

iii) Where a constant relationship is present with respect 

o these elemants, a point may be reached where the expansion tr
 

of capital can no Longer be met by a corresponding supaly in 

labour, and wages will rise.
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‘ 

iv) As a consequence of accumulation and concentration on the 

one hand and centralisation on the other there is an inherent 

ASS 

tendency towards the diminution of the means of labour in 

proportion to the mass of means of production movad By it. 

v) A surplus pupulation is both a consequence and a cause 

of capital accumuiation, for the latter, accurding to the 

Level sf activity, will require relatively mobile, expendable 

eet ion oF the work-forcea. 

vi) Wages, the price paid by capital fur labour, are 

contingent on both the technical compositicn of capital in a 

particular: sphere of production and, in overali terms, on the 

contraction and expansion of the industrial reserve army. 

Such differences as dr. exist in relative wage levels, find 

expression in the existence of a relatively low-paid stratum, 

’ : Ste: 
on the one hand, and a labour aristocracy on the other. ° 

2. The concepvion of Blacks and/or immigrants ac_an 

industriel reserve armv, sij-oroletariat, or lumpenproletariat 

16. 

  

in_social structures of advancad capitalism. 

a) Western Europe, 

The recent tenuency to consider immigrants or migrants, 

regardless of colsur, in terms of certain functional 

prerequisites of the economy, cortrasts. sharply with orthodox 

sosiolagical and certain socialist commentaries in the field. 

In so far as the former have directly concerned themselves with 

Re ameahenve gt heen bean ebaniah the adoption of a’combination 

of assumptions borrowed from the ‘human relations school' and 

‘organisation' theory in industrial souigioay “and from the
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orthodox ‘immigrant-host' perspective in British race relations 

18. : : So cate 
research. Consequently research in this Pield has been: 

concerned with measuring tindices of immigrant absorption into 

ae 3 19). : . 
British industry' end in particular from an industria! 

relations standpoint, the role of the unions in restoring | 

the eauilibrium disturbed (temporarily) by the newcomers’ 

. 2 : 
arrival. In as much ae both migrant theory and the 

immigrant-host perspective subordinate the role of colour te 

a complicating factc >, they may be distinguished from attempts 

ip buth sociology and neu-Marxism to emphasise the uniqueness 

of colour and Glaci-White divisions in British suciety. 

While on the one hand this has prompted analysis on the 

ots es ; ' A sees ; 
assumption of soesificaliy racial discrimination and its 

1 : eas P 22ie. , 
resolution through legisitaution/educatian, in certain forms 

of neo-Masxism it has produced an analysis of the uniqueness 

of the cclonial experience, its effects on the colonised 

and subsequentiy the strategic tasks of specific liberation 

. Lae 

movemerts. (This latter distinction reproduces arguments 

with respect to the relation present ustwe2n race and class 

which will be developed in Sectien ITI). 

In. general, uttempts to locate and isentify the role of 

migrants/immigrants in terms of the inptroooisien 

structures of ‘advaneed' capitalism, have proceeded from 

within two related areas of Marx's economic theory. The first 

has been developed in concurrence with the latter's 

formulations on questions of the effects of movements in 

capital Porm on on the technical composition of capital, 

(i.e. those elaborated in 1. of this section). This, by and
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large, is vespeneinie for the greater part of work in this 

field both atthin the context of Western Europe and, as it will 

become clear, in the United States and South Africa. The 

second area takes up the question of ‘the law of the tendency 

of the rate of profit to fall and certain of the courteracting 

influences that follow from Hite”: 

Migration then in the first case is conceived primariiy 

as a direct Function of capital accumulation. The latter with 

respect to Jestern Europe, was prompted hy "technoloyical 

progress, and characterized by an increasing replacewant of 

labour by capital (autcmation, eta, ya ee" 

Accumulation presupposes an expanded market which was. made 

possibie through increased wages and the lowering of custom 

duties (the ECC). There resulted a Pear Beeéneinn shift of 

native workers to the service sector where higher incomes were 

obtained. This produced gaps in the labour market potentially 

available to migrant workers, which consequently constitute a 

structural requirement of the economies of Wlestern Eurcpe. 

Migration is a function not only of capital accumulation in 

the metropoles tut a function of its rcelativeiy lower levels 

in the countries of emigration. This latter phenomenon, 

considered an effect cf colonialism and depenuency, sustains 

dspendency ties through the migratory mechanism. In 

addition to these specifically economic functions there are 

both political (e.g. the ‘buffer’ function) and ideological 

effects that tend to maintain migration levels. These will 

be discussed below. As regards specifically economic 

exigencies, in the first instance, changes in the relationship
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betwesn constant and variable capital i.e. the relative 

replacement of the latter by the former, is deemed to have 

specific effects on the level and distribution of enplcoyment. 

The production of an industrial reserve army -is seen ‘as 

bath a cause and a consequence of this accumulation. A 

surplus population however, taken from the ranks of the 

indigenous population is no longer a viable praposition, 

n as both be
 

0 

nL. 27 . : for political reasons. ° Migration then is se 

a direct result of "“crnditions historically related to the 

28% Aes 
* and political production of a lumpenproletariat" 

expedience at home. he former may be arrived at via Marx's 

discussion of the production of a surplus population in 

3 . : 29%, ‘ general and a lumpenproletariat in particular (Castles 

and Kosask, in point of fact, view immigrants in terms of 

a ‘latunt surplus-population'). The latter requires an 

examination cf political conditions (embodying, in particular, 

levels of class strugole) specific to each sociel formation. 

Once it has been establisned that migrants, or imminrants 

(the gastarbeiters in Western Germany or Black Commonwealth 

immigrants in Britein) are primarily economic categories for 

.the reasons elaborated above, there yet remains the problem 

of explaining the apparent racial conflict that develops 

between indigenous and migrant or immigrant workers. Whilst 

arguments at this level focus on ideological and political 

factors as we shall eae below, there has bean one attempt, 

by Nikolinskos, to develop a theory of racism on the basis 

of competition between the various fractions of capital and 

JO. 
labour, In the above reconstruction of flarx's arguments,



competition cuneeeed 2s an integral aspect in the centralisation 

of capital, The tendency of big capital (through economies 

of the means of production and a greater labour productivity) 

is to appropriate a greater rate of surplus value and hence 

accumulate capital both at a chsaper cost and faster rate. 

According to Nikolinakos it is precisely thie competition 

between fractions of capital (indigersus and migrant) that 

provides the basis for racial conflict. In addition to intra- 

Fractional conflict within capital there is also the question 

of racial conflict Setween the indigenous anc the migrant 

proletariat. Again this may be conreived, it is argued, as 

a necessary outcome of competition between fractions of 

sepital and the ability of certain. grcups to restrain atiompte 

to diminish the cost of variable capital inors effectively 

than others. 

: Capitalists try to increase m (surplus value)...by 
diminishing v (variable capital), although trade 
unions and to some extent legislation make this very 
difricult. This is important for that part of the 
working class which is not organized in trade unions 
as well as for minorities. The possibility. of 
diminisning v in the case of these two latter groups 
is greater than in the case of organized labour. 31. 

Racism, on the one hand, is a function of competition 

between native and migrant capitel and in this situation 

"it is natural that the dominant (racial) oroug will be hated 

not only by the working class as its exploiter, but by the 

native capitalist class as well, as its competiter”.°* On 

the other hand racism is a funkiters of comprtition between 

“the indigencus endamignent. proletariat since the former is 

said to gain through the 'super-exploitation' of the latter.
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It is evident that the higher the exploitation rate of 
the minority, the more the capitalists gain. On the 

“other hand the national labour force gains as well 

since its averaga wage-rate is higher with the 
employment of the-minority than it would be without 

Ite Gas 

In so far ac these argumants rest ci strictly economic 

contingencies, they have been daveloped as an effect of | 

capitalist accumulation and subsequent chanees in its | 

technical composition. There is, however: ones further area 

of Marxist economic tneory that has been developed in this 

suontext. This concarns Castells' erguments with respect to 

the declining rate of profit and the need to counter such a 

tendency with such measures as @ reinforcement of exploitation, 

stutcs regulation, etc. 

Secording tolastelis the position of migrants and 

dertqesnte cannut ae certain arguments sugaest be sean as a 

Necessary product of the need for a flexible, mobiie surplus- 

population wigrating and withdrawing in response to cyclical 

variations in the economy. On the contrary it is erqued, 

there has osen a Lonostset growth in immigration, regardless 

eS 3 : . . 
of such fluctuations. Hence migrant labour is cconeeived 

not so much as a responses to technical demands of production 

"but by the specific interests of capital in a particular 

t fo Oe ee on .. 
phase of its developmsnt. This phase, as with precedino 

arguients, is again prompted by the effects of accumulation 

and consequent changes in the organic composition of capital. 

The tendency of the rate of profit to fall is a direct result 

..of the relatively smaller ratio of variable to constant 

capital as constituent elements in its organic composition,
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As the sole creator of value, and hence profit, any decline 

in the proportion of labour to the other constituent clements 

will necessarily entail a relative decline in the rate of 

profit. The source of value thus appears smaller in relation 

to the mass of senitei. 3 Hence at one level there appears 

a crisis of under-investment as it gradually becomes 

unprofitable. The cyclical character of such periods of 

activity balances such periods of under-investment with periods 

of over-accumulation. At one further level there appears, 

through an excess of capital and an ever-increasing growth 

rate, a tendency toward ‘structural inflation’. Under such 

circumstances immigration plays an important role: "We advance 

the hypothesis that immigration has a specific role as a basic 

deflationary factor in controlling these critical effects of 

ARE lation Oks 

In addition to various other counteracting tendencies, 

the rate of immigrant labour serves to reinforce the 

exploitation mechanism. The relative cheapness of immigrant 

labour derives from the legal-political status of immigrants.> ¢ 

Most are young, and yet at the same time, the cost of their 

education and training has been met by the country of emigration. 

Since many come without families, the cost of their 

reproduction is thus also avoided by the metropole. Furthermore 

the immigrants themselves in terms of ‘social conditions' are 

inferior to the indigenous labour fores. Hence their own 

; 39. 
cost of reproduction is reduced. , 

The legal restrictions accompanying migrant labour 

movements impose severe limitations on "their capacity for



organization and struggle", °° @ position which is advantageous 

to the various fractions of capital. Consequently, big capital 

seeks to maintain or regularise present controls, thereby 

limiting the possibility of class struggle. For small capital 

immigrant labour 

is erucial to their day-to-day survival ... This is why 
im France, the most backward of the receiving countries, 
and the one with the highest proportion of small and 
medium-sized firms, tolerated without complaint up to 
1972 a level of clandestine immiaration which at that 
time represented almost 80% of all entries. 41. (Emphasis 
in original). 

As far as indigenous labour is concerned, the ability to rely 

on this 

veritable world reserve army «ee, causes a relative 
lowering of wages thus contributing to the structural 
counter-tendency which helps delay the fall in the rate 
of profit. 42. (Emphasis in original). 

Such a position, already objectively weakening migrant labour 

through various controls, is exacerbated by this source of 

Pragmentation within the working class. a8 

In conclusion then this review of Marxian eGgabetivg! 

interpretatiors of the role of migrant labour in Western Europe 

suggests the crucial role of capital accumulation and the 

effects of transformations in the technical composition of 

capital on the demand for imported labour. The subsequent 

production of a surplus-population (whether latent or lumpen) 

is a condition of existence of this process of accumulation . 

The latter, however, is not without its contradictions, in 

particular, a tendency for the rate of profit to fall as a 

result of changes in the technical composition of capital. In 

the face of political pressure at home to preserve full
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employment ona ohne need to counter a declining rats of profit, 

the depandence on migrant labour becomes an indispensatle 

feature af capitalist ecenomies of Western Europe. Their 

position is both advantageous politically in particujar to 

dig capital and vital economica’ly to small and medium-sized 

firms. As far as native labour is concerned their presence 

can only objectively weaken their own bargaining pesition, 

particularly in their role as an industrial reserve army. 

Such 2 pusition induces to some extent a fragmenvation within 

the working class, an additional prerequisite of the system- 

Sefore moving cn to a review of the role of Blacks in 

terms of the cxisenciss of the American and South African 

economies and certain problems cemmon to all theoretical 

analyses. it would Se useful to demonstrate how these positinns 

have served as the basis for illustrating the 'concitions' of 

migrants/immigrants in Western Europe. 

Ai examination of these has focussed, im partinsular, on 

employment on tiie one hand, and housing conditions 3n ine 

other. 

Employment. 

Evidence here tas been collected on the patterns of 

industrial concentration, and within specific industries 

segregation at the Level of plant or firms patterns of 

unionisation, relative wage levels, unemployment rates and, 

related to the latter, legal restrictions with respect to 

conditions & residence.’ “In Castles and Kosack's well 

documented survey, immigrants in all four countries considered
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(Germany, Switzerland, France and Britain) eppeared heavily 

A 
Ge concentrated in certain industries or apeupations.” In 

Germany the overwhelming majority work in manufacturing 

industries and building. Those from recruitment countries 

are Pound predominantly in metal production and engineering. 

Great Britain has a far more varied pattern for immigrants 

than in other countries and the differences between indigenous 

and immigrants are less noticeable. However, migrants do 

Follow certain patterns, for instance, the Irish are over- 

represented in construction, so too are the Jamaicans, but the © 

latter are also found in metal and transport; Pakistanis in 

textiles and metal as are Indians who are also over-represented 

in engineering. Oespite greater variation there is, then, 

a greater concentration of new Commonwealth immigrants in 

jobs requiring little skill and no status i.e. textile, 

clothing, engineering, foundry and the railways. Rex puts 

it thus ; 

So far as scaiipation is concerned, the colonial worker 
First finds acceptance as a replacement worker. He 
Pinds that there are certain jobs ee. so arduous or 
unpleasant that they are not acceptable to the majority 
of the metropolitan working class. 45. 

In Switzerland, Italians who are by far the biggest migrant 

group, are most heavily concentrated in building and 

engineering. It has been said in fact to underline Rex's 

point that the unwillingness of Swiss citizens to work in 

Pactories has resulted in a high proportion of foreign 

workers being employed in all sectors. In France $2.3% of 

migrants are employees and the majority are found in buildinoa 

and engineering yet again. Consequently it isargued migrants in all
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four metropolitan centres are concentrated in certain industries 

and these are normally in the heaviest, dirtiest and most 

unpleasant conditions, jobs rejected by the indigenciis work- 

force in favour of higher status occupations. 

As; tegards patterns cf employment, most studies confirm 

that “during times of recession, unemployment amungst Coloured C 9 pLoy 

workers has tended to vise more rapidly that amongst White 

. 4 

workers and to go dow; again more slowly when trade recovers". ° 

In Switzerland foreign workers are reeruited for specific 

Joos by specific employers and if they lose their jobs they 

are not allowed to stay. Their position is almost as precarious 

in Geemany where they are at Least offered a small benefit if 

hey are made redundant through no fault of their cwn. 

rurthermore migrants fare no better in terms of relative wage 

levels vis a vis their indigenous -wounterparts, having taken 

into considoration their patterns of industrial and 

occupational consentretionp and vulnerability tn fluctuations 

in the trade cytle. According to Nikolinakos "research in 

Switzerland, fFngland and France has revealed that fareign 

e 
workers belong to the lowest paid groups". * This fact is 

not simply, it is suggested, a result of the aforementioned 

factors i.e. their patterns of industrial concentration, but 

several recent industrial disputes have revealed that pay 

rates differ far the same grade of work. At Harwood Cash Lawn 

Mill (a factery recently purchased by Courtaulds) the girls 

were paid twenty eight pounds for a forty eight hour week. 

The Pakistanis, to earn as much, were forced to work a sixty 

hour week minimum (in point of fact they risked dismissal for



anything less than between seventy two and eighty four hours 

a week) and, morsover, were not paid overtime rates, Saturday 

; 48, or Sunday rates, nor entitled to shift allowance. 

The relative ‘baskwardness' of migrants in the Labour 

movement suggested and developed by Castells has been 

illustrated in the context of the unionisation of migrants. 

Allen, ina sinh ef Bradford's immigrants, found their 

low level of unionisation could cnly be understuod with 

reference to poorer upion organisation in the industries 

49, where immigrants predominated. This would seen tn be 

the lugical outcome of the position discussed earlier i.e. 

that it will be in industries and occupations offering Little 

in the way of pay, reasonable conditions of work, status 2nd 

with a high risk of redundancy that union organisation is 

often weak and it is in these firms that immigrants pradoaminantly 

find themselves. 

The fragmentation of the working class, a ptoblem raised 

by Castelis, has been tne subject of numerous studies and 

reports particularly in the eQntext of industrisl disputes. 

In flay 1972, for instances, at Crepa Size, Nottingham, 

White workers refused to join Asians in their bid to improve 

rates of pay and sonditions of work. At the time of the dispute 

the Asians were paid thirty five to forty pounds for an eighty 

Eg 
. 

““* At Courtaulds, where tihites refused to four hour week, 

participate in industrial action, the immigrants were used as 

bargaining counters by the firm which threatened its complete 

closure (including 2000 Whites) unless the interests of the 

overwhelmingly immigrant spinning department were sacrificed.
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What is more, the Whites called for strike action in protest 

at the Company's action to reinstate Blacks with full tights 

and benefits (a suggestion which many Asians supported). >-° 

At. Birmid Qualeast, White workers campaigned for separate 

washing facilities and only outside campaigning prevented the 

company from adopting the proposal. It is significant to note 

at Birmid Qualeast the occupational distribution of Asians. 

In the foundries division, minety five percent of the 

production line were mon-Whites while Whites held 99.99% 

of staff and executive posts.” It is worth considering 

not simply the industrial concentration of immigrants but 

further the occupational distribution within certain 

industries which may provide further evidence of a segregated 

immigrant work-force. Rimmer found evidence of segregation 

in his analysis of the effects of ethnic work on industrial 

relations in a small group of foundries. Fifteen out of the 

twenty eight occupational classifications were occupied by 

immigrants, twenty three out of twenty eight by Whites. gut 

further evidence of work group classifications illustrated 

how am apparently integrated moulders' section consisted of 

immigrants working on one track while White workers worked 

on another. Rimmer concludes "in spite of first appearances, 

the reality revealed by the work-group distribution was that 

there were comparatively few immigrants who were well integrated 

in their working lives",>>* a conclusion that questions 

Patterson's belief that 'integration' ends outside the factory 

gates. According to Rimmer there is little evidence of it 

inside.
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Housing. 

In Britain, it is argued, there are areas of ‘urban 

deprivation! around the city centre where immigrant members 

and poor Whites find themselves (such sreas thet have come 

. , 54. 
umder study include the Sparkbrook area by Rex ana finore 

Shs 

and the Handsworth area by John ). This nas been found to 

ue the case elsewhere in Europe: "If gnettoes are understood 

in a wider sense, to include all groups of immiaorants living 

in virtuel segregation from the rast of the population, then 

' : eee es es 
there are ghettoes in ail four countries". Accommodation 

for immigrants in metropolitan centres vaiics from hostels 

for single workers, nmftan close to tne factory where no one 

else lives, to attic flats in Germany and Switzerland, transit 

centres in France and the old tenements fotind in twilight 

areas. of the city centres in Britain. 

The benefits that accrue to various sections of White 

capital and labour have been well documented in tnese studies. 

Such apparent benefits, it has been noted. have been sufficient 

to cut across traditional lines of industrial bargaining. The 

White elitism’ that Pull@ found in the Hosiery industry, 

notably a ‘White alliance of workers and management! (and 

union in many cases) rendered the immigrant work force isolated 

and impotent. White strike-breakers kept production levels 

almost up to normal so the impact of immigrant actioi was 

herdly felt in many seeaetntt Employers benefit from such a 

situation, it is suggested, and by perpetuating it (German) 

“society has “seen to it that they get the maximum economic 

advantage out of the employment of foreigners". Nikolinakos
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goes on, "the whole mechanism of disnrimination is profit- 

F ; ; ern tees ea eos oriented. It is the idsology of maximising the profit", 

Yhat is more, this preposition appiies no less to Landlords 

than to employers. Giscrimination operates to confine 

immigrants to certain areas. Oanisl argues thus : 

The accounts of both landlords end their agents show that 
Swo main justifications are put forwara for discriminating 
against coloured peopie in private letting.--The first is 
that celoured peosle are unacceptable as neighbours to 
many hite people .«.. the second is .«.. coloured people 
in general are inferior as tenants to white people. 59. 

Hence it becomes possible, through a greatly restricted supply 

of property available to would-be immigrant tenants, to force 

the latter to pay extortionate rents for the privilege of 

having a roof over their heads. (Gnme must not foragat that 

7 

immigrant lendlords too benefit from such a set-up and this 

is recognised es 4 enmplicating factor ). The landlord is 

thus apnle to exploit this situation further by sub-ietting 

to as many immigrants as possible and charging people on a 

per capita basis. "° Nikolinakos cffers aris of the most 

explicit pieces of evidence of the apparent oenefits which 

accrus to landiords as a direct resuit of immigraticn. He 

refers to a letter from the German Minister of Housing in 

August 1960 in which "he asks the Ministers of Housing we. 

to deny the approval of petitions on the pars of employers 

who wanted to build sheds for foreign workers they intended 

to employ because this kind o® living accommodation is 

pods Not only is this evidence of the vested . cheaper 

iandowning interast in.immigration, but more specifically, 

it is argued, it may be indicative of a conscious form of barter
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on the part of ruling interests to divide the surplus value 

that accrues from immigration. 

One attempt to demonstrate in general terms the positive 

effects on the economy of a subordinate migrant group is 

Cinanni's examination of the economic effects on the countries 

of origin of the migrant work-force.° The remittance 

cannot be seen as compensation for training so long as no 

indemnity is given to the migrant worker. The daily work- 

Tate consequently contributes a higher percentage of profit 

to the metropolitan economy which necessarily benefits from 

labour's surplus value. What is more, 

by the very sale of goods to the country of origin of 
the immigrant worker, paid with that part of his 
salary that is used as 'remittance', the same country 
derives an ulterior benefit, which is in direct relation 
between the countries importing and exporting the same 
manpower and in reality counts for double. 463. be 

Consequently between 1954 - G0 for instance 

'the activity of foreign manpower has led to an increase 
of the national Swiss revenue of 2,340 milliom Swiss 
Francs'. The real salaries paid to the same workers 
having been about 800 million, the Swiss population 
has benefitted by the difference. 64, 

Middle and upper income groups benefit from having at 

their disposal a large supply of cheap domestic labour. It 

has already been emphasised that Immigrants provided the 

possibility of a cheap source of labour. Generally it has 

only been necessary to pay a fraction more than a subsistence 

wage to attract Immigrants from their countries of origin. 

Wage differentials often increase as firms attemoted to divide 

the workforee along national lines <” Thus all groups but 

those at the very bottom are given a stake in the system and at



least within the system improve their lots. It must be 

remembered, if we are to accept this argument, that a cheap m 

labour supply is in capital's interest and the benefits of 

such a supply will only be redistributed in so far as capital's 

interests are sua le served. One other group that benefits is 

the marginal firms who, if they had had to pay normal prices 

for their labour, would have been forced out of existence. 

A cheap labour supply thus lowers their costs and prolongs 

their existence; what is more it is the marginal firms whose 

costs/revenue is higher than most and this has an effect on 

the conditions of work offered to aviplogses™ Thus the migrants 

are drawn to those firms who pay considerably less than the 

average price for labour; they also find themselves for similar 

reasons working in the most unpleasant conditions and facing 

the worst job opportunity prospects (promotion, security, etc.) 

that a firm can hope to offer and remain in aereroeeee The 

‘contract' and 'rota' systems enable the countries involved 

to expand or contract the immigrant labour market wee 

Fluctuations in the trade cycle. 

The technological trends referred to above explain, it 

is argued, the existence of a segregated sub=proletariat 

through the rota system, which establishes a high turnover 

of labour, produces what has been referred to as an industrial 

reserve army of labour and one that is denied, in consequence, 

any possibility of long term assimilation. 

These illustrations, taken from numerous studies and 

reports have been developed in the context of certain theoretical
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propositions discussed in the early part of this section. In 

general they serve to illustrate the relative cheapness of 

migrant labour over its indigenous counterpart. Furthermore 

they serve to illustrate the demands for a relatively mobile 

expendable work-force conceived as a direct consequence of 

economic imperatives and operative through an elaborate system 

of permit restrictions and rota systems. They describe the 

relative benefits available to the employers of migrant 

labour (concentrated in apparently backward sectors of the 

economy where profit margins are tight and ‘reinforcement of 

exploitation' most expedient),to Landlords and finally to the 

state which is spared certain costs that are borne by the 

country of emigration. The controversy over the ‘'applicability' 

or relevance of 'sub-proletariat', ‘industrial reserve army', 

‘lumpenproletariat', or ‘underclass' is on the basis of 

specific conditions of both migrant and indigenous labour 

differentiated above. Sefore commenting on this debate, the 

role of Slacks in the American and South African acbnantes 

will briefly be discussed before returning to the general 

implications of these arguments. 

b) United States. 

In their analysis of the American 'race issue', Saran 

and Sweezy reproduce in general terms the arguments reviewed 

above. Essentially the present position of Blacks is a 

product of both the Southern slave system and recent 

developments in monopoly canitalieny o* The migration from 

the South towards the expanding industrialised economy of 

the North is a product of both unemployment (a result of
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agricultural mechanisation in the mural South) and the excess 

demand for labour once European immigration had been reduced 

after World War I. Hence Black migrant labour may be seen 

as an effect of both capital accumulation in the North and 

its relative absence ( though mechanisation is clearly evidence 

of some) in the South. The Naorthern-Southern relationship 

parallels im this sense the relationship present in Western 

Europe between the metropoles and the countries of emigration. 

In the United States the position of Blacks in the 

Northern industrial centres is quite umlike, at least in the 

long-term, the position of European immigrants there? * Whilst 

the latter were able to advance occupationally and 

educationally (and consequently disperse geographically) °*there 

are, on the contrary, forces present, it is argued, reinforcing 

the 'sub=-proletarian' condition of the negro. In the first 

place private interests benefit from its existence. Employers 

in general benefit from the fragmentation of the working 

classy) and the uneven development of the labour movement. 

Small capital not so much benefits as survives through the 

existence of cheap labour. Property owners too benefit from 

discrimination and hence geographical confinement, pushing up 

the price of accommodation through its relatively short supply. 

Finally white labour benefits from its almost exclusive hold 

on the more desirable and better paid cecupations. In 

addition to the benefits 9 *that accrue to individual groups, 

there exists as an integral feature of transformations in 

monopoly capitalism, a tendency toward the production of a 

surplus population. To be more precise, its existence is a



result of changes in the ratio of variable to constant capital 

effected through capital accumulation. Technology, it is 

argued, has effectively reduced the demand for unskilled and 

semi-skilled labour and in so far as it is these jobs that are 

rediicsd, - Black labour fares worst of all. The unemployment 

figures bear witness to this facts °° 

Though the facts are specific to the American economy, 

they serve to illustrate certain tendencies that are common 

to the analyses of migrant labour in Western Europe. At this 

level problems for one will entail to some extent, as we shall 

see, problems for both. Before attempting to develop these 

there remains the analyses of Slacks in South Africa in terms 

of the particularities specific to the development of the 

South African economy. 

5 a Hl nf y f) cf f ‘ Sy } by 

c) South Africa. PhCIOcey 2 

South Africa possibly provides the most explicit illustration 

of all the curremt analyses of ‘race situations' of vie’ benaione 

surrounding the question of the contradictory or supportive 

status of Bkacks in the economy. In so far as the elaborate 

and complex system of race laws contradicts certain rational 

exigencies of contemporary cepitaliem, the former, it is 

Bs To be more precise argued, will disappear through reform. 

certain integral features of contemporary capitalism include 

a flexible, mobile division of labour (occupationally and 

geographically) in addition to free movement of capital and 

resources. The geoqraphical restriction of Blacks to the 

Bantustans, and their occupational confinement through certain 

forms of discriminatory legislation that favours White Labour,
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only serves to inhibit, it is argued, maximum economic growth 

potential. 

Whereas the moral considerations and the socially 
disruptive effects of apartheid have rarely if ever 
hindered its implementation, economic cost has 
undoubtedly played an important delaying and mitigating 
tole. There is no question that a Tigid application 
of apartheid (in the sense of macro-segregation) would 
guickly bring the entire economy to a standstill. 74. 

The 'liberal-reformists', or advoeates of the industrialism 

argument, as it has become known, -> "are not alone in this 

respect, and certain (African) nationalist positions reproduce 

these arguments to the extent that apartheid is seen again 

to contradict. economic development. Hence H. & J. Simons 

write ; 

South Africa's malaise stems from the impact of an 
advanced industrialism on an obsolete, degenerate 
colonial order. Stress and conflict are symptoms of 
an inner disharmony. (Contradictions)... between the 
dynamic potential of a multi-racial labour foree and 
the strait-jacket of racially segregated institutions.76. 

For both nationalists and liberals apartheid and the economy 

are out of step = they differ only over the location of the 

imminent cause. In an extremely convincing critique of both, 

Atmore and Westlake write : 

For the liberal apologists, capitalism is the true 
determinant, and racialism - or a society stratified 
according to racial distinctions = the false; for 
the nationalists, the opposite is the case. 77. 

They continue ; 

These determinants, dually active, are both anticipatory 
and teleological. The past directly anticipates the 
present .«.. And the future is latent in the past - 
the cause and course of apartheid/separate development 
is presented as the movement of the will of the 
Afrikaner Volk towards its inherent end of dominance 
over the cther South African 'nations' or ‘races! se. 
and capitalism is viewed as heading towards its inherent 
end of complete and beneficient integration. 73.
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In challenging both liberals and nationalists, there 

has emerged a position that sees the role of Blacks in South 

Africa as not so much contradicting as complementing the needs 

of its economy. Such is the position of Wolpe, os Legassick, 60. 

Davies Bt. and Jordaan,°*° though their conclusions differ in 

certain crucial respects. 

' Apartheid here is considered functional to and supportive 

of transformations in the capitalist mode of production or more 

specifically for Wolpe changes in the relationship between the 

reserve economy and the development of capitalism outside. 

Whereas Segregation provided the political structure 
appropriate to the earlier period, Apartheid Tepresents 
the attempt to maintain the. rate of surplus value and 
accumulation in the face of the disintegration of the 
pre-capitalist economy, ... the mechanism specific to 
South Africa in the period of secondary industrialization, 
of maintaining a high rate of Capitalist exploitation 
through a system which guarantees a cheap and controlled 
labour-force, under circumstances in which the conditions 
of reproduction (the redistributive African economy in 
the Reserves) of that labour-force is rapidly 
disintegrating. (Emphasis in original). 83. 

The reserve economy formerly provided the partial means for 

the reproduction of Africans. The remainder was paid to 

migrant African labour in the form of wages. As a result of 

this supplementary income on the reserves, the cost of wage- 

labour outside is effectively reduced, hence the possibility 

of a ‘reinforced exploitation' mechanism. The decline in the 

reproductive potential of the reserves eS may be contrasted with 

the level of accumulation in the capitalist sector. In 

particular the development of secondary industry has been 

largely responsible for consistently high growth rates in 

recent decades.°°* In summarising these developments Legassick 

writes 3;
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The trend indeed has been towards greater centralisation 
of capital control, towards the interpenetration of the 
earlier defined sectors of mining, agricultural, state, 
commercias and industrial capital, and towards a 
partnership between foreign and local capital in all 
sectors. 87. 

Once again as a result of capital accumulation in one sectur 

and its absence on the reserves, it was suggested in the 

Report of the. Native Laws Commission, 1946-8 that 

Blacks should be allowed permanent residential rights 
im cities ... for secondary industry and commerce oe. 
the migrant iabour system should he gradually phased 
oute 688. 

Another argument however proposed the tightening up of 

existing extra-economic coercive arrangements to atcommodate 

Blacks under conditions of capital accumulation and an 

expanding secondary sector. Such ‘arrangements' include the 

removai of political rights which effectively deny the 

possibility of organised opposition, of economic rights se 

that Black unions are net recognised and industrial action 

iliegal and geographical rights curtailed by the sass laws 

which effectively remove militants back te their reserves and 

otherwise ensure cheap labour is available when and where it 

3 , 89. : k 90. F 
is required. It is precisely these arrangements that may 

ke considered a direct response to transformations in the 

‘economy or more precisely in the 'reserve' and capitalist 

sectors of the economic system each with its oun determinate 

mode of production. ~* 

Under conditions of capital accumulation, the ratio 

of variable to constant capital is reduced, a factor not without 

its consequences.



There is increasingly evidence that, in contrast to ®atlier periods when the demand of capital for labour exceeded the supply ... the problem ts now one of 
creating suffisisnt employment tuo meet the supply. 92. 

In this context the wigrant worker plays an increasingly 

important roles, 

Rightlessnecs, migrancy, and dispersion, reducs thic Concentration and this strength (which develops with 
@ ‘nominally free! proletariat). At the same time the 
structures of extra-economic coercion serve to central the industrial reserve army of the unemployed, disposing it ii impoverished areas distant From the centres of power and wealth. Labour-reproduction costs need be mat only to the extent that labour is needed: increasing pressures on the scate for a birth-cantrol programme for blacks ae symptomatic. 93, 

The present situation Pavours White labour as weli as Capital 

and uoth Jordaen and Davies have develooned their arguments 

cn the assumpticn ef some ecnception of a labour aristocracy 

With the intervention of the state, part cf the surplus extracted Prom the blacks is appropriated to provide super waqes for the whites an¢ increase the rate of black exploitation. The high living standerds of the whites rest on the superexploitation of the blacks, 94, 

Such measures ta maintain wage and occupational differentials 

have included 'sivilised labour' policies, minimum Wace 

isvels in selected cecupations, the estahlishment of a 

Department of Employment to protect Whites fron unfair compe- 

tition from Blacks and the statutory coleur bar which reserves 
; : . 95. ae categories of work exclusively for Whites. Comparativa 

Wage rates and employment levels bear witness to the 
; 96. : ot effectiveness of these measures, It is through this 

control "thet black labour is kept cheap, and that white 

labour is kept dear",”/* 

Far from antithetical to Capitalist development, then, 

apartheid, operating through a combination of repressive and
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ideological: mechanisms has served to reproduce on an extended 

scale c2pitalist selations of production. The ‘extent! of 

‘their development is: taken as an index of the benefits directly 

associated with current legislation. hase are seen as 

beneficial both te foreign cloueel (the extent of foreign 

investment has riser dramatically despite, some tiay say, tre 
e 

E 98 
‘dysfunctions of racism')~ °and to the expansion of domestic 

markets to include White labour which. it is arqued, is 

partner in, and beneficiery to, the ‘reinforced exploitation’ 

of the Slack population. 

tmplent in ecei cP these accounts, i.e. with respect 

co. Western Eurape, the tinited States and South Africa, is a 

common set of theoretical assumptions Eatraweenea an ulassical 

Marxist theory and variant formulations of the race corsept 

(eege ‘immigrants', ‘incigencus workers', 'migrant workers! 

r 

cr
 L 

u be ete.) that coinnide w he economic categories produced 

in Marx's texts. Cach of these arguments pose two sets of 

problems. The first remains at the level of economic thesry 

and concerns tho necessity of a number of strictly econoiic 
4 

= within the economy sis oO
 

€ eubecariue prompted by certain exioen 

itself. The second concerns the coincidence of thzase economic 

forms with certain ‘ideological’ relations. The race concept 

is a product of thia second theoretical operation. It is: now 

possible to confront these problems, therety drawing out some 

of the implications af the more athe tae iaie illustrations of 

these economies in terms of their common theoretical 

presuppositions. 

x



Sie Economic Theory and the Race Concept. 

a) Capital Accumulation and the Production of a Surplus 

Population. 

The first of the strictly economic arguments concerns the 

production of a surplus population as an effect of transformations 

in the composition of capital. There are two propositions here 

that need to be distinguished. The first is that a given 

capitalist economy produces, through the effects of 

transformations in the composition of capital, a relative 

pool of unemployed conceived as a consequence of the reduction 

in the ratio of labour to capital. This argument is advanced 

in the chapter on capitalist accumulation in Capital and has 

been reproduced in several of the substantive analyses of the 

three economies above. 

The second proposition is that capital accumulation on 

an extended scale attracts labour from outside. In each of 

the above illustrations, for instance, the presence of 

Blacks, immigrants or migrant workers is the result of 

migrations from economies with little or no accumulation (the 

reserves in South Africa, the backward economies of Western 

Europe, and the Southern agricultural belt of the United 

States:)) to areas with a rapidly expanding growth rate and 

consequently, it is argued, a relatively high demand for 

labour. These two propositions, evident in each of the 

arguments reviewed above, entail these two strancely contra- 

dictory consequencese On the one hand, capital accumulation 

effectively produces a pool of unemployed (Legassick and
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Saran and Sweezy) through the diminishing ratio of variable 

to constant capital. On the other, an identical process of 

accumulation, far from wasting labour, attracts it from 

outside to supplement what is an apparently insatiable demand 

within its own boundaries. This paradox arises, it may be 

suggested, through the conflation of two quite separate 

problems. 

The first concerns the constitutive makeup of Capital's 

composition which, at any givem time, may well reflect a 

decline in the ratio of variable to constant capital. The 

investment programme of a particular firm may well have this 

effect but it does not of necessity affect the ratio in 

favour of constant capital and furthermore, and this is what 

is important, it has no bearing whatever on the levels of 

employment in the economy as a whole. 

The second problem is the determination of levels of 

employment. While the complexities of this problem will not 

be raised here, there is clearly nothing to suggest in the 

above argument that a decline in the variable component of 

capitalts composition produces a corresponding fall in the 

demand for labour. As it stands, this is the sole basis for 

the surplus population argument. If unemployment in its 

variant forms. is not a consequence of transformations at the 

level of the composition of capital, then clearly the specific 

Form id “vauee (floating, latent, stagnant) cannot be posed 

in terms of determinate levels of capital accumulation. The 

discrepancy here has resulted in attempts to differentiate
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races as economic categories on the basis of the somewhat 

arbitrary designation of one of a Tange of concepts in some 

way associated with a surplus population. Much of the 

controversy has rested on the status of the term 'sub- 

proletariat' for use in this context.?>" The latter has come 

to embody the variant forms of surplus population referred to 

above, as well as lumpenproletariat and industrial reserve 

army with little attempt to delineate its precise form in 

each case. For Allen and Smith, for instance, the position 

of Blacks is tied up with the conditions of the production of 

a lumpenproletariat (a specific form of the surplus population, 

namely its ‘lowest sediment'). Baran and Sweezy, on the other 

hand, subsume several specific forms of surplus population 

(latent, stagnant, lumpen) to the concept of sub-proletariat, 

while the notion of an industrial reserve army. has been 

invoked with respect to each of the economies referred to 

above. The tendency with respect to Blacks or migrant workers 

has been to effectively subsume all these forms under a rather 

loose formulation designed to depict a position in general 

terms inferior to Whites. The concepts of sub-proletariat 

or underclass serve to fulfil precisely this role. Though 

contemporary neo-Marxist economic theory fails, to some extent, 

to make full use of Marx's classification in this respect, 

the inadequacy of the latter's formulations over the question 

of specific forms of surplus population must in part be held 

accountable. Marx's rudimentary observations with respect to 

these forms fail to specify the conditions under which any 

ane or combination of them appear and prevail over the others. 

His failure to do so, it has been suggested, is the consequence
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of posing a general theory of levels of employment in terms 

of the composition of capital and the corresponding ratio 

of its constant and variable components. 

b) The Tendency of the Rate of Profit to fall; the Role of 

Migrant Labour as a Counteracting Influence. 

According to Marx : 

The gradual growth of constant capital in relation to 
variable capital must necessarily lead to a gradual fall 
of the general rate of profit, so long as the rate of 
surplus-value, or the intensity of exploitation of 

labour by capital, remain the same. (Emphasis in original). 
100. 

Profit then can only increase under two conditions : 

The mass of profit cannot increase so long as the same 

amount of labour is employed, unless the unpaid surplus- 

labour increases, or, should intensity of exploitation 
remain the same, unless the number of labourers grows. 101. 

The slaboration of this necessary tendency for the rate of 

profit to fall is developed in conjunction with certain 

counteracting tendencies (to Perones the volume of unpaid 

surplus Labour or increase the number of labourers) that are 

said to undermine the fundamental tendency. The migrant 

worker may be considered one such form of counterveiling 

pressure, providing the possibility of both a growth in the 

mumber of labourers and an intensification of the 

exploitation mechanism. 

The general area of the theory of the declining rate of 

profit has been the subject of some considerable degree of 

controversy in Marxist economic theory recently. Some of 

these arguments would seem to support the 'migrant labour' 

arguments whilst others would appear to underline their



speculative character. In another respect still, which we will 

return to later, the rate of profit argument appears somewhat 

superfluous, as does the elaboration of the concept of race 

itself. 

In so far as many of the eritics of the rate of profit 

argument have taken the counteracting tendencies to denegate, 

in effect, the fundamental tendency in the first place, they 

may appear in principle to support the migrant labour 

arguments. Steedman for instance writes, 

There is no obvious reason why any tendency to fall 

should be regarded as 'fundamental', while tendencies 

to rise should be dubbed ‘ecounteracting'. 102. 

The migramt labsour arguments would apparently be vindicated 

if such a position were maintained, as one of a number of 

possible counteracting tendemcies. It might well be 

considered, as economists above have suggested, a fundamental 

exigency of contemporary capitalism. 

The counteracting influences: argument, while it pile 

to support the theories of migrant labour against the falling 

rate of profit, nmevertheless assumes that, in the absence 

of these tendencies, the law would apply. In point of fact, 

as. Steduman goes on to suggest, taken on its own, there is 

considerable doubt as to whether this would be the case. 

There is no reason at all why the methods of production 

and the real wage should not change through time 

in such a way that S/(C + V) falls while the profit 
trate rises, or vice versa. 103. 

If such is the case there is no reason to suggest that 

to increase the exploitation mechanism with respect to migrant
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labour would, in point of fact, have the desired effect aon the 

economy as a whole, and certainly not the most desirable to 

the point of being exigent to its needs. As we have already 

suggested, what may appear to be ostensibly beneficial to an 

individual employer may not have a similar effect on the 

economy as a whole. It may be, for instance, that the 

relative 'cheapness' of migrant labour deters a more efficient 

use of machinery and raw materials and consequently lowers 

the social product of labour. Such might well be the case in 

the so-called backwoods of industry where it has been suggested 

migrant workers more often than not find themselves. 

If the viability of the economic arguments themselves 

are subject to a good deal of controversy within Marxist 

Seanbelaee = then there still remains the problem of 

identifying the race concept with that of migrant labour, that 

is tao say, the En iaelaenae of real racial with real economic 

categories. The consideration of races in this way presupposes 

their existence in objective terms. If the race concept is 

not intemded to designate an economic but an ideological 

object, then the coincidence of real economic categories 

(classes or fractions of classes), political/legal categories 

(migrant labour) and ideological categories (false racial 

classifications) has yet to be resolved. In this sense the 

wtriotly economic arguments are somewhat superfluous. We 

shall return to this problem in Section II. As regards the 

role of profit arguments, it is worth noting Steedman's 

concluding remarks on the subject.



There is, at present, no respectable Marxist theory of a 
long-run tendency for the rate of profit to fall. Thus any 
existing Marxist analyses of capitalist development which 
are based on the existence of such a tendency are, as et, 
without theoretical foundation. (Emphasis added). 105. 

c) Race as an Economic Category: the Role of the State and 

Ideology. 

It has- already been suggested that attempts to concede 

‘races' as real economic categories have involved two distinct 

theoretical processes for their advocates. The first set of 

propositions suggest that transformations in the composition 

of capital effected through capital accumulations are 

responsible for certain changes in levels of employment. 

Differentiation is thus seen as a necessary outcome of these 

developments. These arguments, and those concerning the 

Pallimg rate of profit, are clearly posed aeoeee level of 

economic. theory, and in their reproduction every attempt was 

made to extricate these from additional psychologistic 

evidence, often submitted to lend them support. oo The 

question of establishing certain exigencies in the economy 

is one problem which, it has been suggested, is not altogether 

satisfactorily resolved in Marxist and neo-Marxist theory. 

There is a second problem however and this concerns the 

location of the concept cf race in terms of these propositions. 

This second process entails the adoption of certain assumptions 

roqendtng the role of the economy that have necessary 

Tepercussions for the overall coneeptualisation of the social 

formation. Within this second set of propositions there are 

two possible means of conceiving the race concept. The first
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is to reduce race to real economic categories so that races 

do exist and race relations correspond to a variant form of 

bitiead er instance, the capital-labour relationship. Nikolinakos, 

tackles racism in terms of competition between dominant and 

subordinate racial groups, and indigenous capital and labour, 

In terms of an economic theory of racism then, it presupposes 

the existence of races at the outset. Competition which 

gives rise to racism ('feelings of hate' etc.) is a necessary 

outcome of the initial differentiation of groups along racial 

lines. The second possibility admits the problems satelved 

im this position, in particular the assumption of real racial 

differences and their reduction to real economic categories. 

Here races are conceived as ideological categories whose 

appearance nevertheless is subject to the demands of the 

economy. Races thes are not strictly economic categories, 

but false ideological representations. Clearly this second 

position transcends the confines of strictly economic theory 

and assumes a certain formal relationship between the economy 

and the extra-economic forms. This relationship will be 

elaborated fully in: the section that follows. The 

presuppositions involved in this second argument conceive 

both racism as an ideological form, and subsequently races 

as political representations to be direct effects of economic 

transformations of the sort elaborated above. Furthermore in so 

far as they represent the basis of the dominant trend in the 

theoretical/ideological content of various nationalist/liberation 

programmes through their attempts to reduce the race concept 

in this way to economic effects, neo-Marxist theory of necessity
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reduces the conceptualisation of other aspects of the social 

totality in the same way. The problem of moving from economic 

to racial categories however remains unresolved. In terms of 

the economie arguments referred to above the concentration 

of capital may well entail the competition between the various 

fractions but there is nothing in this argument to suggest 

how and why competition becomes racially based. To superimpose 

the race concept into this analysis serves only to introduce 

elements that clearly cannot be conceived solely in terms of 

the economy. One of the major tasks in this general 

examination of the concept of race in neo-Marxist theory 

is to draw out the implications of this problem both at a 

theoretical level and in terms of its political effects. In 

consequence it will assert the necessity of conceiving ‘races! 

and ‘racism' as essentially the produet of ideological practices 

that may subsequently and only subsequently intervene at the 

level of political practice and the economy. 
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Las The Theory of Ideology and the Concept of Racism. 

Gne debate which has received considerable attention in 

the social sciences and history over the last thirty years 

concerns attempts to specify the conditions under which racism 

and slavery arose and the bearing one has on the other. 

Implicit in much contemporary 'race relations' literature is 

the assumption that ‘race prablems' may be understood more 

readily and their resolution thereby facilitated by probing 

the question of the genesis of racist thought. Though the 

debate per se does not provide the subject-matter of this 

examination, certain of its participants will be raised in 

so far as their work pertains to an examination of the concept 

of racism in neo-Marxist theory. Furthermore certain 

implications may be drawn from this discussion that question 

the debate itself and the possibility of its resolution in 

the terms in which it has traditionaitly been formulated. 

Though the precise status of the term racism has by no 

means been clearly formulated, it is necessary at the outset 

to give sonsckete? indication of that area of knowledge in 

general to which it refers. _Hence Benedict uses the term in 

a way that is generally approved by Marxists and non-Marxists 

alike: here it is referred to as : "the dogma that one ethnic 

gtoup is condemned by nature to congenital inferiority and 

another group is destined to congenital superiority",-* 

In attempting to introduce some measure of conceptual 

rigour into the area, Noel has specified that it is its 

ideological content that distinguishes racism from ethnocentrism



and racialism,-*and like Benedict and van den Serghe, 

distinguishes it from other ideologies by its racial focus, 

that is its root concern with biogenetic categories. 

Distinguished in this way, the object of neo-Marxist race 

theory has been concerned with locating racism, as one set of 

an infinitude of ideological forms, both in terms of some 

conception of the economic or mode of production and in terms 

of certain political practices referred to as racialist. 

Consequently this examination of the concept of racism will 

fall into three parts. Part 1. will examine the contributions 

of Gax and Genovese for the specific differences between 

them are broadly illustrative of predominant positions in this 

area. In the case of €axsattention will be focussed om the 

problem of reconeiling a conception of “material social facts"*, 

the object of his analysis, with his conception of capitalism 

and subsequently racism. In the case of Genovese attention 

will be directed towards his critique of this particular 

and conception of the racism/capitalism/slavery thesis 

subsequently his attempt to replace Cox's ‘mechanistic 

materialism! with an attempted synthesis of what he refers 

to as 'materialist' and ‘idealist' analyses of New World 

Tace relations. 

In the previous section the concept of race was 

elaborated on the assumption that it corresponded to real 

economic categoriese It was suggested in this respect that 

once the problem of establishing the necessity of certain 

categories per se was overcome (this remains in doubt) there 

still remains the problem of locating the racial basis of
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this economic categorisation. If races and the concept of race 

in general terms denote a spurious set of biogenetic criteria 

for human differentiation, then how does this patently absurd 

category come to correspond to a very real basis for economic 

differentiation ? What the concept of racism attempts to 

identify is the false beliefs themselves and the means and 

conditions of their production. Under what conditions and by 

what means, in other words, has the human species come to be 

sub-divided om this basis ? The economy in the previous 

section was invoked to explain the necessary appearance of 

economic categories (surplus population etc.). The suanowie 

level is introduced at this point in order to construct 

theoretically the necessary appearance of certain ideological 

categories. The appearance of racism then has, im the first 

instance, been developed historicaliy, and in general is 

considered a determinate product of capitalism, or to be precise, 

a certain ‘level' of capitalist ‘development’. 

Part 1. then will deal specifically with both Gav's and 

Genovese's attempts to develop an adequate concept of racism 

along these lines. In so far as racism denotes an 

ideological form both arguments, it will be suggested, presuppose 

@ general concept of ideology. To some extent then the 

problems here appear regardless of the questions of the content 

of specific ideologies (e.g. racism) and their effects. Part 

2. will deal specifically with the internal constituent forms 

of racist ideology, for the racism/capitalism thesis presupposes 

that racism may be distinguished rigorously from certain forms 

of thought that predated capitalism. Such a distinction, it
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will be argued, poses problems for attempts to maintain a 

unitary structure in the light of what could be seen as 

internal transformations in the structure of the ideological 

form. 

Part 3. will tackle the question of what it is precisely 

that racist ideology seeks to vindicate. At a substantive 

level, it is argued, the concept of racism seeks to justify 

& variety of economic and political practices. Their ambiguity, 

it will be suggested, is a consequence of the problematic 

relationship established between racism on the one hand and 

the corresponding forms of economic/political practice, 

referred to as racialist, on the other. 

In summarising this section en attempt will be made to 

draw out certain implications of the arguments developed here. 

The racism/capitalism thesis appears uncompromising to the 

extent that it effectively denegates the role of politics on the 

one hand or reduces it to dubious forms of pragmatism/spontaneism 

on the other. The precise implications these have had for the 

content of specific political organisations will be discussed 

.in the section that follows. What was suggested in concluding 

the previous section will be reiterated here; namely, that 

the Ranueoce of race and racism may only be understood as 

the products of theoretical/ideological practices that 

subsequently intervene at the level of the economy. Clearly 

the scope of such intervention can only be determined via an 

adequate conceptualisation of the economy, since it will pose 

its own conditions for the intervention of this and other 

ideclogical forms. In this sense the economy may be said to
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be determinant in the last instance. 

Having posed the problem in these terms, it is necessary 

to distinguish within ideology, attempts to produce a global 

theory of ideology on the one hand and specific ideological 

forms on the other. In the context of this discussion, it may 

not be possible to contribute to a theory of the construction 

of ideology in general, one that incorporates, moreover, a 

concept of ideological effect through which ideology operates 

at other levels. It can, however, distinguish this general 

theory from the specification of particular ideological forms 

('race' and ‘racism') which may be confronted both at the 

level of their conceptualisation and which may be elaborated 

in terms of their specific effects at the level of political 

and economic practices. What this argument does not intend 

to suggest or imply is that on the contrary the opponents of 

the capitalism/racism thesis, Tannenbaum, ~* Elkins, °* and others 

have anything more to contribute to its resolution. This will 

become clear as the implications of the arguments under 

consideration are fully developed. 

a The Racism/Capitalism Thesis in the Work of Cox and Genovese. 

In his attempt to clarify certain terminological 

ambiguities in race theory, Cox distinguishes ethnocentrism, 

intolerance, racism and race relations. The first two will 

concern us later when the internal constituent forms of racist 

ideology as distinct from pre-capitalist forms of racist 

thought will be more fully examined. The term racism, according 

to Cox, refers to a philosophy of racial antipathy. Studies
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however in the development of an ideclogy, or systems of 

tationalisations, are misplaced, he argues. The object of 

Cox's analysis is the world of material social facts, and, 

in this instance, relations between concrete individuals who 

are aware of each other's actual or imputed physical 

differences. The latter is a fairly widespread conception 

of race relations in Marxist and non-Marxist literature. To 

arrive at the material world of concrete race relations, it is 

necessary to establish: "The phenomenon of the capitalist 

exploitation of peoples and its complementary social 

attitudes", cs 

Though the object of Cox's analysis is race relations, 

it can only be reached via an examination of the concept of 

racism. "Our hypothesis" he argues "is that racial 

exploitation and race préjudice developed among Europeans with 

the rise of capitalism and nationalism".°° 

To establish the racism/capitalism link, certain well- 

known cases of slavery in antiquity are taken to demonstrate 

the sictexdatunce of pre-capitalist race relations. In the 

Roman Empire, for instance, relations were not characterised 

by racial antagonism: “For the norm of superiority" he writes 

“in the.Roman system remained a cultural-class attribute".°° 

What Cox wishes to establish however is more than a straight- 

forward temporal relationship. That racism followed capitalism 

or that they both appeared around the same time is barely sufficient 

to establish a causal link. What is necessary then is not 

simply to show that racism did not predate capitalism, but why 

certain forms of exploitation required a social attitude while
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others did not. Why it was for example that certain slave 

systems (e.g. slave labour in the Roman Empire) pre-empted 

this complementary social attitude while others did not. One 

explanation is put forward by Cox. It does not, however, deal 

with the period of classical antiquity as one might expect, 

but examines the pre-emption of racist thought in medieval 

Europe. What effectively prevented its growth here were the 

policies of the Roman Catholic Church. Hence the division 

was not along racial but Christian - non-Christian lines. 

"There was ..." he argues ... "an effective basis for the 

brotherhood of peoples". Hence “in the Middle Ages, then, 

we find no racial antagonism in Europe". In this sense 

then Cox in part seeks to explain the presence of one set 

of rationalisations, racism, in terms of the presence of 

another, religion. 

If, as it appears, an attempt is made to explain the 

absence of pre-capitalist racism in terms of the presence of a 

further set of rationalisations, it is to be expected, given 

the charges of economism that have been levelled against him, 

that a concept of economic or mode of production would be 

developed at some stage. The charges of economism would imply, 

in other words, that it was the specific character of economic 

forms that presupposed a philosophy of racial antipathy and 

given the specificity of this relationship these economic forms 

would be spelt out in detail. The constituent elements then 

of the capitalist mode of production are decisive. These 

elements can be seen clearly from his account of the transition 

from feudalism to capitalism, "Gradually, under a commercial 

and religious impulse, Europe began to awaken and to journey



toward strange lands", ~ >and following shortly : 

The socioeconomic matrix of racial antagonism involved 
the commercialization of human Labour .e. and ... the 
intense competition amongst businessmen of different 
Western European cities for the capitalist exploitation 
of Tesources of this area, the development of 
nationalism and the consolidation of European nations, 
and the decline of the influence of the Roman Catholic 
Church with its mystical inhibitions to the free 
exploitation of economic resources. 12. 

It is on the basis then of a competitive spirit that 

developed among businessmen that racist thought developed. 

For immediately following this Cox writes : 

Racial antagonism attained full maturity during the 
latter half of the nineteenth century, when the great 
nationalistic powers of Europe began to justify their 
economic designs upon weaker European peoples with 
subtle theories of racial superiority and masterhood. 13. 

The form of correspondence in the racism/capitalism thesis thus 

appears as the articulation of a compétitive spirit and the 

attitudinal facilitation of its application. To arrive at 

the object of his analysis, race relations, it has been 

necessary to introduce, not one set of rationalisations, 

(considered misplaced, at the outset) i.e. the philosophy of 

racial antipathy, but to introduce two more. Race relations 

thus appears as a function of the existence or non-existence 

of racial antipathy which in turn is contingent on the 

primacy of a competitive over a religious spirite The problem 

is now one of arriving at the level of material social facts 

or concrete race relations from the presence or absence of 

these three spirits. This is only possible on the assumption 

that racism or the philosophy of racial antipathy necessarily 

expresses itself at the level of material social facts,
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He writes : 

Of course one should not be particularly disturbed about 
the fact that, although one never had the necessity or 
even the thought of exploiting colored people, yet an 
almost irresistible bitterness seems to well up as one 
Pinds himself in certain social situations with colored 
people. (i.e. material social fact/race relationship J.G.). 
It is this very reaction which derogatory racial propaganda 
(i.e. rationalisation/racist philosophy of antipathy 3.G.) 
sets out to achieve. 14. 

It is only possible in point of fact to refer to such 

collective spirits on the assumption that they find expression 

in concrete observable inter-personal relationships. Hence the 

production of racism is conceived thus : 

When white scholars began their almost desperate search 
of the ancient archives for good reasons to explain the 
wonderful cultural accomplishments among the whites, 
European economic and military world dominance was 
already an actuality. 15. 

And likewise the conflict between the three world 

spirits finds expression in the conflict between two 

individuals Les Casas and Sepulveda, the one an embodiment 

of the religious, the other the capitalist/racist world 

spirits. History thus appears for Cox as the unfolding 

relation of one idea and another and the contradictions betweem 

them. Racism thus becomes the resolution of one such 

contradiction involving the religious and competitive spirit 

of capitalism, the former precluding the development of a 

further set of ideas, racism, while the latter required them 

to flourish. Materialism thus presupposes the rooting of 

these contradictions in interpersonal relationships and one 

such conflict thus expresses itself at an individual level in 

the Valladolid debate. Cox's account, however, of the
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Conditions under which racism arose, reproduces, at a certain 

level of generality, the predominant positions within neo- 

Marxist theory im so far as they presuppose that ideological 

forms reflect mechanically transformations at base level 

(with- the proviso that in the absence of any specification 

of these forms the latter are themselves in the case of Cox, 

comtingent on transformations at an ideal level). Hence the 

essence/phenomenon or base/superstructure arguments nay? he 

Found not only with respect to the production of racist 

thought during the slavery/capitalism period developed in 

particular in the work of Harris’ nd Williams?’ *and during 

late nineteenth century Capitalism or imperialism, "but also 

in analysés of contemporary eter structures. Wolpe, for 

instance, in his examination of racism in South Africa refers 

to the bending of racial prejudice to meet economic and 

political exigencies, ?*and Nikolinakos~~ ‘refers to racism 

as the mechanism produced by the capitalist system to serve 

specific nbedes* The concept of economic in each case may 

be developed to a lesser or greater extent but the fundamental 

relationship posed in each case with respect to the genesis 

of racist thought remains the same.-*° 

In so far as they reproduce this argument they not only 

effectively denegate the relative autonomy of political and 

ideological structures (these can only reflect something in the 

economy) but in attempting to reconstruct a social totality 

solely in terms of some aspect of the production process, they 

consistently fail to produce the mechanism through which 

specific economic forms have their necessary effects in



ideological and political structures. In the absence of such 

a mechanism, the individual is held responsible for translating 

economic form into political/ideological content. 'Consoiratorial' 

or ‘clique' explanations of the production of racist ideology, 

as we saw in the case of Cox, have become a widespread feature 

of the field. This is particularly true of recent attempts to 

conceive racism as the product of a deliberate and consciously 

contrived effort on the part of capital to ‘divide and rule! 

the working else.” The illustrations of industrial conflict 

in the previous section, in particular the attitude of trade 

unions and indigenous labour to discriminatory conditions of 

work, is taken as evidenee of the successful effects of such a 

policy. Racism in this sense is identified in terms of its 

effects which are then assumed responsible for its production. 

The concept of race thus appears not as a necessary function 

of certain economic laws, which are consequently seen to be 

responsible for real economic categories, but rather a. 

deliberate attempt to weaken ahd Pragment the working class 

through the production of utterly false biological/genetic 

criteria for diffarentiation.-°? 

It is to certain of these problems that Genovese addresses 

himself and it is to his contribution to race theory that it is 

now necessary to turn. 

In particular what is significant in this respect is his 

attempt to overcome the economism, or the ‘mechanistic 

materialism' of Marxian interpretationsof the development of 

race relations in the New World. In so far as his work
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attempts to overcome these problems it may be seen, at least 

initially, as an advance in neo-Marxist race theory. Though his 

comments in this context are directed towards Harris’ work they are 

equally applicable to Cox and other race theorists referred to above. 

His point of departure is the holistic approach of 

Tannenbaum whose comparative analysis provided the possibility, 

he argues, of a more profound analysis of slavery and race 

telations and the dynamics of the transition from slavery to 

fresdom.->* Harris too, whose work is a political response to 

26. 
Tannenbaum, adopts such a position. For Genovese: 

the argument has been joined on two levels: on such 
specific questions as the ... degres of paternalism 
in the social system, and the daily treatment of 
Slaves; and on such general questions of method and 
philosophy as reflect the age-old struggle between 
idealist and materialist viewpoints. 27. 

The first set of questions and indeed its relation to 

the second, will be dealt with shortly. What is significant 

at present is Genovese's attempt to synthesise materialist 

and idealist viewpoints and in so doing construct a complex 

totality in the place of Cox's and Harris' mechanistic 

assumptions, since herein lies his popularity with Marxists 

and nen-Marxists in history and sociology. 

To recapitulate briefly the terms of the debate. race 

relations eee in the New World for materialists on the one hand 

like Cox, Williams, and Harris, are contingent on the level of 

capitalist development. Idealists, on the other hand, seek to 

distinguish the institutional background of the enslaving nations. 

In this respect the paternalism/catholicism and slave tradition



of the Iberian colonists is distinguished from the liberal/ 

secularised Anglo-Saxon experience without a slave tradition. 

It is the cumulative effects of these institutional features 

which, the idealists argue, are responsible for race 

relations in North and South Americe. These, the arguments 

rum, are. responsible for the savage and barbarous relations 

on the northern plantations by comparison with those in 

Latin America where the religious background of the Iberians 

enable them to take account of the moral personality of the 

slaves in their dealings with them. The institutional 

features, consequently, were also responsible ultimately for 

the relatively peaceful manumission period in the latter, 

in comparison with the North American experience. 

Genovese attempts a synthesis of these Viewpoints at 

a level of abstraction that will be reconstructed here. He 

writes : 

Harris, by attempting to construct a materialism that 
bypasses the ideological and psychological elements in 
the formation of social classes, passes over into a 
variant of vulgar Marxism. In so doing, he ranges 
himself much further away from a consistent and useful 
materialism than do the idealists themselves. 29, 

And to substantiate this he writes ;: 

What Harris's materialism, in contradistinction to 
Marxian materialism, fails to realise is that once an 
ideology arises it alters profoundly the material 
reality and in fact becomes a partially autonomous 
Peature of that reality. 30. 

It is on the basis of this challenge to Harris which may be 

generalised to other similar positions as it has been 

suggested, that Genovese attempts to construct his conception 

of a complex social totality; in some respects in the way
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Mintz, ~>° Finley~ and Neer” do elsewhere in the field. 

Consequently, Genovese, in citing Prado's contribution to the 

field, writes 3; 

the material basis of life and especially the class 
relationships provided room for it (racism) to breathe, 

but, given this room, it seriously affected that basis 
and those relationships. 34. 

The concession then Genovese makes to idealists like Tannenbaum 

is that the past, in terms of its religious, legal and moral 

essence or spirit has some effectivity in the present. 

Classes have traditionally formed values and sentiments as 

well as particular interests, moral, aesthetic, religious as 

well as economic. 

Such an analysis (of classes) must recognize the 

sociological uniqueness of every social class as 
the product of a configuration of economic interests, 
a semi-autonomous culture, and a particular world 

outlook; and it must recognize the historical uniqueness 

of these classes as the product of the evolution of 
that culture and world outlook in relation to, but not 
wholly subordinate to, these economic interests. 35. 

It is, in terms of the debate, both the level of 

capitalist development and theComplex historical a ainuienee 

of the enslaving colonists that are responsible for New World 

race relations. To be precise, it is the intervention of the 

institutional background of the enslavers which affects the 

level of capitalist development and subsequently race relations. 

At one level then, race relations appear as a complex 

determinate product of a multiplicity of forces. At another 

level however, they appear in a somewhat different form, and 

such a form is made possible on the basis of a certain reading 

of Gramsci for, as Genovese writes, it was he who recognised
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Lenin was the man who revitatized Marxism by purging 
it of determinism and economism, by restoring the 
element of will and by grasping the role of 
consciousness. 36. 

In asserting the role of '‘consciousness' and '‘will' Genovese 

seemingly moves from a position wherein the totality is a 

product of complex determinations to one that rejects all 

Porms of determinism including economism. The concept of 

class, at one level a product of complex determinations,is 

at another level, hardly worth the name until it has attained 

‘self conseiousness'.>"* From a position which attempts to 

analyse race relations (i.e. the treatment of slaves, 

manumissiom ete.) as a complex synthesis of ideational 

(religious, legal, aesthetic, moral etc.) as well as material 

Forces, we have effectively moved ats an assault on economism 

to a rejection of all forms of determinism be they in the 

form of historically formed traditions or a complex 

articulation of forces and relations of production. This 

explicit form of reductionism produces a concept of totality 

where "ewery historical event", he writes, "necessarily 

embraces the totality of its components, each of which brings 

ta that event the protuet) of its total historical davelcoment™-<* 

a totality that confounds a multiplicity of extraneous 

determinations with an assertion of individual autcnomy. The 

synthesis. thus is made possible through a reduction of the 

concept cf complex totality wherein each element in the 

structure is an expression of the will and consciousness of, 

in this case, master and slave. It is this relationship that 

remains consistently throughout his work the essence through
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which all the elements express themselves. He writes ; 

In economic experience, as in the psychology of the 
leading strata, the relationship of master to slave 
proved decisive: it set limits to labor productivity, 
the flexibility of organization, the growth of the 
home market, and the accumulation of Capital. It 
determined, in essential Tespects, the sensibilities 
of those who could and did place their imprint on 
society. 39, 

From a position which attempted a complex synthesis of an 

analysis of the institutional background of the enslavers 

and the level of capitalist production, Genovese has effectively 

discarded both, a point no better exemplified than in Roll 

Jordan Roll, his latest contribution to the field. a0 He 

writes : 

The task of those who would confront Freyre's idealism 
with a convincing materialism is to account for the 
complexity of societies in their historical uniqueness 
and for the special manifestations of the human spirit 
embodied in each such society. 41. 

The concept of complex totality comprising a number of 

relatively autonomous levels each with its own degree of 

effectivity and its own conditions of existence, is ultimately 

abandoned in favour of an expressive/idealist totality where 

any autonomy once conferred is now reduced to the realm of 

consciousness expressed in the master/slave relationship. 

Ze Pre- and Post-Capitalist Forms of Racist Thought. 

The task so far then has been to examine two attempts to 

conceptualise racism in neo-Marxist theory. Without as yet 

developing any substantive arguments with respect to the 

content of racism itself nor as yet developing its relationship 

to racialist political practice, the arguments have hitherto 

been concerned with reconstructing in general terms the status



of racism vis a vis a concept of economic on the one hand 

and a concept of complex totality on the other, 

The arguments so far presented then,rest on certain pre- 

Ssuppositions concerning the status of a general concept of 

ideology that may be elaborated to positions elsewhere in 

race theory. In other words the structure of Cox's and 

Genovese's argument could and would be reproduced regardless 

of the specific content of the ideological form under 

discussion. In some senses then, we have been concerned 

only with problems at that level, irrespective of substantive 

questions raised with respect to the concept of racism and 

racialist forms of political practice. These will now be 

considered. 

The specificity of racism in capitalism, the essence 

of neo-Marxist theories of racism, presupposes that pre-~ 

capitalist forms of racist thought were not in point of fact 

racist and furthermore that the internal constituent elements 

of racist ideology have remained constant since their 

inception. What apparently distinguishes the racism 

associated with slavery/capitalism is its concern with human 

taxonomy on the basis of biomental characteristics that are 

e said to be responsible for certain moral qualities.” What 

then distinguished pre- from post-capitalist forms of racist 

thought ? Very simply it was, according to Cox, the emphasis 

on the cultural/class attribute generally referred to as 

ethnocentrism which was responsible for the Greek and Roman 

contempt of barbarians, for instance, and in turn the Roman
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contempt of Greeks.” Ethnocentrism here refers to the 

identification of oneself with one's own people (om the 

basis of cultural/national criteria) as against the rest of 

mankind. Similarly the period following the decline and 

Pall of Rome, writes Puzzo : 

«+. found Germans and Romano-Celts under the single 
rule of various Germanic kings and princelings, but 
living apart, each people abiding by its own laws 
and seeking tq preserve its own customs «.. However, 
the motivations which underlay these policies were 
not even remotely racist but ethnocentric. 44. 

The special or unique characteristics of racism in the slavery/ 

capitalism period and since appears to be its focus on fixed 

biomental types and not transitory cultural differentiation. 

What is indereatens in view of this assumption with respect to 

the internal forms of racist thought is the use Sepulveda 

makes of congenital superiority or innate biomental inferiority 

in his apologia of slavery. This debate with Las Casas at | 

Valladolid marked the destruction, according to Cox, of the 

Teligious and prompted the rise of the capitalist world 

spirit and its complementary social attitude. In view of 

this, it is surprising to find Sepulveda taking the view that 

the Indians 

require, by their own nature and in their own interests, 
to be placed under the authority of civilized and 
virtuous princes or nations, so that they may learn, 
From the might, wisdom and law of their conquerors, to 
practise hetter morals, worthier customs and a more 
civilized way of life. 45. 

To strengthen his pro-slavery argument, Sepulveda borrows 

terms from the ethnocentrists of classical antiquity and 

elsewhere the Aristotalian principle of natural slavery, and 

contrary to the implications of the thesis, does not refer to
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any biogenetic rationale for their servitude. And if this 

were not sufficient to demonstrate the poignancy of pre- 

capitalist forms of thought in Sepulveda's arguments, he 

lends weight to it with the assistance of certain Augustinian 

fi 

principles. 

This is not to suggest that racism, in contradistinction 

to these arguments, prompted slavery, but rather to identify 

problems entailed in attempts to extricate a unitary concept 

of racism relevant only to the modern era. Noel himself has 

pointed out that there are several disputes within race theory 

on the question of racism's temporal specificity, even after 

the early period of the Conquistadors. (Puzzo locates its 

appearance around this early period, while Rose considers it 

appears post 1800 and van den Berghe locates it in post- 

Darwinian thought). "° 

Though attempts have been made to differentiate racism 

on the basis of its pseudo-scientific character and the 

relative intensity of its popular dissemination, its internal 

structure has since undergone transformations and the use of 

these biogenetic arguments have themselves, it has been argued 

by some, been displaced. Fanon writes for instance ;: 
“4 

j 

i 
; 

i The vulgar, primitive, over-simple racism purported to 
find in biology, oe. the material basis of the 
doctrine .«.. such affirmations ... give way to a more 
refined argument ... Rhis racism that aspires to he 
rational, individual, genotypically and phenotypically 
determined, becomes transformed into cultural racism. 48. 

Likewise, in a recent article on South African apartheid, 

Wolpe writes the rationale for Bantustan policy has shifted 

from biological arguments to a concentration on ethnic
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differences. The Bantustans are there now to preserve the 

49. es + ad 
"cultural treasure of a people”. a In terms of the internal 

content of racist thought not only would this appear to 

t be question the specificity of its biogenetic character but 

would also create probiems for attempting to isolate the 

i ; ; : eds 50 
ethnocentric or cultural racism of classical antiquity. °* 

Ze Racism and Racialism. 

The arguments so far presented have sought ta establish 

that some formal relationship may be estaplished between 

capitalism or capitalism/slavery and racist thought. The 

arguments presuppose certain formal relationships are present 

with respect to all ideational structures and their 

corresponding mode(s) nf production. Posing the problem in 
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of particular ideationai structures MeQe vocist thought. When 

such problems are confronted they qenerally conceive racism in 

the form of a rationals or justification for certain forms of 

political/econonic practice, which are then referred to as 

vracialist. There is a tendency then in such arguments ta 

presuppose that a multiplicity of nolitical/economic practices. 

termed Tacialist are necessary sffects of a philosaphy of 

racial antipathy. th view of this. the specific nature of 

the object of racist ideology, i.e. what it is precisely in 

capitalism that requires racism, merits attention. 

In this respect there are twe sets of arguments that 

need to be distinguished. The first asserts that capitalism 

requires stratification on racial lines (on the basis of 

certain economic/technological exigencies). In these arguments



races are reduced to classes or fractions of a class. 

Nikolinakos, for instance, attempts to argue along these lines. 

In this sense there are real race relations born of economic 

necessity. (These arguments were discussed in the previous 

section). Accompanying these real relations is an attitudinal 

Facilitation of their application, racism. 

The second set of arguments suggests that capitalism/ 

slavery requires racism to justify certain forms of political 

practice (the Jim Crow laws, laws affecting terms of residence 

of European migrants and those restricting access to certdin 

facilities, for example). In the arguments presented and in 

others there appears a confounding of both economic forms 

and political practices. In the original debate, for instance, 

this derives in part from the precise status of slavery. 

Consequently it is not clear whether or not racism is intended | 

to uphold the legal status of slaves, their daily treatment 

(the type of regime e.g. paternalistic) or the specific form 

of appropriation of a surplus produeh.> Likewise in 

subsequent. attempts to establish racism's specificity in 

various other forms of exploitation, it is unclear whether or 

not it is the specific form of appropriation or a multitude 

of political practices associated with it that it seeks toa 

Facilitate. Such diverse political practices range from the 

daily treatment of slaves in the New World, the attempted 

extermination of Jews and gypsies by the National Socialists, 

through the South African nationalist policy for Bantustan 

self-development, and the legal status of migrants in 

contemporary Western Europe. To depict these multifarious



Forms of political practice as racialist is possible only on 

the Ba codpkiae that each is a necessary function of a 

philosophy of racial antipathye This antipathy is required, 

it is argued, to facilitate these acts of racialism. The 

problem involved in establishing such a relationship is 

evident when it comes to distinguishing racialist from non- 

racialist policies. Such a distinction is made on the basis 

of an accompanying philosophy of racial antipathy i.e. 

racism. Likewise, the presence of racism is established on 

.the basis of its expression in certain forms of racialist 

practice. Attempts to establish much beyond a circular 

relationship are made harder for those like Noel who attempt 

to argue that the two, i.e. racism and racialism are 

independent of each other. =" 

There remains one further problem arising from the 

content of racist ideology itself and concerns the possibility, 

given its hiogenetic content, of depicting what can only be 

regarded as classic racialist forms as racialist. Two such 

cases would be those of the Bantustan self-help ideology and 

the present legal status of the Gastarbeiters, both of which 

notably lack any reference whatever to biogenetic arguments. 

ts absence in these instances implies certain problems, both 

with respect to attempts to isolate the biogenetic aspects 

of racist ideology and to refer to the disparate political 

practices as racialist. 

This is by no means to suggest that specific ideological 

; 536 
forms, for instance those developed in psychometrics, can and



do not have specific effects (i.e. policies for segregated 

education). Under certain conditions it may be felt 

politically necessary from the objectives of Marxist political 

practice to challenge such arguments. Sut this is a distinct 

problem which will be developed in the conclusion. It is not 

one to be confused with attempts to reduce specific political 

practices to the expressions of specific ideas and then, on 

the basis of identifying these ideas (racism) with their 

expression (racialism), attempt to establish the latter as 

a necessary function of the former. 

Summary. 

This discussion then, in conclusion, hes addressed , 

itself to three sets of problems. in particular with respect 

to meo-Marxist theories of racism. In the first instance it 

dealt with certain presuppositions concerning the racism/ 

capitalism (or slavery within capitalism) thesis that may he 

generalised to attempts to locate racism elsewhere (in late 

nineteenth es and contemporary capitalism). Such 

positions examined here presupposed a certain formal 

relationship present with respect to racism and a concept of 

economic or mode of production. It is the precise nature of 

this relationship that prompts differences within neo-Marxism. 

Cox and those briefly mentioned in connection with the general 

position formulated here, reproduce the relationship in terms 

of super-structural or phenomenal expressions of transformations 

at base level. What was suggested with respect to Cox was 

that the concept of the economy itself was reconstituted at 

an ideal level. Genovese, to his credit, attempted to replace 

phorocgey. ——~?
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this mechanistic form of relationship ay conferring a degree 

of autonomy on the ideological and political instances. What 

he confounds with respect to autonomous ideological and 

political structures is a notion of human autonomy. In point 

of fact it has been suggested a complex articulation of 

ideological and material structures is ldkely, if anything, 

to reduce such autonomy. As it transpires the assertion of 

autonomy at the level of the individual, on the contrary, 

reduces a concept of complex totality to a totality where 

such instances are autonomous in so far as they are lived 

and acted out in the consciousness of the individual, in 

Pan RAR AI mn meee bh See suuiical . 
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In part 1. then the concept was examined in terms of 

the content of the specific arguments presented. In parts 

2- and 3. it was developed in terms of certain substantive 

implications of the racism capitalism/slavery thesis. In 

part 2. the concept was developed in terms of the internal 

constituent elements of racist ideology. In setdekan it 

examined these in terms of the distinctions made between 

capitalist and pre-capitalist forms of racist thought and 

recent internal transformations at the level of the ideology 

itself. What was argued here was that these latter 

transformations not only appear to challenge the specificity 

of the biogenetic character of racist thought, but create 

difficulties in distinguishing these from certain forms of 

ethnocentric or cultural racism in classical antiquity. 

The third set of problems raised concerns the ambiguous



nature of the object of racist ideology. Consequently we 

attempted to discern what it was in particular that requires 

racist ideology. Attempts were made to distinguish economic 

forms and certain forms of political practice both of which 

have presupposed a philosophy of racial antipathy. It has, 

however, been argued that the ambiguous content of the object 

of racist ideology is part of a more fundamental problem: 

mamely, the assumption that whatever passes for racialist 

political practice is a direct expression of philosophies of 

racial antipathy. Not only then does the concept of racism, 

as was suggested in part 1, presuppose a certain concept of 

ideology, it furthermore presupposes a certain mechanism 

through which racism has had certain effects at a concrete 

political level. At present, the problem is resolved through 

identifying racism with its expression racialism. When 

confronted then, for instance, with the problem of assessing 

when racism is at its peak, the: answer given is when its 

effects are most noticeable at a practical level. In so far 

as the concept of racism presupposes a general conceptualisation 

of ideology that has been found wanting in this discussion, an 

adequate formulation of this particular problem cannot. hope 

to be reached via the concepts of race and racism themselves. 

At this point it is mecessary to reiterate a distinction 

made earlier and one that is likely to prove a possible 

source of confusion in the interpretation of this argument. 

In the first instance certain tendencies (e.g. the ratio of 

variable to constant capital, the fall in the rate of profit) 

have been held responsible for, amongst other things,



competition between the various fractions of capital, the 

necessity of reinforced exploitation and the production of a 

surplus population. These were examined in Section I, 

Regardless of their own effectiveness there remains the problem 

for race theory of establishing why racial categories 

necessarily constitute the basis of either fractional disputes 

hetween capital (Nikolinakos), the product of reinforced 

exploitation (Castells), or a surplus population (Baran and 

Sweezy, Allen, Legassick). There is nothing, it has been 

suggested, in the economy itself to establish the racial basis 

for differentiation. Hence the racial dimension may only be 

superimposed from without. This problem of shifting from one 

level to another has indeed proved a stumbling block for neo- 

Marxist theories: of race. By starting with the economy hawever, 

as. most do, there is only one possible form of relationship 

that can be established. It is precisely this form of 

expressivism that predominates attempts in this field to locate 

the concept of racism; and expressivism that must Teduce 

ideologies and political structures to mere artifacts of the 

economy e 

Fig. (i-) For Cox et al. The social totality would be 

conceived thus 3: 

Economic Political/ideological 

Consciousness 

(With the proviso that in Cox's case the economic itself is 

constituted in the realm of consciousness. Consequently any
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attempt to delineate precisely each of these levels is out of 

the question). 

Fige (iia). In the case of Genovess, at the outset, the 

relationship is conceived thus : 

Economic 

Consciousness 

(ideology/politics remain consistently in this realm). 

Fige(ii b}. Ultimately this gives way to : 

Economic Political Ideology 

nsciousness 

(Ideas, values, embodied in the master/slave relationship). 

Consequently, as with Cox, the social totality is reduced here 

to the realm of ideas and values and its complexity thereby 

effectively denied. 

Economic exigencies necessitate real economic categories. 

The production of myths about human classification i,e. 

racist ideology thus serve to rationalise any form of 

discrimination, be it economic or political. The problems 

raised with respect to this analysis so far concern 

i) The economic argument itself e.g. the necessary 

production of a surplus population.
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ii) The transposition from economic to racial categories. 

What the deficiencies of tnans arguments suggest is that if 

we are to achieve a satisfactory resolution of these concepts 

of race and racism, then clearly they must be seen as primarily 

the product of ideological practices that subsequently 

intervene at the level of political practice and the economy. 

The latter themselves impose limitations on the scope of 

racist ideology but can in no way be held responsible in the 

first instance for its production. In so far as the latter 

has been attempted, the effort of extricating a unique 

ideational structure (unique in terms of its specificity vis 

a vis a particular mode of production) has appeared a 

somewhat contrived theoretical operation, and contrived too, 

it has been suggested, with respect to the internal structure 

of ideas termed racist, where there appears no logical basis 

for differentiation, and to the multifarious forms of political/ 

economic practice termed racialist that are considered 

necessary expressions of this philosophy of racial antipathy. 

The effects of these theoretical positions will be 

developed in the next section when the theoretical/ideological 

content of specific political groups will be discussed. 
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Ill. The Race/Class Question in Contemporary National 

Liberation and Socialist Programmes. 

In this section we shall be concerned primarily with the 

appearance of the race concept in the programmes of specific 

political organisatioms in Western Europe, the United States, 

and South Africa. In doing so it will establish the theoretical 

eonditions for the existence of what has come to be referred to 

as the ‘'race/class' debate in political analysis, for this has 

clearly dominated these programmes. 

Gne of the most vexing problems, at both the theoretical 
and practical levels, with which persons involved in this 

struggle (for freedom from colonialism and race prejudice) 

have to deal, is the question of the relative weights 

which should be assigned to the rival factors of race 

and class. l. 

These conditions may be specified in terms of certain 

theoretical presuppositions developed in Sections I and II 

of this examination of the race concept in neo-Marxist theory. 

If the discussion appears to remain at a level of Suetuauteon 

removed from any form of conjumectural analysis, this is often 

because the theoretical content of these selected programmes 

has been pitched at this level. Attempts to resolve the 

'race/class' debate in principle, regardless of the 

practicalities of specific situations, remains an ubiquitous 

feature of these programmes. Both ‘telass' and '‘'race' 

analyses which constitute the theoretical basis for the two 

_ contending parties in the debate entail certain political 

consequences. These, however, can only be investigated 

seriously in the light of a fuller investigation of each of the
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various levels of what have been referred to as the ‘relations 

of force' in a given situation. a: Nevertheless it may be 

tentatively suggested that the adherence to this debate in 

principle has coincided with a range of political consequences 

that can be seen to be at odds with the objectives of the 

organisations concerned and certainly at odds with the 

principles of Marxist and Leninist political theory to which 

many of these organisations express allegience.*° 

The task of this section then is twofold. The first is to 

poss the theoretical conditions for the appearance of the 

race/class debate in political analysis. This is clearly part 

of the overall theoretical discussion of the race concept. | 

The level of abstraction here however is not to be confused 

with that entertained by those (like James for instance) 

engaged in the ‘race/class' debate. On the contrary in the 

context of a specifically political analysis, this level of 

abstraction will be seen to be quite misplaced without engaging in 

a full conjunctural analysis itself. The second objective will 

consequently be to raise some of the problems entailed in 

adhering rigidly to the theoretical axioms of the debate in 

question. 

Illustrations will be taken from each of the three case 

studies referred to in section I. In the case of Western 

Europe the recent challenge from the editors of The Black 

Liberator discussion Journal to various factions (in particular 

the Race Today Collective) will introduce the general terms of 

the debate. In the case of the United States the 'separatist/
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integrationisti division is crucia, and the position of the 

Gyack Panther party is wf particular interest in this respect. 

Finally in the South African case the 'race/class' question 

may be developed via an examination of the African National 

fongress and its reletion te the Pan African Congress and 

other radical organisations. | 

1. Western Europe. 

Clearly the ncoliticisation of the race concept in Western 

ts variant forms requires an analvsis that [
+
 

Europe in all 

transcends tlhe scope of.this discussion. The odjectives here 

are considerably more modest. In particular it will be 

L enncerned specifically te illustrate somc of the theoretical ee
 

it
y tondencies eclabcrated im Sections I and If as trev manifsst te}
 

theinselves in, the content of the vatious programmes and the 

principles of certain radicai orgcnisatisons. The two 

selected for theses purposes are concerned specificaily with 

tie race issue in Sritish politics, and serve to introduce 

tne contributions of two Black organisations through the 

columns of their journals. We have selected for these 

purposcs the Race Today Collective and The Slack Liberator's 

political critique and proposals for a seemingly radical 

alternatives programmee 

re 

In the opening editorial of the 'new’ Race Today, ° 

Darcus Howe wrote : 

Qur task is to recerd and recognise the struggles of 

the emerging forces as manifestations of the 
revolutionary potential of tire Slack population eo. 
Race Today opens its pagss to the tendency which 

seeks to give theoretical clarification to independent 

with a View te furthering its grass roots selfeactivity 
development. (Emphasis added). Ge ‘
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The Jousnal thus conceived itself from the outset as a recorder 

of the revolutionary potential amongst the 'Black' population, 

for this group aione can provide a ‘knowledge! of its own 

positiom, The Journal cites Marx's "A Werker's Enauiry', 

We hope to meet in this work with the support of ali 

workers in town and ceuntry who understand that they 

alone can describe with full knowledge the misfortiunes 

from which they suffer and eee an exact and positive 

knowledge of the conditions in which the working 

class ee. works and moves. (Emphasis in Race Today). 7. 

ra c 

a 

The sort of ‘grass-roots self-activity' tha Journal nas 

LL 

sought to clarify has cuvered a wide range of ‘conflict’ 

situations. Indeeu any Slack-White confrontation may’ be 

regarded as evidence 0° this potential. In the above issue, 

for instance, it was the 

sectiam of the working class ~.. involved in successive 

strike actions in the past five years which now 

tnreaten to develop into a cohesivs and powerful mass 

mouvement of Asian workers. O86 

The elaboration of the vole of Blacks in the economy, their 

struggles with management, unions and fellow White employees 

has becn referred to above. The role ef Asian workers has 

been characterised in a similar way in Race Todav. 

Employing a handful of workers herded tooether in 

filthy sweatshoo conditions, set in motion by 

outdated machinery, workers are kept at heel Ly 

Dickensian management and a wage differential which 

encourages merciless competition between individual 

black workers .«e. To distinguish between these 

working conditions end those of largsr factories with 

modern production process is te grasp the very 

complex relations between white and black workerSe.. Qe 

Each section or particularity in this struggle (at 'the 

point of production') is given individual coverage, In the 

ease of Black.women. for instance, Burt and Hasson write i
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Since January 1974 the editorial policy of Race Today 
has registered a complete break with those who seek 

to negate the particularity of the black women's 
positiom for some ‘larger struggle’. 10. 

The struggis, however, is not confined to ‘sections! in the 

economy. The range of tconfirict situations’ aisctissed in 

Race Teday transcends the work settirg. In the case of 

ezime committed by unemployed Black youth, Race Today seeks 

to reproduce individual mases as integral features of the 

class struggle. 

We in Race Today do not deny that these is an increase 

in street crime committed by young blacks. We will 

say why this is so, and in the process expose the 

sides in this crucial arena of class struggle and 

finally state what our position is. lil. 

Crime however, cennot te understood independently of the work 

situation of Blacks. While juvenile delinquency then is a 

crucial ‘arene’ of class strugule,-" it can oniy bs understood 

in teres of the role of Biacks in the eco.omy. 

We in Race Today stand openly with the refusers of work 

ee. we see the mugging activity as a manifestation 

of powerlessness; a consequence of being without a 

wages 13, 

The tieoretical conditions that provide the possibility 

of this position will be slaborated below. As far as the 

Journal is concerned, one of the most explicit illustrations 

of its theoretical tendencies appears in tite issue one year 

after the 'new' Race Teday was first published : 

for us, it is ciear that the working class is 
mercilessly divided; divided by the capitalist caivision 
of labour ..e In this hierarchy of labour each section 

is parcelled out according to race, sex, age and all 

other forms of ability and disability ... Each section 

is in conflict with capital, finding and discovering 

its own particularity, discovering differing modes of 

struggle, and organisation. (Emphasis added). 14.
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Race Today, given these assumptions, can do no more than 

acknowledge ssotional differences and, at the sane time, their 

overall relationship to the capital/labour distinction 

In situating ourselves in the particularity of the 

black struggle we cannot tut recognise the different 

experiences within the black working class itself, the 

different levels and forms of struggle against 

capital ase 206 

The relationship between these particularities and labour as 

a whole’ is never explicitly developed in the Journal. Working 

class unity is both cenceded and denied. In the same icsus 

for instance, 

Rece Todsy seeks not to subsume one saction te the other, 

nut to pursue the hegemony of one over the other at the 

altar of working class or black unity, but in so far as 

we. can in a journal, to socialise the information of 

each narticularity for the enrichment of the whole. iG. 

Clearly these remarks taken from Rece Todey do not suggest 

a weli-formulates) political programme. The role that it 

canceived for itself clearly prevents it from attempting 

such 4 taske Whet it does contain however are a number sf 

presuppositions concerninc the role of ‘Blacks! in ‘the 

capitai/labour strugcle that nay be seen ta be derived from 

cartain positions developed in previous areas af the thesis' 

investigations. Furthermore these positions, whicii will be 

velaborsted below, may be seen to have speciric effects at the 

sprieiead level, ur at least coincide with them, Again 

these ‘etfects'! will be raised arter each case study nas beet 

dealt with in turn. For the present however, we shall brietiy 

examine one form of respense to the politics of Race Today 

found in. the Journal The Black Liberator. 
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The teaction against Race Today may be seen as part of 

an elaborated attempt to assimilate "the Tange of responses 

to industrial action of the Slack Masses in Britain’ oat both 

‘ascriptive' and ‘prescriptive’ levels. As regards the 

‘ascriptive' level of analysis, Race Today, it. is claimed, 

effectively reduces class struggle to the capital/labour 

contradiction” The various sections of labour each possess 

a different relation to capital which in turn generates a 

different set of spontaneous responses. "This abstraction", 

(the modern capitalist production process) The Slack 

Liberator writes "is then swiftly reduced to a concrete 

discussion about ‘working conditions", 70° It is precisely 

these latter conditions in the 'hackwoods of British Industry! 

that, Race Today claims, generate racial strife. In 

‘prescriptive' terms, this manifests itself, so far as Race 

Today are concerned, in the "thesis of a bi-polar division 

of the conduct of the class struggle: ‘point of production'/ 

‘community '",?2* The joint demand for Black’ caucuses at the 

point of production and Black political organisations in the 

community is a consequence, the editorial claims, of 

Race Today's economistic assumptions outlined above. The 

latter's economism takes three forms in practice: a struggle 

over wages,-~*the struggle over changes in the production 

process, -“*and a struggle to reduce the extended exploitation 

of Blacks. 

According to The Black Liberator, Slack groups including 

the Race Today Collective, may be considered expressions of



‘pure econonism' in so far as they confuse 'radical reformism' 

with revolutionary politics: "The economic collapse of 

Capitalism" will not on its own provoke the necessary 

overthrow cf tha ruling class, "The ruling class ... will figh | 

militarily ac well as politically and ideslogically®. (Empiiasis 

Ne" Die : 3 ; in original). i In consequence ‘Sheir analysis of one strike 

in particular, the Standard Telephones and Cabies, contrasts 

sharply with Races Today's coverage of similar disnutes. far 

fiom satisfying themselves with recording the struggie as sone 

manifestation of revolutisnary potential, The Black Liberator 

sought tn point out its limitations, both in terme of its 

objectives and the breadth of its support. 

Ubjectively, therefore; the position ef tie strikers was 
not strong ! They were merely partially disrunting 
pert ef the production. process of a larce factory, (not 
in the backwoods, moreover, 3.4.) while a racialist 
trade unisn end management structure virtually sat tight 
ana watched sressure mount on them to return ts work, 
(Emphacis in original). 26. 

Rather than reducing the struggle to 'puce economism' and/or 

the restitution of demrsretic rights to workers, thes 

alternative is found, according to The Black Libcratcr, in 

‘The Peoples War' which can only be attained through a 

military capacity which wi]. ensure the collapse of ideological/ 

political as weil as economic structures. Such a war can only 

be wased around antagonistic contradictions and on the 

F , ; ga ald 27 resoluticn of certain concrete military problens.” ° 

Clearly the feregoing review of two Slack political 

responses to the 'race issue' in Britain is not an attempt 

or even part ef an attempt to provide a full conjunctural 

analysis of the situation in 8ritain/Western Europe. The
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objectives here and throughout this section are Limited to an 

examination of the effects of certain theoretical positions 

oni the content of various political groups/organisations. In 

particular in this respect are the assumptions implicit in 

Sections I and II above. In political terms these have come 

to be referred to as economism on the one hand and variant 

forms of voluntarism and spontaneism on the other. Economism, 

which takes various forms at a practical level, may be seen 

to coincide with a reduction at a theoretical level of the 

social totality to an expression of the economy. 'Volumtarism', 

which again takes on a multitude of forms at a practical level, 

is an effect of a concept of action developed with reference 

to sociological theories of race but, as we shall see, a 

recurring feature of neo-Marxist theories of race. The 

implicit assumption here is that action through 'consciousness' 

is a necessary realisation: of some ‘revolutionary potential’. *2° 

en the part of the workimg class. We shall elaborate these 

effects with reference to Western European context below. 

Two points however will be waised here. The first concerns 

the role of economism in the columns of Race Today and the 

second concerns the question of a 'Peoples' War't in advanced 

Western democracies. The reduction of the race issue to an 

aspect of the capital/labour relationship does not, as The 

Black Liberator suggests, imply a total concentration of 

political resources at the point of production. On the contrary 

races offer one distinct particularity amongst several 

sections within the working class and the production process 

offers one possible arena amongst several for the class struggle.
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Ironically then, what The, Black Livesator Terer to as 

economistic assumptions at one level have been developed in 

conjunetion with a set of prescriptive slements that retain 

a specific role for-race analysis at a practical level. The 

political af Picts. generally associated with economisi have 

not however been reproduced in 'prescriptive' terms in tha 

selumns of Race joday. Un the contrary, its assumptions 

concerning the role of consciousness and action appear to 

vindicate its 'tailist' tole as an argan for Black 

ny 

peveiuiionsricae Tt furthermore enables the Journal to 

sanction and condone aiarenenkaresds outbursts on the 

assuiiption that gacn orovides a very real source of revolutionary 

potential. In its present role as ‘observer! and 'recorder' 

of such 'self-activity' there seems littis chance oF 

transferming what potential there is into an organssation 

capable cf realising iis objectives. This is perticusarly 

true. it may he added, if it is developed in. conjunction with 

a somewhat contracictsry set of propositions concerning the 

role of the economy ard its implications for political 

practice. 

Clearly then, The Black bthieetan ts not altogether 

accurate in its reproduction of the politics of Race Today, 

What is more significant however is tehed mucn its political 

critiqus of various organisations ebicerned with the race 

issue, as the programme for action to take their place. It 

has already ocean suggested that specific programmes can only 

be discussed in the context of a fuller analysis which cannot 

be attempted heres Such an analysis is barely necessary
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however to indicate the impracticabilities of the slogan 

'Peoples' War' other than in the Chinese context for which 

it was intended. The abstraction of political slogans such 

as these at this level of analysis, ies. at the level of 

specific conjunctures,may be seen at a theoretical level to 

be at odds with classical Marxist = Leninist theory, Bie and 

at a practical level, nothing less than Utopian, given the 

ideological and political conditions present in contemporary 

Britain and indeed in most advanced Western democracies. 

Ze United States. 

The United States illustrates better than most, perhaps, 

the embodiment of the race/class debate in the theoretical 

content of Black political groups and certain radical White 

organisationse The advocates of separatism, on the one hand, 

(both internal separatism within the United States and 

external separatism entailing some form of repatriation) have 

vigorously, though not always consistently, opposed those who 

Pavour a straightforward incorporation within the indigenous 

White working classe There are differences too in the precise 

nature of the form of integration sought after. Hence in 

general terms again we see the appearance in radical politics 

of attempts to establish 'race' on the one hand as an integral 

component of organisation and programme amd on the other an 

attempt-to reduce it to class analysis. 

The controversy surrounding this debate is by no means 

a recent phenomenom in the United States, indeed it extends 

ima 31. back well into the last century to the American Civil War.



Many of the assumptions contained in the work of recent 

separatist or quasi-separatistorganisations are ta be found 

ini the work of Du Bois whose position is seen as a challenge 

to that developed in Booker T. Washinoton's Atlants Eunpraniae: 

In a paper om the Conssrvation of: Rares he writes 3; 

Nevertheless, in our calmer moments we must acknowledge 
that human beinoc are divided into races, that in this 
country the two most extreme types of the world's races 
have met, and the resulting problem as to the future 
Teletions of these types is net only of intense and 
Living interest to us, but forms an epoch in the history 
of mankind Mo 

and later 3: 

the final word of science, so far, is that we have 
et least two, oerheaps three, great families of 
human beings - the Whites and Negroes, possibly the 
yellow racce 4. 

If the basis for differentiation in the first instance is 

biological there are associated characteristics that eacn of 

these families, types or races, possess. 

(A race) is a vast family of human beings, generally 
of common biocd and language, always of common history, 
traditions and impulses ... striving ... for the 
accomplishment cf certain more or less vividly 
conceived ideals of lifs., 35. 

If these ideals, umique to each race that holds them, are to 

be realised then certain consequences pecessariiy follow. 

As a race te must strive by race organization, by 
race solidarity, by race unity ... . For the 
accomplishment sf these ends we need race organizations: 
Negro colleges, Negro newspapers, Negro business 
organizations, a Negro school of literature and art 
Cetes). 366 

On the basis of certain hallowed assumptions taken from 

physical anthropology, Du Bois sought certain forms of 

anternal sepanatisn with cespect to the organisation of 

Black solidarity. These assumptions he shared in common with



Garveye What he did not share were the latter's convictions 

with respect to external (i.e. outside the United States) 

organisation. “There were", Garvey surmises "different 

races, each having its own separate and distinct social 

‘gin 2s : ; 6 
Life". I? tha purity cf recses was conceded, ideals 

referred to by Du Bois could only be realised aceording to 

Garvey in "a country ef their own where they should be given 

the fullest opportunity to develop politically, socially and 

; qi O8a, aay. Sac 2 te yoke vom ' , 
industrially", it is interesting to note in this respect 

not only Garvey's alliance with the Ku Klux Kian in his 

Back to Africe campaign, a consequence of a 9Qsneral 

assumption of Slack netinnalism that will be developed later, 

but in particular here, the challenge toa the Back to Africa 

movement made by Randolpiie In certain ways this resembles 

similar arguments used against more recent Black power 

organisations, in particular those aimed at the Utcpianiem 

Lf sone of their objectives. Hence, according te Randolph, 

to conquer Africa wouid prove no less problematic than 

nee 2 396 x : 5 
taking om Curope and consequently he stressed the jack of 

capital and means of communication available ts potential 

repairiates. "The issue" ne wrote "is not race, color, or 

nationality, but economics ... Thus the problem consists in 

overthrowing capitalism". (Emphasis in original). 40. 

Here then in embryonic form are the essential elements 

of the cnntemporary detsate. Both race and class analysts 

have since elaborated their theoretical content and political 

objectives of their organisations. For instance 3 

we He
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The Black Muslims show how many different elements and 

influences can 90 into a single sase-history -of black 

nationalism - ethnological fantasy, theological 

credulity, internal statism, psycholugical emigrationism, 

economic separatism, political isolationism, and 

individual self-improvement. 42- 

0)
 

No individual biography illustrates the internal complexities 

and contradictions within the natisnalist movement better 

4 ys Ade z : : Ate 
than Maleslin Xs Having broken with the Muslims, his 

posittion oscillated around the internal statisu, external 

emigrationist debate. A necessary feature of his politics 

was a demand for the rehabilitation of Black culture that 

4 

would provide a nevessary basis for the autonomous control 

ons and communities. He ¢epicted the re
e of Black organisat 

role of Blacks, vis a vis the White power structure in the 

United States, as 'comastic colonialisin', and hence 

: i= Ht > x 2), 2 a4 + : aA, 

considered their position analogous to aii culonial peoples. 

atest ee
 The Black Power movement is referred to as "the ti9
) 

swing in the pendulum which marks the perennial oscillation 

Letween integration on the one side and separatismn-nationalisn 

45. 
on the other", The theoretical content of Rlack Pover 

3s above all nationalistic : 

Here is the crux of the problem of race relations - the 

redefinition of the sense of group positinn so that the 

statiis advantage of the white man is mo longer an 

advantage, so that an American may acknowledge his 

Negro ancestry without apolegising for it. 46. 

in, tiiis process of redefinition ; 

4
 t is absolutely essential that black people know 

this history, that they know their roots, that they 

develop an awareness of their cultural heritenoe. 

(Emphasis added). 47. 

Henee in a crucial policy statement Hamilton writes : 
+



If we are to proceed towarc true liberation, we must 
cut nurselves off from White people. We must form 
our own. institutions, credit unions, co-ops, political 
parties, write our own historias. 4c. 

In. remaining en exclusively Black organisation by expelling 

Pes 5 49 all Whites from its ranks ~*Black Power has conceived Slack 

liseration as part of a colonial revolution. and not essentially 

concerned with socialist objectives, The demand for five cr
 

wholly Black states is seen as a consequence of their 

current uolonial status. The notion of a ‘domestic colony? 

; aos, siiggested by fruse has been developed and dist‘tnouished in 

e . 5 
a paper by Biauner. 

It is this uncompromising exclusivism thet distinguishes 

Black Powsr polities from the Black Panther party established 

Des in 1966 by Newton and Seale, later to be juined by Cleaver 

and Brown. The problem was not conceived hy the Panthers in 

primarily colonial terms. There were "two evils te Fignt, 

Gapitalism and vecism", and furthermore they "blamed capitalism 
a 

For all that was wrong. arid made socialism the preconcition 

cn
 

(1
 

° for freedoin of any kind,ineluding self-determination”. 

Hence there appeared a certain retractior from an exclusively 

nationalistic programme and the presence of White groups 

cr
 

x
 

oO
 within the organisation is evidence of their rejection of 

exclusivism of the Black Power movement. It was for 

precisely this reason that Carmichéecl, who hac joined the 

movement, split in 1969, It is symptomatic of certain 

underlying differences that persisted between individuals 

in these orouns that the Penthers rejected the slogan of 

five or six Black states which, according to them, "would be
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impossible to function in freedom side by side with a 

g S tsk 3 vey Sans n 4 : hi capitalistic imperialistic country. Since this 

time Carmichaei hinself has moved back towards a position 

mora in sympathy with the Panthers than his own at the time 

of the split. In a recemt paper to the African Liberatien | 

Support Committees, he writes : 

The question befure us is not a question of class 
struogle. Any serious revolutionary kraws tnat 
clase struggle is the motivating struggle, is tne 
major struggle, that is not a question. 55, 

tpecifically on the question of Black-White alliances, he 

writes "Although they (the White working class) heve betrayed 

a5 
uS,; tte are always Willing to work with them". Furthermore 

though socialisin will come ta America "the white working 

; : 57 
class is the crucial elemeant".~ ° Hence the nationalist 

objectives and exclusivist strateov have now been replaced 

by seemingly socialist objectives and. the necessity sof Black-~ 

Woite alliances tin attain them. 

The Black Left are not alone in their struggie to resolve 

these theoretical problems. "The Communist Party's pulicy 

had three basic parts: the nationality question, the Black 

Be 
belt, and the right of the Black man to self-determination",. 

the self-determination slogan leaning heavily for sipport on 

. 59. [ . 60. es! ; papers by Lenin anu Stalin was ultimately considered 

unrealistic and replaced hy an 'équal rights' sruaremme.” . 

In concludinu sur review of this problem which appears central 

to struggles between Du Bois and Washington, Garvey and 

Randolph, and more recently Cruse, flalcolm X and the Muslims
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and the Black Power advocates on the one hand and the Panthers 

and White Left on the other, Franklin: and Resnik have this 

to say 3: 

Marxist analysis posits the working class as the key 7] 
componemt of the revolution, yet it fails to take into 
account the very obvious existence of Tacism within 
both the labor rank and file and the labor unions ... | 
In the end, we have come full circle. While race and 
class analysts are in theory diametrically opposed, 
and while the proponents of each are im bitter 
disagreement, the black Teality requires that they be 
combined. 62, 

To concede that racism is present however amongst White Labour 

is not quite to give credence to many of the assumptions and 

objectives of ‘race analysis'. To admit that beliefs 

concerning the biogenetic basis of human classification do | 

exist is not quite the same as holding the beliefs themselves, | 

It is precisely this concession to physical anthropology that 

many of the early nationalists in particular appear to have 

made.e In so far as they share certain of the assumptions of 

their political opponents in this Tespect, it is not surprising 

to find such bizarre alliances as Garvey with the Ku Klux 

Klane The Tepatriation policy too is one that has won support 

om the political Right in particular in Britain over the last 

decade.°°° 

In general terms however such explicit Pormillations as 

appear in the work of Du Bois and Garvey seem, at most, 

implicit im the recent nationalist/Black power programmes. 

In its place there has been an unqualified emphasis on a 

cultural basis for racial distinctions, though skin colour 

(i.e. biological criteria) makes differentiation possible in



the first place.” * The evocation of ‘black consciousness’, 

"negritude', 'Pan Africanism' etc., became an integral feature 

of Cruse's work in the early 1960's,°°° Black liberation 

consequently, in the first instance, presupposes seizure of 

the cultural apparatus. These assumptions were to remain a 

dominant feature of current ‘radical political' strategies. 

"They (the SNCC) laid the basis for the cultural nationalism 

which has become characteristic of the Black Power movement "eo 

To this extent Black Power politics have come under severe 

criticism from the Black and White Left. "It is characteristic 

of the cultural nationalist to exhibit a simplistic fixation | 

on racism" writes Allen "and to be unable (or unwilling) to 

delve any deeper into the American social structure".°’* The 

reformism of much Black Power polities has been seen as a 

consequence of such dubious assumptions. Cruse's programme 

in Harlem contains nothing "that does not fall within familiar 

and traditional patterns".” Similarly, Black Power's 

position reproduces this reformism embodied in a pregsanne 

which can, it has been argued, "be advocated by any traditional 

pluralist"? *and the credit unions and co-operatives 

established by Slack Power groups arguably differ minimally, 

if at all, from Operation Breadbasket and other Eiwil Rights 

programmes to which Black Power are in theory at least 

japuewue <% 

Furthermore the pursual of such objectives has been 

possible only with the assistance of White capital and 

personnel, a contradiction that strikes at the heart of the



separatist/exclusivist basis of the movement. The Utopianism 

of certain of their original objectives then has effectively 

reduced their strength to little more than a reformist lobby 

and one that can only survive (in terms of the realisation 

of its reformulated objectives) so long as their opponents 

are prepared to make funds available For that purpose. 

In some way, the shift in emphasis away from biological ; 

means of classification towards cultural nationalism, 

reflects a bias in the content of ‘racist ideology', 

traditionally attributed to their opponents, =° It is 

interesting in passing to note how similar certain of their — 

opponents’ political objectives subsequently are. Contrast 

for instance the maintenance of the Bantustan states as all 

Black provinces ‘to preserve the cultural treasure of a 

people' with Hamilton's five Black states slogan to preserve, | 

er at Least, re-establish the cultural identity of the 

American Black. This relates to a more general problem in 

race analysis. If "race has survived" as Adler suggests 

“and is clearly functional im perpetuating the capitalist 

industrial system", **then does the maintenance, indeed the 

encouragement of such distinctions, biological or cultural, 

Facilitate the exploitative system they were intended to 

rationalise ? 

The ambivalence that resulted at the level of the 

theoretical and ideological content of its programme and 

subsequently the character of its political objectives has 

been reflected in the contradictions in its leaders. As such,



the Black Power movement in many ways epitomised the most 

uncharacteristic features of Marxist/Leninist politics. 

The following extract from a paper on Black Power will serve 

to illustrate certain of these tendencies at the level of 

organisation and revolutionary tactics : 

Revolutionary consciousness is, by definition, 
spontaneous - it is the sudden will of self-emancipation. 
Effective leadership cannot divorce itself from mass 
spontaneity, and when the masses are ready to move, 
leadership must accept its historical responsibility. 
It should therefore come as no surprise that Black 
Power leadership has moved from its original aloofness 
with regard to riots ... to Rap Brown's reeent 
invocation to burn: and shoot as the means by which 
black people will seize control of their own 
communities. 73. 

Clearly under such conditions ‘effective revolutionary 

strategy', conceived om the basis of the 'long run 

perspective of the struggle'with leaders takina initiative 

is quite out of the question. (°° It is the overriding 

presence of spontaneism as a political principle, and 

subsequently a 'tailist'attitude on the part of the ledders 

which creates "an impulse to action which quickly turns to 

nihilien", °° What revolutionary strategy remains, it has 

{ been suggested, rests, to a considerable extent, on the 

theoretical and ideological content of their opponents, °° | 

Consequently one major problem is to reconcile, as Genovese 

unsuccessfully attempts to do, "Black nationalism (which) 

reflects, more accurately than integrationism, the historical 

uniqueness of the black experience in America", ’’*and the 

fact that the movement peanut for long "sustain itself without 

an anti-capitalist ideulony". >: The problem then appears 

to be one of reconciling a culturally (occasionally biologically)



deterministic theoretical position with a progressive political 

programme. It is this sort of contradiction at the level of 

political practice that may be seen to have the 'tactical' 

effects that Adler, along with Carmichael and Rap Brown 

cendonec 2° The theoretical content of both 'race' and ‘class! 

analysis may be seen once more to reproduce variant theoretical 

positions reproduced throughout this discussion: in particular 

from Part One (in the case of Du Bois, Garvey etc.) and Part 

Two (variant forms of Black Power illustrated for instance in 

the work of Adler) and the two previous sections of Part 

Three (Randolph and other ‘class analysts'). It is worth 

moting here the extent to which the similarity at this level 

of analysis to their opponents nbs G8ten Geen reflected in a 

similarity, at the level of political programmes. The 

confounding of a number of theoretical positions in the case 

of the Black Power movement has produced a bizarre combination 

of political sectarianism,(om the one hand, )the implications 

of which have been elaborated here, and on the other, a 

reliance on reform programmes initially attributed to their 

political opponents from the Civil Rights Movement. 

Se South Africa, 

In an analysis of the race concept in South African 

politics, what clearly emerges once more is the product of 

class analysis on the one hand, where race appears once more 

as functional to the means of Teproducing capitalist relations 

of production, and race analysis whose first task is to assert 

the automomy of the race concept. —* In terms of the political
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the pelitieal effects of the first of these positions, there 

is a definite tendency to bypass politics altogether, for 

logically capitalism and racism can only fall together. Wolpe 

comes close to this in two of his recent papers. In one for 

instance he writes : 

the analysis of the structural position of particular oroups 
and the contradictory processes that tend to generate 
conflict between them does not of itself reveal how the 
political conflict will in fact develop. For this we need 
to examine other, additional, factors that are, however, 
beyond the scope of this paper. 6&1. 

Similarly: "Whether capitalism still has space (or time) for 

reform in South Africa is an issue which must be left to another 

occasion". °-° In both Liebdnete’ the role of the class struggle 

appears not simply outside the scope of the paper in terms of 

insufficient time or space etc. but logically outside the 

Functionalist arguments presented by Wolpe in these essays. If 

the ‘complex conjuncture! referred to at the outset serves only 

to reproduce capitalist relations of production, the political 

struggle, if it exists, is of necessity a reflex of the Capital - 

labour contradiction. There appears in consequence no possibility 

Por political intervention as such for the latter can only be 

considered as a particular index of the productive process. 

The role of the South African economy and its relationship 

to the elaborate system of 'race' legislation has been 

discussed in a preceding section. What is significant in 

this context is the role of the economy and the relationship 

of Black Africans to White labour and capital therein which 

has come to be considered as crucial to an understanding of 

both nationalist and/or socialist movements in South Africa.
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The concept of labour aristocracy, for instance, considered 

appropriate in this context has come to play a significant 

Tole in political alignments. Hence Jordaan writes 

"Accordingly, the struggle for the abolition of the colour 

bar and for democracy can be waged only by the black 

workers",°°" (Emphasis added). The assumption here is that 

certain political/economic conditions discussed above render 

Whites irrelevant as regards any programme for national 

liberation. Hence Davies writes "This development (economic/ 

political) has, however, created a mass socio-economic base 

for reactionary white nationalism, of which the white working 

class unfortunately forms a part", °4* White nationalism or 

racism (the two are considered synonymous in this context), 

are considered pertinent not purely for mationalist 

programmes but also for long term socialist strategy. Indeed 

the one is often considered out of the questiom without the 

other. 

Having abolished the colour bar, the black Naekaee 
guided by a leadership schooled in scientific 
socialism, will proceed to conquer the commanding 
heights of the economy and place the means of 
production under public ounership. The revolution 
Can succeed only as a socialist revolution. 985. 

The proposition that national liberation presupposes a 

socialist revolution has been a source of considerable 

contention in the revolutionary Brees uinat of organisations 

in Southern Africa and to take Legassick as a case in point, 

a potential source of contradictions for these movements. 

"It would seem" Legassick writes, on the one hand, 

"that such national liberation could be achieved only 

coterminously with the abolition of capitalism in South
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hPoica."” Yet at the same time : 

It. is doubtful if the struggle against capitalism in 
South Africa can proceed, through the unification of 
the interests and circumstances of black and white 
working class, without the leverage that might be 
achieved by a black proletariat using its 'national' 
institutions to their fullest extent. 87. 

The question of Black - White alliances will be 

considered here, not only since political programmes devote 

a considerable amount of time to this question, but, more 

significantly it will be argued, because it has in consequence 

diverted attention from what, it will be suggested, are more 

serious problems. It is these which are responsible to a 

much greater extent for the current impasse prevailing 

amongst nationalist/socialist organisations. The illustration 

taken will be from Turok's analysis of political organisations, 

in particular the African National Congress and the Pan 

African Congress in the 1950's and 1960's.° Once more it is 

assumed "the national question must hold the centre of the 

analysis and of the solution",° since the Whites, as a 

labour : » aristocracy, have ; 

been incorporated into the political and social realm 
of the ruling capitalist class and have a stake in 
the status guo in a way that ensures their loyalty, 
for at least the foreseeable future. (Emphasis in 
original). 90. 

Consequently as far as Blacks are concermed "the structure 

around them confirms that they are first Black and second 

proletarians". = 

The debate once more then in abstract terms is 

conceived at as a confrontation between those prepared, 

for reasons explored below, tea cammit themselves to a joint
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(Black/White) campaign of political action on the basis of 

specific objectives; and those assuming the only effective 

political organisation must comprise an exclusively Slack 

membership. 

In view af the recent intensification of separatist 

organisations in South Africa, the South African Students 

Organisation (SASO) and the Black Peoples Convention, ?*° it 

is important to establish the conditions under which such 

movements have been felt necessary. In Turok's analysis, it 

is possible to identify certain critical junctures that have 

encouraged separatist demands and prompted. splinter 

movements. The first may be seem as a direct consequence 

of the Treason Trial in 1956 where 156 leaders of all 

organisations were charged with conspiring to establish a 

936 communist state, The trial which lasted for years had 

had serious effects in terms of the organisation and unity 

of the African National Congress and its co-operation with 

other groups (Indian Congress, Communist Party) in the Conaqress 

Alliance. 

Turok writes of the trial period ; 

During this time, preoccupations with defence and sheer 
exhaustion of leaders by long days in court, led to a 
certain inertia. At the same time hundreds of leading 
cadres were banned and the Alliance was severely 
harrassed, 

He continues 3: 

Seizing this opportunity a group of Africans broke away 
from the ANC (African anes ek Congress) and formed the 
Pan African Congress (PAC The PAC made three claims 
For recognition: they ee the mantle of genuine 
African nationalism, they adopted an overtly anti-white 
posture and they condemned communism and its influence 
in the Congress Alliance. 94,
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The assumption. here and one that Turek upheld was that the 

presence of Whites in key leadership roles above all 

precipitated a certain estrangement amongst Black masses, in 

so far as White domination, the object of their struggls; 

eppeered to te challenged oy an orgenisation with key 

° leadership. nosts held by Whites.” Not only did such a 

situation appear paradoxicel te Blacks but it appeared 

illogical and politically costly : 

one must. concede that a white intellectual whose 
life-style and daily experience is remote from that 
cf the oppressed has some difficulty in formulating 
policies. of struggle for the opprassed. 96. 

The recourse to separatistrhetoric may be witnessed 

once more during and since the sabotage campaign which began 

on a small scale in rural areas in the lates 1950's and 

sulsequently bscane part of the organisational programme of 

eertsin nationalist yrcups : Umkontco We Sizwe, Linked to 

ae is el. F a the Congress Alliance and Pago, the military wing of the 

OB. tie i SpE eae col PAC. The lattar econsequently was critical of U:nkonto 

"Por diluting African nationaiism by admitting nun-Africans”. 

The rivalry betwean the tuo groups in this period serves 

once more to divert attention from the futility of the 

sabotage campaian which patently failed both as part of a 

naticnalist and a socialist preoramme.e 

Looked at as a single phase of the strusg 
bs said that the sabotage campaign was ab 
(thoush most considered violsnce necessar 
actual form of the campaign led down 
disaster. 100. 

The Communist Party reected to the campaign by urging
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"No desperation; no adventurism, but Firm, resolute and 

revolutionary aetionerot: Political activity in general 

and campaigns such as this met with increasing resistance 

by the Nationalist Government a factor which,Turok points 

out, the liberation movements rarely took into account in 

their forms of organisation and their plans of campaign 3: 

The movement was carried along on a wave of euphoria 
and a refusal to recognize that the police state 
that was always referred to in speeches really 
existed. 102. 

Its inability to come to terms with this problem constantly 

endangered the unity of the nationalist movement, removed 

its key figures, and succeeded in preventing any serious 

threat from emerging. 7°* In point of fact, in terms of 

their objectives, the nationalist movements have never 

seriously come to terms with the slogan of national liberation, 

a point which Turok is correct to point out. "To talk of 

national liberation however, ese pee in answer to the question, 

which natiom ? And power for whom pit ee ad: om a practical 

level, which African groups are to be included ? The Black 

civil servant, semi-professional and salaried groups ? Is 

their life-style and daily experience too ‘remote! from that 

of the oppressed ? 

What objectives and strategy have emerged (e.g. the 

sabotage campaign) seems to have taken their initiative 

From the spontaneous outbreaks of the massese The absence of 

any organised revolutionary programme demanded by the 

CS 
Communist Party? “ensured the 'spontaneist' character of 

these movementse Indeed the abdication of responsibility in
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this direction, preferring instead to rely ona politics of 

experience for the formulation of their policies, has proved 

costly both in political and human terms. Events Following 

the Sharpeville incident in 1960 which according to Fanon” 

was to be the catalyst for a successful liberation movement, 

have proved largely ineffective, and to the extent they have 

been met with tougher restrictions, counter-productive. 

In view of these fundamental problems with respect to 

organisation, strategy and a certain ambivalence with respect 

to political objectives, it is curious to note the persistent 

recourse to the question of slitanteas°'* In an otherwise 

extremely valuable documentation of these organisations, he 

suggests the question of Black solidarity is the prerequisite 

for a successful liberation movement even when the problem 

of who and what exactly is to be liberated remains 

unresolved. +02 The recurrent failure of such organisations 

to realise their objectives (assuming these have been. fully 

articulated) has invariably prompted a return to this 

apparently fundamental question of separatism/unity. In so 

far as this has remained and remains the central question, it 

has and will effectively divert these organisations from 

confronting and Tesolving political questions that have 

remained, and will do so, their genuine stumbling block. In 

this respect it is interesting to reproduce the Following 

It is not a crisis of growth, but mainly a crisis of 
knowledge. In too many cases the struaqgle for 
liberation and our plans for the future are not enly 
without a theoretical base, but also more or less 
cut off from the concrete situation in which we are 
workinge 109.



Summary. 

In the consideration of the concept of race in politics, 

it is necessary to distinguish two areas to which neo=Marxist 

theory has addressed itself. On the one hand there are those 

attempts to conceive the 'race issue' in terms of its 

politicisation for party politicel geventeqe = — and the role 

of successive ga@vernments in its institutionalisations.* In 

Great Britain, for instance, the Race Relations and Immigration 

Acts of the 1960's and early 1970's were passed in conjunction 

with the establishment of an elaborate machinery designed to 

implement and administer them. The race bureaucracies then 

have been examined in their role as an integral feature of 

this institutionalisation grocase< >** The 'race relations 

industry 'comprises: a number of official agencies with 

ebepoweteiuiey for the overall administration of official 

(i.e. Government) objectives. There also exists a number 

of groups/organisations that can be examined in terms of 

their ‘unofficial'response to the race issue. The nature 

of these responses shift in accordance with the objectives 

of the group or body concerned. )* This constitutes the 

second area to which Marxists, amongst others, have concerned 

themselves and the one to which this section has addressed 

itself. In particular it has sought to examine that set of 

political responses to the race issue, not from liberal 

welfare perspectives, but from certain groups assuming to a 

greater or lesser extent certain principles from the works 

of Marx and Lenin.
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In this context the discussion has attempted to locate 3 

the concept of race in terms of the theoretical content of 

certain contemporary political organisations and its 

coincidence with certain effects at a more practical level, 

In doing so it has sought to distinguish the positions 

developed here from those of classical Marxist - Leninist 

political theory. 

At a certain level of abstraction the organisations 

discussed here may be said to reproduce a debate whose 

essential structure remains the same for each of the groups. 

In reconstructing the debate in its variant forms at this 

level, i.e. in terms of the programmes of specific political 

organisations, it is clear that each reproduces certain 

theoretical presuppositions that constitute a good deal of 

this thesis' investigations. Consequently ‘race analysts' 

are indebted to certain anthropological arguments discussed 

im Part One and certain sociological concepts in Part Two. 

The concept of race thus appears as a real biological category 

on the one hand and a collectively conceived cultural 

representation on the other. Their similarity at this level 

seems to have encouraged a degree of identity at the level of 

the programmes of their political opponents. Consequently 

a whole range of practical solutions: segregation, cultural 

nationalism, repatriation have been suggested by the political 

Left and Right alike. In addition to this set of arguments, 

the race concept in these programmes clearly possesses 

properties contingent on a general concept of action. Race 

consciousness then replaced biological race and in whatever
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form it appeared at a practical level was considered a 

necessary and valuable manifestation of Tevolutionary 

potential. 

If one side of the debate sought to confer a biological/ 

cultural (individually and collectively conceived) reality 

on the concept of race, the other has sought to reduce it to 

a mystique of real social relations of production. The 

economy, or an advanced development of capitalist forces of 

production, has created certain exigencies with respect to the 

role of various categories of labour that Blacks/migrants 

have been compelled to satisfy. The production of ‘racist 

ideology' (false facts about human differentiation) is a 

mecessary outcome of these economic requirements. While this 

has. not always coincided (in the groups under discussion) with 

an abstention from political activity altogether, the ‘economists! 

have generally confimed their practical proposals to the 

production process as the sole means whereby change may: be 

effected at other levels. 

The specific terms of the debate are by no means 

consistently reproduced in every case. The illustrative 

evidence from Race Today suggests the two sides of then debate 

itself may be confounded. A.certain economism then, im terms 

of its theoretical assumptions, has. been developed in 

conjunction with a number of concessions to race analysis 

at what has been referred to as the 'prescriptive' or 

practical level. 

The theoretical adequacy of both class and race analysis 

has already been challenged elsewhere in the thesis and while
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their political effects can only seriously be assessed in 

the Light of an exhaustive analysis of specific political 

and ideological conditions, their presence in these programmes 

has coincided with some extremely dubious forms of 

revolutionary practice. In reproducing these arguments at 

a certain level of abstraction, both race and class analysis 

have ignored the ultimate object of Marxist theory: an 

analysis of the ‘current situation’ or ‘relations of forces’. 

In doing so they appear so discrepant both theoretically and 

practically with respect to the principles of Marxist - 

Leninism as to render themselves almost unrecognisable as 

contemporary forms of Marxist political organisation. 

Notes. 

1. 7. Martin, 'CilL.R. James and the Race/Class Question', 
Pe 183. 

26 The terms ‘race' and 'class' analysis taken together in 
this way have been borrowed from R.S, Franklin and S. 
Resnik, The Political Economy of Racism. See especially 
Chapters 8 amd 10 for an elaboration of variant forms . 

of both and a proposed synthesis advocated by the 
authors. 

3. The term ‘relations of force' is borrowed from Gramsci's 
Prison Notebooks, p. 175 ff. and refers to slements of a 
current analysis. The problem for Gramsci, and clearly 
in this section, concerns the identification of what is 
‘organic' and what is 'conjunctural' (ibid, p. 178) i.e. 
those political principles universally applicable and 

_ those appropriate only in specific situations. Consequently 
the question of how far race and class may be legitimately 

abstracted from a conjunctural analysis is one to some 
extent that can only be resolved in the wake of the 
resolution of these general questions. 

4. A number of references to classical Marxist-Leninist theory 
will be made throughout this section. Illustrations taken 
from Lenin will serve to illustrate certain ‘organic! 
principles of party organisation and a number of deviations 
from Marxist-Leninist political practice. What is To be 

Done? for instance contains an excellent analysis of the 

political effects of sconomism and terrorism, pp.178-181.
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Fuller examination of specific conjunctures. Neverthe- 
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political practice. 
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Ibid, pe 276. 

Ibid, p. 205. 

Ibid, pp. 276-277. 

For an elaboration of the theoretical basis of this 
conception of ideology, see N. Poulantzas, Political 
Power and Social Classes, p. 195 ff. The effects of 
‘historicism' developed here resemble in some respects 
Genovese's concept of racist ideology repraduced in the 
preceding section.
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Concluding Remarks, 

Throughout this discussion there have appeared two 

parallel, yet contradictory, attempts to locate the concepts 

of race and racism in terms of a more inclusive set of 

concepts considered Marxist. These two attempts, each 

presupposing its own assumptions concerning what constitutes 

-'Marxism' may seemingly be distinguished in terms of the 

‘autonomy' conferred on the race concept. Autonomous in this 

sense generally refers to the concept's Ttelationship to the 

economy. The precise status of any autonomy beyond this will 

be elaborated shortly. The problems entailed in both race 

and class analysis treated separately have been considered 

already. The seemingly excessive demands of each have, 

however, been tempered by a third set of arguments with 

increasing popularity. 

What is demanded in this revised approach is a combination 

of certain ‘authentic' Marxian assumptions of class analysis 

and an acknowledgment that some degree of 'autonomy' conferred 

in the context of race analysis is an essential complementary 

feature of this conceptual synthesis. Although it is correct 

to suggest that such attempts have become increasingly popular, 

it is also {tue to say that few have achieved more than an 

acknowledgment of the necessity for such a synthesis.?° It 

is the purpose of this concluding section to explore reasons 

why this is the case. 

To do so it is necessary, in the first instance, to



reconsicer the question of an ‘autonomous ' coneept of race 

(and renist ideology). This entails a recapitulation cf 

certain arguments developed elsewhere in this thesis where the 

properties of these concepta have been elaborated. The 

implication nere is thet the autonomy of the race concept 

bas been vouchsafed by recourse to the arguments of their 

apponents; that is to say, both et a theoretical level (in 

so far as fiarxiem is distinct from the problematics cf 

sociology and physical anthropology), and at a more practical 

level (i.e. in terms of distinct politicai onjectives). As 

regards the former, the concept of race here in neo-flarxist 

theory has been seen tu presuppose some of the more 

yuestionable assumotions of physical anthropology on the tne 

hand and the ethnicity theorists ch sociolooy and antirepology 

on the other. The reintroduction of a biological concept 

into the realm of culturai representations in this sense 

remains as much a possibility in neo-Marxist theory as was 

found to be tne case in sociclogical classifications. There 

is however a significant corpus of revised theory which coes 

not presuppose any physical or culturally imposed distinctious. 

This additional form of autonomy presupposes a certain concept 

-of action borrowed from Weber's sociology that remains a 

point of departure for a 'Marxist' concept of race. 

We may think of race relations, therefore, as that 

behavior which devslops amony peoples who are aware 

of each other's actual or imputed physical 

differences. Moreover, by race relations we do net 

mean all social contacts between persons of different 

"races" but only £Ehose contacts the social characteristics 

of which are determined by a conscisusness of "racial" 

difference. 2.



The concept of race then is ‘autonomous', in this case 

only in so far as it presupposes a concept of actian; the 

distinguishing feature of a sociological theory of race and 

a sociology of race relations. B8coth neoc-Marxist theory and 

sociology share, to this extent, a conception of race 

relations at the outset that is confined to those physical 

differences to which individuals attach Significance. The 

concept of race then, devoid of its biological properties is 

conceived in the sphere of values whether these are individually 

or culturally expressed. Race thus rests on a ‘sentiment of 

solidarity' (Weber),~*a "consciousness of kind' (Shibutani)°* 

or a 'self-consciousness' (Genovese).>* The concept of race 

in a variant form rests on an individual's definition of the 

Situation regardless of the state of knowledge.°* 

The concept of class on the other hand, is conceived in 

terms of a determinate set of relations of production and 

productive forces. Classes, according to Castles and odasles 

exist in their objective state independently of whether each 

individual is aware of them or not. ’* They exist, in other 

words, not through ‘consciousness’ (though they may) but 

through the elaboration of the theory (in Marx's case) of the 

capitalist mode of production. If classes may be shown to 

exist through a specification of their determinate conditions 

of existence then presumably concepts developed from within 

Marxism must satisfy similar criteria. 

The concept of race in this respect appears the direct 

antithesis of such conceptualisation. It appears not through
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a prior elaboration of its conditions of existence but solely 

in terms of the meaning individuals are seen to attach to it. 

On the one hand then, there appears a concept (class) that 

exists independently of whether men are conscious of it or not, 

(those that are not aware in this sense are often said to be 

falsely conscious). On the other hand, there is a concept 

of race that exists in the realm of consciousness: independent, 

apparently, of any real conditions of existence. Any attempt 

to produce such conditions necessarily invokes once more those 

real physical/cultural differences, precisely those abandoned 

to make room for a sociological cancept in the first place. 

In so far as the two concepts presuppose two distinct forms of 

conceptualisation, the possibility of any form of correspondence 

appears logically out of the question. On the one hand, race 

is defined according to inter-subjectively derived meanings 

attached to actual or imputed physical differences. (On the 

other hand, class is not defined according to imputed 

differences, but is present regardless of whether 'meaning' is 

attached to class differences. or not. Where 'meaning' is not 

present, false consciousness mythology and the Like are 

invoked to explain its absence. Consequently the paradoxical 

position appears in neo-Marxist theories of race where the 

'reality' of race is defined both in terms of everyday 

perceptions of it'regardless of the state of knowledge' (it 

may or may not exist) and at the same time explained with 

reference to some form of correspondence with a concept class, 

which is defined in objective terms regardless of subjective 

meaning,(i.es. in terms of positions in relation to the



production process). If the two concepts are derived by 

mutually exclusive means, then any attempt to synthesise 

them will necessarily be confronted with this problem of 

conceptual incompatibility. Since each concept rests on 

antithetical assumptions with respect to the ontological 

status of Marxist categories, their presence in the same 

conceptual context, it must be suggested, is quite illegitimate. 

Any attempted synthesis then is only possible on the basis 

of this unholy alliance. 

What this discussion has attempted is the location and 

identification of the concepts of race and racism in the 

context of various arguments defended to a greater or lesser 

extent on the basis of their Fidelity to fiarxism. In the 

first section the concept of race was ipaated in terms of its 

apparent relationship to certain economic categories. 

Consequently it was identified in terms of certain axigeneiest 

or more precisely, certain necessary tendencies in the 

Capitalist mode of production. Two levels of argument with 

respect to the concept of race must be reiterated here. In 

the first instance, there exists in purely economic terms the 

adequacy of the concepts of surplus population, industrial 

reserve army, and differentiation within fractions of the 

working class. 

These specifically economic arguments which were 

challenged themselves in the discussion on the economy, still 

leave the problem of the coincidence of the racial and economic 

dimensions unresolved. In this sense the problem here reproduces
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that identified im Part Two. There, attempts to account for 

certain necessary systems of domination and stratification 

according to an unequal distribution of power resources, 

nevertheless still failed to specify the conditions under 

which racial domination asserted itself over other possible 

Forms. Hence in both cases the specifically racial 

character remains unaccounted for and indeed unaccountable 

for, either im terms of the use of Marxist concepts or in a 

less systematic context in terms of Weber's political 

categories. The concept of race developed here then presupposes 

precisely this convergence of real physical differences and 

economic exigencies. The former it has been suggested rest 

on dubious assumptions borrowed from anthropology, the other 

on dubious assumptions borrowed from Marx. 

It has been suggested that the concept of race developed 

in the first instamce in terms of certain economic concepts 

must be distinguished from attempts to develop a theory of the 

preduction of false knowledge concerning the possibility of a 

sub=classification of homo sapiens on the basis of fixed 

biogenetic criteria. The concept of the economy was again 

invoked, it is true, but the object had in the meantime been 

transformed from an attempt to confer on the concept of race 

a real economic status to one whose object had now become the 

  

production of ideology in general and racism in particular, 

It was in this context that the racism/capitalism thesis 

was. reviewed and once more the preblem remained the conspicuous 

absence of a mechanism through which capitalism realises its
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effects at an ideological level. S8oth attempts to reduce 

all elements of the totslity to the economic (in the case of 

Cox et. al.) or to an expression of consciousness (Senovese 

et. al.) reproduced certain problems common ta functiornLlism 

in general that were developed in the particular context in 

terms of the relationship posed, on the one hand, betwean | 

racist ideology and racialist forms of political practice a 

  

on the other. If the eae of race end racisit- were found 

deficient. in both thess respects (i.e. as real economic 

sategories or knowledge as an expression of the economy) the 

task of tiie final part of this discussion was to uncover the 

implications of these thaoretical assumptions fer the 

specific content of matienai liberatiun/socialist programmes. 

Im so far as they remained faithful tn these assumptions © 

it was not surprising to find the race/class debate reproduced 

with great consistency and reguiarity in the case studies 

reviewed. Nor was it surnrising to find that the 

R
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significance attached to these arguments and developed more 

or less. as part of the theoretical/ideological content uf 

their programmes, has necessarily entailed serisus political 

consequences for these organisations, I particular, in terms 

of their forns of organisation and the content of specific 

political programmes, they bear a certain resemblance, it hes 

been. suggested, to two veriant forms of deviation from which 

Lenin dan eteheay Sought to deliver Marxism. What has to be 

Faced now, given the problems identified in this investigation, 

is to salvage what remains of the much tarnished concept of 

race through a reconsideration of the terms of the debate in



which it has been developed. 

In so far as the concepts of race and racism have been 

developed, at least professedly, within Marxism they have 

always been assumed in general terms to possess some form 

of relationship to the economic or mode of production. These 

arguments, it has been suggested, take two forms, on the one 

hand, race and racism may be seen as direct consequences of 

transformations at the level of the productive processe The 

degree to which the production process is seriously considered 

even from this starting point varies considerably. Such 

variation may be noted by contrasting Castells! and Nikolinkos' 

relatively sophisticated development of Marx's economic concepts 

with Cox's rather tenuous affinity with Marx in this respect. 

The overriding assumption with respect to all these arguments 

however is that since Marxism treats "society' 'holistically' 

each element can only be understood with reference to the 

other elements which are all in turn related to a common 

umderlying economic structure. This holism is opposed to 

sociological atomism , and in particular in this Tespect, the 

; ; , 8 micro-analyses of conventional race relations. ° 

The second form of analysis retains the primacy of 

economic forms and hold them in the first instance responsible 

for ideological representations. Only subsequently does it 

concede a degree of ‘autonomy! with respect to the latter that 

may effect modifications at the level of the relations/forces 

of production. In so far as it reproduces the economists! 

arguments. at the outset it remains faced with the problem in



the first instance of explaining certain forms of ideological 

representation in terms of economic content. Furthermore, 

given its modification of 'mechanical interpretations of 

Marxism' (to use its own phrase) it is required to specify 

under what conditions there is room for a degree of autanomy 

with respect to ideological/political practices and under 

what conditions they are capable of effecting transformations 

at the economic level. Without such a delineation in principle 

then, this concession to ideology and politics in effect 

remains no more than a somewhat gestural advance invoked to 

‘explain' differences at the level of ‘empirical' 

manifestationse 

The case of competing or contradictory tddaibotes is a 

very useful way of elaborating some of these problems. 

Orthodox race theory, it was suggested in Part One, is by no 

meams a homogeneous, coherent enterprise. There exists 

numerous levels and forms, im Verus of which the concepts 

of race and racist ideology are represented. In terms of 

levels of conceptualisation it is possible to contrast its 

representation in classical literature with its relatively 

sophisticated handling in. the taxonomic exercises of 

twentieth cemtury biochemical anthropology and finally its 

presence in the overtly political utterances of the social 

Darwinists. More significantly however the internal content 

of the ideologies themselves: is by no means uniform. Within 

orthodox race theory itself there are numerous assumptions 

and consequently implications of a contradictory nature. 

De Gobineau's treatise is: a case in point. The essay was not,



as it is popularly represented, a racist tract if the sense of 

the term generally accepted by Mlarxists and non-Marxists is to 

Ge Dstained. The innate differences alluded to here were 

neither inter-racial nor inter=national but concerned differsnces 

specific to each nation. If the essay ostensibly had little to 

do with racism or nationalism, it furthermore had very little 

time for capitalism either. On the contrary in terms of its 

specifically intra-national objectives, it sought to defend the 

Peudal nobility and not the ascendent nineteenth century bourgeois 

class. The distinction between internal and eeeeenasactal 

Darwinists is, again suggestive of certain contradictions within 

conventional race theory that defy a straightforward reduction 

to certain forms of production relations. Fe Similarly there are 

equally numerous contradictions to be found within socisclogical 

race relations and Marxist race theory (the latter's own 

differences with respect to forms of organisation and political 

programmes) that remain equally inexplicable from the starting 

point of the productive procesSe 

The consideration of the race concept in the first instance 

conceived as an effect of determinate ideological practices 

that subsequently intervene via the class struggle in the 

economy may be seen im outline in Legassick's paper on Capital 

Accumulation and Violence. It must be considered in this 

respect quite distinct from Wolpe's attempt to specify the scope 

of 'race relations' solely in terms of the reproduction of 

determinate forces and relations of production. In an 

extremely pertinent rhetorical question Legassick asks 3: 

How was it, Marxists have often asked, that this white 

proletariat was not reduced to the condition of the
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black proletariat in South Africa, if profit maximisation 
was the aim of capital ? ... the amswer must be sought 
in terms of differing conditions of class struggle. 10. 

Though he does attempt te show apartheid to be ‘functional to 

Capital' elsewhere, there is a definite attempt to differentiate 

its various fractions. Consequently he suggests that the 

strengthening of race laws after 1948 was 4 political decision 

by no means: unanimously accepted hy ‘capital’ en bloc and 

causing contention which persisted throughout the 1950's, 

Though he does suggest all parties in this struggle sought to 

retain an extra-economically coerced labour force, the latter 

itself cannot be seen primarily in terms of the ‘interests of 

Capital' but im the specific conditions of the class struggle, 

which can only be analysed in terms of the African "resistance 

to mercantile colonial conquest" and the subsequent struggle 

for land which lasted over two canturtesss>* 

Apartheid is thus considered the consequence of a political 

decision that represented sections of Capital (by no means all) 

and was under continuous pressure throughout the 1950's by 

other sectians who eapht to revoke those forms of discriminatory 

legislative practices, 

‘These very brief illustrations suggest, albeit schematically, 

the complex and contradictory nature of race ideologies that 

cannot be handled in terms of economic theory alone. This 

has: been found to be the case both in terms of the ideologies 

themselves and their effectivity at the level of (South African) 

political practice. In terms of the wellworn dictum 'Marxism 

is holism' they serve to indicate that by treating totalities 

as ‘wholes' in the sense above the arguments reviewed here have
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effectively reduced the wholeness, i.e. the complex and 

contradictory nature of the parts themselves. In the context 

of this thesis, this very real danger is a mecessary effect of 

an analysis. of race and racism conceived im the first instance 

as determinate effects of economic cateoories. This applies 

in general terms to both parallel sets of arguments developed 

nheree Each produces. its own form of expressivism and, as 

the termssuggests, if the parts express something else, there 

is little room, to use Genovese's term, for the parts to 

'oreathe'! whemseluese.** If some notion of the ‘relative 

autonomy' af these practices is to be treated seriously, then 

there seems little to be gained from referring to a complex 

conjuncture at the outset as Wolpe does, and subsequently 

reducing its constituent elements. to functions of transformations. 

im the relations/forces of maviealien areandpltatieé modes of 

production.-~* If race and racism are to be treated as 

concepts whose objects are idsological, then they must be 

considered in the first instance as products of determinate 

4e 
ideological peactices,- 

In exploring the conceptual conditions of existence of 

the race concept, this is precisely what this thesis has set 

out to establishe The coherence/incoherence at this level 

may be established independently of the specific effects that 

the ideology in question possesses at the level of economic 

and political practices. One possible way to illustrate 

the possibilities emanating from these assumptions would be 

to consider the concept of race and distinguish it from that 

of ‘migrant worker'. At present the two are somewhat



ambiguously defined, and where attempts have been made to 

demonstrate an equivalence in terms of 'conditions' (esq. 

job concentration, mobility, discrimination in housing etc.) 

they have been confoundeds"* If we start from a somewhat 

different set of assumptions, the concept of race on the one 

hand may be conceived as an ideological category,a product 

not of economic exigencies (Nikolinakos, Cox etc.) nor of 

purposive human activity (Genovese) but determinate ideological 

practices, the content of which this thesis: has sought to 

investigate. ‘Migrant worker' om the other hand in so far as 

it does not rest on anthropological/biogenetic assumptions 

clearly cannot in this sense be considered equivalent to the 

Tace concept. Where the latter attains a legal status 

however (iee. it is now both an ideological and a political 

category) the two under certain conditions may be seen. as: 

commensurate. Such a coincidence may have occurred for 

instance im case of Black Commonwealth immigrants im Great 

Britain particularly after the 1971 Immigration Act and 

Italian migrants working in Switzerland for example. In 

the case of Great Britain however, immigration policy may 

well dévelop distinct forms as effects of the intervention 

of certain 'race' ideologies. Consequently specific legal 

clauses/restrictions may apply conveniently to Commonwealth 

immigrants: (since most immigrants from the Commonwealth are 

Black the restriction thus introduces a 'racial' factor 

and the coincidence of 'races' with 'immigrants'). Clearly 

the precise nature of this intervention presuppeses an 

adequate conceptualisation of political forms which has not



been attempted in this thesis. 

The concept. of race then is not ‘autonomous' in the sense 

that it is contingent on a particular notion of human autonomy, 

or expression of consciousness as was the case with Genovese. 

Autonomy exists only in the sense that 'races:' must be 

conceived first and foremost as the product of ideological 

and not the expression of extra-ideological practices. Once 

this is established it is necessary to specify as we have 

attempted the determinate theoretical/ideological conditions 

of existence of the race concept. To this extent it is quite 

misleading to refer to an ‘autonomous' concept of race. 

We have already suggested in terms of a specific ‘legal 

status', 'races' and ‘migrant workers! may well be reconcilable. 

If this. is the case and specific ideologies are found to 

intervene at the level of legislative practices then it may 

also be possible to realise their effects in the economy. 

Under certain ideological/political conditions it may Eo 

possible for an employer to use a certaim type of labour 

if it is relatively cheaper to buy °° For this to be the 

case however certain discriminatory practices (often legally 

enforceable) would have to be present. What clearly defies 

the economists: arguments ig the presence of non=-productive 

petty bourgeois and bourgeois categories that correspond to 

racial /ideological classifications. The position developed 

here concesdes the possibility af a race/class discrepancy and 

consequently the possibility of a migrant/immigrant ('Black') 

professional category. Baran and Sweezy's contradictory



suggestion that Blacks are required as a sub-proletariat 

and as a bourgeoisie designed to mollify Slack resistance 

J ik 
is thus overcome. 

The possibility of a complex totality is neither denied 

by recourse to 'sociclogical atomism'nor the variant forms of 

expressivism discussed in the context of our examination of 

neo-Marxist theory. The wholeness of the totality can only 

be established on the basis of distinct forms of conceptualisa- 

tion: economic, political and ideological. Only then is it 

possible to establish the concept of race ideologies in terms 

of their effects at other levels. Clearly the theorisation 

of these effects can only seriously be undertaken with 

reference to an adequate canceptualisation of those other 

levels, a problem particularly evident in Section III when 

the effects of certain theoretical/ideological practices were 

suggested in the absence of a rigorous conjunctural analysis. 

The extent to which ideelogies intervene in the economy 

is clearly conditioned by the scope for such intervention: 

extended by the economy, iee.e im so far as the economy is 

permitted to reproduce its own conditions of existence. The 

possibility of intervention to the point of transition clearly 

enters the realm of the class struggle, an integral feature 

of Marxist theory and one to some extent glossed over in an 

attempt to produce a totality without recourse to an 

elaboration of its: constituent parts. 
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in principle however from his earlier contribution to 
Se Zubaida's collection, Race and Racialism, written 
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Conclusion. 

The Problems of Critigue in ‘Applied' Sociological Research. 

Conventional forms of classification both within and 

between each of the social sciences have from time to time 

been subject to certain forms of critical perutinye.. The 

organisation of the social sciences into such disciplines as 

economic, politics, saciolagy and anthropology however 

provides a built-in tendency toward the reproduction of these 

distinctions. To some extent the same may be said of divisions 

within each of the above disciplines, though clearly the 

problem is not as acute. In sociology, for instance, there 

exist the potentially all-embracing areas of sociological 

theory and methodology which provide the possibility of 

confronting issues at a more general level of abstraction, 

and at the same time have implications. for the more 

substantive areas of research. By and large however, the 

distinction between these two areas has been maintained, in 

common with divisions between the social sciences. To this 

extent this distinction has entailed similar consequences of a 

necesserily conservative nature. 

The various 'sociologies of', what ever substantive 

form they take, operate according to a predefined set of 

methodological protocols and a limited range of comceptual 

variables. The race relations researcher 'operationalises'
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notions of prejudice or discrimination via a limited range 

of procedural alternatives. 

The case of discriminatory practices in emplayment, for 

instanee, may involve a choice of two or three methods of 

investigation; the ‘correspondence method' involving pairs of 

letters" (either of enquiry or in reply to advertisements), 

a questionnaire sent direct to employers’ or an assessment 

on the basis of interview results. of a 'mixed' group of sub ifects 

and a number of prospective employees with a range of randomly 

selected employers. ° The race relatioms researcher would 

then collate his findings and assess in percentage terms the 

extent of discrimination in a particular firm, industry, area, 

etce The contribution of the research itself is assessed in 

terms of the results and the particular method adopted. The 

latter may be justified om the basis of a critique of the 

alternative approaches referred to above. At this level of 

research, mot only are the substantive concepts themselves 

assumed to be useful without question, but furthermore, given 

the technical differences that separate those 21 epenabive 

methods referred to above, there is also an assumption 

concerning the efficacy of empirical methods of investigation 

im general. The adoption of a limited range of concepts 

under a limited range of forms of operationalisation has 

produced a somewhat stereotyped pattern of research, not unlike 

_that depicted by Allen and referred to im the Introduction. 

The problems, as we saw, were mot confined to orthodox research 

in race relations, but appeared equally applicable to those



like Allen who recognised and attempted to transcend them. 

These are the consequences, it has been suggested, for forms 

of critique in a substantive discipline such as race relations 

where a significent corpus of kmowledes remains conventionally 

(rather than logically) outside the scope of the researcher's 

Gi practitioner's terms of reference. 

A critique, in the sense used here, involves a double- 

sided uperation. The first involveas the reconstruction of a 

specific position in terms of its flaws, inadequacies, 

incoherences etc. The nature of these inauequacies will 

depend on the sritcria used themselves. and may be seen to be 

che vesult of a determinate set of assumptions, The four 

uypes of critique elaborated in the Introduction each entail 

a poeearic set of assumptions concerning the nature of the 

knowlsdoe process and, in some cases, the means by whish it 

i possihle to vouchsafe the results of that pincess, Such 

eritigques may er may not be developed in a secont operation, 

that is, the production of an alternative knowledge or 

knowledges, om the basis of the foregoing critiquee The 

‘empiricist' critique, fer instances, addresses specific 

positions in terms of their match er fit with treal' race 

“relations situations. This partictilar critique then operates 

on the basis of a determinate set of assumptions concerning 

the fact/theory relationship. Ome theory is advanced in 

preference to another in terms of a fit with the facts, which 

are considered sole arbiters of the knowledge process, 

The two-sided operation is by no means always fully 

plaborated in each of the other three forms of critique. The



conflict critique for instance, initially encountered in the 

Introduction and constituting in general terms a variant form 

of the neo-Marxist critique of orthodox race relations segeatch, 

offers little in the way of a serious critique of existing 

positions but offers rather more in the way of an alternative, 

apparently more plausible, explanation of the ‘phenomena’ of 

race and recism. The ‘critique' in this case, we suggested, 

barely moved beyond an elaboration of what was absent; 

history, theory (quite inaccurately as we discovered) without 

any attempt to elaborate why particular problems should be 

handled in this way and not in that. The alternative then was 

a historical/structural explanation of race, incorporating the 

essential dynamic elements of conflict into a hitherto ‘static! 

analysis of race relations encountered in the 'immigrant-host'! 

perspective and elsewhere. 

The radical critique, strictly speaking and by its own 

admission, is not a critique as suche It does not attempt in 

the way the empiricist critique does, to establish a Sueneneie 

neutral arbiter that exists independently of theory and 

thereby able to exercise discretionary powers in terms of the 

comparative merits and demerits of particular theories. In 

the place of a realm of facts there does appear something 

external to, and independent of, the theory that is in some 

position to assess the relative adequacy of a particular 

theoretical statement. Here it is the individual who uses 

his coun experience and values as a means of assessment in 

each case. If theory is conceived as a product of the values 

of the individual responsible for its production, then its
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adequacy may be predicted in terms of the degree to which it 

coincides with the backoround experiences of those individuals 

it reaches. 

The epistemological ‘critique’ addzesses the usefulness or 

adequacy of a number of propositions in terms of their 

epistemological allegiance. We encounteres two variant forms 

of this @ritique in Part One. 
+ The one concentrates specificaily on the empiricist 

sesumptions of physical anthropology. These have Laid bare 

thie Bienen tion that race as a taxonomic principle can be 

established on the basis of observation and randem selection 

of sriteria considered- pertinent for classification. These 

were reproduced and elaborated there in conivnction with a 

form of critique aimed, not at the epistemolcgical cateoories,— 

but. rather at the substantive relations that obtain cetween 

the race concept and those like species, natural selection, 

gene etc. with whish it has generally heen associated in 

orthoaox race theory. 

The second form of critigue in this respect has formed the 

basis of an attempt to reconstitute the consept of race in 

sociological terms. This 'positive' contribution entailed the 

rejection of orthodox or classical rece theory in terms of 

their wehaviouristic assunptions. The biologisation of 

histery was rejected as a universal principle of the elucidation 

of the state of man on the grounds that it lacked adequacy 

at the level of meaning. Tre contributions.of Stark, Banton 

and Rex have reflected thia position,



The problem common to ell these critiques is that they 

have sought to establish the usefulness or adequacy of 

propositions in race theory, in its classical, sociological 

" 
a or neo-fiarxist Form, in terms of some seferent external to 

and independent of the theory itself. Each form impliee a 

number of assumptions concerning the production of race theory 

that cannot be explained with reference to race theory alone 

but nevertheless da rest, as we have seen, on certain 

theoretical assumptions. In the case of the empiricist 

critique it assumed a number of propositions concerning ihe 

w
 relationship of theoretical to ‘factual! statements. In ths 

radical critique it assumed a number of propositions 

concerning the relationship of man, knowledge and society. 

In so far as epistemology is distinct from substantive 

relations in rave theory, the final rorm cf critique too has 

assuned some relationship of theory tu some fora of metatheery 

or theory of theories. The anti-empiricism of certain . 

positions reproduced and elaborated in Part One can only 

address the operational procedures invoked to produce a4 

concept of race. Substantive questions, i.e. those specific 

to race theory alone, involve the elaboration of certain 

propositions whase properties exist independently of those 

epistemological categories that constitute the operational 

context within which the race concept has been developed. 

In contradistinction to these forms of critique, we have 

sought to establish in substantive terms the conceptual 

‘context within which race has been elaborated. Each of the 

above forms of critique has assumed a certain relationship
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between theory and some external referent (facts, values/ 

experiences and, in the case of epistemology, some metatheory). 

In attempting to overcome these reductionist tendencies (i.e. 

the reduction of theory to something outside it) this thesis 

has attempted to establish the theoretical conditions of the 

existence of a race concept in sociology and neo-Marxist 

theory and their distinction from that produced im orthodox 

Pace theory. 

This task presupposes an investigation that transcends 

the traditional parameters of orthodox sociological race 

relations research. In so doing it has subjected race theory 

in its: broadest sense to a critique that has remained at the 

level of the concepts of race theory itself and not with 

reference to some external referent (whether these take the 

form of the facts of race relations situations, the 

experiences of an individual or epistemological categories). 

The concepts of race and racism can only be fully grasped 

in terms of an analysis of the theoretical context in which 

they have been developed. Only then is it possible to 

establish relations of coherence, dependence or, in terms of 

the initial designation of theory, the necessity of relationships 

between concepts. In the course of this investigation it has 

been necessary to examine certain substantive issues in terms 

of their conceptual presuppositions. The thesis has thereby 

moved away from conventional research projects, viz. community 

studiss, attitude tests, or studies of localised cultural 

variation (e.g. eating habits) to a series of problems and issues
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conventionally reserved for mainstream sociological debate. 

One such area, particularly significant in the social sciences 

recently, is the distinction between Marxism and sociology and 

in this particular case, between sociological and neo-Marxist 

concepts of race and racism, 

The Marxism/Sociology Debate in the Field of Race Relations. So ere foc adage ee ee en ee ee ee ee eS 

The distinction between Marxism and sociology or conversely 

the possibility of a Marxist sociology, may be said to 

constitute one of the most contentious areas in the social 

sciences at the present time. ’* The initial distinction made at the 

outset of this investigation between sociology and neo-Marxism 

is particularly apposite im this respect. 

The debate for these purposes has clearly entailed a two- 

fold problem. The first concerns the justification for a 

distinction between the two fields at a general level of 

abstractione The second clearly relatedly concerns the 

possibility af retaining the distinction in the field of race 

relations, assuming of course the general delineation is 

justified. In the first instance, then, it is necessary to 

distinguish the two problematics at a general level. This 

should be possible from this investigation given the extent to 

which it has addressed itself to concepts at this level of 

abstraction. 

The investigation of social theories of race im the first 

instance reaffirmed the concept of social action as its basic 

concepte It was this concept that distinguished at the outset



the sociological from the non-sociological concept in classical 

or othodox race theorye The concept of action, that is, 

behaviour directed on the basis of consciously or individually 

selected values, provided the possibility of reducing 'real 

hiological' differences to '‘ideas' about them. Any objective 

reality was now rendered superfluous. So long as individuals 

believed there to be differences, the sociologist of race was 

in. business. 

The problem for Weber, and for sociology in general, as we 

discovered in Part Two, concerns the subsequent inclusion of an 

account of the conditions of action in a theory that tenders 

them superfluous or given data. Such 'conditions' have included 

both a realm of culturally-shared values (collectively shared, 

not individually chosen) and a number of quasi-autonomous 

systems, each of which required some concept of race or its 

derivatives. (e.g. a prejudiced personality). The concept of 

social system, as we discovered, is ultimately reducible in 

Weber's work to the sphere of values. The concept of race in 

Weber's remarks. on stratification appears as a variant form 

of status group, ieee ultimately defined in a social order 

within which power is distributed according to prestige or 

honoure In so far as it eppsars confined to this relatively 

discrete category, it is also restricted to the sphere of 

values. These have either taken the form of values individually 

chosen on the basis of a significance or attachment to physical 

differences (in the case of Shibutani and Kwan, for instance), 

or imzsosed on tne individual through cultural traditiom and 

only then expressed through action.
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Tne basic concepts of Saciology are quite distinct fron 
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nose of classical Marxist theory in this respect. The natural 

science/social science distinction (the epistomolosical Sasis, 

° if we recall, of a social, as opposed to a4 natural, scienti 4h 
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concept of race) and the subjective methed is explicitly 

rejected here 3: 

In: what sense, then, does Marx speak of the economic 
law of motion of society, even referring to this law 
as a Naturgesetz - a law of mature ? How are we to 
understand this, when so many of our native sociologists 
have covered reams of paper to show that social pnenomena 
are particularly distinct from the phenomena of natural 
history, and that therefore the investigation of the 
Former requires the employment. of an absolutely distinct 
"subjective method in sociology". &. 

Those propositions which Lenin seeks here to distinguish 

From flarxism in principle reproduce those designated as. 

sociological throughout this investigation of the race concept. 

The role of values, if we recall the reproduction of certain of 

Weber's basic concepts, is central both as far as the sociologist 

is concerned and to the subject matter of his investigation, 

social action. This is equally true of Lenin's sociological 

contemporaries, as it is: of more recent attempts to elaborate 

the basic concepts of the sociological problematic. The 

methods of investigation of one such group, the Narodniks, 

are clearly analogous to Weber's ideal-type form of investication, 

procecures, it is important to note, that Lenin clearly scught 

to distinguish from Marxist theory. 

The subjectivist sociologist, when he begins his argument 
supposedly with "Living individuals", actually begins by 
endowing these individuals with such "thoughts and 
Feelings" as he considers rational ... And since, further, 
this sociclogists's own ideas of what is rational reflect 
(without his realising it) the given social environment 
the final conclusions he draws from his arcument, which



seem to him a "pure" product of "modern science and 
modern moral ideas" in fact only reflect the standpoint 
and interests ... of the petty-bourgeoisie. 9. 

The role of consciousness, will or intention, which marks 

the point of departure, we have suggested throughout, of 

conventional classifications in sociological race theory 

remains a direct antithesis of classical Marxist theory as the 

following passage will indicate : 

In the social production of their life, men enter into 
definite relations that are indispensable and independent 
of their will, «.. The mode of production of material 
life conditions the social, politieal and intellectual 
life process in general. It is not the comsciousness 
of men that determines: their heing, but, on the contrary, 
their social being that determines their consciousness. LO. 

The economistic reading of the above Passage has served in 

some ways to detract from the question of the role of determinate 

conditions ‘in generalt vis a vis any notion of consciousness. ie 

In the case of the theory of the capitalist mode of production, 

for instance, (one set of determinate conditions) the role of 

consciousness embodied in the human subject is clearly 

subordinate to the role of individuals as economic categories. 

To prevent misunderstanding, a word. I paint the 
Capitalist and the landlord in no sense couleur de rose. 
But here individuals are dealt with only in so far as 
they are personifications of economic categories, 
embodiments of particular class-relations and class-« 
interests, My standpoint, from which the evolution of 
the economic formation of society is viewed as a process 
of natural history, can less than any cther make the 
individual responsible for relations whose creature he 
socially remains, however much he may subjectively raise 
himself above them. 12. 

If the problematic of sociology reproduces the cancepts 

of value-oriented action either individually conceived or a 

Function of some cultural expression, the central concepts of



Marxist theory on the other hand (mode of production, determinate 

relations. of production and productive forees) are in no way 

reducible to the sociological problematic. Consequently the 

transposition from one problematic to the other is only made 

at the cost of conceptual echerence. 

Unce the distinction is made at this level, i.e. in terms 

of the basic cancents of both Marxism and socioloay, than the : see 
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impasing a concept of race as it is at present problem of super 

canstituted in the social sciences becomes more cpparente The 

difficulties, it has been suggsstsd avave in Part Three, deriva, 
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on. the ons hand, from the designation of «4 concept o7 

rane in terms cf consciousness independent of any objective 
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conditions (the point of transition from a biolcyical to a 

svcial concept of race) sid om the other, 6 theory of the 

capitalist mode of production restina on the specification and 

glaboration of jts determinats conditions of existence. The 

tensions here, it has been suggested, preclude the realisation 

of a fMlarxist theory of race relations in the form in which both 

have traditionally seen constituted. In the final paragiaphs 

we shall attempt tentatively to reconstitute the race cancent 

in a way that avoids these problems in acsition to some of the 

‘ae@jor problems raised throughout the investigation. a 

Fa ie 
cea A So fac we have reiterated some of the problems associa 4]

 

with the sonstruction of a race concept in terms of the basic 

concepts of the aderernndcal problematic. The concept of races 

has its coun dévermindté conditions sof existence, the 

epecification of which has provoked a majority of neo-Marxists 

om the other hand to elaborate it in terms of a number of



seemingly economic exigencies. In other words, implicit in 

the arguments of the raciam/capitalism thesis is the assumption 

that the conditions of existence of racist ideology lie 

specifically in’ the capitalist economy. Consequently, the 

argument goes, or at least should logically proceed, that onre 
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 the conditions: ere removed, racism too dissapnears of 

volition. The problem of delineating the mechanism through 

which these economic exigencies have their effects ab the 

ideologinal level was sungested in Part Three. Tie transition 

— ean only be made in terms of a conception of the social 

totality, wherein each part appears as an eaxpression of tne 
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since tie mechanism is clearly inaccessible to theary; it is 

4 inst, we have suggested, from Marxist theory. c
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The elaboration of seternanaes conditions does nou 

necessarily entail the reproduction of some aspect of the 

economy or theery of the economy €eg¢ the cedduct ot of a 

surplus population, deciining rate of profit, etc.). ~- In 

other words, the speculative character of the sociological 

concept of race need not necessarily invoive a recapitulation 

of the econonist's position, nur for that matter, a return 

60 some ‘real’ biological distinction which often seems to 

have oeen the case. The only possible way of conceiving race 

and racism, it has been suggested, (the two can new be 'marrier!'! 

as Nash somewhat prematurely demanded) is their initial 

designation in the realm of relatively autonomous theoreticel 

or theoretical/ideological practices. Their conditions of 

existance can only be understood in terms of an analysis



specific to the particular ideological field in which they 

have been worked. In this sense, the field of sociological 

neo-Marxist theory is potentially as equally open to scrutiny 

as the seemingly ‘obvious'ideologies of orthodox race theory, 

This is precisely the assumption underlying this 

investigation of the field of race theory in so far as it has 

been examined predominantly in terms of its conceptual conditions 

of existence. In this sense the problem has continually been 

posed in terms of its solution. Internal differentiatiom at this 

theoretical/ideological level cannot hope to be extrapolated 

in terms of the capital-labour contradiction any more than it 

can be understood as an emergent product of will or intention. 

It can only be grasped at this level in terms of some 

distinguishing, and sometimes conceptually exclusive, 

characteristics which constitute the properties of the race 

concept im the fields of orthodox/sociological and neo-Marxist 

theorye Im doing so, it becomes possible to confer a "structure' 

om the race concept without recourse ko the structureless 

Field of the history of ideas,>”*or to the structure of the 

economy which appears to certaim misinformed Marxists to be 

the only structure worthy of the name. Consideration in this 

investigation has focussed in consequence on the structure 

of the ideological/theoretical form itself in an attempt to 

avoid reducing it to an effect of some all-determining force, 

either as a function of the capital-labour contradiction or as 

a function of the will and consciousness of the individual 

subject actor. It thereby becomes possible, as we suggested 

in Part Three, to reconstitute the ideological as an autonomous
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zone within a complex totality. As a result, the concept of 

Tace is conceived in the first instance as an ideological 

form whose internal differences or contradictions may be 

understood as a function of determinate conceptual or notienaty * 

conditions of existence. The elaboration of certain conceptual 

presuppositions lies at the heart of this exercise and 

eonsequently has played a central part in this investigation. 

The objective im this respect has been to elaborate those 

presuppositions. without recourses to extra-ideological forms, 

in particular those that pertain to the forms of critique 

predominant in the field at the present time. 

Once the problem is: posed initially in these terms, it then 

becomes possible to theorise its effects, or rather the scope 

of its effects, at other levels without recourse to the variant 

forms of expressivism encountered above. The possibility of one 

such effect, for instance, has been realised im the area of 

legislative practices: implemented in Great Britain and.-im the 

proposed areas of legislation embodied im the programmes of the 

major political parties. Im Section III of Part Three its 

effects were witnessed at the lewel of certain of the current 

political programmes of a number of nationalist and/or 

socialist. organisationse The political effects of the 

incorporation of the race concept into such programmes can 

only be fully elaborated im the context of a much fuller 

conjunctural analysis. At a certain level of abstraction, 

perhaps somewhat detached from such analysis, the content of 

such programmes. as a whole appears, we have suggested, at odds 

with the fundamental principles of flarxist-Leninist theory.
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Similarly its effents at the level of the economy may be 

- witnessed in certain selective employment nractices “and 

embodied in the programmes of certain trade union documents 

which may or may not tbe integrated into collective agreements 

: iG. ; : : . with management. Tie scose of such intervention is clearly 

contingent cn certaim economic exigenciese it is not however 

these exigencies in the first instance that can be held 

accountatie for the production of an ideological concept of 

race and the propagavion of racist ideology. In this way not = i 

only is it possible to avoid the theoretical implications of 

I
 the economists'position; it is also possible to avoid some 

of the practical problems that result froa it. In particular 

ral there is tho prohlem of reconciling sems notion ef an underclass [w
e 

regarded as synonymous with specific racial groups, with the 

existence of a larue group of pett-bourgecis semi-profassionels 

ana professionals, again identified with a particulas racial 

Cateyory that clearly contravenes the gensral principle. 

Furtheruore it avoids the suggestion yet te be demonstrated 

theoretically that the ideology of race and racism wiil 

disappear of its own accord with the transision to an advanced 

communist mode of production. 

This investigation has thus attempted one task and, in 

doing so, has posed a further set of problems; that is, the 

sation of the effects of specific ideologies at the H theor 

levels of politics and tiie economy. A theory of the economy, 

in other words, that provides the conceptual possibility for 

the presence of Seeeeee ideologies, Beet Lauder connected with 

race, remains a problem. To reconstruct critically the



problematics of race theory in each of their variant 
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and to cojbat in the form of polemic or critique, the orthodox 

theorists (Jensen, Eyserick etc.) cannut hope tu provide an 

4. 
adequate substitutes for work in this direction. 

Notes. ‘ 

1. One of the most recent protests may be witnesser in the 
journal economy ana Society. In the first issue, for 
instance, "the editors wrote, “Economy and Soriety rejects 
the view that it is sufficient to deseribe ecocicties as 
aggregations of discrete institutions (whether polilical, 
economic, or social). Rather it is cummitted to - 
theoretical appreech which is wholistic and which 
ecancentrates on systems of production and the division 
of labeur, and sn the related systens of domination and 
control, 9s the primary or core sectors of society". 
Editorial, Esunomy and Society, Vol. 1, No. 1. 1972, 
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Sse for instance S. Patterson, Inmigvants in industry, 
O's (C35b.6 
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weW. Danisl, Raciai Discrimination in England, op. cit. 
Be (OTE. 

Clearly the similarity at the level of critique here 
reflects the analogovs features cf the ‘immisrant-host! 
perssective reproduced in the Introdustion and the terms 
of reference of sociolegical race reiations. Soth 
Patterson's and Banton's substentive studies serve as 
excellent illustrations of the more oensral position 
elaborated hy Shibuteni and Kwan cencernino tne inter- 
play of distinct sets of cultural variables in the 
context of group interaction. 

  

The use of 'categories' here as opposed te tcencepts! 
has teen made by fl, Castells and &. de Ipela, 
‘Epistemological Practice and the Sociel Sreiences', p.124. 

For some of tha more important edi teiout dons in this 
debate, it is necessary to distinguish those who seek 
to reconcile sociology (or variants of the sociological 
problomatic) and Marxism, from those who have sought 
to retain the distinction. Clearly the number of 
sociological readings of Miarx ere ton niimerous to list 
here, For a review of these positions, see 8. Smart, 
socialogy, Phenomenctogy and Marxian Analysis, ch. 2. 

  

menological fiarxis sm 
he 

The work of existential and oe 2G 

he Frankfurt school). offer (Sartre, ior ieau-Ponty, ang ¢t 

some of the more explicit attempts to reconcile the two 
on the basis of a specific reading of the sociclagical
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and Marxist problematics. he two notable attempts to 
distinguish Marxism from sociology may be found in P.Q. 
Hinst, ‘Marx and Engels on Law, Crime and florality', 

whners he attemots to demonstrate not only a distinction 

between flarxian and sociological theories of crime, but 

also between the work of the early and late flarx. (In 

this respect it may be considered analagous to 

Althusser's attempt in For Marx to distinguish the 

problematics of the early and late Marx.) See also fi. 
Shaw, ‘The Coming Crisis of Radical Sociology'in 

Ideology in Social Science: Readings im Critical Social 

Theory, ede Re Slackburn. 

V.I. Lenin, What the "Friends of the People" nd 

How They Fight the Social-Democrate, p. 10. 

Vel. Lenin, 'The Economic Content of Naerodism', in 

Collected Works, Vole 1, pe 404, (and the criticism of it 
in fire Struve's book). Orawing an even closer analogy 

to the ideal-type construct, Lenin goes om "but though 

you talk of "Living individuals", you actually make 

your starting-point not the "Living individuals", with 

the "thoughts and feelings" actually created by nis 

conditions of life, by the given system of relations of 

production, but a marionette, and stuff its head with 

your own "thoughts and feelings"", pp. 408-409. 

        

K. Marx, 'Preface to a Contribution to the Critique of 
Political Economy', p. 182, in Selected Works in One 

Volume, K. Marx and F. Engels. 

See on this point. 8. Hindess and P.Q. Hirst, Pre-Capitalist 

Modes of Production, ope cit., pp. 16-17. 

  

K. flarx, Preface to the First German Edition of Capital, 

Vol. 1, ppe 20-21. ’ 

The recurrent feature of the history of ideas, it was 

suggested in Part One, was the containment of 

discussion to the presences of the race concept 

depicted in linear fashion by historians/sociologists. 

The object of this discussion has been on the contrary 

to provide, in conceptual terms, the structural frame- 

work within which the race concept has been worked and 

the analysis of the concept has taken place primarily 

in terms of its structural (i.e. conceptuel) conditions 

of existence. 

'Notions' in ideology are sometimes distinguished from 

scientific concepts. The distinction has not rigidly 

been enforced here since all propositions, scientific 

or ideological, have their own conditions of existence. 

Unless some form of 2 priori distinction is to be made, 

each must be subject to similar forms of discursive 

treatment. 

See for sxample, Ge Ben-Tovim, ‘Discrimination by Post: 

A Study of racial discrimination in the response of 

Liverpool employers to written job-applications'
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The element of 'choice' then does enter into the argument 
here, but as far as the employer is concerned it is 
‘contingent on the nature and scope of determinate 
ideologies available to hime. The purchase of cheap 
labour however, while it may ‘appear' expedient for 
a particular employer, may not be a precondition for 
the reproduction of the economic system as a whole, 
(the 'economists'' position). Clearly the scope then of 
choice is limited both in terms of determinate 
ideologies and the adequate provision for the reproduction 
of economic conditions. The position taken here then 
to this extent is also quite distinct from positions 
(Genovese's for instance) that effectively denegate 
the role of autonomous ideological (and economic) 
practices by reducing them to the effects of self- 
consciousnesse
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